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Abstract 
How do university students create knowledge together? What do they actually do? What tools do they 
use and how? What do they solve, access and produce on the way to submitting an assessment? How can 
we and our designs support student agency in knowledge creation? These are key questions for tertiary 
educators who aim to help students become independent learners and critical problem-solvers. 
Collaborative projects are part of most tertiary undergraduate programs, but in-depth studies of what 
goes on as students work together outside classrooms and facilitated learning management systems are 
rare. 
My interest is in shared epistemic agency—how knowledge is collaboratively created. There is, naturally, 
a social aspect to collaboration—dialogue, team roles and relationships. There is also materiality to 
collaboration; the objects that students create and use as thinking tools and to organise work and 
represent ideas to each other. These include: sources of information (e.g. task description, journal 
articles, web sites); generated concepts and ideas; production and communication tools (e.g. social 
media, shared document); and, importantly, the artefacts they produce (e.g. diagrams, mind maps, 
storyboards, notes).  
Sociomaterial theories of knowledge creation, putting shared objects at the centre of social learning, 
underpinned this study. I focused on the objects students used and created in projects, describing and 
analysing students’ project space in supporting knowledge creation—an infrastructure produced through 
their activity. I followed seven groups of 3-5 members, 27 undergraduate students in total, as they 
worked together in education and engineering courses on assessment tasks that gave students some 
freedom, or agency, as to how they approached, defined and solved the problem presented to them. 
Using ethnographic methods, including video- and audio-recorded team sessions, and capturing artefacts 
and online communications and work, I gathered rich information for each case. I made detailed 
transcriptions of students’ work and used discourse analysis with descriptive coding to pay close 
attention to actions and objects as well as dialogue. I mapped and represented projects through 
relational diagrams that traced actors, actions and objects over time. I compared each set of cases across 
a range of dimensions of knowledge creation and of the infrastructure students assembled in their work.  
Through examination and discussion of these detailed cases, my study makes a substantial contribution 
to our understanding of how students create knowledge together.  
Main findings and outputs include:  
• Conceptualisation of a new type of epistemic object, the synthesising object, to bridge individual 
and shared knowledge creation. The synthesising object is a key original concept for designing and 
researching the social and material aspects of shared knowledge creation. 
• An original method of visual analysis and representation of shared epistemic objects over multiple 
dimensions. 
• A model of epistemic agency in group tasks, outlining the interactions between what students bring 
to the task, the components of infrastructure supporting knowledge work, and how design elements 
feed into that model. 
• The importance of early stages of projects: students bring dispositions, including abilities, 
expectations and experiences, important to how they understand, or frame, epistemic work.  
• A set of design principles for shared epistemic agency, working collaboratively on knowledge in a 
specific context. I use case study findings to guide a discussion of extant design literature. A long-
term strategy, targeted activities, deliberate practice and reflection are key. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
In this chapter I introduce the study, why I undertook it, and start to define some of the main terms 
and theorical ideas. I give an overview of the study and its contributions, and the chapter concludes 
with a guide to the structure of the dissertation.  
Two closely aligned concepts, knowledge creation and shared epistemic agency, underpin this study. 
Both concepts combine a social and material view of learning. Using these concepts, what students 
do, how they interact, what they use and what they make in a particular situation are important to 
how knowledge is formed. Knowledge creation is the wider concept, understood as the process of 
learning through the social construction of new knowledge, centred on objects (Paavola & 
Hakkarainen, 2005). Shared epistemic agency is enacted for a specific goal in a particular context, as 
collaborators elect to engage with knowledge, available tools, objects and other people for a 
purpose (Damşa, Kirschner, Andriessen, Erkens, & Sins, 2010).  
‘Objects’ were central to this study. An object refers to a concept or an artefact, a thing, but also 
represents a goal in its use, as in the object of activity (Kaptelinin, 2005). In this study, the main 
object type of interest was the epistemic or knowledge object, changeable and emerging from 
activity as students work on ideas towards solutions. I took a sociomaterialist approach (Johri, 2011): 
rather than individual cognition, I concentrated on actions and things used and produced, the 
objects of collaboration. 
I based this study on seven in-depth cases of projects undertaken by small groups of undergraduate 
students in education and engineering courses. The rich data from video-recording, in-person and 
online interactions throughout the projects, as well as recording the tools, artefacts and other 
elements used by students, provided a strong, detailed foundation for investigating knowledge-
based work in context. I utilised ethnographic methods, rarely used to investigate group projects in 
education, and applied analysis, including use of novel object diagrams, that focused on object and 
infrastructure construction over time. This has furnished individual case narratives and identified 
commonalities and contrasts across cases. 
1.1 Why this study? 
The starting point 
The initial kernel of this study came from wanting to see what students actually did when assigned a 
challenging collaborative task, having personally observed a range of outcomes from such projects. 
How to judge and plan design for learning, in the complexity of student responses as agents in that 
learning, has also been a nagging issue in my professional life. I am a learning designer, also called an 
educational developer, who works with academic staff to design assessment tasks, select supporting 
technologies and create learning resources. University educators, including designers, do not 
generally see in detail how students work. Students work privately on and off campus outside direct 
observation; and in formal classes, an educator’s attention is divided between activities and groups, 
without means to coherently evaluate or analyse projects as they progress.  
As a designer, putting ideas into tangible and shareable form—a wireframe outline of a web page, a 
mock-up image, a lesson plan—is a key part of practice. This contributed to my interest in what 
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things students use and create during projects. In addition, from a practical professional perspective, 
research should contribute to improving design for student learning. In order to find out how to 
design for epistemic agency, we first need to understand how it is exercised by students. In this 
study, I therefore described and analysed specific cases, situated findings within and extended 
theory, and discussed implications for design.  
University education and the knowledge society  
Universities are under pressure to help their students develop skills such as “collaborative learning, 
self-leadership and flexibility” but universities are not generally adept in doing this (Karlgren, 
Paavola, & Ligorio, 2020, p. 1). Society is increasingly reliant on collaborative and inter-disciplinary 
problem investigation and solutions (Graesser et al., 2018; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014; World 
Economic Forum, 2018). A need for flexibility in careers, of which an individual may have many, 
makes knowledge skills, including learning on the job and problem-solving, key as individuals 
navigate new fields over the course of a working life (Foundation for Young Australians, 2017; World 
Economic Forum, 2018). In recognition of this, collaborative problem solving (CPS) education “is 
increasingly recognized as being critical to efficiency, effectiveness, and innovation in the modern 
global economy” (Graesser et al., 2018, pp. 59–60).  
If tertiary education is to enable students to interpret and work critically with knowledge, and create 
new knowledge, the process through which they develop relevant skills is a key area of research 
(Stahl, 2017). The acknowledged need for all levels of education to support knowledge work 
competencies (Karlgren et al., 2019) necessitates a close look at how students create knowledge 
and, in the process, collaboratively use and construct tools and artefacts. 
Group-based work is common in tertiary courses but can be challenging for some students (Burdett, 
2003). If group work can be challenging, students early in their program of study, such as those in 
the case groups in this study, can be especially unsure of how to engage as a team in learning and 
knowledge work. This underlines understanding students’ epistemic practices in higher education as 
a major research topic (Nerland, 2012a). 
Collaborative problem-, project- and practice-based learning (PBL) is increasingly part of innovation 
in tertiary curriculum (Boud, 2012; Hmelo-Silver, Kapur, & Hamstra, 2018). My study connects to this 
trend by contributing to an understanding of how students can be supported, as in PBL, to create 
knowledge. Formal education has lost whatever monopoly it had on knowledge; students, in the 
information-rich digital world, now have to “build coherent knowledge out of fragmentary 
information coming from multiple sources” (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014, p. 413)—a research and 
design challenge for the learning sciences. However, research is not currently progressing much 
beyond “the procedural or conversational aspects of learning” to develop pedagogies supporting 
shared object-oriented knowledge creation and learning (Damşa & Muukkonen, 2020, p. 83). We are 
not adequately addressing the epistemic aspects of how students create knowledge: what are their 
epistemic objects and how do they make them? 
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Educational theory and the need for this research 
Educators need to “understand student learning, in particular how students set about their learning 
tasks, their intentions and strategies” (Buckley, Pitt, Norton, & Owens, 2010, p. 10). A focus on 
student agency is also supported by a call for further research into “learners - learner participation 
and creativity and online identity formation” (Greenhow, Robelia, & Hughes, 2009, p. 255, original 
emphasis). Ellis and Goodyear (2010) recommend that students be represented at all levels of 
development of tertiary learning environments—environments that are now more easily integrating 
physical and online activity in a broad “ecology of learning.” To know how best to nurture this 
ecology, educators require a more detailed understanding of how students collaborate in practice, 
wherever and with whatever means they use. This collaboration necessarily involves the common 
objects on which they work. 
Shared knowledge creation is a fundamental process of learning (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005), 
however research has tended to focus on information and dialogue/communication rather than 
knowledge creation focused on objects (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2009). While individual problem-
solving has been researched extensively, group problem-solving and group practices have garnered 
much less attention (Graesser et al., 2018; Stahl, 2017). This implies a need for inquiry into what 
happens within groups: for example, researchers have noted a need for further research into how 
teams move from initial confusion to coordination by following their activities in detail (Muukkonen, 
Lakkala, Kaistinen, & Nyman, 2010). The concept of shared epistemic agency further brings the focus 
onto students, their volition in electing to act in certain ways and how they apply epistemic practices 
to a task. 
A key device I use for considering how to design for epistemic agency is the epistemic game. An 
epistemic game is a recognisable and reusable common pattern of activity with the goal of creating 
knowledge, and can be general or discipline- or professionally-specific (Collins & Ferguson, 1993; 
Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017; Perkins, 1997). Examples might include games for research, 
debate, statistical proofs, or problem definition. Epistemic games include information on how and 
when they are used and how they can be modelled and rehearsed. Epistemic games are useful in 
identifying and describing what students will encounter in complex tasks and guiding design for 
supporting knowledge creation.   
This study is based on a set of related theoretical concepts. Knowledge creation is done 
collaboratively with others, through the objects, artefacts and tools used and created in activity, 
which are integral to thinking. I refer to this collaborative space and process as the activity 
infrastructure. How students interact with the material world, what they do, what their tools and 
artefacts allow or preclude, and how students interact with others, counts. Thinking does not 
happen just in the brain (Malafouris & Renfrew, 2010), but is also distributed in objects and how 
they represent and connect ideas. How students manage their work together, as well as what tools 
and objects they use and create, help shape the knowledge they produce. Cognition is shared and 
distributed (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000) between individuals and in the tools and objects used in 
collaborative work. In the process of knowledge creation, students assemble infrastructure from 
task-specific tools and processes, as well as ubiquitous tools (e.g. physical rooms, mobile devices, 
Google search) and from the knowledge objects they create.  
The infrastructure that students create, not always consciously, as they work, emerges from action 
and is a tangible outcome of shared epistemic agency. This is not an environment that is carefully 
crafted and provided by others to support a specific educational goal, but one that is “achieved by 
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the learners themselves” through “organizing complexity and sense-making in unbound landscapes 
where intellectual, relational, material or digital resources exist in abundance” (Damşa, Nerland, & 
Andreadakis, 2019, p. 3). In this study, I have described and analysed the infrastructure that students 
constructed in their projects, their chosen tools, objects and processes, as they made sense of and 
used these resources. 
Objects are used in creating knowledge. They may be technical, used in a stable form, for example, a 
technology tool, instructions or an article; they may be epistemic, directly created by students and in 
formation (Nicolini, Mengis, & Swan, 2011). A shared epistemic object used in knowledge creation 
may have physical or digital form, or may be purely conceptual. Examples include an idea, diagram, 
an essay or report, an utterance, a list of search terms, an outline, a mind map, diagram, table or 
sketch. Epistemic objects are used to represent and create emergent knowledge. Epistemic objects 
could, in a final form, be the assignment that is handed in for grading. They may also be used solely 
for interim thinking, clarifying a concept or sharing ideas. 
I put shared objects used in collaboration, their iterations and students’ related actions over time at 
the centre of inquiry, to which ethnographic methods are suited (Hine, 2000). In their inquiry into 
student knowledge creation, Damşa et al. (2010) did not analyse in detail the knowledge objects 
produced by students and how they were developed. They recommended that future research 
investigate the role of the object—“their development, their affordances, salience, the ways in 
which they distract, their symbolic and physical features, and how these affect learners’ actions” 
(Damşa et al., 2010, p. 182). This call to consider the role and affordances of the epistemic objects 
students create was one of the inspirations for my study. Nicolini et al. (2011) also ask for further 
research into the “messy iterative journey” of objects and the role they play in collaboration: how 
people attribute different meanings to objects; how many and what type of objects are used; and 
how “the common effort is supported by the necessary ecology, or ‘landscape,’ of collaboration 
objects” (p.627). In this study, I focused on seeing that ‘common effort,’ what students do in the 
context of their particular projects, following their use and creation of objects and the infrastructure 
that they construct through and for their collaborative activity.  
1.2 Overview of the study and contributions 
I followed group knowledge creation in the places it happens, to investigate how students exercise 
shared epistemic agency, how they frame and enact a knowledge creation task. 
The two main questions I asked in this study are: 
1. How do students exercise shared epistemic agency? 
2. What does students’ activity suggest for design for epistemic agency?  
Research sub-questions expand on these in Chapter 2, in the light of theoretical concepts.  
To answer the first question, I investigated the iterative development of objects by groups of 
students as well as the role those emergent objects and associated practices have in knowledge 
creation. I also investigated the infrastructure that student groups constructed to support epistemic 
work, taking an expanded view of infrastructure to encompass both the enabling structure of tools 
and technical objects as well as interactions in object-centred knowledge work. As I analysed cases, I 
identified students’ initial framing of activities, how they understood the task and organised their 
response to it, as a key point on which collaborative work turned. This led me to consider more 
closely the start of projects and the dispositions that students bring to them.  
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To answer the second question, I used case findings applied to extant literature to produce a set of 
practical design principles for epistemic agency. In these, facilitated activities and deliberate practice 
and reflection are key components. Through the cases, I also identified epistemic games, discrete 
patterns of knowledge work suitable for scaffolded learning activities, with guidance on how these 
can be used in design for learning.  
The seven groups of undergraduate students I observed were in the first third of their degree in 
either an education or engineering course. All groups collaboratively worked on open-ended 
projects. Each group numbered between three and five students, with a total of 27 participants in 
the study. I used an ethnographic approach, video-recording group meetings, and so gathered data 
in almost real time. This enabled a close, contextualised view of student interactions, decisions and 
the objects they chose and created. Analysis involved multimodal transcription, discourse analysis 
and descriptive coding of sessions, diagrams, narrative descriptions and illustrations. Analysis 
covered the overall flow of projects and also specific segments of interaction. Although the main 
data were generated through these means, I also conducted semi-structured interviews with 12 of 
the students, asking about their sense of and approaches to the projects.  
This set of methods enabled me to bring new perspectives to, and represent in new ways, the 
important every-day knowledge creation of student groups, focusing on sociomaterial aspects. In 
analysing students’ activities and artefacts, I combined multiple theoretical perspectives and 
concepts, producing a model of epistemic agency and knowledge creation in collaborative projects.  
By attending to what students produced and the role of those objects, I identified a critical role for 
objects produced by individuals within collaborative knowledge work. This led me to extend object 
classification by defining a new type, which I called the ‘synthesising object.’ It sits within the parent 
category of epistemic or knowledge object. Synthesising objects are created by individuals from 
collaboratively constructed and shared knowledge. Although they are the direct product of 
individual effort, synthesising objects derive from collective work and are used to interpret, extend 
or direct this work. As a link between individual and team epistemic work, the synthesising object 
offers new perspectives for design, conceptualisation and research in knowledge creation. 
The representation of the cases employed original methods relevant to further sociomaterial 
research. I devised analytic object diagrams that relate objects, actors and concepts over the course 
of a project, tracing the development of student groups’ overarching epistemic objects. I also used 
further diagrams to compare framing, a key analytical concept, in episodes of interaction. 
My study also contributes to understanding of tertiary students’ shared knowledge creation by 
describing specific cases in detail, providing necessary exemplars and “context-dependent 
knowledge” important for expanding discipline expertise in research on learning and for developing 
personal understanding as an educator (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 391).  
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1.3 Guide to structure 
The next chapter, Chapter 2, provides theoretical foundations for the study and defines the main 
terms I use. Foundational concepts include shared knowledge creation, epistemic agency, objects, 
and an activity infrastructure that is emergent, situated and constructed. The personal resources of 
students, their disposition and subsequent framing of assessment tasks, are also central elements 
introduced in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 outlines research design, including the ethnographic case-based methodology, data 
collection and analysis. I link each research question and associated sub-questions to theory, 
analysis and representation of results. Analysis for this study includes descriptive coding, narrative 
description and diagrams of group projects and interactions. I compare cases across dimensions of 
framing, dispositions, object creation and activity infrastructure.  
Chapter 4 presents the four cases from education and Chapter 5 the three cases from engineering. 
Each chapter starts with an outline of the relevant assessment task and concludes with a 
comparative summary, focusing on addressing the research question, ‘How do students exercise 
shared epistemic agency?’ Each case is presented in a detailed narrative, with illustrations of objects 
and group interaction. Case descriptions include a sociomaterial diagram of objects used in the 
projects, and sections on the initial setup and framing of the task and infrastructure constructed by 
the group. 
In Chapter 6 I discuss findings and present answers to research questions. These include a new 
synthesising object for shared knowledge creation, a model of epistemic agency in a group task, a 
set of design principles for epistemic agency, and epistemic games (patterns of epistemic activity 
that may be used to guide design for learning) in the context of findings. This chapter also discusses 
limitations of the study, recommendations for further research and my conclusions. 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical foundations and literature review 
Introduction 
This chapter establishes the theoretical foundations of the study, places it in the context of present 
scholarship and empirical research, and defines concepts and terms. Figure 1 presents the main 
conceptual elements and their relationships to each other, explained in sections below. Knowledge 
creation as the foundation for inquiry focuses on the social and material ways in which students 
select and build an infrastructure to support their activity. Shared epistemic agency is exhibited 
when knowledge is created collaboratively and purposefully in a particular situation. My inquiry 
includes student dispositions and framing of the task in shaping activity. To analyse and evaluate 
activity infrastructure, I use concepts including: epistemic games; the semi-structured ‘heap’ of 
collective knowledge; affordances and instrumental genesis; and the principles of distributed 
cognition for teamwork. Central to the study are the objects students select, share, interpret, modify 
and create as part of their collaborative work. In analysing infrastructure, types of objects are 
organised into levels, explained later in this chapter.  
 
Figure 1: Conceptual foundations of the study 
Note, numbers indicate relevant sections in this chapter. The elements outside the circle 
pointing inwards are concepts used in analysis of activity infrastructure. 
The first research question asks how students exercise shared epistemic agency, while the second 
asks what this means for design for learning. This chapter explains the basis on which I approached 
answers to these questions; where relevant, theory is illustrated with examples of empirical 
research. I investigated students’ framing of and dispositions towards the assessment task, and their 
activity infrastructure used to complete it. I followed university students’ collaborative knowledge 
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creation, focusing on activity in the shared production of epistemic objects within a simultaneously 
constructed infrastructure.  
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 outline the sociomaterial concepts of knowledge creation and shared epistemic 
agency: of material engagement with knowledge through the use and creation of objects. 
Section 2.3 defines objects and their types, which form a key element in descriptions and analysis of 
group projects, and are the context for describing a new object type in findings.  
Section 2.4 outlines how disposition and framing influence how students approach a task. 
Assessment tasks are not isolated, mechanically enacted events: students bring experiences, 
preconceptions, abilities and sensitivities to them, tempered by group dynamics.  
Section 2.5 defines the activity infrastructure and its levels for analysis. The work that students do is 
situated in a particular context and enacted with objects that have their own affordances and which 
are entwined in the work that students do. I introduce further associated concepts to support my 
analysis of infrastructure. 
Section 2.6 briefly introduces general principles of design for knowledge creation. I extend this in 
chapter 6 by introducing further literature on design for epistemic agency. Introducing new concepts 
in the discussion chapter was a considered move, aiming to situate findings directly in the context of 
specifically relevant design literature. 
The chapter concludes with a summary of the theoretical approach, related to research questions 
and sub-questions. 
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2.1 Knowledge creation 
The conceptual foundation for this study builds upon the metaphor of learning as knowledge 
creation (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005). In knowledge creation, learning is studied through the 
social construction of knowledge using mediating objects. It is the “collaborative, systematic 
development of common objects of activity” (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005, p. 536). The idea of 
intention is important: “Knowledge creation/knowledge building is… a type of deliberate, conscious 
action, which produces knowledge that has a public life” (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 2014, p. 35). 
Public knowledge is “available to be worked on and used by other people” (Chen & Hong, 2016, p. 
268). Students produce new knowledge collaboratively towards common goals, and their work 
centres on shared objects that they choose, modify or create. Ways of working and outcomes 
“emerge from the process of collaborating” and involve mutual inquiry that requires creative 
contribution, evaluation and an open-ness to new concepts and scrutiny of shared ideas (Rowe, 
2019, pp. 3-4). 
Knowledge creation as a concept connects perspectives on educational, organisational and scientific 
knowledge work—the contexts in and for which university students are expected to work and 
prepare. Brought under the knowledge creation metaphor are: knowledge building (Bereiter, 2002), 
from the education discipline; knowledge creation from organisational studies (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995) ; and expansive learning (Engeström, 2007), based in activity theory. The work of scientific 
communities also contributes to the concept, as “the epitome of knowledge creation” (Tan & Tan, 
2014, p. 12). Key commonalities of the several sources include a “striving for something new,” 
activity within communities and object-centredness (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005, pp. 544–545). 
Bereiter and Scardamalia (2014) equate knowledge building with knowledge creation. The deliberate 
stretching beyond existing knowledge, in which learners set themselves challenging tasks, is key to 
knowledge building (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005)—with “knowledge as stuff to produce and work 
with” (Bereiter, 2002, p. 6). Knowledge building as a term has been mostly associated with 
scaffolded conceptual improvement in K-12 education through computer-supported collaborative 
systems (Tan & Tan, 2014). In this thesis, I use the term ‘knowledge creation’ because of its function 
as an umbrella concept with connotations of open-ended, authentic problem-solving and relevance 
beyond formal education (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014).  
How appropriate is it to talk about knowledge creation when referring to university students, 
especially in general coursework? They are not creating ‘new’ knowledge in societal terms, but 
potentially creating knowledge that is new to them, or creating knowledge to solve a unique 
problem. Knowledge creation includes “[i]nsightful interpretations or explanations of the work of 
others … identification and clarification of problems, providing supportive or disconfirming findings, 
offering a different perspective on an issue”—and so is within the reach of students at many levels 
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014, p. 398). This conceptual perspective has been broadly applied in K-12 
and HE settings. For example, a study of 40 secondary students collaborating in groups found 
evidence of knowledge creation (van Aalst, 2009). Others have successfully used object-centred 
knowledge creation in studies of university student collaboration (Damşa et al., 2010; Muukkonen et 
al., 2010). In educational settings, knowledge creation is exercised by students in response to tasks 
given to them by educators. It is not a wholly ‘bottom-up’ (Tan & Tan, 2014) response to an issue, 
but when tasks are complex and open, students have agency in how they respond to them and 
produce new knowledge.  
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The use of objects as the focus of activity is intrinsic to knowledge creation, in what Paavola and 
Hakkarainen (2005, 2014) name a ‘trialogical’ approach. They contrast this approach, in which 
objects form a nexus of collaboration, with the ‘monological’ concept of knowledge acquisition 
taking place wholly within the mind of an individual, and the ‘dialogical’ concept of participative or 
social learning with other people (Sfard, 1998). This is not to say that individual learning and learning 
through dialogue are not important, but that objects are at the centre of knowledge creation; it 
cannot happen without them (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005). Objects “actively shape and transform 
the ways in which people perceive, understand, and enact the worlds in which they dwell” (Theiner 
& Drain, 2017, p. 842). The trialogical approach recognises the importance of the pragmatics of 
collaboration, processes and practices, as part of conceptual or epistemic work; “[i]n modern 
knowledge work, epistemic issues are embedded in practical concerns, and are not alternatives” 
(Paavola, Engeström, & Hakkarainen, 2012, p. 4). What is done in the service or support of 
knowledge creation, including processes and evolving social practices, is important. I would like to 
note here that my focus on sociomaterial aspects does not preclude using perspectives such as 
those from cognitive science (e.g. Chi & Ohlsson, 2005). The trialogical approach puts emphasis on 
object-centred work, but “not that meaning making and dialogues should be neglected” (Paavola & 
Hakkarainen, 2005, p. 84). An integrative approach to theory can help address the observation that 
“many dichotomies connected to the learning theories” such as individual/social and 
conceptual/practices “must be thought anew” (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005, p. 83). 
2.1.1 Sociomateriality and knowledge creation 
Knowledge creation is associated with sociomaterial theory: both the social and material aspects are 
intrinsic and inter-related (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005). I will take a little space here to outline 
ideas from sociomateriality that have informed my approach to this study. 
In a sociomaterial view, material objects, including technologies, do not determine activity—it is co-
configured by its users (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011; Fenwick, 2010; Latour, 2005; Miettinen, 
1999). Human actors work out how to do things in practice, in turn shaped by material affordances. 
People are not wholly free to act as they choose: they accommodate to the tools at hand. 
Technologies and artefacts of work and study are intrinsically bound up in the social aspects of 
collaboration, “dissolv[ing] boundaries between technologies and humans” (Orlikowski & Scott, 
2008, p. 455), and this co-configuration is understood within everyday practice. Sociomaterialist 
research involves “a stronger focus on people, routines, and situated activity” (Johri, 2011, p. 209), 
paying attention to context, what people do and say, what they create, and how tools help shape 
work.  
Actor Network Theory and Activity Theory are two theories commonly associated with 
sociomateriality. They both focus on “material artifacts” and “concrete networks of actors” and 
“stress that resources for doing and acting are distributed…among man, artifacts, and environment” 
(Miettinen, 1999, p. 171). In this study I borrow ideas from each, however do not claim or aim to 
strictly adhere to either. 
Actor Network Theory (ANT) views ‘the social’ as being created through associations and 
assemblages of human and non-human actors, and assigns a type of agency to objects, which  
humans create and use, in that objects have an effect on output and sometimes even change human 
goals (Fenwick, 2010; Latour & Woolgar, 1986). Goals can change in practice, when the objects and 
tools of the environment suggest or nudge towards alternative options: “In ANT readings, nothing is 
given in the order of things, but performs itself into existence” (Fenwick, 2010, p. 111). ANT takes a 
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relativist approach: the social is not ‘stable’ or a type to be labelled, but understood by studying 
activity in context: 
“you have ‘to follow the actors themselves’, that is try to catch up with their often wild innovations in 
order to learn from them what the collective existence has become in their hands, which methods 
they have elaborated to make it fit together, which accounts could best define the new associations 
that they have been forced to establish” (Latour, 2005, p. 12) 
My aim is to trace what happens between actors empirically, without preconceived explanations. In 
their study of laboratory life, Latour and Woolgar (1986) acknowledge the complexity of knowledge 
work that “makes it impossible to conceive of thought processes or reasoning procedures occurring 
in isolation from the actual material setting where these conversations took place” (p. 159). ANT is a 
local reading of what happens in a particular setting, following actors and actions and the inter-
related system, network or infrastructure they assemble for a particular use. 
Activity Theory (AT) centres activity on the object, but, in contrast to the localised nature of ANT, 
places activity within a system and existing culture: nothing we do is cut off completely from what 
has gone before (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011). The object in AT is an embodiment of “the 
meaning, the motive and the purpose of a collective activity system” (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011, 
p. 34) and so is as much a conceptual as material guide to activity. People learn within a community 
and use rules, mediated by social and material activity, but may also break down and re-imagine 
accepted norms as they act (Engeström, Kajamaa, Lahtinen, & Sannino, 2015). In the context of this 
study, students are situated within a tertiary educational process and interact in a “teaching-learning 
environment” (Ashwin, 2012, p. 65), an environment co-configured by educators and students. 
Students come to the case tasks with experiences, emotions, goals and expectations that they draw 
on in collectively making sense of and solving problems. The infrastructure they create and the 
objects and artefacts within it are elements of their knowledge work. 
I draw upon ANT in focusing on the local interactions between people, tools and objects and in the 
production of diagrams of the development of shared objects. AT informs the setting of the task and 
activity within the systems of education, the student experience and designed tasks, and offers a 
way to consider the intersection of structure and agency (Ashwin, 2012), the ‘why’ of student 
actions and how students create knowledge and ways of working. 
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2.2 Shared epistemic agency 
Shared epistemic agency describes how knowledge creation is pursued in practice. Shared epistemic 
agency is the situated exercise of deliberate collaborative work with knowledge to achieve a specific 
goal and is only present in action (Damşa et al., 2010; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). It presupposes 
some epistemic ability, adding to that an inclination for, and active pursuit of, new knowledge. Skills, 
knowledge, capabilities and dispositions are among personal resources people bring to a task. 
Agency in simple terms refers to voluntary action: the exercise of personal resources towards a goal. 
Agency is exercised within the context of a surrounding environment and its expectations, rules, 
tools and social relationships (Ashwin, 2012). It is evident in any deliberate action—at the very least 
there is a decision to act or not; the question of agency is to what degree, and to what end, it is 
productively exercised. Deliberate actions do not need to be rational, nor necessarily achieve their 
intended effects (Ashwin, 2012). Agency is also not just action in the moment, but putting what you 
are doing now into context through reflection (thinking back over events) and projection (planning 
for the future). 
The article entitled ‘What is Agency?’ (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998) traced agency as a philosophical 
concept, applying it in the sociological context, and defined human agency as: 
“the temporally constructed engagement by actors of different structural environments—the 
temporal-relational contexts of action—which, through the interplay of habit, imagination, and 
judgment, both reproduces and transforms those structures in interactive response to the problems 
posed by changing historical situations” (p. 970, original emphasis removed) 
Both reproduction and transformation are implied in agency: the actor can choose to repeat a habit 
or try something new. Agency is always ‘toward’ something—relational—and particular to the 
environment—contextual. Actors are simultaneously referring to the past (habit or ‘iteration’), 
present (judgment or ‘practical evaluation’) and future (imagination or ‘projectivity’) in their actions, 
though one perspective may dominate at times, like playing different chords. Emirbayer and Mische 
(1998) use this idea to describe agency using “iteration, projectivity, and practical evaluation” in a 
“chordal triad” (p. 970-971). Iteration involves selectively retrieving elements from past experience 
and personal resources. Projectivity refers to changing past patterns or habits towards an imagined 
future. Practical evaluation enables acting in the present appropriately to the immediate, emergent 
context. They suggest that empirical research should investigate in what contexts and through what 
actions people orient towards either reproducing or changing patterns of activity. 
The iterative, projective and practical aspects of agency offer opportunities for design to assist 
students with, respectively, 1) scaffolds and schemas for action if students have not yet developed 
appropriate experience or resources, 2) explicit connections to future applications and goals and 
prompt reflection and 3) building students’ evaluative judgement (Boud, Ajjawi, Dawson, & Tai, 
2018) of the quality of their own and others’ work. 
Agency is not simply rational decision, influenced as it is by the surrounding social and material 
environment, nor is it structurally predetermined or a product of individuals’ dispositions and 
abilities—it is complexly played out in specific situations. In exploring the affordances—the 
properties that support activity—of technologies and of objects, the intention and goals of human 
agents interact with the material world. Practices are ‘emerging’ because they are developed 
iteratively in the interactions between people, mediated and influenced by their shared objects. The 
outcome is more than the sum of the contributing elements. 
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In an example of this, Larsen (2008) characterises photographs as both ‘man-made’ and ‘machine-
made’ objects in which “[t]he social and technological are seen as mutually determining” (p. 143). In 
his view, technologies are hybrids of social, technical and human actors, and photography is 
“material and social, objective and subjective” (p. 145). Technologies and social practices mediate 
the production of objects. 
Objects have a certain type of agency; human agents are differentiated by their intentionality 
(Pickering, 1993). A material or conceptual object has no purpose in being: its affordances or 
properties may influence outcomes, but it has no desires or goal. Human agency is “goal-oriented 
human practice” (Pickering, 1993, p. 580) and epistemic agency has the goal of producing and 
validating knowledge. This encompasses how and to what extent knowledge is validated—what 
‘ways of knowing’ are applicable. Epistemic agency is “the amount of individual or collective control 
people have over the whole range of components of knowledge building—goals, strategies, 
resources, evaluation of results, and so on” (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006, p. 106). Control can be 
granted or encouraged as well as taken or assumed: assessment tasks in university courses can be 
designed with more or less freedom of action. Once graduated, however, a student cannot rely on 
rubrics or facilitated tasks to guide their epistemic work. 
Epistemic agency is associated with uncertain outcomes. Disturbance, a gap or lack, leads to 
knowledge creation and practice develops from the non-habitual, “the dissociative dynamic that 
comes into play when practice ceases to be a procedural routine” (Knorr Cetina, 2001, p. 178). For 
example, in a laboratory, a protein that resists being grown is an object that challenges accepted 
practices (Knorr Cetina, 2001). Knowledge creation in education has been approached as an 
emulation of knowledge creation practices in science (Bereiter, 2002), and dissonance, disruption 
and debate are key in both spheres.  
Epistemic agency can be individual or seen in terms of a “collective agency” (Jones & Healing, 2010, 
p. 344) or a “shared epistemic agency” (Damşa et al., 2010): in this context, agency is not wholly one 
person’s choice, since “things happen due to contingent relationships rather than individually held 
agency” (Haxell, 2012, p. 120). Especially in group work, agency will be socially constructed through 
a particular problem, in a particular environment, using specific tools, practices and shared objects. 
The intersection between shared and individual epistemic agency in teamwork is of interest to 
researchers. Cress and Kimmerle (2018) review how individual contributions and shared knowledge 
construction co-evolve in the same activities and ask for research that considers both. An individual 
contributes to a collaborative project, meaning is then made socially by the group finding a place 
within the emerging project for this contribution, in the process often changing the original 
contribution, if not discarding it outright (Cress & Kimmerle, 2018). Stahl (2013a) is interested in how 
“interactional resources“ produced by the group are “taken up into the individual understanding of 
community members as personalized resources” (p. 3) and asks for empirical investigation into this 
process. What are the objects contributed by individual group members in knowledge creation and 
how are they used? What elements foster “a learning environment that provides conditions of both 
individual reflection and common engagement to support interactions between individual creativity 
and group creativity” (Zhou, 2012, p. 489)? 
A term that expresses the capacity of people to work appropriately with and on knowledge is 
‘epistemic fluency’, how people “weave together diverse forms of knowledge and diverse ways of 
knowing” (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017). This more general term encompasses agency. Shared 
epistemic agency reflects intentionality, motivations, abilities and active work in the joint creation of 
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knowledge. It puts relationships between actors, actions and shared objects at the centre of 
analysis. 
2.2.1 Empirical studies of shared epistemic agency 
Two empirical studies of shared epistemic agency in higher education provided thoughtful 
combinations of concepts and research focus that helped guide my approach to my study. Both 
analysed the actions of groups of university students working on projects for external clients (Damşa 
et al. 2010; Muukkonen et al., 2010). In their investigations of knowledge creation in projects where 
students had relative freedom of action, research focused on shared knowledge creation, epistemic 
objects, supporting infrastructure and emergent student agency.  
Damşa et al.’s (2010) qualitative study was of two groups of students collaborating on instructional 
design projects for external clients. The study focused on shared epistemic agency, which they 
investigated through actions of the students at stages in their projects. They recognised an 
“emerging agency” as one group became aware of their lack of knowledge in their area of inquiry 
and “[t]he epistemic aspect… is characterized by the deliberate attempt and shared efforts to 
understand and then alleviate this lack of knowledge” (p. 163, original emphasis). The group 
developed epistemic objects to clarify their shared understanding and locate where the gaps in that 
understanding lay. At the beginning of their process, the group members did not know how to 
complete their design project; in interactions, management of collaboration and development of 
shared objects, they created the infrastructure for, and exercised, epistemic agency. 
Muukkonen et al.’s (2010) study investigated teams of postgraduate students working together 
semi-virtually on an authentic client brief, focusing on their shared epistemic objects. They noted 
students showed initial discomfort with the lack of structure for the task. Students framed their 
projects around client needs rather than the teachers’ objectives for learning about virtual 
collaboration. The researchers connected strong collaborative focus and regular face-to-face 
meetings with more effective task management and overall performance. A team that divided the 
work and had less-defined goals was not as successful in the task, but reflected positively at the end 
on the effects of the process of “getting to know each other and each other[‘]s way of working” 
(Muukkonen et al., 2010, p. 89). The former team, it could be argued, exercised more effective 
shared epistemic agency than the latter. However, it could also be argued that the difficulties 
experienced by the latter team may equally have provided a rich learning experience, especially in 
the area of relationship management. 
These empirical studies attended to the epistemic aspects of team projects and how researchers 
might focus on knowledge creation and shared agency. Both recommended further detailed 
research into how students exercise shared epistemic agency over time and I was happy to take up 
the challenge. 
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2.3 Objects 
In this section I set out the terms used in this study to refer to the elements used and created by 
participants in “thinking with things” (Kirsh, 2009, p. 297)—objects. In this study, I focus only on 
objects used collaboratively in knowledge creation.  
An ‘object’ in this study combines both form and goal or intention, illustrated in the Russian terms 
objekt and predmet, which roughly equate to two meanings of object in English—as a ‘thing1’ or 
instantiation and as an objective, an aim—the object of activity (Kaptelinin, 2005; Markauskaite & 
Goodyear, 2017). An object is not just a singular, bounded concept in discussion or shared material 
artefact. 
An object is defined, therefore, not just by ‘what’ but also by ‘why.’ It combines what is used or 
created with its intended purpose (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011; Renfrew, 2004). For example, 
there is a goal of ‘describing what we want to achieve,’ as students sketch a mind-map of ideas for a 
shared project. The mind-map, afterwards, incorporates more than just its physically-recorded 
words or lines, but provides deictic (contextual) reference to the contributing ideas and discussion 
that helped shape it. The usage of the mind-map also moves from an emergent artefact in discussion 
to a completed artefact for later reference. 
An object can be conceptual, for example, ‘what we want to achieve,’ or be instantiated in artefacts, 
such as the mind-map. “An object is something people…act toward and with… So, a theory may be a 
powerful object” (Star, 2010, p. 603). An object may be complete in its form and used as a reference 
(e.g. a journal article) or tool (e.g. software) or emergent from shared knowledge creation (e.g. a 
concept under inquiry).  
Interactions between objects and human actions are fuelled by and affect in turn the goals and 
intentions in the overarching shared object of activity. An object is an ‘actor’ in human knowledge 
work, offering affordances that will enable or restrict possibilities, for people to recognise, 
remediate or activate.  
An object is shareable—visible, audible or readable; not necessarily something that is digital, 
recorded or can be touched, though it does of course include physical objects:  
“An object can be a material thing, but it can also be less tangible (such as a plan) or totally intangible 
(such as a common idea) as long as it can be shared for manipulation and transformation by the 
participants of the activity.” (Kuutti, 1996, p. 27) 
Essentially, “thinking is somehow tied up with the way we encounter and engage the world” (Kirsh, 
2009, p. 300)—the objects we use mediate our experience.  
An object’s mode of display will show or hide knowledge: for example, an architect’s 2D technical 
drawing will convey different information compared to a 3D virtual reality walk-through. Tools and 
artefacts mediate work on the object of activity by affording certain outcomes or features—for 
example, by representing what has been done and understood—or limiting and ‘hiding’ other 
aspects (Kuutti, 1996). Students will show agency in creating objects, but also in interpreting them: 
                                                 
1 Ingold (2012), following Heiddeger, defined an object as complete and immutable, as opposed to the ‘thing,’ 
which we can influence and become involved in its development. The ‘object’ of this study encompasses both, 
with the ‘epistemic object’ the equivalent of Ingold’s mutable ‘thing’ and ‘technical objects’ as complete. In 
common with the thing, the epistemic object is entangled in a dynamic response to a problem - it 
encompasses much more than its physical manifestation. See following sections for definitions of object types. 
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“The maker of an image creates particular relations between viewers and the ’world’ that they 
depict. The viewer is not bound to accept the viewing position they are offered” (Jewitt, 2006, p. 44). 
The work of an object is done between creator or user and the object itself: its affordances become 
available through use. We experience and think through objects, which represent, format and shape 
knowledge and activity. 
The object is central to activity, providing a history of thought and action, and reference for current 
action. The lack of an object results in a “narrowing down of the analysis to the here-and-now, in 
other words, to very short slices of interaction with no history and no future” (Engeström & 
Toiviainen, 2011, p. 48). Without drawing, writing or otherwise recording an object, “the meaning 
and motive of the activity are taken for granted” (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011, p. 48). In short, 
collaboratively created and instantiated objects are necessary to productive knowledge work and 
the exercise of epistemic agency. Without them, discussion and conceptual development is 
untethered to what has gone before, and an understanding of what is trying to be achieved remains 
tacit and unexplored. 
I next outline the several types of objects described in literature and referenced in this research: 
epistemic objects, artefacts, boundary objects and technical objects. There is overlap or fluidity 
between the types—objects will have different roles in knowledge work over time, depending on 
whether the object itself is in formation or interpretation, or else is used as an uncomplicated tool or 
reference.  
2.3.1 Epistemic objects 
At the apex of knowledge work are the ‘epistemic objects’ or ‘knowledge objects’ (Knorr Cetina, 
1999) that are not yet fully known and the focus of knowledge creation, the central thinking things: 
“objects are constructed by actors as they make sense, name, stabilize, represent and enact foci for 
their actions and activities” (Engeström & Blackler, 2005). An epistemic object expresses contested, 
emerging or negotiated knowledge that is under study (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009; Knorr Cetina, 
2001; Muukkonen et al., 2010). In group knowledge creation, an epistemic object can be thought of 
as both the organising conceptual goal shared by members and their work towards achieving it.  
For example, Lund and Hauge (2011), in their study of a group of 17-year-olds studying the Beslan 
school shooting, observe collaborative work around the concept of ‘autonomy’ in the 
Russia/Chechnya conflict, “a conceptual artifact that mediates a deeper understanding” (p. 213). In 
this case, the students developed “current and manageable representations” of the complex 
problem by scripting a debate and producing a poster and presentation. The researchers view the 
‘object’ as not necessarily a particular artefact, but the developing shared understanding of the 
reasons for the incident the students were investigating. They see both the ‘object as activity’ and 
the ‘object as product.’ 
The epistemic object is formed within an overall goal for collaborative knowledge work:  
“there must be also at least ‘final objects’, which are giving guidance to the process (not ‘final’ in an 
absolute sense; also these final objects are changing; but towards which the activity is directed)” 
(Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2009, p. 86).  
The shape of the ‘final’ epistemic object that is the goal of the activity, and intermediate objects 
created along the way, are not pre-set or fixed, but in formation during collaborative work. 
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Representations of epistemic objects offer a way to share a common understanding of intentions 
and plans, and also allow a rehearsal or model for the real world. For example, Schön (1991) 
describes paper sketches used to explore and frame problems as “virtual worlds” (p. 157). In science, 
models have the power to shape thinking about a concept: “the history of molecular models is part 
of the history of how scientists have not so much represented as actively defined (and redefined), for 
all practical purposes, the molecular realm” (Francoeur, 1997, p. 31, emphasis added). The model or 
artefact is vitally part of thinking. In the “evolving distributed cognitive system” of a lab, models 
assist the development of novel concepts (Nersessian, 2012, p. 227). Although students are not 
pushing the boundaries of science, the epistemic objects they produce help shape their 
understanding of concepts—the objects both represent understanding and are agents for 
developing that understanding further.  
Objects, as agents in students’ inquiry, can influence the practices of students. An example of this 
comes from an exploration of the use of objects and interactions in architectural planning 
(Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009). A research participant said, anthropomorphising, “the sketch is 
suggesting, ‘I don’t know where that line is…’ “; the researchers explain, “the sketch as epistemic 
object actively draws attention to its own incompleteness and poses the question” (Ewenstein & 
Whyte, 2009, p. 22). Something missing, unclear or unfinished in the architectural drawing, the 
epistemic object, becomes evident and ‘requires’ action. In the context of its purpose or end goal, 
the material artefact represents, informs, questions and shows gaps.  
In explaining the agency of epistemic objects, the perceived incompleteness and required action 
exist because of human goals. In Pickering’s (1993) ‘mangle of practice,’ the material agent or object 
is drawn into and affects the human agent’s goal-driven activities, communications and social 
organisation. Pickering used the example of Donald Glaser’s work with bubble chambers. When 
Glaser’s attempts to engineer prototype chambers to measure cosmic rays did not succeed, he 
changed instead to accelerator-based physics. The resistance or constraint offered by objects 
influences the agency of the human actor and can prompt changes even in their primary goals; 
human agency has to accommodate (Pickering, 1993) to the material world. Resistance or 
contradictions from the “nature of the object” can provide both “barriers to collaboration” and 
“opportunities for innovation” (Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 622). This material agency has not only 
intellectual effect. Studies of academic researchers have shown that objects created during 
knowledge work rouse emotions from their creators: Knorr Cetina (1997) describes a  “libidinous 
dimension,” a “structure of wanting,” in the way experts relate to the epistemic objects of their 
research (p. 14). The possibility is present for students to engage creatively and affectively with their 
constructed objects.  
In learning tasks, students construct epistemic objects as thinking aides, for example, diagrams and 
written work, to share and communicate concepts. They help students engage with ideas, frame the 
problem, create common understandings and identify what is missing, unknown or incomplete. 
These epistemic objects may be ephemeral, discarded when their purpose is served, or incorporated 
in changed form into a solution submitted for assessment. 
The type and number of epistemic objects is an indication of epistemic agency and level of 
knowledge creation. Findings from cases investigated by Muukkonen et al. (2010) and Damşa et al. 
(2010) showed that the creation of epistemic objects seemed to correspond to better performance 
on group tasks. Muukkonen et al. (2010) found a high variation in the number of documents created 
by teams, with the most successful team creating the highest number. Damşa et al. (2010), in their 
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research, also noted a marked difference in the number of documents created by each of the groups 
they studied, correlating with levels of knowledge creation.  
Epistemic artefacts 
To describe instantiations of epistemic objects, I use the term ‘epistemic artefact’ (Markauskaite & 
Goodyear, 2017). An artefact is directly bound up with the medium of expression or 
representation—its materiality or mode. Epistemic objects “have multiple instantiations, which 
range from figurative, mathematical, and other representations to material realizations” (Knorr 
Cetina, 2001, p. 182). Creating an artefact “nearly always implies an intended use” (Renfrew, 2004, 
p. 29), and that intended use will influence its format (written, verbal, graphical, diagrammatic, 
mathematical, statistical, etc.) and the epistemic work done upon and with it.  
Artefacts are accessed in various “sites of display” (Jewitt, 2006, p. 13) such as mobile phones, 
shared screens, laptops or print-outs. A site of display is always within a context, and defined as “the 
interaction between the display and those who use it”; the site of display “help[s] construct 
relationships between those who have created the spectacle and those who consume it” (Jones, 
2009, pp. 114, 116). The combination of use and display determines what is afforded, shown or 
enabled for the user. For example, the same set of words could be read aloud, to be heard once, or 
pasted into a Facebook post, to be read widely and recorded. A diagram on a piece of paper offers 
different affordances or possibilities for action (e.g. to be over-written in pen) than the same 
diagram constructed in software on a screen (e.g. for elements to be duplicated and moved). It is a 
different site of display if the screen is shared between two people for discussion, rather than used 
by one alone. Each epistemic artefact can express the same concept, but with different implications 
for shared knowledge creation in how it is received, remembered and incorporated into the evolving 
shared epistemic object. 
Epistemic artefacts will also represent different views: in the developing epistemic object of a car 
design, text could describe how the new design improves performance, while another artefact 
shows the technical diagram of a new chassis, and another the test results of a new construction 
material. Each of those objects are part of the representation of something broader, the 
development of a new car. So, we can think about epistemic artefacts nestled into or combining to 
make up epistemic objects. Another way of thinking about them is that they offer different angles, 
lenses or faceted views of a developing concept.  
2.3.2 Other objects 
Boundary objects 
A ‘boundary’ object is an object that spans disciplines or professions; “[boundary] is used to mean a 
shared space, where exactly that sense of here and there are confounded” (Star, 2010, pp. 605–
603). For example, a plan for a house has different meanings and uses for architect, excavator, 
plumber, electrician or bricklayer. A boundary object will be interpreted in different ways by 
different professions (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009). In design for learning, the task outline or 
instructions could be viewed as a boundary object between educator and student: the learning goals 
designed for a task may differ from the perceived goals of the students performing the task. For 
example, in their study of a postgraduate project, Muukkonen et al. (2010) noted the gap between 
the objective of the teachers, which was to introduce “distributed virtual project work” (p.94) and 
how the students’ focused, rather, only on creating the required product for clients, not on learning 
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how to conduct project work. While the two sets of objectives were not incompatible, this led the 
researchers to suggest that explicit support is needed for students to pay appropriate attention to 
types of knowledge created within a task.  
Technical objects 
Groups also use less liminal or changeable objects for communication and reference. The ‘technical’ 
object  (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009) is fairly static, not an object in dispute or negotiation. This might 
be, for example, the periodic table of elements, experimental design principles, or task directions to 
abide by a set of milestones or final report structure—objects that group members do not question 
and generally take at face value. While tools such as spreadsheet software, email or pen and paper 
can be used across most situations, technical objects are activated for particular situations. They are 
used in response to a specific task and part of a set of resources for solving a problem. While 
technical objects are not themselves in formation, they are agents in knowledge creation. 
Based on individual goals and perspectives, group members may have different ‘takes’ on what the 
technical object means or represents, though it is not a requirement for successful collaboration for 
individual interpretations to agree for an object to be effective in mediating ideas (Star, 2010). There 
may be a period of sense-making in which group members reach a shared understanding of the 
technical object and how it should be interpreted and used, treating it temporarily as an epistemic 
object. For example, task instructions will need to be interpreted by the group as part of an 
epistemic object, to reach a common understanding of what is required. Once they are agreed and 
have a plan, the instructions would revert to a simple technical object, referenced for formatting and 
submission details. 
2.3.3 Fluidity between types of objects 
Object types depend on their function within activity—and the movement between different types 
of objects is not necessarily smooth or one-way (Nicolini et al., 2011). Objects can be fluid, changing 
their function as they are used for different purposes (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009). For example, 
technical objects may have started as epistemic objects, but once they are finished—pose no more 
questions or are temporarily frozen to serve another part of the inquiry—they are then used as 
technical objects. Through repeated usage, groups reach an accepted understanding of terms or 
objects, which become “sedimented” and unchanging (Stahl, 2013a, p. 3).  Conversely, technical 
objects can, in turn, become the basis for further inquiry and transform into mutable epistemic 
objects. Points where students change the function of objects will be instances of epistemic agency. 
Problems may arise when individuals do not perceive objects in the same way (Nicolini et al., 
2011)—some students may see an object as ‘finished’ and not open to interpretation, while others 
may see it as an epistemic object that still poses questions to be answered.  
In this study, I traced the development of epistemic objects and the function of constituent objects 
and artefacts in that process, and so conclude this section with a summary of their types (Table 1). 
As noted above, objects will slip between types depending on their function in activity. The different 
ways they are represented, created and viewed as artefacts will shape what is visible or notable. 
Objects are the focus of knowledge creation—it does not happen without them—and objects record 
activity and shared epistemic agency and so they are central to my study. Tracing objects in detail 
within projects has also facilitated the definition of a new object type, discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Table 1 
Summary of object types 
Object In development 
(mutable) 
Function 
Epistemic object Yes In the context of this study, represent and enact 
shared knowledge creation 
Epistemic artefact Yes Instantiate and share an epistemic object 
Technical object No 
Information, processes, resources for use in 
knowledge creation 
Boundary object No 
Translate information between different disciplines 
or roles 
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2.4 Dispositions and framing 
When students act, they need to understand what is expected of them in an assessment task—to 
frame it. This understanding is in formation as they work together on shared objects. Individuals and 
groups form a disposition toward the task that is made of experiences, abilities and a reaction to the 
circumstances of the task, made up of “hard to pin down” elements such as “motivations, affect, 
sensitivities, values, and the like” (Perkins, Jay, & Tishman, 1993, p. 18). Students are not blank 
canvases, but bring experiences, abilities and predilections to their courses, and they work within a 
system into which they are socialised, but a system they adapt to their needs and circumstances (for 
example, Al-Mahmood, 2011; Marton & Säljö, 1976). 
2.4.1 Dispositions 
Students bring personal resources, dispositions, to any assessment task. Perkins et al. (1993, p. 17) 
outline a ‘triadic’ conceptualisation of disposition, combining the three elements of inclination, 
sensitivity to occasion, and abilities. General ’inclinations’ are tendencies towards types of action, 
and could arise from, for example, habit, affect, values and intrinsic or extrinsic motivations. 
‘Sensitivity to occasion’ refers to recognition of a situation and relevant related responses, which 
may come from experience of similar conditions or environmental and designed cues. The third 
element of disposition is ability to act as intended, that is, appropriately apply knowledge and skills 
to the recognised situation. This is mnemonically expressed as the ’detect-elect-connect’ model 
(Perkins & Salomon, 2012). This model was applied in reflecting on a special journal issue on transfer 
of learning, in which Perkins and Salomon (2012) note the importance of motivations and 
dispositions to cognition ‘in the wild’ beyond structured task scaffolding. In the absence of direction 
and compliance requirements, students are left to themselves to detect the type of situation 
(sensitivity), elect to act upon it (inclination) and connect abilities—knowledge and skills—to the task 
(Perkins & Salomon, 2012). Students can have difficulty in identifying what is required; in an 
experimental study, students were observed to bring existing knowledge to bear when directed 
towards a specific issue, but were less able to detect the situation if undirected (Perkins, Tishman, 
Ritchhart, Donis, & Andrade, 2000). Perkins et al. (2000) see sensitivity to situation or context as the 
lynchpin or ‘bottleneck’ trait, contributing more to productive knowledge work than general 
inclination. Scaffolding may be required to ensure students are aware of what approaches to 
knowledge creation are relevant in ill-structured tasks. 
Iteration, projectivity and practical evaluation in agency (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998) align with 
inclination, sensitivity and abilities in disposition. Iteration or change of habit and practical 
evaluation of current context link to sensitivity to situation. The dimension of projectivity in agency, 
the casting of activity in the light of future use, accounts for change and improvement in abilities. 
Inclination is influenced by experience, confidence in abilities and perceptions of value. 
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Perkins et al. (1993) propose seven general dispositions associated with productive thinking, each 
described in terms of inclination, sensitivity and abilities:  
“1. To be broad and adventurous. 
2. Toward sustained intellectual curiosity. 
3. To clarify and seek understanding. 
4. To be planful and strategic. 
5. To be intellectually careful. 
6. To seek and evaluate reasons. 
7. To be metacognitive.” (p. 6) 
For example, number five is associated with: an inclination for being precise, orderly, organised and 
thorough; sensitivity to “the possibility of error” and an always-present “potential for inaccuracy and 
inconsistency”; and abilities to “apply intellectual standards” and “construct order out of disarray” 
(Perkins et al., 1993, p. 8).  
Hammer and Elby (2002) characterise students’ personal epistemology as “manifold resources, seen 
as activated within particular contexts” (p. 181). They also note that students already possess a 
range of productive personal resources and that “much of effective teaching is helping students find 
these resources and use them” (Hammer & Elby, 2002, p. 183, emphasis added). Students’ resources 
need to be coordinated, extended or activated (Hammer, Elby, Scherr, & Redish, 2005) to navigate a 
complex environment and, among other goals, answer an assessment task. The frame in which 
students arrange their understanding of what it is that is being asked of them can be influenced by 
appropriate task design but, more importantly, by assisting students to reflect upon their 
approaches and deliberately consider the resources they are using (Hammer et al., 2005). This 
complements the detect-elect-connect model of disposition by suggesting a process by which 
students learn to recognise and respond to situations. Initially learners have to intentionally or 
tacitly activate a new range of resources for each new problem, but with repeated exposure to 
different contexts they develop a stable “set” that can be used “as a cognitive unit” (Hammer et al., 
2005, p. 99) across relevant situations. Dispositions and associated framing may limit or extend 
potential epistemic agency. 
2.4.2 Framing 
Framing in this research study is how a group understands ‘What is going on here? (Goffman, 1974; 
Scherr & Hammer, 2009), how students make sense of what is being asked of them and how they 
should respond. Framing occurs at a macro level—the purpose and context of a project—and micro 
level—local or immediate action. Framing indicates how students are epistemically situating the task 
and the work they are doing on it, placing it in the context of experience and possibly relating it to 
future relevance. 
Experience and one’s self-perceived role will guide framing. For example, illustrating how different 
roles produce varying frames, Lee, Šabanovic and Stolterman (2014) analysed how expert designers 
and non-expert users framed robots: each group focused on different aspects of the technology, the 
designers on mechatronics and the users on features of the interface. Similarly, the framing of an 
assessment task can differ between teacher and student (Muukkonen et al., 2010).  
An assessment task at university is of course subject to many situating and background influences, 
including societal concepts of study, evaluation, the roles of student and teacher (Al-Mahmood, 
2011), the institution, the program of study, how the task is located within the course and its design. 
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For example, on the timing of a course within the program of study, research into clinical problem-
based learning groups found that younger first-year undergraduates tended to equate good social 
relationships with good working relationships within team projects (Skinner, Braunack-Mayer, & 
Winning, 2012). If the social connection was felt to be inadequate, students found it difficult to work 
together. Adding to the complexities of interpersonal relations is the general unpopularity of group 
work (Burdett, 2003; Isaac, 2012). Factors such as these will influence how students frame a group 
task. 
In addition to forming an overall summing-up of a task, students perform moment-by-moment 
framing, inferable through their actions, words and gestures. In an example of such localised 
framing, Scherr and Hammer (2009) studied students completing physics worksheets together, using 
gesture, body position and attention to denote framings. These framings included switches between 
“completing the worksheet” and “discussing the ideas” (Scherr & Hammer, 2009, p. 157). As 
outlined by Bing (2008), also in research in physics problem-solving, framing is rarely explicit, but 
implied by the words, tone and gesture of the student. Bibi (2015) also followed framing through 
language, tone and non-verbal indicators, tracing the consequences to moves in framing as 
“resistance” to the change, “persistence” in continuing with an existing frame, or “transition” into a 
new frame (p. 81). 
The framing of the task is something of an epistemic compass, guiding students towards a particular 
level of knowledge creation. In contrast to “bounded” framing in which learning tasks are viewed as 
discrete hurdles to clear, an expansive frame connects task activity to other settings, leading 
students to “transfer in” knowledge from previous experience and “transfer out” knowledge from 
the current task for future use (Engle, Lam, Meyer, & Nix, 2012). One approach to analysing agency 
and framing is to compare how far students adhere to a provided ‘script’ against how much they 
play with the possibilities and focus on the shared problem or task (Engeström et al., 2015). A 
designer cannot specify exactly how students will frame a task, but can aim at establishing a 
“learning culture of opportunity” (Perkins & Salomon, 2012, p. 257) in which students are 
encouraged to adopt an expansive frame in open-ended tasks.  
 
In analysis of cases, I use the concepts of disposition and framing in asking, “What influences how 
activity infrastructure is assembled and used?’ and as components in suggestions for design for 
epistemic agency.  
To summarise: 
Disposition: students’ ability to ‘detect-elect-connect,’ or exhibit sensitivity to occasion, inclination 
to act, and connection to abilities or personal resources for productive use.  
Framing: how students understand what is going on in a task, both overall and in local activity. 
Disposition is key in how a task is framed and therefore in subsequent knowledge creation and 
transfer of knowledge to other contexts.  
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2.5 Activity infrastructure 
Important to learning is the ability to shape and use the material and social activity infrastructure, 
“The proper unit of analysis for talking about cognitive change includes the socio-material 
environment of thinking. Learning is adaptive reorganization in a complex system” (Hutchins, 1995, 
p. 289 original emphasis). This section introduces ways that the literature has conceptualised the 
spaces, processes tools and artefacts where and through which knowledge work happens, placing 
this in the context of small-group work at the tertiary education level. The particular focus in this 
study is on what objects and ways of working students choose, use and create in their shared 
activity. In this sense, the infrastructure to support their identified task is an overarching shared 
epistemic object. Research question 1, “How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?” is 
bound up in the infrastructure students create in their activity. This section clarifies what that term 
means in this study and introduces levels of infrastructure as organising concepts for analysis. 
2.5.1 What (When) is ‘infrastructure’? 
In knowledge creation, activity is oriented towards objects, but activity is also constituted through 
tools, technologies, practices, social organisation and norms and a history of situated activity. How 
and with what is knowledge created, and how is infrastructure assembled and used? This setting or 
scene of collaborative activity has variously been called infrastructure, environment, “ecology, or 
‘landscape,’ of collaboration objects” (Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 627), “epistemic ecology” (Goodwin, 
2013), “cognitive ecosystem” (Hutchins, 2012), “constellations of technologies” (Rossitto, Bogdan, & 
Severinson-Eklundh, 2013), “ecologies of resources” (Damşa et al., 2019), “sedimented  (or 
‘laminated’) environments”  (Goodwin, 2013, p. 8; Hutchins, 2012, p. 315), “assemblages” and 
“instrumental ensemble (or epistemic infrastructure)” (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017, p. 341), 
“machineries of knowledge construction” (Nerland, 2018), “bricolage,” “common ground” and, 
simply, “space” (e.g. Stahl, 2013a). The descriptive terms indicate the potential of surrounding space 
for the support of knowledge work.  
The particular meaning of infrastructure for this study is that situated local ecosystem created by 
groups in selecting, customising or building from the extensive potential available. I call this 
purposeful assemblage the ‘activity infrastructure,’ and focus on the situated interplay of objects, 
tools and processes that each group uses to achieve their goals. This approach aligns with the 
concept of an “extended ecology of resources” (Damşa et al., 2019, p. 2085) that students need to 
make sense of and construct to support their epistemic work. Dismiss any mental pictures of a solid, 
unchanging, provided set of tools, into a more ad-hoc, emergent, mashed-together idea of 
infrastructure. Like Star and Ruhleder (1996), “we ask, when—not what—is an infrastructure” (p. 
113), since it is a particular activity. This is not a pre-moulded solid concrete bridge with guard rails, 
but a delicate, swaying suspension bridge extended with whatever is at hand, jungle vines, wire, 
packing cases, as people cross the river. The activity infrastructure is the evolving answer to ‘how are 
we going to do this?’ In this context, rather than a noun, we should think of infrastructure as a verb. 
Students are infrastructuring2 their knowledge creation. 
                                                 
2 ‘Infrastructuring’ is used in participatory design research to describe curriculum and system co-design 
between stakeholders across systems and institutions (Penuel, 2019) and participatory design in work (Bødker, 
Dindler, & Iversen, 2017). Here I use the term to refer to the co-design and co-building of infrastructure 
between students in assessment tasks. 
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The concepts of affordances and instrumental genesis offer ways of describing students’ 
infrastructuring. 
2.5.2 Affordances and instrumental genesis 
In outlining the properties and material agency of objects, it can be said that an object affords or 
suggests certain actions or interpretations (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009). Paper pad, email or Google 
search are part of a background set of familiar and ubiquitous tools, but then selected and drafted 
into the task-specific activity infrastructure. Tools are objects used to work on other objects, with 
affordances and constraints for producing, representing and sharing. Tools such as Facebook can be 
seen to have a sort of ‘third authorship’ (Eisenlauer, 2014) in group communication: for example it 
automatically dates posts, shows recent posts more prominently, organises threads of conversations 
and counts the one-click reactions of users. Such social networks “are by no means ‘neutral 
environments'” (Eisenlauer, 2014, p. 83) and their affordances help shape people’s activity.  
Gibson (1986), in his foundational work, describes an affordance in terms of physical properties; an 
object within the environment, such as a chair, possesses characteristics that a person directly 
perceives as offering possibilities for action or use. Scholars have subsequently moved towards a 
post-Gibsonian (Knappett, 2004) concept of affordances that focuses on their indirect, situated, 
cultural and social aspects, and emphasises the active, agentic role of the person. Any affordance is 
part of a wider context of which the person gains experience. Knappett (2004) uses Gibson’s 
example of a mailbox to note that it is cultural knowledge that discriminates between a post box and 
a similar object like a litter bin. A bright red colour and a postal service logo are not understood 
solely by physical properties, but are culturally learned indicators.  
Affordances will not always be immediately obvious and will emerge dynamically through usage and 
manipulation (Ingold, 2012). As an example, if I have no information on or experience reading or 
authoring blogs, I start with no idea as to their affordances. On being confronted by a blog’s 
authoring interface for the first time, there are designed cues: a big button (something that looks 
‘clickable’ or affords clicking (Norman, 1988)) asking for a ‘new post,’ a section labelled ‘comments’ 
and a chronological arrangement of posts. Previous experiences participating in online forums or 
commenting on news items may help orient me. As I use the blog, my experiences publishing posts 
and receiving comments will increase my understanding of its affordances. Interacting with an 
object or tool makes more cues available and stimulates new ideas, perspectives and affordances 
(Kirsh, 2009).  
In his research into secondary students’ use of the Knowledge Forum tool, van Aalst (2009) noted 
that students were not able to easily use the more advanced features that encouraged higher level 
thinking and that a long-term commitment in curriculum is necessary to cultivate these skills. The 
affordances of a tool will make it more or less suited to a group’s collaborative work: van Aalst 
(2009) noted that asynchronous writing should only be used when its use is perceived as best suited 
to the activity compared to other more direct, social options; it can be time consuming and less 
effective than a face-to-face discussion of ideas or even text chat (Stahl, 2011). 
Affordances can be realised by groups. In a ‘sociality’ of affordances, people collaborating together 
can recognise “shared affordances that an object offers each of them” (Knappett, 2004, p. 47). It is 
also possible that affordances may be “negotiated and contested” if people perceive the situation 
differently or do not share the same goals (Knappett, 2004, p. 47). It is the shared objects that form 
the locus of interaction, as collaborators make and take meaning as they create knowledge together. 
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One may see an object as a response to assessment criteria, another as a conduit to understanding a 
concept. The same person may see both affordances. 
The concept of instrumental genesis, based on relational affordances (Overdijk, Diggelen, 
Andriessen, & Kirschner, 2014), usefully describes how elements of infrastructure are identified and 
used. Users take an artefact or potential tool and move from mastering it—learning how to operate 
or manipulate it—to utilisation in their knowledge work, in effect making it an instrument (Overdijk 
et al., 2014). The usage of an instrument will be emergent, in “changes that take place as people 
adjust artefacts to their needs and through their actions, and how artefacts and ideas move back 
and forth” (Carvalho, Martinez-Maldonado, & Goodyear, 2019). An instrument is constructed in 
activity, “a mixed entity born of both the subject and artifact,” and a process in which “users 
continue design in usage” (Rabardel & Beguin, 2005, p. 430). Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017) 
take this view of an instrument that combines artefact with an extrinsic scheme of use that “both 
organises past experience and is a resource for future action” (p. 347). They see the process of 
instrumental genesis as providing a bridge between situated, contextual activity and learning 
transferable skills. This also links to the idea of fluidity between objects discussed in this chapter and 
the development of a ‘stable-emergent’ resource through usage (Stahl, 2013a). One of the elements 
identified in the models of Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (see next section) is “expert 
coupling”: as people habitually use a tool, their actions become “tightly coupled with the 
environment” and they perform better in it (Furniss & Blandford, 2006, p. 1180). However, to 
respond to a task, “[t]echnology appropriation is difficult because instead of learning discrete and 
well-specified skills, it requires adapting and changing the cognitive-cultural operating system both 
at personal and collective levels” (Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012, p. 254). In instrumental genesis, 
students learn new ways of working. As students set up their activity infrastructure, they may rely on 
familiar tools or find new ones to complete their tasks; in the process balancing the effort required 
to instrumentalise new tools with the ease of use of existing ones. 
A study of an English language class at a university applied the concept of affordances and mediation 
in their observation of the introduction of interactive whiteboards (Johnson, Ramanair, & Brine, 
2010). Amongst other affordances, the boards allowed students to see more of the teacher’s face, 
creating a friendlier atmosphere, and a shared space for all to easily contribute and correct mistakes, 
motivating participation. Teachers collaborated more on shared teaching materials because they 
each needed to create new lessons and the boards afforded the facility to share and store files. For 
students, one effect was that they used English for real communication around the task, focused on 
the board. Before using the whiteboards, neither students nor staff would have been able to predict 
how they would change their practices. The affordances of the technology become evident through 
practice.  
2.5.3 Levels of infrastructure 
To structure my analysis of activity infrastructure, I use the primary and secondary levels out of the 
three levels of infrastructure described by Nicolini et al. (2011). They correspond to Bandura’s (1999) 
“three levels of environmental structures” of sociocultural theory, “the imposed environment, 
selected environment, and constructed environment“ that offer “gradations of changeability 
requiring the exercise of increasing levels of personal agency” (p. 24, emphasis added).  
As the more background level, I describe some aspects of the tertiary (imposed) level of 
infrastructure but leave it out of direct analysis. The primary and secondary levels are those most 
associated with agency.  
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The secondary level of infrastructure, the ‘selected environment,’ is made up of shared objects and 
tools related to the task at hand: in the case of university group projects, examples would include 
the task description and marking rubrics, journal articles, Google Drive and online information 
sources such as Wikipedia, as well a task-specific technologies such as video editing software. It also 
includes the social processes of group management, and so encompasses both “technical 
infrastructure” and “social infrastructure” (Muukkonen, Lakkala, & Paavola, 2011, p. 175). It 
provides support for primary knowledge work. 
The primary level, constructed environment or ‘epistemological infrastructure’ (Muukkonen et al., 
2011), is made up of epistemic objects and activity related to them: what is in formation and 
represents incomplete and emerging knowledge, for example, co-developed concepts and created 
artefacts such as diagrams, mind maps, and co-written text.  
There is epistemic work done at all levels: for example, when devising ways of working together and 
managing the collaborative effort in the secondary level. Technical and boundary objects are used in 
the creation of epistemic objects, and their material and epistemic affordances help shape how this 
happens. Notwithstanding this overlap, in order to focus on the particular aspects of each, I focus 
separately on the primary and secondary levels of infrastructure in my case studies. I further expand 
below on related concepts that I use in analysis of the levels.  
First, a brief outline of the tertiary level of infrastructure.  
2.5.4 Tertiary level infrastructure 
Although it does not figure largely in the cases, the tertiary level of infrastructure provides potential 
tools to groups. The tertiary level is the imposed or provided environment of email clients, laptops, 
and structures such as tutorial rooms or campus cafes. These are the familiar, regular, surrounding 
objects that are taken for granted and “become present only when they stop performing their 
supporting functions” (Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 623). Star and Ruhleder (1996) similarly state that 
infrastructure “[b]ecomes visible upon breakdown” (p. 113). An example comes from the study that 
found that the computers used to power new electronic whiteboards were old and ineffective, 
resulting in difficulties in using them (Johnson et al., 2010). Something that was set into the 
background—the purchasing processes and budget of the institution’s technical support—became 
foreground when the new whiteboards didn’t work as expected. Elements of the tertiary level of 
infrastructure do appear in my case descriptions, for example when a laptop crashes, a room is noisy 
or an external drive is corrupted. Infrastructure also becomes visible when groups select and use a 
custom version of it, in deciding how to collaborate: where and when, and with what tools; even in 
the imposed environment, people “have leeway in how they construe it and react to it” (Bandura, 
1999, p. 23).  
Students select certain ubiquitous tools and use the provided environment, and so the tertiary level 
of infrastructure is present in student activities. However, activity in the primary and secondary 
levels is where student agency is best observed. 
2.5.5 Secondary level infrastructure 
The secondary level of technical objects, tools, communications and group management processes is 
assembled by the group to support activity on their shared task: the social organisation and 
technical level of collaboration. This secondary level of infrastructure has to be constructed, and, 
when groups are establishing their basis for collaboration, is, at least temporarily, a focus for 
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epistemic work. Objects at this secondary level can transition into primary epistemic objects, then 
back to technical or boundary objects, as sense is made of how to use them (Nicolini et al., 2011). 
Objects, including processes, artefacts and tools, are assembled and interpreted. As outlined in 
previous discussion of objects and affordances, objects give feedback on progress, help shape 
communications and contribute to how students collaborate. An example of secondary-level impact 
was observed when a slide of research results was projected in a meeting, at which “interactions 
visibly switched gears” and became “very focused and participative” between gathered scientists 
(Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 617). In addition, the “tangibility” of the slide helped it “anchor” and 
facilitate discussion (Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 618). Project organisation and ways of sharing (or failing 
to share) objects influence collaboration.     
Next, I introduce Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT), which I use to conceptualise and 
interpret secondary level infrastructure in the case projects. 
Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT) 
I use Distributed Cognition for Teamwork for interpreting the secondary infrastructure in case 
studies, as it offers detailed perspectives on teamwork, with special emphasis on the sociomaterial. 
The theory of distributed cognition “extends the reach of what is considered cognitive beyond the 
individual to encompass interactions between people and with resources and materials in the 
environment” (Hollan et al., 2000, p. 175) and “focuses on the socio-technical system” (Halverson, 
2002, p. 247). DiCoT, as implemented by Furniss and Blandford (2006), uses physical layout, 
information flow and artefacts, as well as socio-cultural aspects, to describe teamwork.  DiCoT is 
readily applicable to an analysis of the secondary level of infrastructure, and to suggest how this 
might be effectively scaffolded. 
Physical layout in DiCoT covers the use of physical space and equipment arrangements, spatial 
representation and organisation of knowledge, “bodily supports” such as pointing or other gestures, 
what can be seen and heard, and awareness of what is going on. This model includes in its elements 
“situation awareness” (what has been done, what is happening now, and what is planned) and 
“horizon of observation” (what is shared and can be seen and heard) (Furniss & Blandford, 2006, p. 
1177). Where people are seated in relation to each other, what they can see and hear both in 
person and through online means, will affect their participation. 
Information flow in DiCoT covers the communication of information in all modes, including non-
verbal, verbal, written and graphical. It also covers the transformation of information through 
different means of representation. The model describes “information hubs” where “different 
information channels meet and different information sources are processed together” (Furniss & 
Blandford, 2006, p. 1178). It stresses the importance of informal means of communication, such as 
storytelling, in addition to formal means. The ability to directly observe others’ activities, screens 
and other information sources, as well as talk to each other indicates a wide or rich ‘communication 
bandwidth.’ A narrow flow of information may not support effective collaboration. This has 
implications for how a collaborative space should be organised, and can be an issue for student 
teams that have limited or no time to meet in person. Physical spaces can be supplemented: online 
tools support a rich communication bandwidth, with appropriate use. A shared document where a 
team member’s latest edits are highlighted, for example, will give a quick overview of progress, and 
a Facebook Group can coordinate a group’s work.   
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A further DiCoT model highlights the use of artefacts, instantiated objects, as scaffolders of 
cognition, coordinators of activity and resources, and representation of progress towards a goal. In 
the above example of scientists projecting a slide to trigger discussion, the “tangibility of the object” 
(Nicolini et al., 2011, p. 618) helped organise and ‘anchor’ how they worked on ideas together. The 
discussion could jump back and forth between the slides as they moved between concepts. As one 
scientist related, “It was mostly after we had something concrete that we really started working 
together” (p. 621). Shared objects were found to be necessary to successful collaboration. 
DiCoT also highlights the social and goal structure of the task, including commonly established 
means of collaboration, the distribution of responsibilities, as well as the “expert coupling” of person 
and environment (Furniss & Blandford, 2006, p. 1180). 
DiCoT focuses on the functionality of teams, and “can provide a lens for understanding interactions 
among learners, tasks, and tools in collocated technology enhanced learning environments” 
(Vasiliou, Ioannou, & Zaphiris, 2014, p. 552). The DiCoT model was developed to analyse and suggest 
improvements to team-based workplace systems. It shows how activity within the provided and 
constructed infrastructure supports collective work; however, it does not look directly at how 
knowledge is created. To investigate knowledge creation, I use a sociomaterial analysis of the 
groups’ work with epistemic objects (see Chapter 3 on methodology). 
2.5.6 Primary level infrastructure 
In short, the primary level focuses on knowledge creation, while the secondary level focuses on its 
supports. The primary level of knowledge creation and epistemic objects is constructed and 
emergent. I will not elaborate much as, in effect, the preceding discussions of knowledge creation 
and epistemic objects are an explanation of primary level infrastructure. Epistemic agency is 
exercised in the creation and modification of epistemic objects.  
In this section I will explain two aspects of analysis of primary infrastructure. To consider the process 
of knowledge creation and the exercise of epistemic agency, I first use the metaphor of a ‘heap’ 
(Perkins, 1994) of semi-organised shared knowledge as a way of conceptualising how shared 
epistemic objects are built. I then outline epistemic games as a means of analysing, structuring and 
scaffolding the process of knowledge creation. 
The shared heap 
As I mapped the case groups’ building of shared epistemic objects, the pattern of collaboration was 
aptly encapsulated by Perkins’ (1994) “oddball cognitive entity” (p. 91) of a collaborative “heap” of 
shared, loosely connected ideas and artefacts towards a conceptual goal. Perkins developed this 
concept of the heap when observing a wide-ranging discussion between three university lecturers 
over the course of a semester at university. A shared heap is at the centre of group knowledge work. 
“It works like this: 
Suppose you get an idea about the conception in question. So you say it to yourself or your partners. 
Or you jot it down. This is tossing the idea onto the heap, for the heap is anywhere that information 
can reside in the immediate environment – in your and others’ working memories, notepads, 
blackboards, and so on. The idea may be a claim, an argument, a critique. Whatever, onto the heap it 
goes.” (Perkins, 1994, p. 90, original emphasis). 
An ill-structured task calls for the ability to “crisscross” an area of knowledge to gain an 
understanding of its general ‘topography’ and use design thinking to move towards an appropriate 
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solution (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2016). As students trail over the ideas landscape, make 
connections and delineate a project and its required knowledges, they create a heap made up of 
their common experiences and shared objects, artefacts and understandings. The word itself, ‘heap,’ 
seemed fitting in its eclectic accumulation of disparate bits of information, objects and interactions 
piled on top of each other. “[D]istributed about the mind and the environment,” the heap is “made 
up of whatever reminds you of what you are doing” (Perkins, 1994). The accumulated material and 
integrated memory and concepts are organised or directed by an overarching epistemic object, 
roughly delineated as ‘what we are doing.’  
Perkins (1994) suggests that open-ended enquiry be structured “on the fly… by loosely categorising 
ideas as they come along” through such things as lists or concept maps (p. 91). Because the most 
recent constituent elements of a heap are more easily brought to mind, inquiry is helped by being 
required to occasionally “stir the heap” or “rummage” in it, to remember what is still required to 
reach the conceptual goal (p. 91).  
Moves that students might make in building knowledge include: increasing numbers of concepts; 
accumulate related pieces of knowledge more densely; increase consistency of concepts; finer 
granulation of information; increased complexity; abstraction; and shift perspectives (Chi & Ohlsson, 
2005). These cognitive dimensions of change to knowledge will be evident to varying degrees 
externalised in work on knowledge heaps, and can be used as a basis for analysis and scaffolding 
ways of stirring, rummaging, categorising and ordering. 
Group knowledge creation “brings in resources from the individual, small-group and community 
planes and involves them in procedures of shared meaning making”; how this takes place between 
these planes or levels is a key research issue (Stahl, 2012, pp. 470–471). How might an individual 
personalise (Stahl, 2013a) the collaboratively-built resources of the shared heap and exercise 
epistemic agency towards a shared project goal? 
The way that connections are made between resources “often involve mechanisms that are not 
apparent to participants” (Stahl, 2013a, p. 1) and the heap is a metaphor for considering ad-hoc and 
organic collaborative epistemic work. Epistemic games in the next section are offered as a means for 
identifying patterns, describing and scaffolding knowledge work, to assist in making the mechanisms 
visible.  
Epistemic games 
To become part of a profession or discipline, students are expected not only to master foundational 
specialist knowledge, but also the way of acting knowledgeably within that arena. The concept of 
epistemic games is proposed as a useful construct in design, for learning to act knowledgeably. 
There has been detailed justification for the use of the concept of epistemic games to generalise 
patterns of common knowledge practices (Collins & Ferguson, 1993; Markauskaite & Goodyear, 
2017; Perkins, 1997).  
The term ‘epistemic game’ refers to a way, practice, pattern or regularity in a type of inquiry or act 
of knowledge creation. Epistemic games can be relatively generic or associated with a discipline or 
profession. For example, generic games include: a research game (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 
2017)—how to find, evaluate and present new information; or an argument game, involving claims, 
reasons and warrants (Perkins, 1997). Discipline or professional game examples include: a statistical 
proof game—gathering and analysing data towards a statistically significant result; or a law proof 
game—gathering and presenting evidence for and against reasonable doubt (Perkins, 1997). At 
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university, examples for students might include a collaborative writing game, purposeful reading 
game or a mathematical proof game.  
The definition of an epistemic game in this research draws on Markauskaite and Goodyear’s (2017) 
expanded concept of professional epistemic games. An epistemic game is a socially constructed, 
accepted pattern of activity with the creation of knowledge as its goal. It is an explicit guide for 
action (progressively tacit for experts) that can be used in multiple situations. A game might also 
target the explication of hitherto tacit practices. Epistemic games are “not static templates but 
action systems” and are “not claims about the world but rather regularities in how we progress 
toward knowledge and understanding” (Perkins, 1997, p. 52), so are generative, and vary each time 
they are enacted, while conforming to the general pattern. Foundational specialist knowledge, 
though, is likely to be needed in enacting a game, especially in the context of a profession, or 
learning a profession—“one cannot solve a problem with just a game, without a knowledge base” 
(Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017, p. 425). Epistemic games are connected with Wittgenstein’s 
‘language-game’ (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017; Perkins, 1997).  Wittgenstein (1974) describes a 
language-game as taking meaning from context, being “part of an activity or form of life,” such as 
“Reporting an event… Presenting the results of an experiment in tables and diagrams… Solving a 
problem in practical arithmetic” (pp. 11-12). The listed language-games cover a wide range of 
activities and could easily also be described in terms of epistemic games. Epistemic games share 
elements with sporting games: goals/aims; target “forms or schemes”; “characteristic moves to 
make” and “informal or formal rules” (Perkins, 1997, p. 51). To this, we can add “entry conditions” 
and “transfers” or exit points (Collins & Ferguson, 1993, p. 28). The entry conditions identify if the 
game is applicable to the situation, and ‘transfer’ is the calling of another epistemic game. For 
example, a list game could lead to a game for deciding a hierarchy (Collins & Ferguson, 1993). 
Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017) take an expansive view in outlining their taxonomy of 
professional epistemic games, to include problem-solving, decision-making and other games that 
have “an agenda of producing knowledge for knowledgeable action” (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 
2017, p. 409). They also expand the idea of a target epistemic form into less tangible manifestations: 
the target form might be conceptual, for example, a common framing of a shared task. 
The identification and modelling of epistemic games is a tool for design for learning. Epistemic 
games and their types can be observed in situated practice. Empirically, we can observe recurring 
patterns of discourse and inquiry that conform to the description of epistemic games (they have 
forms, moves, goals, rules etc.) Though they may be implicit, they are still identifiable in actions and 
discussion, and, importantly for design for learning, can be modelled and prompted. Perkins (1997) 
uses the example of creating a category system: the goal is to make sense of a group of things, the 
target form is a list or taxonomy, moves will include arranging in a hierarchy. In abstract modelling, 
“[o]nce people extract the rules, they can use them to judge things and generate new courses of 
behavior that fit the prototype but go beyond what they have seen or heard” (Bandura, 1999, p. 25). 
Similary, epistemic games are not prescriptions for behaviour, but open for innovation. 
Epistemic games are rarely performed in isolation and are “woven together” (Perkins, 1997, p. 52), 
calling other games as part of the inquiry. Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017) name the most 
important type of epistemic game the ‘weaving game,’ in which experts, or learners who may be 
prompted towards the game, coordinate perception and skills to employ constituent games towards 
an overarching goal. This is done flexibly moment-to-moment. Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017) 
recommend that university courses use intermediate forms (for example, templates) that explicitly 
model and guide thinking and actions for epistemic games. They acknowledge that such epistemic 
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tools cannot cover all the ‘messiness’ of actual practice, and that they are best used as “decision 
support tools” in concert with developing specialist knowledge, rather than a kind of checklist of 
moves (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017, p. 458). They describe four elements of epistemic games: a 
focus, i.e. “what sort of knowledge the game produces,” an agenda, “what the game aims to 
achieve,” the type of epistemic object at the centre of the game, and expertise, “the sorts of 
knowledge and skills expert players use” (p. 400). 
Epistemic games are characterised by a goal or agenda, so appropriate framing of an assessment 
task, as well as a disposition to act appropriately, is important to effective learning and application 
of epistemic games. Designing in terms of epistemic games helps provide opportunities for students 
to recognise relevant situations and practice their strategies and forms, so that they are able to 
frame an assessment productively and in turn weave epistemic games towards relevant professional 
or disciplinary outcomes. 
Epistemic games could be modelled for students to assist the development of epistemic agency, and 
dispositions towards knowledge creation—a sensitivity to a situation and ability to respond 
appropriately, together with an inclination to put the activity within a knowledge creation frame. 
Fundamentally, students need to know how to conduct an inquiry and construct epistemic objects in 
the context of their target professional culture. They are non-prescriptive (though potentially 
prescriptive in some professional scenarios) patterns for building sets of resources.  
Students are expected to learn and use diverse epistemic games in tasks, finding their own method 
of working within the supplied structure, and are supported to develop metacognition, to become 
“deliberative and reflective” (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 115) as they build their sets of resources. I put 
examples from the case projects into the form of epistemic games in illustration of how they can be 
considered and applied to student knowledge-based tasks.  
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2.6 Design principles 
Design principles for epistemic agency are treated in detail in Chapter 6, combining findings with 
specifically relevant design literature. Here, I briefly summarise design principles for knowledge 
building and trialogical learning, as approaches relevant to knowledge creation and epistemic 
agency. The authors of the principles do not present them as prescriptive, but as guides to 
conditions for productive object-centred learning. These are relevant not only for design, but also 
for analysis of knowledge creation in practice. 
Scardamalia (2002) outlines 12 determinants for knowledge building, together with associated socio-
cognitive and technological dynamics, the latter described in terms of the Knowledge Forum3 tool 
that explicitly prompts knowledge building activity and the production of shareable artefacts in 
teams of students. The tenets include:  
• improvable ideas and authentic problems  
o “[p]roblems are ones that learners really care about” (p. 78, emphasis added)  
o students are comfortable in showing ignorance and giving and receiving criticism, in 
a culture of continual improvement of ideas 
• diversity of ideas and ‘rising above’ to a higher level of understanding 
o a rich array and spread of ideas is required to “achieve new syntheses” (p. 79) in 
drawing principles from complexity 
• epistemic agency 
o students independently “negotiate a fit between personal ideas and ideas of others” 
(p. 79) without external direction 
• shared responsibility for results and individuals empowered as equal contributors 
• constructive and critical work on ideas and authoritative sources are integrated and 
emphasised throughout the process, rather than left to sporadic chance. 
The acknowledgement that students need to ‘really care about’ the problems they are solving also 
implies that created objects should also evoke students’ care and be recognised as important to a 
problem solution. 
Design principles for a trialogical approach (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2014) outline activities centred 
on objects that can be artefactual or practices and processes. The principles advocate integrating 
individual with collective agency, while developing skills over a period longer than a single course. 
Development and creativity come through transforming objects and reflecting on activity. The 
principles also promote the idea of “cross-fertilization” of practices and artefacts more widely, and 
the provision of “flexible tools for developing artifacts and practices” (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2014, 
pp. 57-58).  
The principles quickly outlined here reiterate aspects of student activity that I investigated in my 
study. The next section presents my extended research questions and summarises the links with 
theories and concepts. 
  
                                                 
3 http://knowledgeforum.com/ 
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2.7 Summary and research questions 
Based on foundational theory and definitions above, I investigate the two research questions using 
related sub-questions. 
1. How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?  
1.1 What influences how activity infrastructure is assembled and used? 
1.2 What secondary infrastructures do students assemble to support knowledge-based tasks? 
1.3 In what ways do students employ epistemic objects for knowledge creation? 
 
2. What does students’ activity suggest for design for epistemic agency? 
2.1 What is present or missing from the group projects that learning design could address? 
2.2 What implications does this have for design of knowledge-creation tasks and environments? 
Within the general frame of knowledge creation, I investigate the shared epistemic agency of 
university students working together on projects that offer some freedom of action.  
The case studies in chapters 4 and 5 are directed towards answering research question 1 and its sub-
questions. Chapter 6 discusses question 1 more summatively and describes synthesising objects and 
a model of shared epistemic agency in group projects. The case studies start to identify the elements 
that help or hinder epistemic agency (sub-question 2.1), but research question 2 is addressed more 
fully in Chapter 6, through the development of a set of design principles connecting case findings 
with extant design literature. In addition, I describe epistemic games in the context of the cases, and 
how these may be used in design for epistemic agency. 
I analyse students’ dispositions towards the tasks and how students frame their projects (sub-
question 1.1). I investigate how the activity infrastructure—tools, instruments, social organisation 
and objects—was assembled and utilised by student groups in their construction of shared epistemic 
objects. I briefly describe the tertiary level of ubiquitous tools and analysed activity infrastructure 
through the remaining two of the three levels described by Nicolini et al. (2011): the secondary level 
of chosen tools, technical objects and group processes (sub-question 1.2); and the primary level 
infrastructure, the construction of epistemic objects (sub-question 1.3). I analysed how 
infrastructure was created and instrumentalised and how elements of it were visibly present in 
knowledge creation—where they supported, or hindered, epistemic agency. 
I focus on objects and the role those objects and their form have in discussion and actions taken by 
groups (sub-questions 1.2 and 1.3). In addition, I bring a sociomaterial lens to project-based learning 
to focus on knowledge creation directly, including how it is served by instrumental genesis and the 
pragmatic aspects of project management, such as communications, progress monitoring, shared 
screens and tools. 
I take inspiration from laboratory- and work-based studies, as well as those from education, of 
object-oriented knowledge creation. An ongoing goal is to better understand how groups of 
students develop a sociomaterial infrastructure to support shared epistemic agency—and how 
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educators can help them do it. I study situated practice, which contributes to “knowing what the 
mechanisms are and how they work” and so also “to design activities that produce more effective 
environments … for thinking” (Hutchins, 2012, p. 316). Epistemic agency means student control of 
knowledge work. What do they do with that freedom and what more might they do with our help? 
Table 3 in the next chapter aligns research questions and sub-questions with theory, analysis of data 
and outputs. The next chapter covers the methodological design of the study.  
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Chapter 3. Methodological design 
This chapter will outline the design of the research: its methodology, and techniques of data 
collection and analysis, including how analysis of data addresses the research questions. 
3.1 Methodology 
This research is situated within the field of the learning sciences, and focuses on what is done in 
normal student group work rather than setting up experimental situations (Evans, Packer, & Sawyer, 
2016). This interest is intrinsically bound up in the technologies and tools that are integrated into 
practice. To address the research questions, it is my job as the researcher to identify and analyse 
data from actions taking place in situ. Like Jewitt (2006), I “treat the signs students make as one kind 
of evidence of learning”  (p. 28) and take an approach that “foregrounds what is displayed on the 
screen and connects it with what goes on around the screen” (p. 29, original emphasis). 
Accordingly, I use an ethnographic case-based methodology. As outlined above, the framework for 
research is informed by a sociomaterial perspective, and builds on the concepts of epistemic agency, 
assembled infrastructure and the use of epistemic objects in group knowledge creation. These ideas 
shape the focus for data collection and analysis in the context of understanding the processes that 
promote epistemic agency and how learning design might provide support for student activities. In 
order to answer the research questions in the sociomaterial frame of knowledge creation, data 
collection and analysis focuses on finding: 
• Actions over time and the resulting changes to epistemic objects (1.2, 1.3) 
• Emergent practice and local adaptation of supporting infrastructure, including technologies 
and tools, for group collaboration (1.1, 1.3) 
• How the environment becomes ‘visible’ in the focus of group activity, i.e. when it is 
incorporated into the infrastructure of the project or does not work as expected (1.1, 1.2, 1.3) 
• The role and influence of objects in group knowledge creation (1.3) 
I used case studies because ‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions such as these can only be answered 
in real-world situations (Yin, 2009).  Cases allow “the development of a nuanced view of reality,” 
with the understanding that behaviour is not “rule-governed,” but complex and contextual 
(Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 392). For practitioners to move from “beginners to virtuoso experts“ in research 
on learning requires the “context-dependent knowledge” that cases provide (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 
391). Underpinning theory focuses the analysis of the cases in a specific direction, but this is also 
open to discovery: Yin (2009) suggests that case studies should start with a definite theory, but that 
they are also appropriate for an exploratory ethnographic approach. As the validity and richness of 
case studies is improved by comparison between cases (Yin, 2009), I use multiple cases in this study. 
Case studies are uniquely specific to their context: in using multiple case studies, the aim is to 
observe enough to allow patterns to appear (Yin, 2009). Cases, covered by appropriate detail and 
narrative, provide exemplars for a discipline, which is “ineffective” without them (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 
402). 
Empirical research in knowledge creation and epistemic agency has very often taken place in 
scientific laboratories (Goodwin, 1995; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Nersessian, 2012). Other investigations 
have been in the organisation of professional work practices and working across professional 
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boundaries on collaborative work (e.g. Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009; Goodwin, 1995; Greenhalgh & 
Swinglehurst, 2011; Hutchins, 1995; Nicolini et al., 2011). Fewer have been in the area of small group 
work in tertiary education (see Damşa et al., 2010; Muukkonen et al., 2010). To take account of its 
situated and emergent nature, the usual mode of investigation of epistemic agency is that of 
ethnography, though each ethnography varies in length, breadth, methods, frequency of data 
collection and number of researchers. Common threads include the observation of events as they 
unfold as well as participant reflection on actions and events. 
An ethnographic perspective is suited to my research into authentic interactions ‘in the wild’, that is, 
how people interact naturally, as well as a chronology of events, aiming to include the perspectives 
of research subjects (Hine, 2000). By taking an “emic (insider’s) perspective,” an ethnographic 
approach is suited to “examining how discourse shapes both what is available to be learned and 
what is, in fact, learned” (Gee & Green, 1998, p. 126). To investigate epistemic processes in student 
projects, Nerland (2012a) recommends “case studies and methodologies that utilize participant 
observation to follow activities as they unfold” (p. 8), noting that ethnographic or observational 
approaches have been relatively rare. Ethnography is increasingly ‘multi-sited,’ moving between 
multiple online and physical spaces (Beneito-Montagut, 2011; Hine, 2000) and the sites of student 
interaction from the cases in this study bear this out. By following students into the places and times 
they choose, an ethnographic approach investigates how things are rather than how things might be 
in a controlled experiment, capturing a narrative of lived experience. “An ethnographic perspective… 
involves analyzing the choices of words and actions that members of a group use to engage with 
each other within and across time, actions, and activity” (Gee & Green, 1998, pp. 126–127). 
Ethnography matches, in its exploratory and observing nature, the concept of learning as a series of 
fleeting actions in a mutable process. The emergent practices and temporary objects used within the 
sociomaterial environment shared by groups requires researchers to closely follow group exchanges 
and actions.  
Vasiliou et al. (2014) used Blandford and Furniss’s (2005, 2006) principles of distributed cognition for 
teamwork (DiCoT, section 2.5.5 in Chapter 2) for investigating student inquiry using an assemblage 
of technologies that included shared screens, mobile devices and networked technologies. The 
researchers transcribed recorded video of student interactions, paying attention to how information 
was propagated and the role of artefacts. They noted that “information transformation” took place 
in the groups: sketches and notes made in class on paper were transferred to a digital format by 
photographs that were uploaded and shared; and verbal discussion was transferred into a shared 
digital document in which ideas were expanded and linked to supporting resources (Vasiliou et al., 
2014, p. 550). I similarly use DiCoT in the analysis of the secondary-level of activity infrastructure, to 
describe how the knowledge work of groups was facilitated and held within the infrastructure and 
its tools. 
In order to analyse the interaction of students in specific episodes, I use discourse analysis, that is, 
how meaning and action is constructed in context (Silverman, 2014). The analysis of interactions 
between students can be extended to “conceptions of individual or group background knowledge, 
common ground and transactive memory systems” (Stahl, 2013b, p. 146) by focusing on the 
meaning coming from the combination of utterances. This stops short of guessing what goes on in 
individual minds: the level of focus is on the “unified interaction” of the small group or dyad (Stahl, 
2013b, pp. 145–146).  Discourse analysis is often combined with ethnographic approaches in 
educational research (Gee & Green, 1998, p. 119). It supports investigation of “social language” in 
context, connecting meaning and motivations within local interactions (Gee & Green, 1998, p.122), 
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and so is suited to tracing shared knowledge creation. In the course of collaboration, meaning is 
“negotiated in and through social interaction” and “participants often continually revise their 
situated meanings” to construct and review common “cultural models” (Gee & Green, 1998, pp. 
123–124). The focus on a cultural model, as “a group’s construction that becomes a resource that an 
individual may call on to guide his or her actions” (Gee & Green, 1998, p. 123), supports 
investigation of a shared conceptual “heap” and group epistemic objects. Discourse analysis 
facilitates sociomaterial research by taking a holistic view of interaction, noting, in addition to 
dialogue, non-verbal communication—gesture, tone, proxemics—and actions. I elaborate on 
methods of analysis below. 
The ethnographic approach to data collection is to document as much as possible, creating a ‘thick 
description’ from which to identify emergent themes, ideas, hypotheses and questions (Boyd, 2009). 
It is grounded in observation of practice and an ethnographer will modify initial ideas based on data 
analysis, which starts during data collection (Hine, 2000; Neuman, 2006). The main data in this study 
are the observed actions and discussions within the case groups—what goes on around the screens, 
papers and conversations of their projects. Interviews with students were elicited to supplement 
core data, to gain insight into student opinions on their project. Interviewed students offered 
perspectives on observed interactions that provided background information and at times a more 
refined reading of occurrences in group projects. The interviews are, therefore, students’ attitudes 
and thinking in retrospect and a source of expository data. 
As Saldaña (2014) explains, qualitative research is “like meat loaf: ever’body got their own way of 
makin’ it” (p. 278). While rigorous and systematic analysis and reference to theory are indispensable, 
the ethnographer should also produce narrative —a story that brings the reader into the world of 
research participants and which conveys the “motion and fluidity of life”—“[w]e tell our readers the 
story of what happened” (Gullion, 2016, p. 7, emphasis added). Latour and Woolgar (1986) in 
Laboratory Life did not claim to tell “what happened,” but rather “plausible accounts out of a mass 
of disordered observations” (Latour & Woolgar, 1986, p. 36). Any research, including quantitative 
survey data, for example, is designed subject to the researcher’s history, experience and 
assumptions. While keeping in mind that “[n]o ethnographer is truly innocent—we all begin with a 
narrative in our heads which structures our initial observations in the field,” (Bruner, 2001, p. 143) 
qualitative research uses a range of methods (see below) to ensure results derive directly, 
convincingly and plausibly from data.  
My task as researcher is to construct a credible and cogent narrative of the cases, placing the 
evidence within theory and compiling a persuasive argument for conclusions, “not simply to 
represent, but to convince” (Pink, 2009, p. 153 original emphasis). My task as researcher is also to 
take what can seem familiar and show it in a new light.  
The next section describes the cases and how I collected data, followed by an explanation of the 
methods I used in analysis, mapped to research questions. 
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3.2 Cases and data collection 
This section outlines how I identified cases and collected data. 
See Table 3 to match research questions to theory, analysis of data and outputs. 
 
3.2.1 Identifying cases 
Research design required finding and gaining the cooperation of groups of university students who 
were collaborating on assessment tasks that met my required criteria: 
• A complex, open-ended (to some degree) activity in tertiary education 
• Use of technology for communication or knowledge creation 
• Collaboration within a small (2-6 people) group 
The desired though not required criterion of ‘use of technology to create knowledge objects’ was 
also not difficult to fulfil, and each group project in the end satisfied this criterion, with several cases 
using various technologies beyond the usual shared written document.  
Possible courses were identified by word of mouth through colleagues in the university’s learning 
and teaching centre. The location is a large Australian metropolitan university at which I have a 
support role in design for learning. The participant groups agreed to participate from within the 
tutorials or practicals of cooperating teachers. The aim was to find at least two groups for each 
assessment task, but not too many more: to provide some comparison, but manage the complexity 
of data collection. 
 
3.2.2 The cases 
The group assessment tasks used for cases in this study were from two courses, in education and 
engineering, in the second and third semesters respectively of an undergraduate degree.  
The education task was relatively short, covering three to four weeks, and represented 30% of 
students’ final mark for the course. The engineering task ran for around ten weeks and amounted to 
85% of the final mark. The education task was actively supported to varying degrees by tutors 
through in-class discussion and exercises, and by reflective tasks and criteria that required use of 
online communication between group members. The engineering task provided minimal direction or 
guidance, leaving students to manage group and knowledge work independently. Group sizes 
ranged from three to five students.  
Data were gathered from four groups in the education project and three groups in the engineering 
project. See Table 2) for a summary of the cases; the last column of the table briefly indicates areas 
that each case especially illustrated. The cases are loosely categorised by the form of knowledge 
creation (See Section 3.4). 
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Table 2 
Summary of cases 
Groups No. of 
Members 
Student 
Interviews 
No. AV-recorded 
meetings, total 
recording length 
Topic 
Submitted object 
Education     
Timeline 3 2 3, 2 hours What would Australia be like if 
Education was completely virtual?  
Online timeline 
VideoGames 4 0 3, 2 hours Violence in video games is 
desensitising our children to acts of 
cruelty. 
Scripted video. 
VideoMap 4 2 3, 2 hours How effectively can traditional & 
popular culture, teachers & learning 
methods be combined in the 
modern day classroom? 
Interactive map of video excerpts. 
VideoTech 4 3 5, 3.75 hours Are technologically advanced 
classrooms leading to the death of 
traditional education? 
Video: excerpts and commentary. 
Engineering      
Renewables 5 2 5, 7.5 hours Renewable energy solutions for 
Australia. 
Report on five energy sources. 
Nuclear 3 3 6, 8 hours Renewable energy solutions for 
Australia. 
Report on nuclear fusion energy 
Village 4 0 4, 10.5 hours Modernising a remote village in a 
developing country. 
Report on building houses and 
planning a new village. 
Total     
7 group 
projects 
27 
students 
12 
interviews 
29 meetings, 36 hours 
of recordings4 
 
 
 
  
                                                 
4 Some early meetings were missed: roughly from 80 to 100% of in-person collaboration was recorded for each 
group. Online interactions were also included in data. 
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3.2.3 Ethics 
Ethics approval was gained at both universities where data were gathered. After consideration of 
the usual practices for group work to use tutorial or prac time to collaborate, I gained further 
approval to modify my original ethics applications to allow groups who would be known as 
participants to other students and teachers. All participants gave full consent for the use and 
publication of excerpts of artefacts, recordings, communications and photographs. Details of the 
information and consent forms are in Appendix 8. No details were shared before the end of the 
relevant courses and the publication of this dissertation post-dates most participating students’ 
graduations. All participants were given pseudonyms. Gender was not confirmed directly with any 
participant and is assumed from names and self-representation. Three of the groups had one 
member with a different gender to the rest of the group. To aid anonymity with fellow class 
members or teachers, I allocated gender-neutral names to those groups and avoided gender-related 
pronouns. In other groups, pseudonyms align with perceived gender. Even with these measures, 
some narrative details may make some individuals distinguishable to people who knew the groups 
involved. The passage of time and lack of sensitive revelations make this risk relatively 
inconsequential. I acknowledge that the choice of names hides cultural and nation of origin details 
that, while not the focus of the study, are unfortunately lost, potentially giving the impression of less 
diversity than was the case. 
3.2.4 Data collection 
In ethnographic data collection, it is important to “look” as well as “listen,” observing proxemics or 
“people’s use of space” and use of gesture and movement when interacting (Silverman, 2014, p. 
254). Researching from a sociomaterial perspective means it is imperative to record physical and 
online interactions and objects used, as well as spoken and written discourse. Data includes both 
object-based “representational practices” involving artefacts creation and transformation, and 
“relational practices” of group communication and collaboration (Johri, 2011, p. 213). Initially, I 
gathered pilot data for two small groups in one session through an existing research project, which 
allowed me to trial methods of data gathering and analysis. Data collected in my study includes: in-
person interactions of each group; online communications and collaborative work; artefacts used or 
created in the group projects; course and task documents and communications; and interviews with 
12 of the 27 student participants. For information on file management and the tools used for data 
gathering and analysis, please see Appendix 9. 
In-person interactions 
Capturing the different devices, notes and objects the students would be using in group 
collaboration required planning and flexibility. Student interactions were mostly captured in video 
and audio recorded form. Because the recording included video, it was possible to observe non-
verbal communication, use of tools and work on shared objects, in addition to what was said.  
All recording devices were quite small and unobtrusive.  Tripod-mounted compact video cameras 
were the main source of data collection. Wherever possible, I chose a position sideways to students, 
so that no-one was facing the camera directly. The practice of leaving a digital audio recorder in the 
midst of students with a separate video camera catching action generally worked very well in 
providing clear audio and acted as a backup.  
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Students would variously bring a paper notebook, a phone, and a laptop or a tablet device to 
campus and use some or all of these in group collaboration. Students work side-by-side or across a 
table from each other, meaning that it can be difficult to see what each student is doing during the 
collaborative session. However, through a combination of video, photographs and re-construction 
from discussion5, most elements of collaboration were recorded. All groups made some reference to 
being recorded either as they were being recorded or in remarks afterwards to me. This took the 
form of reminding each other after a candid or frank comment that they were being recorded or the 
occasional glance at the camera. Some students said that they forgot they were being recorded. 
Although I had considered also conducting in-class observation, this turned out to be unnecessary 
and impractical, especially when I had two case groups who met at the same time. In addition, my 
presence would likely have been intrusive. The education group tutorials were one hour long; it was 
simpler to stay for the tutorial than to leave and come back in, so in those cases I was able to 
observe the tutorials in real time in person, although I was not generally in ear-shot of the 
participating groups’ conversations. 
As with any observational data gathering, there is the possibility that the act of participating in 
research changed behaviour. Most groups concentrated on their project and their attention was 
usually on each other and down towards shared screens or paper, so the influence of the recording 
on their collaboration would seem to be minor. Online, the fact of research data gathering was much 
less visible.  
Online communications and collaboration 
I asked groups to include me in any online communications or collaboration. While I was usually not 
copied in on direct emails, which according to interviews were seldom sent, all but one group did 
give me access to their private Facebook groups and Messenger posts, their primary mode of 
communication outside tutorials, as well as shared Google documents. I appeared with my Facebook 
picture as a ‘group member’ in the header of the page, but did not take part in the discussion so 
participants were not reminded of my ‘presence’ as they were by the camera. One student (Ellis, 
interview) remarked that I was forgotten during the online chats—they seemed to use it as they 
would if there were no outside gaze.  
I copied all posts from Facebook, took screenshots, downloaded shared files and made a record of 
changes as they occurred in Google docs using the history feature, noting date/time and person 
making the change in a spreadsheet. In the case of the timeline artefact in education, I copied all 
content and took screen shots of various features of the timeline. 
For groups that used Google Docs, that service’s history feature, which makes updates visible by 
colouring each user’s contributions, allowed me to follow the construction of group documents. 
Google has encouraged third party developers to produce plugins for its suite of tools. I located a 
tool, Draftback (Somers, 2017), that produced summary graphs of data from Google documents over 
time and used it to compare patterns of work between two groups (see Figure 51). 
  
                                                 
5 It was not always possible to see exactly what was happening on screen, but I was able to reconstruct it fairly 
accurately, based on discussion (e.g. found relevant online pages by searching for the text that was read 
aloud). 
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Project-related artefacts 
Other collected data included interim and final reports, working documents, sketches, videos and 
other shared materials used and produced in the projects. Some were collected as photographs, 
either taken by me or by students as they made a record for the group. 
Course and task documents and communications 
I collected course guides that outline the expected learning outcomes and task documents, including 
task descriptions, rubrics and other supplemental items and communications. As part of the 
transcription of recordings, I also recorded interactions with tutors and general instructions given in 
class to all groups. 
Interviews 
The twelve interviews with students were semi-structured, using a set of common questions (see 
Appendix 7) to elicit their perspective on the collaborative projects.  
Interviews were arranged at a time convenient to the interviewees. A transcription service was used 
to produce interview transcripts; I transcribed all group project recordings. 
Most student interviews were conducted in the researcher’s office on campus, but several were 
through an online audio-visual service, Skype. The Skype interviews were recorded using the 
software Screenflow and in-person interviews were recorded with a digital audio recorder. 
I showed initial diagrams and shared early observations with two of the education teachers in an 
unrecorded discussion. I also recorded a discussion of the engineering task after the end of semester 
with the course convenor. 
Challenges in data collection 
Initially, some data were gathered from personal wearable cameras, however the devices were 
limited and unreliable, so this form of capture was abandoned early. A participant picked up and 
toyed with the audio recorder, dropping it repeatedly on the table, and although usable audio was 
recorded, a desk-top tripod would have avoided this issue. In a very few instances, due to a miscue 
on recording or a full storage card, video was not available, making identification of individuals 
difficult. The interaction was the focus of analysis, rather than tracing individual contributions, so 
this was not a significant issue. 
Because the engineering group sessions were part of longer, 3-hour pracs, I asked students to turn 
on the video and audio devices when they were working on projects. This generally worked very 
well, however, it did mean I missed one session because a student judged that I would not be 
interested in recording just two students searching the Internet.  
There were some communications, mostly one-to-one, between group members that were not 
recorded or observed. These included some emails, in-person chats and phone calls. Because one 
group used a Facebook private group involving students outside the study, I was not able to view 
their interactions on that platform. These communications seem to have been mostly functional, 
such as coordinating meeting times, and not substantively involving knowledge work, however it is 
possible that I missed some relevant actions in the project. 
One volunteer group unfortunately had to be removed from the study as students would have 
collaborated in a language I did not speak. My study required an understanding of the discussion in 
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situ, with actions and objects linked to utterances, so it was unfortunately not practical to continue 
with that group. 
 
 
 
3.3 Method of analysis 
For each of the research questions and sub-questions, Table 3 associates theory, approach to data 
analysis and how the outcomes of analysis are represented.
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Table 3 
Research questions with corresponding theoretical framework, data analysis and representation of outcomes 
No. Question Theoretical framework Data analysis Representation of outcomes 
1 How do students 
exercise shared 
epistemic agency?  
Epistemic agency is expressed in the 
intentional object-oriented measures that 
groups or individuals take to build or 
create knowledge (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 
2005; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). 
Synthesis of findings of questions 1.1-3. A narrative of each group's project from the perspective 
of epistemic agency, built through representations of the 
subquestions in this section and tied together by 
discussion sections that compare the ways epistemic 
agency manifested in the cases, grouped by task. 
Descriptions of points or episodes in which 
infrastructure tended to affect students' epistemic 
agency - from student reflections, records of discussions 
and observation. 
1.1 What influences 
how infrastructure 
is assembled and 
used? 
The dispositions (Perkins et al., 1993) of 
students in framing the task and 
collaborative work, and hence how they 
set up their project infrastructure. The 
infrastructure that students build to 
support collaborative work undergoes 
modification through practice and is 
designed in use (Goodwin, 2013). 
Frames, focus, evidence of dispositions in each 
group. 
Episodes where there is mention of, or action 
towards, how to collaborate and what tools to 
use. 
Student interview answers on their initial views 
of the task. 
Description of how each group has initiated and set up 
their activity infrastructure. 
1.2 What secondary 
infrastructure do 
students assemble 
to support 
knowledge-based 
tasks? 
Following Nicolini et al.'s (2011) 
framework, this question focuses on the 
secondary level infrastructure of task-
relevant and situated tools and resources, 
with some reference to tertiary 
(background, ubiquitous) infrastructure. 
Descriptive coding of student activity, based on 
the elements identified as integral to epistemic 
agency: actions, objects, visible infrastructure. 
How and when groups use shared tools. 
The physical setting and students' orientation 
towards each other and tools or objects. 
Where things break down, or are abandoned. 
Representations include: comparison tables of 
practices/tools/objects and mode of use across groups; 
excerpts from observed student interactions; quotes 
from interviews; screen shots, diagrams and 
photographs of shared work spaces. 
1.3 In what ways do 
students employ 
epistemic objects 
for knowledge 
creation? 
This question addresses Nicolini et al.'s 
(2011) primary level of infrastructure, the 
use of objects in knowledge creation. 
Students develop epistemic objects and 
use technical objects when creating 
knowledge. Objects, through their 
properties and affordances are 'actors' in 
knowledge creation (Ewenstein & Whyte, 
2009; Nicolini et al., 2011; Pickering, 1993).  
Focus on interactions - how the elements come 
together in knowledge creation. Actions and 
discussion focused on objects. How ideas and 
changes are acknowledged or discarded; what 
type of discussion is generated.  
Modes and features of tools and objects used in 
knowledge work.  
Declarative and procedural knowledge used; 
recognisable epistemic games. 
Comparison and contrast between cases. 
A  'life story' of each group's overall epistemic object, 
including the role it and its components each has in 
developing knowledge. This includes diagrams, textual 
description and images. 
The changes to objects and their roles over time. 
In-depth descriptions of key episodes of object-oriented 
interaction.  
A section defining and justifying the concept of 
synthesising objects. 
2 What does 
students’ activity 
suggest for design 
for epistemic 
agency? 
Observing student practice is necessary to 
inform learning design (Buckley et al., 
2010; Greenhow et al., 2009). 
Students benefit from guidance on both 
the practical methods of collaboration 
(functional actions) as well as how to work 
together to create knowledge (epistemic 
actions) (Damşa et al., 2010; Muukkonen et 
al., 2010). 
Students' preferences can be incorporated 
into learning design and their lack of 
experience augmented by supplying cues 
and modelling effective practice. 
Summary and synthesis of findings from 
questions 2.1-2. 
Based on the outcomes of the sub-questions below, 
refine principles for learning designers in supporting 
student epistemic agency. 
2.1 What is present or 
missing from the 
group projects that 
learning design 
could address? 
Concepts of epistemic agency and 
knowledge creation, in the context of 
learning design principles in Chapter 6. 
As for 2. 
Observable conditions and actions in student 
groups that aided or hindered their response to 
tasks. 
Explicit use or mention of task instructions, 
supporting resources, suggested tools and ways 
of working.  
Comparison of groups' ways of collaborating and 
answering the task. 
Variations on use of technologies and practices 
between groups. 
Analysis of each case for areas that were or could be 
influenced by learning design. 
(Collections of referenced discipline and general 
knowledge touched upon by the engineering groups - 
appendix). 
2.2 What implications 
does this have for 
design of 
knowledge-
creation tasks and 
environments? 
As for 2. Compare the results of the above exploration 
with extant approaches to learning design, and 
synthesise a general set of principles for 
supporting epistemic agency. 
Practical design recommendations for supporting 
epistemic agency in student group collaboration, 
illustrated by case examples.  
Example epistemic games from cases. 
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An ethnographic approach, especially one using video and audio recording, entails a large quantity 
of detailed data. The set of data is a valuable record of people going about their work, but much of it 
has to be, if not discarded, summarised or selectively shared.  
Every ethnographer is painfully aware of the discrepancy between the richness of the lived field 
experience and the paucity of the language used to characterize it. There is necessarily a dramatic 
reduction, condensation, and fragmentation of data. 
(Bruner, 2001, p. 144).  
Measures I employed to manage volume and keep analysis linked to data included connecting 
pattern and narrative to explicit examples, summative mapping of projects and comparative analysis 
between cases. 
I employed analytic methods under the general approach of discourse analysis, taking multiple 
passes over each case, using: 
• Multi-modal transcription and notes 
• Descriptive coding 
• Diagrams to summarise case projects and shared epistemic objects 
• Written narratives  
• Comparative analysis of findings, connecting statements and principles with case examples 
Details of methods are outlined below. 
How can this study be evaluated, considering that “[t]he evaluation of qualitative research is a 
complex and disputed area” (Taylor, 2001b, p. 41)? Greenhalgh and Swinglehurst (2011) name three 
key interpretive criteria in judging ethnography: “authenticity,” “plausibility,” and “criticality” (p. 4). 
The evaluation, of course, is made by the reader, who brings their experience and expertise to this 
judgement.  
On the first criterion of authenticity, described as “immersion in the case through extended 
fieldwork” (Greenhalgh & Swinglehurst, 2011, p. 4), I transcribed6, coded and analysed recordings 
and online communications and documents, resulting in a close familiarity with each case and its 
development over time. I reviewed each group’s case a minimum of four times, using different 
means of analysis, with intervals between each revisit. Case details, vignettes and explanations are 
situated in “the specific circumstances of place, time and participants” and contingent on those 
(Taylor, 2001a, p. 319). The diversity of data, inconsistencies of natural talk (Taylor, 2001a) and 
details of cases contribute to the authenticity of the study.  
On the second criterion of plausibility, “developing explanations of local phenomena which made 
sense to participants and drawing these together into a coherent narrative” (Greenhalgh & 
Swinglehurst, 2011, p. 4), I focussed on systematically making meaning from the assembled data. 
The sense of how participants understood the situation was gained primarily through analysis of 
their discourse in the moment; student interviews provided general and retrospective confirmation 
and further individual perspective. Following on from descriptive coding and diagrams, a key process 
of analysis was constructing the narrative of each case; moving back and forth between 
                                                 
6  The only exception was use of a transcription service for individual interviews. 
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transcriptions, images, objects and diagrams to test and strengthen representation of data. To add 
to the sense of participant sense-making, plausibility is also established by the reader of the study 
connecting it with their own experiences of similar situations: “readers test [research reports] in 
application to new data in the very process of reading” (Katz, 2001, p. 213).  
The third criterion of criticality, “systematically questioning taken-for-granted assumptions” 
(Greenhalgh & Swinglehurst, 2011, p. 4), was exercised with each case description and through 
comparative analysis of cases in the context of identified theory and design principles. My research 
questions and theoretical framework, which expanded in response to identified phenomena in the 
data, have guided what elements to describe and which episodes to treat in detail. Selection often 
focused on where the object of activity was ‘problematized’ (Engeström & Toiviainen, 2011), that is, 
when students identified and discussed issues or concepts and planned activities. I have 
endeavoured to follow Silverman’s (2014) advice and “assemble fragments of everyday 
understanding” (p. 429). My case descriptions kept to the reality of what I observed rather than 
fitting them to preconceived notions, although they were theory-informed. I used analytic research, 
in which I sought out contradictory data to refine analysis, thereby leading to “a holistic analysis that 
binds propositions and data into an intricate network” (Katz, 2001, p. 208). I reviewed data to find 
repeat examples of the phenomena I described, looking for negative examples and the contexts in 
which those phenomena were not observed. Making sense of the data, writing and representing it, 
was part of analysis: “the act of writing itself is a way of thinking—and of knowing—about our work” 
(Gullion, 2016, p. 107). Ethnographic writing is expected to evoke the people, places and activities it 
describes, although it is not simply storytelling: “we also theorize through our narrative forms” 
(Gullion, 2016, p. 8). 
I have built upon detailed immersion in the cases a “density” of data and analysis: 
“For each qualitative field report, readers can assess how richly the researcher has perceived internal 
variation in the data; how radically the researcher varied his approaches to subjects; the density into 
which data and analysis have been interwoven; and the practical ease of testing the theoretical claims 
on new data” (Katz, 2001, p. 216). 
It is not an issue of the exact reproducibility of the results, but that the methods can be used by 
others to extend exploration. If another researcher were to study similar groups using the methods 
used for this study, they would be likely to identify similar phenomena. Evaluation also includes the 
element of application to practice: is it ‘fruitful’ and can it be used by practitioners (Taylor, 2001a)? I 
used the frame of learning design for findings in this study and how those findings can be applied to 
higher education practice. Evaluation comes down to the question, ‘Will an expert reader of this 
study have confidence that it is authentic, plausible, critical and applicable to practice?’ 
3.3.1 Discourse analysis 
The discourse in this study is that of specific tertiary student project groups, evidenced in their 
interactions in person and online, as well as the objects they use and produce. In the sense of a 
point of view that is embedded and perpetuated or “taken for granted” (Atkins & Wallace, 2012, pp. 
169–170), the group discourse is also situated within the discourses of tertiary education, including 
student/lecturer roles and understandings of formal education.  
“[W]e will find that the discourse conventions of learning and teaching are deeply embedded in our 
cultural consciousness. We have particular expectations of what teachers and students should do 
(and not do) as well as what they may say (and not say)” (Woods, 2006, p. 156). 
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Discourse analysis is used here to identify the meaning in the interactions between students as well 
as their overall framing of the situation and their activity. 
I use discourse analysis to investigate the “language plus context,” in which context “includes our 
experience, assumptions and expectations” (Woods, 2006, p. x), but also  encompasses objects and 
activity on and around them. Discourse shapes and is shaped by its context: “the world” or 
surrounding environment, language used, participants and their relationships, “prior discourses” 
that shape our expectations, the medium of communication, and purpose (Johnstone, 2008, pp. 10–
19) —these elements provide a set of heuristics for conducting discourse analysis. For example, I 
have noted how: students spoke from the perspective of members of an engineering company; 
suggestions were taken up or ignored; project approaches seemed to conform to accepted patterns 
of assessment; and how the format of tools and artefacts influenced collaboration and knowledge 
creation. This is a two-way influence: while discourse is shaped by existing conditions, it produces its 
own meaning in the understanding participants build between themselves. I use a combination of 
methods, described below: multimodal transcription; descriptive coding; diagramming of objects 
and activity; and case descriptions that focus on the sociomaterial activity of the groups. Table 3 
outlines how data analysis for each question focuses on particular elements generated by these 
methods. 
3.3.2 Multi-modal transcription 
While the selection of methodology and data capture methods set out the field of research, 
transcription was the main starting point of analysis (Taylor, 2001b). Transcriptions use common 
markup conventions developed by Gail Jefferson and commonly used in conversation analysis (See 
Mondada, 2011). See Appendix 5 for transcription protocols. I recorded a close to verbatim 
transcription of each utterance and quoted speech is as spoken, without correction for grammar or 
usage. The volume of recordings and methodological lack of need for word-by-word accuracy meant 
that a fully verbatim transcript was not practical or required, understanding that “[t]he level of detail 
you need in your in transcripts will depend upon your research problem and your preferred 
analytical approach. Practical issues, such as time and resources are also relevant” (Silverman, 2014, 
p. 333). The transcriptions recorded necessary detail to answer my research questions. 
In transcription I paid attention to the sociocultural setting and “contextualization cues” (Gee & 
Green, 1998, p. 122; Gumperz, 1982) by noting speaking tone, actions, gestures, tools and resources 
in addition to dialogue. While transcribing interactions, I took brief notes on what stood out for me 
during that first listening, in the context of how the students were organising their work, what they 
were focusing on, what tools and objects they used, and how they developed shared objects. I 
treated online communications as part of discourse and incorporated them in the chronology of 
interactions. 
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3.3.3 Descriptive coding 
After transcribing student interactions, I re-read the transcripts to add further descriptive coding and 
identify similar and contrasting episodes within and between cases. Descriptive coding is 
recommended for ethnographic studies7 (Saldaña, 2016, p. 102), and I used it to organise my 
understanding of what was occurring. The codes were “broad and overlapping” rather than 
“exclusive coding categories” (Taylor, 2001b, p. 39). I freely used appropriate single words and 
phrases rather than restrict myself to predetermined codes or wording. I took Silverman’s (2014) 
advice to use what the participants and data are saying, the categories that are suggested through 
dialogue and activities, rather than retro-fit an externally-created set of codes. However, Damşa et 
al. (2010) contributed thematically by identifying categories and examples of epistemic actions: 
“creating awareness,” “alleviating lack of knowledge,” “creating shared understanding” and 
“generative collaborative actions” (p. 175), guiding conceptualisation of phases and types of activity. 
They also identified process-related actions in collaborative work, related to project goal-setting, 
regulating shared work on objects and personal interactions. I arranged descriptive coding within 
the initial general areas (frame, object, knowledge, tools/infrastructure, process, group 
management) that I wanted to explore, as well as concepts that I found were repeated within and 
between cases.  
I coded in Excel workbooks, with one workbook per case, one spreadsheet per collaborative session, 
one conversational turn and speaker per row, and seven themed columns for descriptive coding (see 
Figure 2 and Appendix 6 for samples of transcripts and coding). The columns corresponded to 
elements required to answer the research questions. The first column was ‘frame,’ noting the points 
where a new frame occurred and related to sometimes long passages of discussion. Framing is used 
as a way of understanding how students were making sense of the task through their immediate 
focus and is evidenced in what the students do and say. Episodes of framing occurred between the 
points at which focus or topic changed. 
After ‘frame,’ the next column was for ‘object/concept’, which acted as a type of sub-coding for 
framings in which I aimed to capture the focus of each short episode, delineated by a movement 
between different concepts or activities.  Another column was used for ‘actors’ other than the 
students, including tutors but mostly non-human actors such as the modes of communication, tools, 
resources and information sources that the students activated, that is, when infrastructure became 
visible. I included the tutors as part of the infrastructure where they were deliberately called upon 
by the students. The column initially dealing with ‘knowledge work’ changed to ‘epistemic games’, 
focusing less on the step-by-step actions and more on the type or pattern of work in which the 
students were engaging. The next column captured actions related to managing the group and 
project. A further column held free notes and the last identified social conversation and personal 
experiences. These columns facilitated a rough mapping of the ‘landscape’ of each group 
collaboration and subsequent comparison between groups. 
                                                 
7  Saldaña does not recommend descriptive coding for case studies, but my study uses ethnographic 
methods, so descriptive coding was still useful for the case studies of this research. 
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Figure 2: Sample spreadsheet and columns with descriptive coding 
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Using columns enabled scanning of the transcripts to find examples and follow changes over time. 
One of the first comparisons I made between the cases was of activity or knowledge that might 
indicate epistemic games, gathering the descriptions from that column into a list for each group, 
then determining which ones were common and which were particular to a group. As I worked 
through the codes, overlaps even between the shorter education and longer engineering tasks were 
common. 
After coding the framing for two engineering groups, Village and Renewables, I compared them to 
identify common codes that would cover the range of examples, resulting in nine codes along the 
Assessment/Project continuum. I mapped several hours of the Village group during the key sketch-
based interactions in their long collaborative session against these common codes (Figure 50). At the 
same time, I wrote a description of the interaction between two members of the group, Adam and 
Cameron, as they worked on the village layout design, so that the prose description and 
conversational excerpts of transcripts would work with the diagram to give a more faceted view of 
the interaction. I then similarly mapped collaborative sessions for all the engineering groups, to a 
total of two each (Figures 27, 31, 33, 35 and 40) to facilitate comparison between them: “counting 
the occurrence of something within the sample is relevant - while not statistical, it can still be 
persuasive” (Johnson & Johnson, 2001, p. 164). 
 
3.3.4 Diagrams: Mapping the object 
In analysing and presenting findings, I use three types of diagrams: a diagram of objects for each 
project (see relevant section in each case description); and, for the engineering projects, diagrams 
tracing in-the-moment framing (Figures 27, 31, 33, 35, 40, and 50) and a conceptual visualisation of 
patterns of interaction between group members (Figure 52). Immersed in the sociomaterial as this 
research was, graphical representations were natural tools of analysis. 
A key method of representation of results is the object diagram tracing the development of the 
shared epistemic objects at the centre of each group’s work. As such, it is a record of the 
sociomaterial life of the group project. Each diagram contains layers of summarised information, and 
so will make the most sense if kept as a reference while reading the associated case study rather 
than deciphering it as a separate object.  
The object diagrams take an approach similar to Knappett’s “actor affiliation network” or “one-
mode network of actors” (Knappett, 2010, pp. 85, Figure 8.3) by, rather than separating artefacts 
from human actors, including both as part of the same process. I took reference from Nersessian’s 
(2012) visualisations of actors and concepts as networks and tracing interactions between levels on a 
timeline (pp. 227, 231, Figures 1 & 2). The object diagrams are relational, “rather than focusing on 
social and material actors as being distinct entities, relational thinking places the primacy on the 
prevalent relations in a setting” (Decuypere & Simons, 2016, pp. 373, original emphasis). They show 
a topology (Decuypere & Simons, 2016) over time of the creation of epistemic objects, with “human 
agents as pivots between material entities” (Knappett, 2010, p. 85). The diagrams helped compare, 
between groups, the process of creating a shared object; commonalities and contrasts became 
apparent in what they used and to what effect. The density of objects, connections and actions are 
also sources of comparison for the type and intensity of knowledge work in each case. 
A key to the object diagrams (see Figure 20 for an example) are presented in Figure 3. Object types 
are defined in Section 2.3, with the exception of synthesising objects, a new type I identify through 
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my findings. In brief, it is an object created by an individual based on collaboratively created 
knowledge. Examples are identified in the case chapters and the type is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 3: Key to the diagrams of objects of case projects.  
Note, elements and notation use colour to aid legibility, but no information in diagrams relies 
solely on colour.8 
 
3.3.5 Writing case descriptions 
Case descriptions were written to focus on infrastructure formation and knowledge creation in situ. 
Decisions on inclusion or exclusion of details were based on relevance to the research questions, and 
importance for a coherent narrative. To guide inclusion or exclusion of detail, I asked “if the reader 
had additional information, would it change the findings of the piece?” or if further details would 
have any other influence on those findings (Gullion, 2016, p. 31). 
The aim was to provide a coherent account of group projects and to use particular elements, 
interactions, use of tools and communications to illustrate common and contrasting approaches to 
collaboration and knowledge creation. With finite space to cover seven groups, each case 
description, while describing activity through common focii, offers a different level of detail on 
elements of infrastructure and knowledge work. For example, one case will describe the function of 
a communication tool in detail, and another will follow the creation of a shared object step by step 
(see Table 2 for a summary of what elements were highlighted in each case). While every element is 
not treated at the same depth in each case, the aim was to find both commonalities and exceptions, 
and so support findings with appropriate range and depth of evidence, noting “key, essential, 
striking, odd, interesting things” (Silverman, 2014, p. 135). 
Coding of transcripts guided choice of events, objects and interactions. Writing involved using noted 
points in transcripts, diagrams and gathered project objects to chronologically work through group 
interactions and write and illustrate the story of each group’s collaboration. Student interview 
questions were aimed at eliciting first impressions, key events in projects and final view of the group 
product and process. I re-read transcripts of interviews to bring perspective to description and 
analysis of the cases. Where relevant, student comments were used to supplement observations. 
I constantly referred descriptions back to group documents and transcriptions, and I updated 
diagrams in turn as I refined details. While the descriptions were guided by theory and the research 
                                                 
8 While the freehand nature of the diagrams does not support non-visual reading, colour vision deficiency is 
not a barrier to interpreting the information.  
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questions, my aim was to describe what was happening from evidence in the data. This is to trace 
“what people are doing” rather than trying to “peer inside peoples’ heads” (Silverman, 2014, p. 230 
original emphasis).  
In interactional multimodal analysis, we are not much concerned with the perceptions, thoughts, and 
feelings that people are experiencing, but we are concerned with the perceptions, thoughts, and 
feelings that people are expressing 
(Norris, 2004, p. 3). 
One of my aims in writing was to “put the reader in that place” (Gullion, 2016, p. 77) through 
evocative description. Projects in this study could cause some frustration and stress for students and 
were also the site of humour and camaraderie; I try to evoke the tone and elements of this in my 
writing style, which intersperses some informality and affect within a scholarly approach. Patton 
(2002) uses the phrase “empathic neutrality” (p. 50), which I have strived to achieve in my 
descriptions of the cases: empathy for the people in the study and neutral non-judgement of their 
activities.  
I follow advice on writing ethnography (Gullion, 2016) and many other researchers in using personal 
pronouns in presenting my research, that is, ‘I’ and ‘me’ rather than in the distancing third person of 
phrases such as ‘the researcher’ or ‘the observer.’ Importantly, this signals the reflexivity of 
research, “the way that the researcher acts on the world and the world acts on the researcher, in a 
loop” (Taylor, 2001b, p. 17). The observations, while based on data and aiming for neutrality, are still 
my observations and in the context of my interest in the sociomaterial conditions of epistemic 
agency. 
In the discussion of findings, I re-examined the results to bring together a comparison of the cases 
on framing and disposition as well as elements of secondary and primary level infrastructure. 
Because of the differences in task and scaffolding, I grouped cases by task. 
 
3.3.6 Generation of the ‘synthesising object’ and categorisation of cases 
In the process of analysis, I formulated criteria for identifying a novel type of epistemic object, which 
I named the synthesising object. I developed this concept from detailed analysis of cases in which 
individuals created substantial objects that extended concepts from group discussion. The object 
diagrams for each project showed connections between shared conceptual development and 
individual contributions, as well as the role of objects in the conceptual and practical workflow of a 
project. I derived a definition of the new object from the object diagrams as well as discourse 
analysis of object-centred interactions. I identified five main characteristics of a synthesising object. 
It is: 
1) In artefact form. It can be shared, modified and used by others. 
2) Created by an individual (potentially a sub-group) who recognises a need. 
3) Based on shared knowledge work. 
4) An expansion, addition to, (re)organisation or adjustment of perspective for collective ideas. 
5) Usually a transformation of mode or format. For example, it could interpret a verbal 
discussion into a written plan.  
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Analysis of how objects were using in collaborative work suggested potential roles for synthesising 
objects, including as a focus for ongoing shared conceptual development. The significance of this 
concept is supported by calls to focus on the interaction between individual and shared epistemic 
agency, and the processes at play (e.g. Cress & Kimmerle, 2018; Stahl, 2013a; Zhou, 2012; see end of 
Section 2.2).  
Chapter 6, Section 6.2, discusses synthesising objects. The VideoTech (education, Section 4.4) and 
Village (engineering, Section 5.3) cases include detailed examples of synthesising objects. 
I used summarised analyses of projects to compare dimensions between them, first on approaches 
to the project: division of knowledge work versus shared knowledge creation. Of the cases that 
showed sustained shared knowledge creation, I further categorised them according to whether the 
group produced substantial synthesising objects. A short description of the classifications is in the 
next section, ‘Organisation of results and discussion.’ 
See Chapter 6, Section 6.5, for the limitations of the research. 
3.4 Organisation of results and discussion 
Cases are presented in two chapters, education (Chapter 4) and engineering (Chapter 5), with a 
combined discussion following (Chapter 6). Each case chapter starts with an outline of the task and 
its context, presents findings from each case, and concludes with a comparative discussion of related 
cases. This discussion summarises and compares case findings mostly in the context of research 
question 1, ‘How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?’, and outlines what was present or 
missing relevant to learning design for epistemic agency (research question 2.1). Chapter 6 brings 
together findings from all cases with literature on design for epistemic agency, concentrating on 
research question 2, ‘What does students’ activity suggest for design for epistemic agency?’ 
Based on analysis of their approach to knowledge creation, I classified the cases under three loose 
categories: 
KC1 Divided knowledge work–group members were each allocated discrete tasks to be 
assembled in the final product, with limited shared knowledge creation. 
KC2 Whole group shared knowledge creation–group members worked together conceptually for 
most of the project, producing a common repository of activity through artefacts. 
KC3 Shared knowledge creation plus individual artefacts–these groups combined shared 
conceptual development with substantial artefacts created by an individual. 
Case descriptions are organised in four sections, organised around research questions (see the end 
of Chapter 2 for research questions): 
1. Sociomaterial diagram of objects used and created by the group (research questions 1.1-3) 
2. Initial setup and framing of the task (research question 1.1) 
3. Secondary infrastructure (tools, formats, communications, processes and technical objects - 
research question 1.2).  
4. Primary infrastructure (knowledge creation, epistemic objects - research question 1.3). 
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Chapter 4. Education cases 
This chapter presents the four cases from education. Each case describes, in the context of the 
research questions, how the group’s project developed from initiation, through the construction of 
an activity infrastructure and the development of a shared epistemic object and artefact.  
First, I outline the task and its context, give a short introduction to the cases, and then present 
findings from the cases. The final section of this chapter compares findings focussing on the first 
research question, ‘How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?,’ and comments on what 
these findings suggest for learning design. 
The task and its context 
The task was set within a first-year-level undergraduate, core elective course covering the social and 
historical context of education. It was in the second of the two main university semesters of the 
academic year, so most, if not all, students had experienced at least one semester of university study 
before the course. For at least several of the students, this task was the first opportunity to 
participate in a group project. Most of the students were studying education to become teachers. 
One participant at least was taking a psychology degree.  
The course was run in a standard format for Humanities at the University, with a two-hour lecture 
and a one-hour tutorial each week, during which groups were given time to work on their group 
task. Case groups were in different tutorial classes, however the groups I label VideoTech and 
VideoGames shared the same tutor. Each student was expected to attend in person on campus. The 
university provided wifi on campus for all students, allowing students to access online resources in 
class, as well as online access to library collections and course resources via the learning 
management system (LMS). 
The task investigated in the education case studies, named ‘Current Issue Collaboration’ or ‘CIC’ for 
short, required students to collaboratively produce a digital artefact of up to five minutes in length 
(or an equivalent size if non-linear) and use that artefact in a 10-minute class presentation. The aim 
was for students to experience alternative means of expression as well as problem-based learning 
(PBL), in order to better use such approaches in their future careers, and to approach concepts in a 
fresh way (lecturer, in person). The digital artefact element created an unfamiliar context for 
assessment in using a novel technology and mode of communication. This new format challenged 
students to think deliberately about how they collaborated, aided by scaffolded tasks, and what 
ideas to include and how to express them. The tutors actively encouraged students to be creative 
and assured students that it was relatively easy to receive high marks in the group task. Tutors 
circulated between groups and actively prompted the groups to address the challenges of first 
deciding upon and then answering a ‘driving question’ that the group devised together.  
The learning design aimed to scaffold group work and stimulate student reflection on their actions in 
the project. This assessment task had been used in the course for several years, with the lecturer 
and tutors refining design and scaffolding over that time. The elements required as part of the task 
included individual reflections on their contributions and group self-assessment reports on, for 
example, information sources and means of collaboration. Students were required to nominate and 
use some form of online communication. The task was promoted as a PBL experience; students had 
been taught about PBL in the course.  
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The projects ran over approximately five weeks and this was the last assessment before a final 
examination. The group task was worth 30% of the total mark for the course, broken into 
constituent elements: the collaborative process (35%), evidenced by periodic group reports; 
presentation and the digital artefact (35%); and an individual reflective report (30%)—which were 
explained in a rubric. By the time they started this project, students had submitted an early 
assessment worth 10% and an essay worth 40%, the mark for which was released just before the 
project due date.  
Tutorial rooms and campus spaces 
The tutorial rooms for the all Education cases were in the same modern semi-circular building. The 
rooms were used fairly constantly, with usually the next class waiting to use the room afterwards, so 
the students needed to leave on time. Students were therefore not able to extend their 
collaborative time beyond the scheduled tutorial—and many had further classes to attend after the 
tutorial.  
The tutorials were at or close to maximum occupation when all students (around 25) were 
attending. Students tended to sit in the same seats. This seemed to influence group formation, as 
some students had either known each other or collaborated in class before the project, through 
being seated close to each other. The atmosphere was chatty but not noisy. There was limited room 
between groups and little leeway to move furniture—students could turn their chairs and talk with 
group members behind them, across desks. 
On campus, the library and a student commons area offered both bookable and casual group 
meeting spaces. How groups used other physical spaces is covered in case descriptions. 
Introduction to findings for the education cases 
The cases are presented in the structure outlined in the Section 3.4 of Chapter 3. See the same 
chapter for an outline of cases and details of the method of analysis. Each group’s construction of a 
shared epistemic object is represented by a diagram of its development over time. This is followed 
by the initial setup and framing of the task, the secondary infrastructure and primary infrastructure. 
While the cases are presented using the same structured sections, each one has aspects of interest 
that are given particular emphasis in each description. The first and second cases, Timeline and 
VideoGames, showed the least inclination for shared knowledge creation. The Timeline group used a 
tool for their digital artefact that enabled them to divide work and cooperate rather than collaborate 
closely. The third case, VideoMap, featured an extended exploration and building of concepts and 
issues, delaying a decision on the format of their artefact. The fourth case, VideoTech, balanced 
exploration of ideas with the practicalities of producing a video, and used communications and tools 
effectively. Individuals in the VideoTech group created key objects around which they hinged 
collaborative work. 
Case findings refer to concepts outlined in Chapter 2 and include descriptions of how objects were 
created by individuals and used in group projects. The glossary of terms (Appendix 1) and diagram of 
concepts in the introduction to Chapter 2 are intended as quick reference guides for this and the 
engineering case chapters. 
The cases separately present the primary and secondary levels of infrastructure, allowing a focus on 
the aspects of each in the social and material construction of infrastructure. Any division between 
secondary and primary levels is fluid—epistemic activity naturally was intertwined with the tools 
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used for this work, for example, in two of the groups sharing articles involved epistemic skills in 
selection, summary and commentary, but using the affordances of the Facebook Group tool. 
Findings necessarily focus on each level in turn, although epistemic elements bleed through when 
talking about tools and group management, and epistemic activity is never divorced from the mode 
and tools. 
Each group expended considerable effort in understanding the task, which became an epistemic 
object that was co-constructed by the group from a number of inputs: the lecturer’s written task 
description, further supporting information in lectures, tutor comments, worksheets, student 
discussion and checking of ideas against marking criteria. In responding to the parameters of the 
designed task, and other environmental, group and individual factors, each group constructed an 
infrastructure and trajectory of action around the project that was its own. 
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4.1 Timeline group (KC1 - Divided knowledge work) 
Overview 
The Timeline group had three members: Ellis, Finley and Jamie. Self-reportingly, the group had been 
friendly with each other in high school, Finley and Jamie close friends, and Ellis on good terms with 
them. With the friendships came an ease of conversation, playful tone and familiar and informal 
expression, and a natural extension of existing communication through Facebook Messenger. The 
group chose an online timeline as their digital artefact and divided work by each taking a separate 
section to answer their devised question, “What would Australia be like if Education was completely 
virtual?” Each student worked independently on single posts for the timeline, with some limited 
discussion of issues during tutorials. The timeline format supported the group’s preference for 
avoiding extra meetings outside tutorials, and its premise of short, single, chronologically-ordered 
items influenced the way that information was reported. The seemingly straight-forward division of 
responsibility to populate either the past, present or future of technology in education led to 
conceptual difficulties in populating the ‘future,’ relying, as the students did, on popular and 
scholarly articles of the present and recent past. 
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4.1.1 Object diagram 
Each case project is represented by a relational diagram of objects and actors. An explanation of the diagrams and key is provided in 
Section 3.3.4 in Chapter 3. 
The diagram of objects (Figure 4) shows that the group shared limited discussion on concepts and ideas related to their driving 
question, with a generally low density of items and linkages. Ellis’ avatar, denoted in the diagram with an ‘E’, appears frequently at 
the centre of activities. At the start of the project (week 8), Ellis and Finley used Facebook Messenger, a medium they already used 
socially, to talk about topics for the project, and used it to coordinate work. After settling on the topic and type of artefact in week 9, 
Ellis located a timeline tool based on discussed needs. By week 10, Ellis had posted some items and used the tutorial to assist the 
others to become familiar with using it. Students individually populated their allocated section of the timeline. In week 11, partly 
prompted by writing a report on their progress, they placed some concepts within personal experience and noted educational sites 
that they used, increasing the number of information sources and shared concepts, creating an epistemic bulge in the diagram at the 
week 11 tutorial, helping Finley add more posts to the ‘present’ section of the timeline. Jamie hinted at issues with finding content 
for the ‘future’ section and texted with Ellis about those difficulties on the morning the artefact was due. 
 
 
Figure 4: Diagram of objects of the Timeline Group 
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4.1.2 Framing and setup 
The day after Finley and Ellis decided via Messenger on the interim topic of “What if there was no 
school?”, the group discussed the project in their week 9 tutorial, pondering whether the tutor 
would look favourably on a presentation that showed the negative side of technology, “He's going to 
be pro technology as he is into technology” (Ellis). Jamie was still unsure of the task, “So, what have 
we got to do? I still want to talk to [the tutor] because I really don't know how to respond to this 
properly.” Both Jamie and Ellis acknowledged, in their written reflective reports, the help of the 
tutor in refining their project question from “what if there was no school?” to “what if school were 
virtual?” therefore incorporating  technology, which was one of a pool of possible topics for the 
assessment task. 
The group considered creating a video, noting that “we've got to make it look really good, so it 
doesn't look awkward” (Ellis); they had seen one example in class that was “really really weird.” They 
gained a few minutes of the tutor’s time at the end of the tutorial, when they considered the tutor’s 
suggestion of an online timeline as the format of their digital artefact. They were reluctant to risk 
embarrassment and had considered alternatives to video such as a “tumblr blog or an ask fm where 
people can ask anonmymous mental health questions” (Ellis, Messenger post). The tutor also 
suggested that they could easily divide the timeline into sections. The group seized the idea as 
“cool” and settled some questions about other formats, rejecting the tool Prezi when the tutor 
dismissed it as “just PowerPoint.” The tutor also dissuaded Ellis from using Flash animation, because 
it was “no longer around. It got replaced by HTML5.” 
The tutor, in the short exchange, was an authority consulted by the group to obtain quick answers to 
ideas in formation. The group agreed to use an online timeline, taking up the tutor’s suggestion of 
dividing it, and their responsibilities, between past, present and future. The decision was not made 
final, however, until follow-up Messenger posts in which Ellis found a timeline tool and they settled 
on a driving question. 
Group members, while agreeing to a division of labour, varied in their approaches to work, the 
major difference being in starting work early (Ellis) versus leaving work until late in the task (Jamie 
and, to a lesser extent, Finley). Finley was fighting off a cold early in the project but rallied later. 
Jamie especially mentioned sometimes lacking time and tasks started only on the day that they were 
due. Ellis was more likely to mention deadlines and worries about time, and generally led discussion. 
There was, therefore, some misalignment between group members. Ellis described the task as an 
opportunity to become familiar with problem-based learning and how to facilitate it as a teacher in 
the future, commenting, “I wish all assignments were like that, like having a big question you have to 
find” (interview). 
Through the division of labour, the students were each effectively thrown onto their own devices for 
their assigned section of the timeline. Expressed sensitivities by the group to the task included 
avoidance of embarrassment, finding a format different to other groups, finding favour with the 
tutor and passing the course. Evidenced in the students’ general factual retelling of events, was a 
framing of the solution as a matter of assembling information, assisted by the chosen timeline 
format that encouraged stand-alone posts. 
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4.1.3 Secondary infrastructure 
Project communication extended social connections between group members. The group partly 
chose their digital artefact format to facilitate independent work, which was associated with less 
shared knowledge creation even in tutorials. 
Online communication 
The Timeline group used Facebook Messenger for online communication, extending their social use 
of the tool. This format organised messages one after the other in chronological order, with the 
most recent posts at the bottom of the discussion (see Figure 5 for an example. By comparison with 
Facebook Groups, Messenger posts seemed more of an ongoing conversation. They were not 
divided into discussion threads, making it difficult to locate earlier topics or particular posts. Most of 
the exchanges occurred in real time for this group, however, there were long gaps between some 
related posts. 
Finley added the other two to a conversation on Messenger just before 10pm of the day of the week 
8 tutorial. It had a playful name, “Wot Do Ya Say 2 da H8ers?” which Finley connected to a shared 
understanding with Ellis, “I did it for you … ! ((heart, wink icons)),” and an icon based on a popular 
crying baby meme. Finley wrote “Okay so we shall communicate via this chat thing yas? XD”. Within 
a couple of minutes, Jamie had posted a large blue “thumbs up” icon and Ellis entered into a 40-
minute text chat with Finley on ideas for the project, including the subject of online bullying, which 
struck a personal chord with the students. Apart from the initial thumbs up, Jamie did not take part 
in this discussion, but commented afterwards. Up to Ellis’ 10:37pm “That’s all good” post in Figure 5, 
the conversation had taken place in real time, that is, synchronously. Jamie’s “Wow, sorry!” came an 
hour later, and Ellis replied to it immediately: 
 
Figure 5: Screen shot of part of the Facebook Messenger stream on the night of the week 8 
tutorial. 
Ellis’ next comment was made over 12 hours later, but it and subsequent posts separated by hours 
read as an ongoing conversation, although in practice stretched over a day. Note the time stamps in 
the following chat between the week 8 and 9 tutorials: 
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Oct 11 13:52 Ellis: Also it just has to be a digital artefact so we don't have to do a video, we could 
create a tumblr blog or an ask fm where people can ask anonmymous mental health questions in 
school or social problems and someone can reply back anonymously 
Oct 12 01:14 Finley:  Yeah but still if we create that we would have to present it to our peers correct? 
xD 
And personally I don't do well with presentations  
><" 
Oct 12 07:42 Jamie: I'm decent with presenting. But I just want to comfortable with what we're 
presenting haha. Sorry. Still haven't had a solid look at the assignment. I have alot going on right now 
haha. My bad guys. 
Oct 12 10:26 Finley: All good in the hood. We have until friday do get an idea 
and like [the tutor] said, it doesn't have to be solid. 
We can always change our mind later~ 
I personally feel more comfortable talking to a camera. BUT I'm willing to present in front of the class 
((Grin icon)) 
Oct 12 11:52 Ellis: yeah I like the video idea, but I was just opening us up to new ideas/options 
In Messenger, the record of what was said was there for members to read over and continue the 
conversation. It allowed each student to add a post when it suited them, however it was not 
uniformly easy to prompt replies. Jamie’s absence was noted when Ellis and Finley were online 
together, but otherwise it did not seem to matter that there could be hours between one post and 
the next. The next post occurred four days later at 2.42 pm, when Ellis asked for help in deciding 
their project topic, as a one-page project plan was due the next day. There was no response, 
resulting in a pleading “guyzz lol” post from Ellis at 8.33pm. Eventually, at 10.10pm Finley responded 
and they decided on a topic: “What if there was no school?” Jamie was not contactable, even though 
Finley tried a direct text message.  
I mentioned that other groups had used a private Facebook Group; Ellis commented, “having it in a 
separate group, you have to—even if it has a notification, it's like a chore to go into it” (Ellis, 
interview). Finley also noted, “it's something that we use every day, which is pretty bad. But since 
we're so used to that form of communication, it's easier to collaborate there” (interview). The two 
students kept Facebook, and hence Messenger, always open as a channel for social communications. 
The Timeline group infused online communication with emojis, jokes and messages of support, 
making it an affective medium. In online chatting “we don’t realise we are doing work” (Ellis, 
interview), but conversation in class was a feeling of “Now we’re doing work” (Ellis, interview). Jamie 
did not participate frequently on Messenger: Ellis thought that Jamie was less comfortable with 
expressing ideas in text, whereas “me and [Finley], we were in our element online.” Jamie’s 
comment in the week 10 tutorial that “I’m not on wifi all the time” showed that this was at least 
partly an issue of access. Ellis was available on Messenger to chat with Jamie leading up to the 
deadline on Monday morning, which mixed apologies from Jamie for not doing more with 
suggestions from Ellis about how to finish the work.  
Finley felt that face-to-face discussion helped with keeping on track: when asked about online versus 
face-to-face, Finley said, “online, we found it much more difficult to get focused and actually talk 
about it. Whereas when we were face-to-face and we were brainstorming and discussing, it just 
clicked right away. We were like, ‘Yeah, this is what we need to do.’”(interview). The Timeline 
experience illustrated that using social forms of communication for group work can affect purpose, 
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as social use, while promoting social interaction and positive tone, can take focus away from the 
task. 
Communication bandwidth (Blandford & Furniss, 2005) in person was variable. In the tutorial, when 
in discussion the students were friendly and complimentary, and used animated gestures when 
sharing screens and in discussion. When working individually in tutorials, they did not share screens 
or talk about their progress.  
Tools for writing and producing 
Content in the timeline digital artefact was separated into discrete posts, with text related to the 
particular event on the timeline. This afforded little need for the development of an overall narrative 
and reduced inter-dependence between students in the completion of the artefact. Construction 
was punctuated by the weekly 50-minute tutorial sessions, with some online communication, and 
affected by Finley’s lingering cold and Jamie’s self-acknowledged last-minute work habits.  
Ellis quickly found a timeline tool to align with discussed needs and familiarised the other students 
with it. Ellis rejected the first timeline found, identifying one more aesthetically and functionally 
suited: the first one was “gross-looking” and “plain,” and “it feels like it's not your own website. It 
feels like it's like someone else's website and you just put stuff on it” (interview). Compared to the 
initial timeline (Figure 6), Ellis’ final choice, the Tiki-Toki timeline tool9, Figures 7 to 11), was more 
sophisticated, customisable and functional:  
I just love the design of it heaps better. It's easy to scroll and you can fit more on the actual preview. 
You can see way more information already, instead of just a little title and then you have to click on it 
(Ellis, interview).  
The tutor had suggested embedding YouTube videos, which the new tool supported. The timeline 
offered several ways to display and navigate content. It could be seen in a 2D format (Figure 8) in 
which each event is seen in its place on a horizontal scale that scrolled left and right. A “3D” view 
(Figure 9) used perspective to show the timeline as if events were streaming at the viewer from a 
distance. It could also be seen via linear links between the detailed version of events (Figure 10).  
  
                                                 
9  https://www.tiki-toki.com/ 
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Figure 6: The rejected timeline tool. 
 
Figure 7: Timeline introductory text, 
covering each section. 
 
Figure 8: The 2D view of the timeline. 
 
Figure 9: The ‘3D’ view of the timeline. 
 
Figure 10: Details of a timeline item, with 
navigation between ‘stories.’ 
 
Figure 11: Playing an embedded video in 
the timeline. 
Each event had room for title, text, source details, image, video and audio, and indicated how many 
items of media were available to view or hear (see Figures 10 and 11). The size of the area available 
for story details kept the length of text relatively short. The form used by the students to add events 
had a place to add the source information—this showed in the event below a solid line in the text 
area (Figure 10). The students discussed citations and where to add them. Correct citation had been 
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covered in the course, and students in this and other groups noted references. YouTube videos were 
embedded in the timeline (Figure 11). 
The timeline was created under a single account—the free version of the service did not offer the 
collaborative features that were available with a paid account—and did not provide notifications of 
updates. Ellis introduced Finley and Jamie to the tool in the week 10 tutorial, showing how to add an 
item and edit the general introduction (Figure 7), to which Ellis asked that each person contribute an 
introduction to their allocated section. Jamie asked Ellis to repeat these instructions via Messenger 
on the morning it was due in week 12. Much of the week 10 tutorial was consumed in becoming 
familiar with the timeline tool. The other members of the group had not visited the site (there was a 
mix-up with the account password) and were not aware that Ellis had made multiple posts. When 
shown the timeline in the tutorial, Jamie asked, “Is that all stuff you've added already?” and 
exclaimed, “Oh wow.” 
The timeline required each post to have a date on which the event occurred, dictating where it was 
located on the scale. It is of course challenging to assign dates to speculative ‘future’ events, a 
difficulty acknowledged by Jamie. The timeline service was virtually limitless and could cater for a 
long time period, able to truncate empty places in the display so that a jump from the 21st century 
to the year 3000 did not insert a correspondingly wide physical gap; functionally there was no 
barrier to whichever date they wished to include. Conceptual difficulty remained. 
Group interaction and roles 
The group mutually agreed that they would rather divide the work and not meet up outside class. 
Jamie was happy that their agreed format of a timeline was “based really on what you want to do 
yourself” which would be difficult if they were producing a video: 
Jamie: So we can work on this on our own 
Ellis: That's what I love about it. So we don't have to always get together. Just do our section and then 
we're done. 
(week 10 tutorial) 
Finley posted a Word document summarising their ideas after the week 9 tutorial. The final section 
of the summary noted ideas for format (“Video? Poster? Podcast? Interactive Timeline?”) and 
divided topics between the three group members: 
Our Jobs 
• Research 
o [Ellis] – Past education with technology 
o [Finley] – Present education with technology 
o [Jamie] – Future implications for education with technology 
After sharing this summary, the group did not make further shared notes for the project, and instead 
worked directly on the timeline and discussed some topics in tutorials.  
It seemed that they had locked in an approach that limited collaboration. From the early stages, Ellis 
took on the lead in the project, for example, finding the timeline tool, although making a conscious 
decision not to push too hard, though regularly offering help and suggestions. As Ellis put it, they 
were not “best friends” and at an awkward stage where “we're still treading lightly, I don't want to 
be a bossy person” (interview). Ellis observed that it would have been better if they had initially 
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worked on ideas as a group: “I don't think we did it right because ((chuckles)), we did like separate 
tasks and then put them together. But we should have been more collaborative for that idea.” 
As they had divided the work, Jamie seemed reluctant to impinge on others’ time for help with or 
discussion on a section not allocated to them. In week 9, they had discussed their just-passing marks 
in the first assessment task in the course; Jamie described forgetting the essay task and writing it the 
morning it was due. Finley had also rushed the essay at the end. There were general indications such 
as these over the few weeks of the project of the eventual pattern of work in which Ellis produced 
about 23 entries consistently over the project, Finley posted approximately 17 towards the end, and 
Jamie was left at a loss on the day the project was due, having only managed two posts on the 
difficult ‘future’ section.  
Although at times hints of Jamie’s conceptual difficulties appeared, Jamie obscured the group's 
situation awareness by assuring the others that there was no problem with completing the “future” 
part of the timeline. The start of the week 11 tutorial was a missed opportunity to consider as a 
group how to tackle the ‘future’ section. Ellis was a little late to arrive; as Jamie and Finley waited, 
Jamie noted, “That's about as much as I can do for the (future) section, Yeah, if I type up the future 
of education, future of technology and education, it really just comes up with stuff that isn't very 
interesting. It's not very futuristic. Stuff that we have today, only better.” Jamie then asked Finley to 
elaborate on the research methods Finley was using but did not draw out much detail. Ellis did not 
hear these details of Jamie’s lack of progress and difficulties. Although they quickly searched for 
extra sources in that tutorial. 
Ellis wrote in the individual reflective report, “The hardest part about working in a team is a loss of 
control over the work. The best part was seeing the work come together at the end.” Ellis did not 
express any dissatisfaction with other students’ timeliness and included a small mea culpa in not 
initially providing appropriate information about logging into and using the timeline, but otherwise, 
“it was smooth sailing and there were no further complications.” Ellis noted higher engagement with 
this task compared to other assessments, and linked this experience to teaching, finishing the report 
with, “The biggest take away from this task is how effective Problem Based Learning can be as an 
educating technique.” Finley’s report outlined the project’s content rather than reflect upon the 
management of the project. Jamie did include some reflection on the process of collaboration, 
finishing ambiguously:  
With the assignment being broken up into past, present and future we have learnt to trust each other 
in the division of work. It is also important to add, that although each section may have been split in 
order to separate the work equally, it did not create a barrier from helping each other in our 
respective sections. The group work has also taught us that each person works differently and in 
order to succeed in this assignment we would have to adapt to each other and in some cases change 
the way an individual works so that the collaboration process can run more smoothly. (Jamie, 
individual reflective report). 
Although the evidence suggests that Ellis made the most accommodations, perhaps Jamie 
acknowledged a personal need for change in approach, and the ability to ask for and accept 
assistance. The individual report, however sanitised for assessment purposes, prompted some level 
of conscious review of the project and one’s role in it. 
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Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
The tutor encouraged the class groups to produce a driving question early and was instrumental in 
encouraging this group to use a timeline format and divide its sections. The task description and 
instructions were consulted regularly during the project.  
In the week 11 tutorial, groups were asked to fill in a worksheet outlining their progress. On reading 
the sheet, Finley asked Ellis what sources Ellis had for the timeline. Ellis replied, “Some are web links 
and some are journal articles. I think I've had two journal articles—I want more ((shows examples of 
entries from journals and the article link)).” After a short time, Ellis asked Finley, “What are you 
planning to do for your present? ((humorously)) Your present” which stimulated talk about the high 
school laptop scheme. The worksheet asking for progress prompt Ellis and Finley to talk about the 
approaches each was taking to the project. 
4.1.4 Primary infrastructure 
The digital artefact incorporated mostly individual work: construction compartmentalised along 
divided responsibilities. Discussion of concepts and educational technologies was limited, mostly 
occurring in the week 11 tutorial, partly because of the in-class progress report that prompted them 
to find more information sources. While Ellis’ interest in facilitating problem-based learning showed 
a framing of the task as an opportunity for professional learning, there was little conjecture over the 
course of the project about what teaching might be like in their professional futures, although they 
contextualised technological developments through their personal experience as students. 
Thirteen of the events from Ellis’ ‘Past’ section of the timeline chronicled advances in technology 
from the development of radio through computing, satellites and the creation of the internet. For 
example, the 1957 event, entitled “TIME SHARING IS DEVELOPED” described how multiple users 
could share “the processing power of one computer.” A further ten events described the start of 
several universities’ distance education programs, the radio “school of the air” and the 
establishment of an Australasian organisation. In the week 11 tutorial, Ellis noted that there were 19 
events at that stage, but that “I’ll probably add a few more.” The notes on each event related facts, 
with little contextual comment. For example, the text for 2002: 
THE AUSTRALASIAN COUNCIL OF OPEN, DISTANCE AND E-LEARNING IS FORMED 
The Australasian Council of open, distance and E-learning is formed in 2002 to support distance and e-
learning students studying in universities throughout Australia and New Zealand 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
Realach. S, Cassidy. V, Averbeck. C. (2012). “The Evolution of distance education in Australia: past, 
present, future”. Quarterly Review of Distance Education. 13(4) p 247. 
In the week 11 tutorial the students briefly discussed research; Jamie was “thinking of using actually 
journal articles” and tried an online search from the university library home page, and while finding 
an article, was concerned with its currency, “it is from 2002, so I don’t know.” Jamie agreed to “give 
it a read” on encouragement from the other two students. The article, about individualised 
computer tutoring, was included in the timeline and given the date of 2002. While it was a difficult 
task for the students to speculate on what a virtual school of the future might be—a task that daunts 
even experienced educationalists—they generally remained reliant on finding the answer, rather 
than thinking laterally or speculatively on the trajectory of schooling. That Ellis repeated a search 
result and found an article that had already been accessed also points to an opportunity in design of 
the task to support more expansive search/research strategies. 
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The most animated discussions occurred when the students referred to their experiences and 
knowledge of technology in their high school classrooms and personal study—school laptops, the 
change from whiteboards to interactive boards, and video channels were discussed from personal 
experience and use. Finley and Ellis shared and explored video channels: 
Finley: ((To Ellis)) When I'm doing present education, can I put in, they’re not like clips of actual, you 
know ((pauses with repeated hand gesture out from mouth, as if trying to waft out words)) videos 
describing virtual education, but they are videos that I like to follow, but they are not lectures 
because they are not made by the university. 
Ellis: Yeah, that's great, it's how you interpret the present, you can do what you want. You can go 
crazy with it. ((Finley reacts with jazz hands)) 
((They go on to name and look at sites such as Khan Academy, Maths Online, and Crash Course, which 
Finley finds interesting because the writer of the novel The Fault in Our Stars is one of the 
presenters.)) 
Finley described the materials as “videos that I like to follow, but they are not lectures because they 
are not made by the university,” which indicates a distinction between formal and informal learning, 
between authorised “lectures” and subsidiary material that is “liked,” “loved,” and “followed.” The 
two group members became visibly energised in their conversation as they showed examples on 
screen. Finley explained the enthusiasm for the found video objects for the timeline, “because I was 
working on the present, so I was thinking about the kind of things that I use right now that is kind of 
like virtual education, which is like YouTube videos, which I like, and stuff like that” (interview). The 
proximity to their lived experience and the affective nature of the materials that they had found, 
animated the conversation. 
Ellis then brought the discussion into context for the project with a suggestion for Finley’s ‘Present’ 
section, 
Ellis: In your part, you can write how the internet has opened up learning for everyone. You don't 
need money anymore to go somewhere to learn. 
Jamie: ((leans forward to join the conversation)) Cause that's online education now, isn't it? I just 
realised. 
Finley: ((laughing)) Just realised 
Jamie: ((smiling)) Just realised. So there won't be like textbooks anymore, you'll just be like 
Ellis: Yeah, yeah. Even like our library, we don't even go to the library. 
Jamie: I haven't been in the library, like, all year. 
Ellis: I know, right? ((laughing)) 
Finley: ((laughing)) I've never been into the library. 
The conversation extrapolated ideas on future education from technology-related activities, but the 
sense of “open[ing] up learning for everyone” and changes in activity were not conveyed in the 
timeline. 
Finley’s ‘Present’ section included seven items on YouTube or YouTube channels. It also included ten 
items covering the introduction of the school laptop scheme and its ‘bring your own device’ 
replacement, the move to tablets and smartphones, and robotics in education. Compared to the 
‘Past’ section, it introduced more contextual comment from the source material to the timeline 
items, for example: 
VIRTUAL CAMPUS 
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The idea of learning through game styled education seems a little controversial, though at the 
University of New South Wales, its already become a reality. Medical students are now able to learn 
though virtual patients where they would diagnose apply their clinical skills through online scenarios. 
It helps by reinforcing the concept of "Learn by doing", the student would essentially be doing 
everything they've learnt in a virtual scenario. Creating online scenarios helps students to apply what 
they have learnt and using this kind of technology within the majority of modern education could 
revolutionize the way students gain experience. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Ben-Naim, D. (2012) Virtual Campus: Online universities are the future of higher education. The 
Conversation. 
This item summarised benefits of virtual learning, as outlined in the article from the referenced 
website (Ben-Naim, 2012), where authors are university academics. 
The students touched on the scheme that the Australian government introduced to schools in which 
year nine students received laptops. Finley commented that “Those laptops didn't do much, I got too 
distracted” to which Ellis replied, “Yeah, people were playing games” (week 11 tutorial). The 
timeline event did not, however, comment on the educational worth of the scheme, framing it in the 
referenced article’s terms of an economic decision, with the choice of image reinforcing the text: 
 
GOVERNMENT QUIETLY ENDS THE LAPTOP SCHEME 
As there have been around 1 million laptops issued to students since the beginning of the scheme. 
Unfortunately by this stage, the government ran out of funding for this scheme and had to 
discontinue this scheme. The students of year 9 of 2013, were the last batch of student s to receive a 
laptop. 
_________________________________________________________________________________  
Barrett, R. (2013, March). “Government set to end school laptops scheme”. Retrieved from 
http://www.abc.net.au/news 
Jamie’s ‘Future’ section had only two items, one of which used an image from the film The Matrix to 
accompany text on “Complete virtual reality” at the (then current) year 2014 that seems to predict 
the total immersion and “unlimited possibilities” portrayed in that movie, and another the image 
from the television animated series Futurama to accompany text on ‘The Year 3000’—the year in 
which that television series is set:  
COMPLETE VIRTUAL REALITY. 
Having complete virtual realities are a concept that have been played with in the past. Essentially, the 
idea of being connected to technology and being introduced into a complete virtual world. If this 
theoretical technological advancement were applied to education, it would essentially keep all 
current methods of schools and education, but be run in a world with unlimited possibilities. Though 
this technology is currently being applied to gaming and is just the beginning of future advancements. 
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- Link to youtube video ‘Hands-On: Sony’s ‘Project Morpheus’ Playstation 4 Virtual Reality Headset’ - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7Q4Vf-HwEU (14 mins) 
 
THE YEAR 3000 
Of course, it's impossible to predict how the future in edcation will be in 1000 years time, but there 
are always a broad range of fictional movies and television shows that give us hope.  
The “Complete Virtual Reality” item combined information on a current technology with the idea of 
a “complete virtual world” as represented in the Matrix movies, showing some synthesis of ideas 
from multiple sources. In the video to which the item was linked (Tested, 2014), the presenter of the 
virtual reality headset talked about total immersion, an experience that felt as if the player was 
there. The view presented is change, but not radical change for how people will learn, as the post 
outlines, “it would essentially keep all methods of schools and education.” Linking an image from the 
satirical animated series to “shows that give us hope” may, or may not, have been an intentionally 
satirical comment on the difficult task of predicting the future. 
In the timeline event texts, the sense is of reporting the content of the linked source. The concept 
“learning by doing” used in the “Virtual Campus” item appeared in the source article commentary. 
The ABC news article cited for the end of the laptop scheme wrote about the funding aspect rather 
than the educational worth of the scheme, a focus echoed in the timeline item. The students’ 
personal experiences of the laptop scheme, in tutorial discussion, were not recorded as commentary 
in the timeline. While the article cited for ‘The Australasian Council of Open, Distance and E-Learning 
is Formed’ contains some history of distance education in Australia, the item uses the date of the 
council formation as the main hook into the timeline—a natural tendency, since the idea of the 
timeline format is to place events within a chronology.  
The timeline format lent a shape to knowledge as the group worked on it: discrete, chronologically-
ordered items, each reporting a single information source. The timeline format facilitated more 
volume of information than other groups who produced video, but not a conceptually purposeful 
answer to their driving question, “What would Australia be like if Education was completely virtual?” 
(final wording used in the Timeline). Their discussed experiences of not setting foot in a library at 
university and of laptops as a distraction in high school were not recorded as part of their developing 
product. There was no obvious place, and no place made, in the timeline for integrating the personal 
with reported information. 
Students in the Timeline group decided on division of labour and used a format that supported that 
style of work. Next, a group that wanted to collaborate more closely. 
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4.2 VideoGames group  
(KC2 - Whole group shared knowledge creation) 
The VideoGames group had four members: Frankie, Rory, Jordan—and Lennox, who joined a week 
later than the others. They scripted and acted in a video advertisement, “Violence in video games is 
desensitising our children to acts of cruelty.” The video was founded on a personal understanding of 
the message and issues, followed up, rather than led, by research. 
The initial discussions and planned actions showed an intention to collaborate and to research the 
subject. The group is therefore classified under ‘whole group shared knowledge creation,’ but 
exploration of issues and concepts to answer the driving question was limited and they experienced 
difficulties in progressing their video production. The group considered a potentially innovative 
topic, but quickly rejected it for something more familiar, anticipating a lack of information 
resources. Rather than using knowledge sources collaboratively, students independently found 
articles on their selected subject for individual reports10 that contributed 30% to the final mark for 
the project. 
The data set for this case was incomplete, missing the two video creation sessions outside tutorials. 
The initial discussion by the group was also not recorded, although student accounts were available 
from online communications and individual written reports. The recorded tutorial sessions and 
online posts were sufficient to illustrate the group’s pattern of work and activity infrastructure. 
 
                                                 
10 Students in all groups completed individual reports. I focussed on this group’s individual reports to see the 
perspective they presented on the project for an assessor’s eyes. The research-based argument of the issues in 
several of the individual reports contrasted with the group process that did not use any information sources. 
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4.2.1 Object diagram 
The VideoGames shared epistemic object had fewer concepts and connections between them compared to other groups in the 
education task (Figure 12). They started with promising intentions (weeks 8 and 9) but did not explore the problem collaboratively. In 
both weeks 8 and 9 they attempted to find a time that all group members could meet outside tutorials, coming to the compromise 
of three group members attending, with Rory taking the job of editing the video. They did not discuss alternatives such as phone or 
Skype to include Rory in extra-tutorial meetings. Their Facebook Group was used primarily as a coordination and communication tool 
rather than to discuss concepts. The week 9 tutorial was a key point conceptually, as students suggested different themes for their 
driving question. In this discussion, Lennox spiritedly spoke about racism in games. They did not pursue this idea and settled on 
violence in games, coming up with their slogan, ‘Violence in video games in Australia is desensitising our children to acts of cruelty’ 
and format, an advertisement, in week 10. The group had difficulties producing the video, with an unproductive recording session 
between weeks 10 and 11, followed by a recording session after the week 11 tutorial, at which they had attempted writing a script, 
which was eventually completed during the recording session. This left Rory, not involved in writing or recording the script, less than 
two days to edit the video into its final form. Only Jordan and Rory presented the final video in class, after a mix-up on the 
presentation date. 
 
 
Figure 12: Diagram of objects of the VideoGames group. 
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4.2.2 Framing and setup 
The group considered ideas for the digital artefact in weeks 8 and 9. The discussion in week 9 used 
the overall concept of ‘desensitisation of youth’ and touched upon the more unusual topic of racism 
in video games, on the way to their eventual topic of violence in video games. Initial interest and 
enthusiasm gave way to a pragmatic decision to pick the topic that they felt would have more 
readily available information. 
The first meeting in week 8 of the initial three members of the group was not recorded; Rory’s 
individual report gave an account: 
When we were first asked to form a group of 3-4 for the ((course code)) assignment, I teamed up with 
[Jordan] and [Frankie] whom I knew from another [course name] class. We spent the first tutorial 
lesson contemplating on what topic we would base our assignment on. We confirmed that we would 
base our topic on media/technology. I suggested a topic based on news/current affairs and how 
children today are exposed to violence and problems of the world so quickly in life. The others liked 
the idea but we decided to research and read up a bit more before confirming our topic. We decided 
to meet next week at the library. [Frankie] also came up with the idea of making an advertisement as 
our digital artefact which we all also liked. 
(Rory, individual reflective report) 
Frankie also noted that “[a] lot of ideas were thrown back and forth,” and that they needed to 
“compromise” and use “mindfulness” in their bid to “organise a suitable meet up time and place” 
(individual reflective report). After this tutorial, Frankie allocated 15-page sections for group 
members to read on “chapters on Pre-Adulthood and The Media” from the textbook. The group did 
not, however, discuss or share notes from the chapter and did not meet, as planned, in the library 
between tutorials to start on their digital artefact.  
Lennox had missed the initial discussion of ideas, which were not recorded centrally, although 
reprised in the later tutorial. The tutor provided sheets of butcher’s paper for each group to record 
their ideas (see Figure 13). The atmosphere was joking and a little nervous as they rearranged the 
desks and settled into work on the project. Lennox took up a pen and declared, “I’m gonna write 
things.” 
At this point, Frankie introduced the topic of the individual reflective reports, wondered about 
documenting their work and set up notes on a personal laptop and clipboard. Frankie took note that 
Lennox was joining the group: 
Lennox: I didn't know you had to write that 
Frankie: It's important. ((pointing to blue printed instruction sheet)) You have to note everything that 
happens. 
Jordan: Is that what you have to do in the report? 
Frankie: Isn't that what you said? Isn't that what it says, sorry ((Looks at printed info on task)) the 
report ((reading instructions out loud)) for the individual reflective report… 
The elements of the assessment task, such as the individual report and what it is supposed to 
include, was an recurring topic of conversation. In this tutorial session, the printed instruction sheet 
brought by Rory was key to orienting the students to what was required. The discussion soon moved 
onto the concepts for the digital artefact. 
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Figure 13: The mind map created in week 9, with the topic as it stood at the end of the 
tutorial. 
The session’s non-verbal communication included how group members: divided their attention 
between reading the task instructions and the discussion; wrote on and referred to the written mind 
map; gestured, nodded, smiled and used friendly vocal tone and playful elements. Lennox became 
animated when talking about the racial connotations of video game design, putting the discussion 
within personal experience, 
Lennox: … In desensitisation which is a really big deal, is racism ((Frankie: Yeah)) because I'm, I play a 
lot of computer games and I don't remember [one] that doesn't contribute to racism.They say 'Look 
you're an American soldier ((hand gesture emphatically onto paper mind map) and you are fighting 
these guys ((hand gesture palms parallel and at 90 degrees to table, shifted to the left side)) - they're 
bad.’ And it will change who they are fighting, in the latest one they are fighting the Mexicans, like 
that is relevant ((mild sarcastic tone)). The Mexicans are bad. ((other group members paying close 
attention and smiling)) 
The other group members seemed to like the idea. The mind map on the shared desks between the 
group members was updated as ideas were suggested and formed a reference to supplement 
conversation, a deictic link or shorthand connection to concepts, for example, Frankie pointing to 
the words ‘video games’ while commenting on a previous statement or when Jordan pointed to 
‘desensitisation’ and asked “What does that say?”  
Soon after this exchange, the tutor asked the group how they were progressing. Frankie said that 
they’d like some feedback and outlined the idea of desensitisation of youth through media, 
specifically digital games. Lennox took up the explanation, starting with violence, but focusing more 
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on the issue of racism in games, again growing animated. The tutor asked if they could find statistics 
or evidence, which Lennox took to be a comment on the issue of violence: 
Lennox: That would be the easiest. Each side of the argument are producing hundreds of statistics on 
crimes related to it 
Tutor: On the idea, though, of racial vilification 
Lennox: Racial would be part of it but it's less commented on 
Frankie: Do we go on saying more [ 
Tutor: [Well, you need academic evidence to support your argument just like he has for his ((points to 
example project sheet)). That's something you could brainstorm now, how are you going to get that, 
who is going to be getting that as well as who is going to start that artefact early. And then I'd be 
looking at a slogan. And then from the slogan, trying to go backwards, how is it going to visually look.  
They continued talking with the tutor about what was expected in the individual report and about 
narrowing their topic down from simply “video games.” When the tutor left, they focused on what 
that narrower topic should be, as well as how it might suit their digital artefact and the format of an 
advertisement. The tutor, by emphasising the need for academic evidence to back up their ideas, as 
well as starting the artefact early, may have contributed to the group quickly dropping the idea of 
racism in games, as “racism is going to have almost no stats or research” (Lennox). That topic was 
rejected in favour of the more documented violence in games and Lennox drew a line through 
‘racism’ on the mind map, the action emphasising this move. Later, the option of exploring concepts 
before making a decision was again rejected.  
The genre of television advertising also influenced the decision on topic. They briefly considered the 
topic of illegal actions in video games but felt that violence would best match with an advertisement 
needing to present one perspective. As they made their decision, Lennox asked if they wanted a 
more balanced topic, answered pragmatically by Frankie with, “I just want to ((gets instructions 
sheet and reads from it)) 'Devise a problem concerning education'.” Lennox first spoke aloud and 
then wrote at the top of the mind map, 'Multimedia portfolio targeting the Desensitising nature of 
violence in video games,’ soon after also speaking and then writing the words, ', and it's effect on 
our youth.' Frankie called it an “aha moment ((using jazz hands))” and Jordan liked that it was 
specific. The tutor had earlier urged the class to be specific in their topic. 
The frame for the project was to contain work within a manageable scope, using a familiar topic. 
While the group explored a range of topics, it was an assessment that needed to be navigated. 
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4.2.3 Secondary infrastructure 
This group emphasised assessment guidelines and completing required forms. They started with 
some conversation around concepts but missed out shared inquiry. The group were exposed to the 
difficulties of video production and Rory learnt to use Dropbox for collaboration. Online 
communication was mostly used to allocate tasks and coordinate work. 
Online communication 
The group’s online communications were centred on functional management of the project, 
confining the use of their private Facebook Group to division of tasks and coordination of work. The 
group used some limited phone calls, text and email to coordinate, which were not collected as 
data.  
The Facebook Group was created in week 8 by Frankie, whose first post after that week’s tutorial 
allocated readings from the textbook. Information on the page indicated that all group members had 
seen the post and Jordan had clicked the ‘thumbs up’ or ‘like’ icon—a quick way for group members 
to indicate approval. One post welcomed Lennox to the group. Another, between the week 9 
tutorial and the next, attempted and failed to set up an out-of-class meeting. A post after the week 
10 tutorial summarised agreed tasks. Other posts checked meeting times and allocated sections of 
the presentation.  
The group did not centrally record the date of the presentation from the sign-up paper in class, 
ultimately relying on memory to confirm the date. I posted online two days before the week 12 
tutorial, asking to record rehearsals for the presentation. Group members replied that they were 
meeting to rehearse on the day of the tutorial. However, at 4.30pm the day before the tutorial, Rory 
wrote, “Are you guys sure? Cuz weren't we going week 12 - 2nd group?? That's what it said on that 
paper….” Jordan confirmed this at 11.30pm, and Frankie posted at 6.20am on the day of the tutorial 
presentation, “Oh really? Crap!!!! I thought she gave us week 2? That's why we organized to 
rehearse today? Oh no I have no idea what to do,” illustrating consternation with a blushing, wide-
eyed emoji. The presentation in class the next week was pulled together by Rory and Jordan in the 
absence of the other two group members and their allocated sections of the presentation. 
One of the intended results of using shared reflective forms (lecturer, personal correspondence) was 
to have the groups explicitly discuss their approaches and the tools, sources and methods of 
collaboration. In their week 10 group worksheet, the group responded to the question on means of 
communication, eliciting both tools they had used and aspirational tools. Lennox noted “We can 
probably work Skype in there. ((jokingly)) And who is going to send a letter? ((The conversation 
moves jovially onto carrier pigeon, owl and smoke signal.))”  Despite referring to Skype, an online 
video/audio communication tool, the group did not consider using that tool to work with Rory, who 
was unable to attend their evening video recording sessions. This may indicate that they did not 
make a connection between the tool, its affordances and a need for remote communications. It may 
also indicate that Rory’s role as editor and the others’ in video production was firmly established and 
so not revisited. 
Tools for writing and producing 
The group used Lennox’s phone to record their video advertisement at Lennox’s home. Rory used 
unspecified software to edit the video. 
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Students used Dropbox, a cloud-based file storage and sharing service, to share files from the video 
recording session with the editor, Rory. In turn, Rory shared the final edited video with other group 
members on the same service, which Rory had heard about but not used before. Frankie suggested 
Dropbox to Rory in the week 10 tutorial, noting that it was free and said, “I’ll send you a link so you 
can set it up. It’s easy, yeah.’ Jordan’s individual report noted, “I learnt how to use the Dropbox tool 
which was highly effective for our digital artefact as it was too large to send via regular email.”  
Group interaction and roles 
Group interaction was intended to be collaborative, but in practice the group, beyond some initial 
discussion of the project theme and driving question in week 9, did not further work on concepts 
together, and focussed on meeting assessment criteria, including completing worksheets.  
The group split its responsibilities somewhat, after difficulties in finding a common time to meet. To 
keep contributions equal, the group decided to divide the work so that three members would record 
the video in the evening and Rory would edit the recorded material. Although Rory seemingly took 
part in the week 8 discussion, talk was dominated by other students in subsequent tutorials.  
Over the course of the project, students talked about previous and current assessment tasks, 
indicating some of their disposition towards assessment tasks. In this tutorial Lennox mentioned 
gaining a distinction-level mark (75-85%) for an essay in another course, boasting that it took only 
“four hours and fifteen minutes, booyah!” Lennox recounted the marker’s comments, that “it was 
clear you did a lot of revision and review on what you did” although “I didn't even re-read after I 
wrote it.” Another group member complimented, “Good job!” The ability to complete assessment 
tasks in short amount of time and often just before the deadline, plus the ability to do it in a way 
that implies to markers that there has been more work done, is seen as a clever win. This was not a 
strategy that would help in the group task creating a digital artefact. 
Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
The in-class reflective reports were the main technical objects used by the students, using the 
printed questions to structure their discussion. Although their approach to the subject would have 
been influenced generally by course curriculum, there was no evidence of use of journal articles or 
textbook in the planning of the video. While the group did not refer to articles or scholarly sources in 
their shared work, Rory, Lennox and Frankie included these in individual reflective reports. They 
used news, internet or scholarly articles on the effect on children of violence in videogames, with no 
overlaps between individuals’ sources, indicating they did not share research. Both Frankie and Rory 
produced a separate week-by-week chronicle of group activities in addition to information on the 
topic, while Jordan’s report integrated information on the topic with information on the way the 
group managed their work.  
The group coordinated their stories for individual reports, in order to show a less compressed 
production timeline: 
Rory: ((chuckling)) (Should we say it) was recorded (the day it was due?) 
Frankie: You want to include that? Should we? 
Jordan: Should we rather say that it happened on Thursday or on Monday? 
Rory: Yeah on Monday 
Frankie: On Monday the (.) when was Monday the twenty 
Rory: That was week 8 
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Frankie: The 28th? ((writes)) 
Jordan: Yep 
They were careful to present themselves in a good light to tutors marking their process. 
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4.2.4 Primary infrastructure 
For this group, there was little shared knowledge creation directed at the identified problem of 
violence in video games or to the practical steps for planning and producing a video. The group 
relied on tutor-provided worksheets to structure time together in class in weeks 10 and 11, rather 
than working directly on ideas and planning the video. The worksheets provided some focus on their 
collaborative process, however. 
The week 10 tutorial centred on the reflection worksheet to be handed in during the tutorial (Figure 
14) and had a high proportion of off-task chat. Lennox, who was absent at the start, dominated 
when present, while Rory took little part in the conversation. All students had a copy, a single sheet 
printed on one side. Laid out in a grid, the worksheet posed questions, with a small open space for 
short answers. The questions were aligned with the course’s learning outcomes, printed in the first 
column. After discussing times to meet up for the video recording, the group talked a little about 
how to answer the questions on the worksheet, interspersed with more general conversation 
unrelated to the assessment task. Jordan, Frankie and Rory’s forms at the end of the tutorial made 
almost exactly the same points, with some identical phrasing. Lennox’s sheet was sparsely 
completed and included “owls” in the communication tools response. They were happy that it noted 
that a newspaper article was a legitimate source, and also agreed that “prior knowledge” could be 
listed as a source.  
 
 
Figure 14: Jordan’s ‘reflections on practice’ sheet. The first column lists the relevant 
learning outcome from the course, further linking to numbered graduate capabilities (‘GC’). 
See Figure 23 (VideoTech) for an example of the next week's self-assessment. 
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Phrases from discussion were used in written answers. Answers to the second line of the sheet 
skirted around ‘analysis and critical review’ of academic material and focused on practical skills in 
media production. The question on innovation in the approach prompted students to consider and 
describe the affordances of an advertisement: 
Frankie: How is this approach innovative 
Lennox: Aaah. The advertisement is direct and to the point ((‘directing to the point’ in Jordan’s 
report). It's (.) not something that is used very often 
Frankie: It wasn’t in one of the options 
Lennox: It wasn't in one of the options. It was innovative, it was an original idea ((all writing)) 
Jordan: Get to class and everyone has an ad ((smiling)) 
Lennox: yeah  
((A short pause)) 
Rory: Can reach a wide audience 
Frankie: Can reach a wide audience. That's good. You know how she ((the tutor)) says ((hands move in 
towards each other)) 'Bring it in, bring it in, bring it in. Stop being broad'?  
Lennox: Consolidating? 
Frankie: Yeah. A TV ad it's very direct, as you said ((to Lennox)) and, yeah, consolidating 
When Lennox suggested they find articles from different countries, Jordan demurred, as the task 
description was about the Australian context. This led to a compromise: 
Jordan: How about [one from Australia and one from overseas?  
Lennox: [Trying to focus on the 
Lennox: Yeah, one from Australia and one from overseas. Focusing on violence in video games. And, 
more importantly, the causes and problems. 
Frankie: The causes 
Lennox: Yeah, the causes and problems to do with violence in games ((volume tapers off at end. 
Lennox fiddling with pen, clicking on and off, dropping it)) 
Frankie: Yeah ((Jordan typing on phone, Frankie and Rory writing)) 
Jordan: We need at least 8 references 
Frankie: Yeah. So what did it say ((looks at reflective form)) they want us to use ((pause)) the library, 
yep, newspapers or internet, yeah 
Lennox: ((jokingly)) yeah, let's use the library! 
The “causes and problems” were left at that. As had happened before, they allocated tasks for 
future completion, in this case ultimately met in individual reports rather than the shared project.  
There is no evidence from dialogue and other data that the students brought information from their 
individual sources into their collaboration. Students were a little late to find sources, which were 
then only available for the presentation and individual reports. The group seemed to have some idea 
of what should be done to collaborate, evidenced by the noted intention to find and share 
information sources, but were unsure of how to create shared knowledge. 
The questions on the worksheet, because reflecting on practice, directed the group to consider their 
functional rather than conceptual approach to the task, reflected in their discussion in the tutorial. 
They also talked about off-task topics, and the need to each source two articles on their topic over 
the weekend; they set up a time to meet to record the video and set a (later mistaken) date for their 
presentation.  
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In the week 11 tutorial, the group worked on the general structure of the video, as well as the 
presentation, though without much conceptual detail. The first fifteen minutes of the tutorial were 
used by the tutor to review how students could best answer the group and individual assessment 
requirements. The group then discussed their individual reports and agreed to share early notes 
from the project. Most of the discussion in this tutorial was carried by Frankie and Jordan, who sat 
opposite each other, with attention from Rory but a general lack of interest from Lennox. Lennox, 
Jordan and Frankie had not made much progress in their meetup at Lennox’s on the Monday 
evening to produce the video. However, in week 11, which was the following tutorial, they sketched 
out a video scenario that was new to Rory: 
Jordan: …((to Rory)) So he ((‘the kid’)) is going to be watching TV, being violent 
Frankie: ((Frankie mimes being at a games control)) Playing video [games 
Jordan: [Playing video games cause he has an Xbox and then the Mum’s going to walk in I don’t know 
one of us is going to be the Mum and be like, what? ‘Dinner’s ready’ ((Frankie: Um)) or  ‘Breakfast’s 
ready’ ((laughs mildly)) I dunno. 
Frankie: Whatever it is ((holds hand out in an explanatory gesture)) I think dinner’s better but 
whatever. Dinner’s ready. Then ((in almost inaudible whisper, a bit embarrassed)) Fuck you! and then 
(.) do you know how to bleep it out? 
((They check that Rory can bleep out swearing.)) 
Frankie: Then it will be ((acts outraged)) ‘Where did you hear that from, how do you know blah blah 
blah’ so whatever we’ll decide that ((Jordan takes notes)) and then so that’ll be a cut there ((holds 
hands up parallel)) and then it will go to the next scene ((moves hands to indicate new position)) and 
we’re sitting at the dinner table and someone says how was your day was so-and-so nice to you?, and 
he’s ‘he was so mean’ and he acts violent again, smashing his food and swearing even more, but we’ll 
bleep out all the swears ((Rory: OK)) and then, um, so maybe at the start we say ((expressive 
gestures)) ‘Do you want your children to act like this?’ then we’ve got that scene, then we have 
another screen with black writing that says, you know, blah blah blah and then at the end (.)  
Rory: (There’ll be a few facts.)  
Frankie: Yeah, [so. 
Jordan: [Yeah.  
Frankie: ((smiling sheepishly)) (We still have to nut it out)  
Jordan asked what they would do with articles they find, to which Frankie replied, “We use them for 
the [individual] report.” They moved onto the assessment criteria and verbally confirmed their 
presentation for the next Friday. They discussed the script, working on a general structure rather 
than specific details of wording or content: 
Frankie: So that’s OK. Um (.) So—. So, the TV. Do we want to do a quick story? 
Jordan: Yes 
Frankie: A story thing ((J nods, S assents. Frankie turns over some sheets on the clipboard))  
Jordan: The script? ((Frankie yeah)) Get it down so we can do it quickly tomorrow morning. 
Frankie: Yeah ((gets ready to write)) So ((holds hands up as if outlining a rectangular frame)) the first 
shot will be (.) writing. Do we come straight into ((dives hand down)) that or? Do we come straight (.) 
into (.) the boy swearing? 
… 
((They continue to discuss the structure briefly, as Frankie takes notes)) 
… 
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Frankie: Alright. So ((moves to write)) Maybe we just write what we need. So we need some 
voiceovers which will be an intro- 
Jordan: Kind of like statistics, or 
Frankie: ((writing)) Intro-. Yeah we can try and get some statistics too. Then (.) 
Rory: [So 
Jordan: [We could record the driving question as well. 
They then moved back to the structure, timing and lighting of the in-class presentation, agreeing to 
meet at 12 the next Friday (the tutorial was at 1pm) to rehearse. 
Individual reports reflected on the subject of violence in video games and showed some synthesising 
of shared knowledge, by including and building upon concepts from the project and in reflecting on 
how the group collaborated. Jordan’s report moderated the video’s direct linking of video violence 
to increased aggression by noting, “Through my research of our Current issue collaboration, there is 
not one article suggesting the same truth about violence in video games. They all lack adequate 
evidence to prove 100% that video games is the leading cause to violence.” Jordan justified their 
digital artefact as illustrating possible consequences from exposure to video game violence. Rory 
included sources to support similar arguments for the link between video games and aggression in 
children, noting this as the motivating reason for producing the video advertisement.  
The VideoGames group had the intention of working more closely on conceptual development than 
they did, although completing research individually. The next group were more specifically 
collaborative in conceptual development.  
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4.3 VideoMap group  
(KC2 - Whole group shared knowledge creation) 
The VideoMap group, named for their artefact format of an image map with links to videos, went 
through a comparatively extended phase of generating ideas. Over the project, the four students—
Emma, Sean, Louise and Joshua—produced a rich heap of shared concepts and threaded discussions 
around their selected topic. They used a private Facebook Group to share articles, notes and ideas, 
as well as organise meetings and work. 
The group took a combination of strategic and deep approaches (Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; 
Marton & Säljö, 1976) to the task. While concerned with what would please the tutor and earn good 
marks, they also showed a common disposition to make wider connections. Their framing of the task 
differed from the other groups in their emphasis on integrating ideas from lectures, the textbook 
and other courses. They connected topics with the profession of teaching. 
A combination of factors may explain why this group followed through with research and others, 
with similar intentions, did not. These included: a common interest in doing well and commitment to 
extra-tutorial meetings; confidence that work would be done, having worked with each other 
previously; visibility of posts online, contributing to expectations; and the responsiveness of group 
members in commenting on posts. 
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4.3.1 Object diagram 
The diagram of objects and conceptual discussion for the VideoMap group (Figure 15) shows each member of the group actively 
contributing both in person and online to create a rich set of shared concepts. The level of conceptual development, sharing of 
sources and commentary in both these modes was high. The diagram shows a density of connections between elements in tutorials 
and those contributed online, with ideas continuing through the project via repetition and inclusion in the final artefact. Individuals 
took up themes from discussion and contributed individual research and comment (indicated by ‘SO’) in the diagram. In turn, shared 
concepts were taken up in latter discussion (‘EO’) and incorporated into the overall epistemic object. The textbook and a lecture 
appear as sources. Delaying a decision on the format of their digital artefact, they focussed on conceptual conversation. After finding 
a likely tool in the week 10 tutorial, the digestive system video shared by Louise online afterwards confirmed them in their choice. 
The diagram represents a relatively large and engaged volume of work that was maintained throughout the project. 
 
 
Figure 15: Diagram of objects of the VideoMap Group. For details of the hand-drawn notes, see Figures 17 and 18.
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4.3.2 Framing and setup 
Of all the case groups, VideoMap’s framing of the task was the most oriented towards exploring 
concepts and creating shared understanding. From the start, the VideoMap group engaged 
enthusiastically with concepts, starting in week 8 with a detailed ‘brain storm’ and continuing the 
discussion in person and online for the length of the project. The digital format helped to frame the 
task as novel and more engaging than other forms of assessment. As Emma noted, “it’s fun to do. 
It’s not like ((parody of a dreary voice)) I have to write an essay about cyber-bullying” (pre-tutorial 
meeting, week 11).  
In his interview, Sean described his initial feeling about the assessment task, 
It was very open. I had no idea where I was going with it, because I'm used to - with psychology 
because I'm doing the double degree - having very strict, ‘This is what you do, and this is how you 
format it.’ And with this one it was sort of like, ‘Here's everything, ever. Have a go.’ So it was 
unnerving almost, with how much freedom we were given. 
Louise also commented on the task’s free interpretation: “it was just very open ended, and that was 
why it took us a while to get going on it. Because when it's not as specific you just keep postponing it 
and stuff like that” (interview). Sean noted that “It took us a while to get anywhere past really basic 
understandings - because there wasn't really any triggers for, ‘You should go this way.’ So it took us 
quite a while to get off the starting base” (interview). They made progress after a short conversation 
with the tutor about what the driving questions or concepts were supposed to mean (Sean, 
interview). Progress was also made as they read about the subject: “I think we sort of got more of an 
idea once we'd been researching. It was less of a sort of white-wash idea and we got more specific” 
(Sean, interview). The comments about taking time and procrastinating was an interesting 
illustration of self-expectations, as the group put in a relatively large and steady amount of work. 
Perhaps not knowing what to do felt like procrastination, although the group seemed to deal with 
uncertainty well enough by exploring concepts and finding information sources. 
They wanted to do well as judged by the tutor. They were keen to be innovative and different: the 
tutor’s liking for interactive and creative presentations was mentioned several times during the 
project. While Louise ultimately lamented other students’ lack of response to their live presentation 
and the amusing videos, she commented, “but whatever as long as [the tutor] liked it” (interview).  
Sean posted notes three days after the week 8 tutorial11 (see below). Sean’s notes were roughly 
arranged in topics, starting with a list of their original ideas and moving onto the more focused area 
they came to in the discussion, possible driving questions and related ideas. The questions 
associated with popular culture versus traditional culture in education included balance between 
them, integration into curriculum, and students directing choice. Sean listed the discussed 
characteristics of traditional and popular culture separately. The approach that was emerging was 
one of “contrast/connect” and they recognised a need to find out what has been done to use 
popular culture in classrooms. In the middle of the notes was a mention of an idea for the 
presentation, “ - INVOLVING class In it ([tutor] thought this was fairly great So hey MARKS)” and a 
concern with doing well.    
hey guys, putting up our brain storm from the other day (now facebook decided itll let me) 
… 
                                                 
11 Not audio-recorded. 
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((15 lines of notes)) 
… 
 
 - cant integrate popular culture into actual curriculum 
 
- sort of like media - in noone actually remembers what happened last week! 
 
traditional 
 - tried and tested 
 - a lot of pressure on schools to teach properly 
 - schools where parents pay/ have a voice In their education/ more pressure on teaching to pass tests 
 
popular 
 - fleeting 
 - opinionated 
 - teacher shouldnt try to keep up 
 - music, magazines etc 
- many subcultures!!! 
 - sort of project based learning/ constructivism 
 
contrast/connect 
 - is it POSSIBLE- information on it having been done before??? 
 - popular culture first THEN integrating THEN 
 
STRUCTURE 
from pop culture/traditional alone 
 - more specific (whats already been done) 
 - more more specific (opinions???) 
 
(Joshua, posted notes, three days after week 8 tutorial) 
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4.3.3 Secondary infrastructure 
The secondary infrastructure of this group was highly collaborative and mixed extra meetings in 
person with note-taking and online sharing of ideas and commentary. This facilitated work on the 
shared epistemic object over the course of the project. Until the final production phase, when two 
students worked on media production and the other two on the text of the presentation, the group 
worked in step. While the group noted the ease of collaboration, this was facilitated by sustained 
effort and productive knowledge creation and sharing practices.  
Online and in-person communication 
A key element for this group was their use of detailed shared notes, summarised resources and 
comments. The tools they used for communication and recording their discussion in detail ensured a 
visible shared memory. The online and in-person conversations continued fairly seamlessly between 
the different modes, with capitalisation, exclamation points and ‘likes’ injecting expression in their 
private Facebook Group posts. Facebook tended to be the place to share particular links and 
introduce new ideas, while the in-person meetings looked at how to integrate the ideas.  
While it is very possible this group would have used online communications regardless, the 
assessment requirement to set them up ensured they did so early in the project. The affordances of 
the Facebook Groups tool were evident to the students as existing users, in being ubiquitous, easy to 
use and performing as expected. Sean initiated the group three days after the week 8 tutorial, 
posting notes on their “brainstorm” from class and invited other students to “chuck around any 
ideas, this can be our record of development i guess to itll all be here.”  The record would be 
available to refer to when writing their individual reports. On being asked why the group used 
Facebook for their online communications, Sean restated this reason and noted that everyone had 
an account. Louise answered, “because we just all have it, and it's easy to access and everyone has it 
on their phones and stuff. It's instantaneous, and you link whatever you want to it, and it works 
perfectly.” 
Some degree of peer influence can be identified in the practice of adding resources and comments 
visibly into the shared Facebook Group; posts provided a subtle pressure of expectations—the 
knowledge of what others have contributed inviting comparison with one’s own contribution. Louise 
started a set of conceptual posts with links to two journal articles and quotes from each of them 
soon after the week 9 tutorial. Each group member performed some individual research and posted 
links to source materials, either journal or news articles, with commentary, often using quotes to 
highlight the message relevant to the project. Other group members also briefly commented on the 
shared resources or built upon ideas. See Figure 19 for an example. 
In addition to collaborating in tutorials and online through a Facebook Group, the group met in two 
locations in the new and pleasant campus library: at a casual low coffee table with soft chairs close 
to the library entrance; and later in a bookable group collaboration space, a glass- and whiteboard-
walled pod with a large table and a wall-mounted (though unused) monitor screen. They chose the 
library because they were “more likely to get a table” and before 9am, when they met, there were 
few library users about. 
Their ongoing record of ideas was unique within the cases. The group shared notes from their 
meetings, repeating and refining ideas from week to week. After sharing typed notes from week 8 
(see section above on Framing and Setup), they took notes with paper and pen in weeks 9 and 10 
(Figures 17 and 18), instantiating their discussion, with spatially organised and linked ideas. In week 
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9, Joshua used what came to hand, in this case, the back of the research consent form (Figure 17). As 
they talked, he wrote and drew on the piece of paper, recording ideas and organising the notes 
spatially. As the notes were visible to all while being made, this was a way to gain the tacit 
acceptance of the group, as well as invite comment. The notes could be used as a reminder of the 
associated live discussion and subtleties that were not explicitly recorded, but recallable through the 
content and physical layout of the notes.  
Tools for writing and producing 
This group’s writing tools included Facebook posts and comments, as well as pen and paper and a 
Word document. Joshua, in the week 11 pre-tutorial meeting, suggested using a Google Doc to 
coordinate the presentation, “We all have information for all parts of it, so I reckon put them all in a 
document we can all write in, put up popular culture both and smack it all together,” “but nothing 
really materialised from that” (Sean, interview). Emma and Louise worked upon their text when the 
group met, using a Word document. The Google Doc was suggested late in the project and did not 
add any substantially missing functionality. It was not explicitly rejected; they simply did not have a 
use for it. 
The decision on a format and tool for the digital artefact was based on individual and common 
experiences, cost, perceived ease and quickness of use, including whether the digital media tool 
could be used online rather than downloaded and installed, and whether the resulting artefact 
would be interesting and unique. The format of the digital artefact was not a focus for the group 
until week 1012. It was deemed possible to “smack it out in two hours” if necessary, which may in 
part explain why the group was content to spend time on conceptual development. On the question 
of a tool that would fit “within a reasonable skill set,” they decided to “Google it,” and found a web 
page that had dozens of authoring tools. They noted that the tutor “seemed to like interactivity.”  
Individual and shared negative experiences influenced selection of the digital tool. A student called 
Prezi, an online presentation app, “stupid,” noting that “at school they always tried to get us to use 
them” and that such presentations had display issues. One suggested, “Get everyone to come to a 
Google hangout - it’s a dodgy version of Skype,” and another recalled, “Remember when [the 
lecturer] tried to do a Twitter thing?” in a tone that indicated that this experiment had failed, so 
they rejected the idea of using a live interactive tool. On the back of this recollection, they briefly 
considered that the presentation should focus on social media as part of popular culture - and that 
they could “do a movie to replicate it.” They considered the Storybird site13 that offered a library of 
images to help create stories. They liked the “cute characters,” asking themselves “Is anyone a really 
good storyteller?” Eventually, they rejected this format as being too close to PowerPoint, an 
example of what to avoid, according to the tutor. They continued to pursue the idea of something 
that was visual, but “more interesting” and engaged their audience, such as demonstrating “chalk 
and talk” traditional methods, dressing up as flamboyant singer Nicki Minaj or using chocolate as 
rewards.  
They found the Thinglink14 site that seemed to offer both the desired visual element and a way to 
use engaging videos. Users could choose a background image on which to place links to YouTube 
videos, cued to start at a selected point (see Figure 16). A catalyst for their choice of Thinglink was 
                                                 
12 Audio-only recording obscured the identities of speakers, so individuals are not noted in this session. 
13 https://storybird.com/ 
14 http://www.thinglink.com/ 
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the link to a catchy parody YouTube video that Louise posted on Facebook after the week 10 
tutorial. Its topic, the digestive system, answered their discussed need to go beyond examples of 
popular culture for English literature classes, and was based on the popular hit song Call Me Maybe, 
leading the group to understand how they might successfully engage their audience and link to 
videos via Thinglink. Sean, who humorously commented that “this is both the best and worst thing ill 
see all day” (Facebook, week 11), confirmed that their commitment to collecting videos for the map 
started then: “we sort of realised there'd be lots of things like that” (interview). The tool was also 
free, a factor on which they were keen. It did not allow them to download and use it offline, a 
potential issue if connectivity was lost, but they were reasonably confident that it would work as 
expected in their presentation, as it drew on the reliable YouTube platform. 
The group needed to consider the audience. The argumentation and links between elements would 
come from the spoken presentation, rather than the digital object itself, which was simply a 
decorative way of linking individual videos. Louise felt that the digital artefact was well suited to a 
presentation to an audience rather than an individual means of communication, “I think it would be 
a bit awkward if it was for example, just what each person made, their own artefact just for [the 
tutor] and that's it. I think it needed an audience for it, and if it's just for one person, done by one 
person, it's better to just to do it in an essay form” (interview).  
 
 
Figure 16: Thinglink in action in the tutorial presentation. 
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Group interaction and roles 
This group demonstrated an ease in agreement on the approach to the task. From interviews with 
group members, it was clear that they were acquainted and, having previously collaborated in class, 
had confidence in each other. Although occasionally individuals were delayed, all group members 
attended both the formal tutorial times and the meetings organised outside tutorials and were all 
active in discussions. Of the education groups, VideoMap spent the most time together working on 
the project.  
In the week before the artefact was due, they delegated production tasks: construction of the 
artefact was the responsibility of Sean and Joshua, who had some experience working with media, 
and Louise and Emma were in charge of the presentation. Louise acknowledged her lack of 
production skills, noted their usefulness in a teaching career, and subsequently enrolled in a media 
course (interview).  
The self-management of work did not seem to raise any problems for the group. Sean said that “It 
was actually the first time I'd ever had a group assignment that we didn't have to freak out about 
scheduling,” and “I think it was the easiest collaboration I've ever done, I didn't expect it to be so 
organic” (Interview). Louise noted, “We all work together well because we liked each other and 
already knew each other a little bit,” though also acknowledged that it took a couple of meetings for 
them to be comfortable enough to express opinions freely (interview). It may be that their common 
will to do well and put in work meant that they effectively shared similar goals for the task. The 
students had few issues to comment upon in their individual reflective assignments. 
Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
The group benefited from some counselling from the tutor about how to set up their driving 
question but were mostly self-regulating in their project - the periodic group reports were not a 
major driver for discussion. 
The activity infrastructure of the VideoMap group, including shared records of discussion and lively 
online posts, supported an ongoing conversation between group members in their shaping of the 
epistemic object of the project. The openness of the project in this case encouraged students to 
identify and discuss a range of sources and associated ideas. These included news articles related to 
the introduction of new curriculum, academic articles and ideas from within the course and 
textbook. 
 
The group explicitly discussed the elements of their activity infrastructure and artefact creation—
what display format to use, tools, communication, and self-management. The framing of the project 
and artefact as beyond the norm and an opportunity to be creative and represent one’s own ideas 
provided context.  
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4.3.4 Primary infrastructure 
The primary infrastructure of knowledge-based work was distinguished by an extended and detailed 
‘heap’ of conceptual discussion, recorded centrally. A strong framing for this group was the way they 
focused on making explicit links between the project, the course curriculum and their nascent 
teaching practice. 
 
 
Figure 17: Week 9 tutorial notes, shared in Facebook group by Joshua. 
The week 9 discussion reprised many ideas from week 8 (see section on framing and setup above). 
The hand-written notes in week 9 (Figure 17) mapped ideas across the page, with lines and boxes 
connecting or emphasising elements. The underlined question “Is it possible to balance traditional & 
popular interests?” came from the previous brainstorm session and was joined by a longer question, 
“How effectively can traditional & popular cultures, teaching & learning methods be combined in the 
modern day classroom?” This second question was written perpendicularly to the other, shorter 
question, and expressed the group’s emerging opinion that there is no great debate between 
traditional and popular, it is only a question of degree and “balance.” The notes around the question 
about balance follow its orientation, with the two lists, “traditional interest?” and “popular 
interests” divided by the word “CONTRAST,” echoing elements from the week 8 notes. Other 
elements connected the two sets of notes, for example: the use of “fleeting” to describe popular 
culture; the week 8 note that the “teacher shouldnt try to keep up” with week 9’s “students direct 
teacher about their pop interests”; and the continuation of thought between “whats already been 
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done” (week 8 notes) and “Has it been done before?” (week 9 notes). The two lists in week 9 were 
then linked by lines, to make a visible drawing-together of them, to some culminating points. On the 
last point, the word “SO” has been circled, making that last point stand out – “is it possible? Has it 
been done before? Was it effective. What are the advantages/disadvantages.” 
From these final notes, the next steps were clearly delineated in the “To Do” box: to find and explore 
examples of how popular culture has been used in education. The discussion continued online in the 
Facebook Group, using shared articles. Notes were a representation of what elements the group, 
translated by the individual making the notes, felt were important. These notes and the notes from 
subsequent meetings also acted as a reminder of the specifics of the discussions they represent. 
Shared articles and ideas online were referenced when talking in person. Each group member had 
read the posts on Facebook15 and so were primed to include those ideas in their next discussion.  
 
Figure 18: Week 10 tutorial notes uploaded by Sean to Facebook group. 
In week 10, around 20 minutes of conversation at the start of the tutorial centred on finding a 
format for the digital artefact (see ‘Tools for writing and producing’ above). The group then moved 
onto concepts around the driving question and how to organise the elements into an argument or 
coherent approach. They continued with the pattern established in previous tutorials, writing notes 
on a sheet of paper, uploaded by Sean to Facebook at the end of the tutorial (Figure 18). The notes 
in this week were fewer than before, refined down to points they wanted to make with their 
artefact and presentation. 
                                                 
15 Evidenced by the Facebook “seen” function that indicated which group members had accessed the 
Facebook Group since the item was posted, and confirmed by students in interviews. 
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The tutorial discussion included the examples shared on Facebook and incorporated their observed 
examples of pop culture. The group took up each other’s ideas and expanded upon them, adding 
further examples to illustrate ideas. The focus was kept within the scope of what would serve the 
purpose of the shared project. They would not “linger” on the developmental stage of early 
childhood, the topic of an article shared by Emma online; the program of study in which most 
students were enrolled was for teaching in formal K-12 education. The discussion also touched on 
teachers’ roles: that “curriculum is just a guide for teachers” and that what is relevant popular 
culture will vary between different classrooms.  
They came to the view that it is the “hard line traditionalists versus the moderates,” and noted that 
this is not a major clash. This led to them changing their question to “What is the role of popular 
culture in the classroom?”, moving from whether to how and why popular culture should be used. 
Directly after the week 10 tutorial, Louise posted another suggestion (Figure 19) that linked to 
concepts in a chapter of the textbook and other elements of their common program of study; the 
need to teach the prescribed curriculum and to take a critical view of pop culture. She also 
continued the topic of teachers’ roles from the tutorial. 
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Figure 19: Facebook Group post and discussion thread 
Compared to other groups, the VideoMap students more explicitly connected with the content of 
the rest of the course, including the textbook (e.g. “Tait textbook” and “tates ideas” in Figure 19), as 
they worked on the project. In group discussions and online, they mentioned lectures, including in 
relation to not needing to decide between traditional and popular culture, for example, “You need 
to make the point that it’s not real binary, like [the textbook] it makes the point all the time” (Sean, 
week 11 tutorial). In his interview, Sean connected the “post-modern view” introduced in the 
course, in which there was no need for a “strict answer,” to being able to accept a range of ideas 
from group members in the open-ended project. The pre-tutorial and tutorial sessions in week 11 
featured ideas from lectures, the textbook and other courses in the Education program. Framing of 
the assignment as a chance to gain marks by appealing to the tutor, and also of their knowledge 
work as a way to discuss their understanding of popular culture in teaching and to integrate intra- 
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and inter-course concepts, evidenced both strategic and deep approaches (Entwistle & Ramsden, 
1983; Marton & Säljö, 1976) to their shared project. 
In week 11, the group swapped focus back and forth between the structure of the presentation and 
ideas that would be presented in the digital artefact and their spoken presentation. As they waited 
for Joshua to arrive, they talked about incorporating ideas from this and other courses: 
Louise: Do you think we could put include stuff from the last education unit about direct teaching, like 
about the different teaching techniques? 
Emma: I actually came across a lot of that in (). 
Louise: (It’s actually has a lot to do with it if you can ask your students to) bring what you like and use 
all sort of things to see what to put into our class time. You’re sort of letting them create their own 
learning a little bit. That ties into the, [what is it, self-directed learning? 
Emma: [Yeah, I put that in there somewhere as well. 
Sean: ((pauses typing)) Yeah, so you’ve got [ yeah, constructivism. Constructivism ((laughs)) 
Constructivism? Yeah, also constructionism. Constructivism.  
((general laughter)) 
Sean: That’s doing woodwork ((laughter)) 
(Pre-tutorial meeting, week 11) 
They were becoming familiar with and starting self-consciously to use terms from their discipline of 
teaching, Louise putting this in the context of future practice, referring to “your students” and “our 
class time.” This is another example of continuation of themes through the project: they had noted 
the connection with constructivist theory in their week 8 notes (see Framing and Setup above).  
A little later, Sean talked about how the lecturer had shown a page of the new Australian curriculum: 
Sean: … and how it’s too overcrowded and stuff. And we can bring that into ()((goes back to typing)) 
Louise: You’re not overcrowding though, you’re just adding a different structure. It’s not by the way 
use five minutes to watch this video or listening to this song, you’re using it to actually teach 
((emphasized with hand gesture, palm downwards)) 
Sean: That’s what he was saying, that the literature says you give them an outline curriculum and 
then you put your own 
Emma: Swing on it, yeah 
Sean: Yeah. Like sort of stuff your kids are going to be interested in. Cause anything in the curriculum 
is going to be five years old. 
Louise: Yeah, exactly, it’s up to the teacher. It should inform teachers about what they should be 
doing. 
(Pre-tutorial meeting, week 11) 
The perceived link between the lecture content and their chosen topic inspired at least two of the 
group to watch relevant lectures (Emma had seen them, Sean watched the lectures relevant to the 
project, but Louise had “not listened to lectures for about a month”). In this exchange, the students 
considered what a curriculum is for, the freedom to interpret an outline rather than have details 
prescribed, and that a teacher might work with popular culture to “actually teach.”  
The conversation turned, before Joshua arrived, to considering what sort of books, such as ones that 
are relatable or challenge stereotypes, are acceptable for use in school, using personal experiences. 
Emma had studied General English, so “didn’t have to read Shakespeare or anything” and thought 
the books from that subject were relatable and “not that bad” although she classified them as “old” 
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because they were from the 1990s. She mentioned Twilight, also a topic in the previous tutorial, as a 
book that “doesn’t relate to anyone” and Sean agreed; Emma noted that it was an example from 
their textbook. Louise liked the book Looking for Alibrandi, which was set in the area she went to 
school: 
Louise: ((conversational hand gestures)) … But it’s a girlie book. But then again, my boyfriend read it 
and he liked it. ((laughs)) So boys can like it too! 
Sean: Nothing wrong with girlie books. 
Louise: And that’s where you’ve got gender stereotypes coming in. I am learning about that in 
Linguistics now and it is so annoying. Everything is just so gendered [ and sexist! It’s so annoy ((stops 
as Sean is speaking)) 
Sean: [Yeah, my brother is set books on warrior princesses and such to read for year nine. Fight the 
gender stereotypes! 
Emma: Yeah, but the warrior princesses are all probably stereotyped and objectified and sexualized 
((half-laugh)) 
Sean: Most likely. 
(Pre-tutorial meeting, week 11) 
The group discussions in their meetings, then, ranged over many topics relevant to their assignment, 
including personal anecdotes, teaching practice, current and previous course material and current 
events, and, in the process, built up a set of shared concepts and references that were carried 
through conversations over the several weeks of the project. Of course, only a selection of ideas 
made it into the final digital artefact and 10-minute presentation.  
When Sean suggested interviewing friends and publishing their responses in a blog with 
photographs, as a friend of his had done, Louise asked whether they might need ethics approval: 
Joshua: This isn’t psychology, I don’t think we need it. 
Sean: I don’t think we do. Aren’t we allowed to use it if it isn’t official? You don’t need to include it if it 
isn’t a published article. 
Emma: But could we include their picture? 
Sean: I don’t know, maybe not. 
This illustrates how the students were navigating their way to an understanding of informal and 
formal social sciences research and aspects of privacy associated with sharing personal information. 
While the statement “This isn’t psychology” hints at a compartmented view of the question of 
where ‘ethics’ is needed, the students still extrapolated the idea of privacy, even where “it isn’t 
official,” into their current subject.  
Towards the end of the week 11 pre-tutorial meeting, the group had all but decided on the format of 
the artefact and aimed to work on it in the tutorial. They noted that the artefact will be interesting 
and different and they think the tutor will like it: 
Louise: We’re incorporating different media, not just using a Powerpoint presentation. 
Sean: And as long as it isn’t (modernist), like ‘This is the answer,’ we are being ambiguous. 
Joshua: Open-ended 
Sean: I don’t get it. They like things where you don’t have answers now. 
Louise: You can never win. 
In this course, the students had been encouraged to consider that there will not be a clear answer to 
all questions. Perhaps in high school they were accustomed to being more definite, but “they like 
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things where you don’t have answers now.”  The frame is one of trying to learn the new rules of 
tertiary study, adversarially reacting to what ‘they’ want, “You can never win.” 
In the week 11 tutorial, the last before the artefact was due, one of the tutorial groups presented in-
class before other groups were worked on their projects. On noting the room setup and that the 
projector screen covered the whiteboard, they thought that perhaps they should discard the idea of 
a physical demonstration of the “traditional” classroom. Joshua, having missed some of the 
discussion by arriving late to the previous meeting, was caught up by the others on their approach to 
the question as one of degree rather than using either pop or traditional culture alone. 
They focused on the structure of the presentation, how and what they will argue to the audience, 
and how they imagined the audience might react to questions posed to it. The audience figured as 
an actor in the group’s scenario-in-formation: 
Louise: It’s going to be a little bit hard to be balanced but still make our points strong. 
Sean: Instead of saying all of this was rubbish, we can ask who was engaged, who listened? 
Louise: Was it fun? 
Sean: Yes, who found that fun. 
Louise: Who would voluntarily come to class every day if that was all it was. 
The conversation moved from their conceptual construct and a critique of how it will hang together 
as a strong argument, back to a discussion of how to interact with the audience. The group needed 
to consolidate from their wide-ranging previous discussions and shared sources, how to make 
coherent points. The half hour available in the tutorial was taken up with details of the presentation 
and in browsing videos for possible inclusion in the digital artefact. This left the construction of the 
artefact still to be completed. The coordination of this work, including links to found videos, was 
then transferred to the Facebook group. After the map of videos was completed and submitted, the 
group then met again in the library to coordinate the in-class presentation, fitting the artefact into a 
narrative. While the lack of reaction of fellow students in class to the resulting presentation 
disappointed but did not surprise the group, they congratulated each other in their Facebook group 
on the high marks they received for the group project. 
The group showed a disposition towards building a rich shared heap of sources and ideas. There was 
some loose organisation of ideas, and repetition of concepts, in their mind-map style notes. Towards 
the end of the collaboration, the group then took up threads from previous discussion that they felt 
would usefully pull their presentation together. 
In this group, while shared notes and resources with comments had some elements of synthesis, the 
shared epistemic object centred the collaboration of the group: because they engaged with the 
ideas and discussed format and tools comprehensively together, there was little need for individuals 
to create separate objects within the project. The division into artefact and presentation subgroups 
of two members each was the point where the epistemic object was divided into two acts of 
synthesis. They took the sense that they had made of the shared heap of collective knowledge and 
translated it into the digital artefact and the verbal component of the presentation. 
The next group combined elements of collaborative conceptual development similar to those of the 
VideoMap group, with the addition of individual objects created for use in their shared epistemic 
object. 
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4.4 VideoTech group  
(KC3 - Shared knowledge creation plus individual artefacts) 
Overview 
The teamwork by the group in this project can be characterised by an exploration of ideas in tension 
with the practicalities of distilling them coherently into the visual and verbal elements of a short 
video—one that used excerpts from found videos, interspersed with text, voiceover and still images. 
All members of the group—Blake, River, Charlie, and Parker—worked on both conceptual ideas and 
the creation of the artefact. Students were sensitive to the creative possibilities of the unfamiliar 
format, as well as unsure of how they could perform the task well and within the time allotted. The 
established familiarity of most students with each other (all except Parker had worked together 
previously) seemed to dispose them towards conversation and collaboration.  
Blake and River were the main pragmatic drivers of work on the artefact, although each group 
member contributed material elements and concepts to the project. In the mix of ideas and practical 
work, this group in the end seemed to achieve balance, albeit with some imbalance of effort. The 
project was characterised by individually-produced objects in the build towards the final video 
digital artefact, primarily River’s scripted storyboard and an early draft, proof-of-concept video 
created by Blake. The abilities, based in experience, of Blake and River in video construction, were 
especially influential. Students actively engaged in and progressed the project, managing the tension 
between conceptual discussion and wanting to proceed to practical construction.  
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4.4.1 Object diagram 
The object diagram (Figure 20) for the VideoTech group shows a relatively dense set of shared concepts that students brought 
through to their final artefacts of video and presentation. At the start, collaboration was dominated by conceptual development. In 
the middle of the project, the collaborative work was assisted by individuals’ production of artefacts that synthesised shared ideas. 
The diagram also features objects that individual students created in response to discussion (‘SO,’ particularly those marked ‘a,’ ‘b,’ 
and ‘c’) and in order to progress work on the video. These were then used by the editor for shaping the final version of the video. All 
members contributed conceptually and practically, in person and online. The group used a Facebook private group extensively to 
discuss and manage the project between tutorials and held two extra-tutorial meetings to record voice-over and rehearse. 
 
 
Figure 20: Diagram of objects of the VideoTech Group. 
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4.4.2 Framing and setup 
The group seemed at ease with each other. Charlie described a friendly environment created by the 
tutor, who “helped us at the start of the term get to know lots of people within the tutorial groups … 
everyone worked really well together … So when this assignment actually came around, knowing the 
people and being friendly with people, that really helped” (interview). 
This was River’s first collaborative task at university (interview), and it seemed most, if not all, of the 
other group members had the same lack of experience. Coupled with the unfamiliar format of a 
digital artefact, this meant that the task was not clear at first, and the group made considerable 
effort to make sense of what was being asked of them and how they should approach it. Before they 
learned that the digital artefact should stand alone, the performative aspect of what to do in the 
presentation was the central focus of their discussion. River said, “it took us ages… to realise that 
you had to submit the whole thing and your presentation is just discussing the artefact … I thought 
they would run together” (interview). 
Charlie suggested the topic of motivation early in the Facebook Group, with a link to a related TED 
video, but discarded it via another post saying, “sorry i was watching one of the lectures today, its 
not one of the topics that we can do.” The groups were required to pick a topic from a provided set 
and settled on technology in education. Charlie’s idea did crop up again later, when he talked about 
new technologies as providing some motivation to students. The topic of technology was attractive 
as it offered a chance to draw from personal experiences “rather than just starting from something 
completely new” and would link to lectures (River, interview). 
The group referenced verbal instructions from the lecturer and tutor, written instructions, and 
common worksheets in coming to a common understanding of what they would produce. River read 
the relevant textbook chapter in advance and, although it was not referenced directly, felt that the 
driving question was influenced by ideas in the textbook (interview). In the first tutorial session on 
the project, in week 9, they wrote the required ‘driving question’ they had formulated, “Are 
Technologically Advanced Classrooms Leading to the Death of Traditional Education?” on the large 
piece of paper provided by the tutor to each group, and drew a circle around it, adding related ideas 
as they talked (Figures 21 and 22). They discussed “traditional education,” defining it instrumentally 
through the use of blackboards, using the cane and having to write by hand. Charlie added a more 
conceptual perspective, saying, “Today's youth and young people are more critically thinking and 
involved in finding and discovering what they like themselves.” The periodic instructions from the 
tutor to the class on how to consider the problem, such as using a PMI (plus, minus, interesting) 
mnemonic16, helped the group expand upon their question. 
                                                 
16 One of a set of thinking tools by Edward de Bono (c.f. 1976) that some of the students had encountered in 
high school. Epistemic games could draw upon such tools. 
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Figure 21: VideoTech used the mind map to record and relate ideas to their driving question 
(week 9). 
 
Figure 22: VideoTech’s mind map identified concepts and started a plan for their digital 
artefact. 
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The combination of a novel format with a group project engendered some reflection on the task 
from Blake, for whom the format was an opportunity for creative personal expression: 
I'd never really done something like that for an assignment before, but thinking about it, it was 
probably a really interesting way to learn about something because you actually got to present your 
ideas and be creative about it rather than just researching it and writing an essay. We still had to do 
some research, but we could present it in our own way and there were so many different ways we 
could have done it. It was quite interesting. (interview) 
Blake connected the group assignment, and the knowledge integration required by that, to skills 
needed in employment: 
… there's … a skill that is required of doing a group task like that. You've got to handle everyone's 
ideas and form them into one and get a thing out of all of that. I thought that was another element to 
it that obviously is what is required in a workplace… (interview) 
The need to “get a thing out of all of that” was a strong driver for Blake: “I was just concerned with 
getting the artefact done. And I do think they did listen to that, but they were also very caught up in 
the ideas of it” (interview). The group maintained a creative and playful approach to the video, for 
example, ending it with a parody of a political advertising message, which drew laughs from their 
audience. 
The perceived opinions and preferences of the course lecturer and the tutor factored into how the 
group decided approaches to the artefact and the presentation. In their Facebook Group discussion, 
Charlie, having talked with the lecturer and noted the lecturer’s reaction to previous presentations, 
suggested they aim to present a “discussion” rather than a “speech.” The opinion and preferences of 
tutor and lecturer did not always line up. Close to the presentation date, after Charlie posted on 
Facebook that the lecturer was amenable to just one person speaking in the presentation, River 
replied, “I only worry that our tutor won't see it the same way. She seems to have very specific ideas 
of how it should be done.” 
The project was framed as a creative challenge out of the ordinary, an opportunity to express 
personal ideas, but still anchored by the perceived expectations of the audience of markers and the 
practical constraints of producing the artefact. 
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4.4.3 Secondary infrastructure 
The secondary level of infrastructure is the set of tools, processes and technical objects assembled 
specifically for completing the shared task. The group discussed concepts and talked through what 
type of digital artefact to produce, shared sources and ideas in their Facebook Group, and 
coordinated and managed work both online and in person.  
Online communication 
A private Facebook Group was the primary communication and coordination tool outside tutorials. It 
was used for knowledge sharing and summaries of sources, organising group meeting times, 
feedback on ideas and the artefact, posting references and items for inclusion in the video. All group 
members used the Facebook Group throughout the project. Posts (44 threads, many with 
substantial source summaries and ideas for the project, with accompanying commentary) were used 
in both knowledge work and in managing group collaboration. In general, the tool worked well as an 
information hub (see Section 2.5.5 on DiCoT), although River, on reflection, would have liked to 
exchange phone numbers, having not been able to reach Parker on the morning of the presentation 
(interview).  
The students recognised the affordances of asynchronous online communication, such as time to 
think and express ideas, be specific and focused, give feedback and take a measured view of the 
developing project. River felt that there was more specific critique of ideas online and that it was 
hard to discuss ideas face-to-face, with “four strong voices and we all had our opinions at the same 
time,” but on Facebook:  
you're kind of distant from the situation so you can give clear comments without trying to regulate 
what everyone's trying to say. But I liked Facebook online a lot more in terms of being able to put 
information up and get feedback … reading other people's, giving them feedback. Where in person it 
was just whatever we had brought in and it was just trying to discuss that on the day. And it was kind 
of harder to focus (interview). 
Charlie expressed a similar sentiment:  
I thought that my voice was heard better when I said something on Facebook rather than talking to 
the group in person, because if I sit down and type it I'm really thinking about what I want to say to 
make it sound more convincing or to make it sound like it's a better idea … all of the ideas, I believe, 
were consolidated and all of the task roles were consolidated on Facebook. And then we elaborated 
on that when we had the face-to-face time (interview). 
The shared online material gave a background for in-person discussion and served as a reviewable 
record of ideas. Discussion within the tutorial was more susceptible to the vagaries of personality 
and tangential conversation. The tutorials were a place to throw ideas into the mix, but Facebook 
was where questions, clarifications, summaries and instantiated concepts in artefacts (for example, 
Blake’s draft video—see the primary infrastructure section below), helped make sense of what the 
group would actually produce. Tutorials were also used to reflect on what had been put on 
Facebook and to coordinate the logistics of the work. 
Even the privacy of a Facebook Group can be less than is comfortable, especially when putting a 
creative idea forward. Charlie sent the edited clip of news commentary to Blake via a private 
message, “mainly because—I’m not sure ((chuckles)), maybe I didn't want the rest of the group to 
see it or maybe—I don't know, I think it was easier to send it through private message… but yeah. 
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There were definitely underlying sort of, ‘I don't want everyone else to critique it, so I'll send it just 
through a private message.’“ Within the small familiar group, there was still an element of reticence 
and a natural wish to receive feedback from one person before introducing work to the others. 
Tools for writing and producing 
The tools for producing the shared artefact were a mix of familiar and new, mostly used individually: 
Movie Maker by Blake and Charlie, an unspecified tool for the storyboard (possibly Word) by River, 
an audio tool by Parker, and Word for scripting each student’s part in the presentation. YouTube 
provided source videos, copied via an online tool, Clip Converter, and the students used bookable 
on-campus rooms for recording the voice-over and rehearsing their presentation. Word is a 
ubiquitous software that could be classified as a tool soundly in the background, tertiary level of 
infrastructure, an automatic choice for text composition. 
The video editor, Blake, and the storyboard artist, River, seemed to use software they had previously 
used to similar purpose. The tutor had explicitly asked group members to identify their skills in order 
to manage the work involved in creating a digital artefact, acknowledging that it was difficult to 
master a new skill in such a short project. Blake was fairly ambitious, it turned out, in trying for a 
special effect for the final video that would animate handwriting, illustrating the frustrations that 
can come from trying to master a new skill with technology: 
Okay guys, I was up till midnight last night trying to find a screen capture program that both worked 
and didn't give my computer a virus. I downloaded about 7 and ALL OF THEM FAILED. So if you guys 
really want it I can try to animate it on after affects like this. Tell me if you want me to do it because it 
will take a while since it is a sentence and not a word, but I will be happy to do it if my version of after 
effects is compatible. Tell me what you think? (Facebook Group post, November 2) 
The responses to this post assured Blake that it was not needed and that it would not be fair to 
expect this level of work. They had also previously noted the effort required to use After Effects 
software. The text remained un-animated. The attempt indicates a concern with making an 
impressive visual impact with the digital artefact; the creative drive was clear. 
The space that Charlie had booked17 for recording after the week 11 tutorial was not fully separated 
from a noisy student area, so the voice-overs, recorded on a GoPro video camera borrowed from a 
friend of Charlie, had background noise. Charlie was able to book a small, much quieter, enclosed 
meeting room for the generally less popular time of 9am for rehearsal with River on the day of the 
presentation. 
In addition to Blake’s failed animated segment, parts of the secondary infrastructure needed 
attention as they did not perform as expected, either through an equipment or online services 
failure, or lack of familiarity with new tools. With each of the issues, the students found an 
alternative: Parker shared the last-saved version of notes from before a laptop crash, although losing 
considerable work; Blake asked directly for missing audio files, which Parker then shared on an 
alternative service to Facebook; and Charlie exported his edited video into mp4 format after initially 
sending an incomplete set of project files. River also anticipated possible issues on the day of the 
                                                 
17 On arrival, the group had to ask some small student groups and individuals to vacate the booked space - 
which was done without complaint. I have observed in other spaces on campus, where space can be at a 
premium, students are accustomed to taking up available room and then cooperatively moving along when 
asked. 
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presentation, posting on Facebook, “how about we all bring copies of the video to make sure we 
have it” and later also adding, “Just in case of technology failure here is a youtube link to the video.” 
In coordinating online communications, planning contingencies and managing break-downs, under-
performing or unfamiliar tools and sub-optimal recording facilities, the group were required to 
navigate obstacles and make compromises on the way to completing their digital artefact, and 
practice digital literacy and problem-solving skills. 
Not all students were familiar with the mechanics or terms of video creation, leading to some 
explanation: 
Blake: … you have to download the video clips and you input them to Media Player and then you 
select[ ((holds two fingers a short distance apart)) 
Parker: [the bit you want and then you put them together, yeah. 
River: I’ve used my program cause I know you can cut it together. 
Blake and Parker: Yeah, you can cut it together 
Parker: [But you have to get 
Blake: [But I have to get each individual 
Charlie: Yeah, but that’s not difficult. 
River: Well, just film the videos 
Blake: What? 
River: You know how you have a video in a file, well, just do that, like, you know (.) 
Blake: What?? ((Parker laughs. Charlie is writing)) 
River: You know how you have the video files, can you put them in a row, put the videos sequentially? 
((holds out hands palms parallel sideways)) 
((Blake and Parker nod)) 
Parker: Yeah, that’s what we’re doing. 
(week 10 tutorial) 
In this exchange was a clarification of how to assemble from existing videos, which needed to be 
downloaded before segments could be selected and edited together, as well as whether it was 
something that could be done with the tools at hand, that is, the affordances the tools offered. River 
had only basic experience with video editing and its terms, and so had to clarify with the explanation 
of “put them in a row, put the videos sequentially.” The discussion afterwards moved on to how to 
get sections of video using the online tool with which Parker was familiar, Clip Converter, to avoid 
downloading the whole video. In grappling with unfamiliar processes, students had to work out what 
was possible as well as how to refer to activities and find related affordances in tools. Students who 
had experience were able to guide others. As the students made sense of how to put together the 
video, epistemic games in digital literacy, digital production and the role of artefacts in expression 
and collaboration were being played. 
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Group interaction and roles 
All members of the group were actively involved in conceptual development and contributed 
artefacts and ideas towards the final video. A major feature of the group’s collaboration was 
individuals’ creation of interim artefacts to progress the project. 
After the initial tutorial in week 9, in which the driving question was discussed, River exhibited some 
anxiety about the short time available to complete the project, writing in Facebook, ‘Hey guys, I 
think we should try to make a start on the bulk of the assignment as we have LESS THAN 2 WEEKS.’ 
(capitals in original). River further refined the driving question and suggested a division of tasks, in 
order to move the project along ( (a) in Figure 20). All four students contributed sources, 
commentary and ideas based on River’s allocation of research tasks, although Parker and Charlie 
only contributed theirs on the day of the week 11 tutorial, the last before the video was due. 
River and Blake were the drivers of the work on the shared digital object, with, respectively, 
backgrounds in video and illustration (group discussion). Their personal resources included an 
understanding of what was required in this sort of group and artefact-based activity. River 
acknowledged a tendency to try to bring others along on a schedule, “I’ve had experiences in the 
past where people have just done nothing, so I've built up a technique of ((laughs)) chucking out 
times and stuff that we have to have this done by because personally, I try to be very organised” 
(interview). 
River noted that it could be difficult to reach a decision, citing their exchange about whether to have 
one speaker for their presentation, and that “There was always probably one person at a time who 
was not agreeing, and it just took a while to explain it until they understood” (interview). The project 
relied on coordinating a shared conceptualisation of what the group needed to do and ultimately 
create.  The act of explanation might, in different circumstances, assist in clarifying shared 
knowledge or simply consume time in collaborative work. 
Blake’s video draft after the week 9 tutorial was significant in the development of ideas - it was a 
representation of current personal thought about the group project, based on the group’s 
discussion. It was also a move to provide a practical proof of concept of a hitherto conceptual 
discussion. Blake had felt the need to provide an actual example to move the project into a more 
practical focus. River’s storyboard was the locus of collaboration for the week 11 tutorial, tying 
together shared ideas and artefacts into a blueprint for the final video. More on these objects in 
‘primary infrastructure’ below. 
Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
All of the group brought laptops or tablets to class and used them to look up examples of videos and 
take notes; if they had an idea, usually a group member would immediately search for relevant 
information or examples online. Blake edited the video during the week 11 tutorial, as the others 
discussed River’s script.  
In addition to YouTube videos, the students accessed scholarly and news articles, lectures, and one 
student at least read a relevant textbook chapter on technology. 
The tutor structured time into tutorials for completing the worksheets, which prompted discussion 
about approaches in the week 10 tutorial (see Figure 14 for an example of this worksheet): 
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River: ((reading from worksheet)) What sources did you use? I don’t have them all here, but what I’m 
planning on looking for is, like, ((researcher offers pen to Charlie, slight loss of attention by group)) 
the newspaper, I’m going to look at the newspaper. ((writing on worksheet)) 
Blake: Yes, there’s the newspaper ((agreeing, writing on worksheet)) and then academic journals, and 
then the textbook… and maybe YouTube 
River: and I was going to look at government policy 
Charlie: Wikipedia to get (outlines) 
River: good idea to get an outline 
The worksheet, by asking the question on sources, focused the group’s attention on that aspect of 
the project and group members heard each other’s plans, reminding them of options for sources.  
These were verbalised as they agreed on what would be reported back to the tutor. 
In the week 11 tutorial, the group made a self-assessment of their achievements in the project 
(Figure 23). Although there was no particular place for them in the form, the group added further 
information and justification of their scores. They showed some variation in how they rated their 
output, with a fairly justifiable high rating overall. 
 
Figure 23: VideoTech group’s self-assessment of their project. This was the second group 
worksheet: an example of the first worksheet is available for the VideoGames group (Figure 
14). 
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4.4.4 Primary infrastructure 
The primary infrastructure worked well to facilitate epistemic collaboration—each student added 
ideas in person and online to a growing shared conceptual “heap” (Perkins, 1994) in a lively ongoing 
conceptual discussion. The VideoTech group provided the initial stimulus for the concept and role of 
synthesising objects. Individuals contributed interim objects to synthesise group ideas and help 
develop the group’s shared epistemic object. These objects also fulfilled a pragmatic purpose in 
recording and organising shared ideas and provided blueprints for the final artefact. To create a 
single video required the group to coordinate their work: video implies a concerted message, a start 
flowing into a middle section and a logical ending. 
The heap: developing a common epistemic object 
In the diagram of VideoTech group’s work (Figure 20), the lines between items indicate a concept 
carried forward, as is or modified, in the epistemic object of their emerging project. It illustrates the 
heap that affords “loose but effective keeping on track” (Perkins, 1994, p. 90) in the distributed 
elements that were created and piled up, the more recent ones over the earlier, and revisited at 
later stages. The various discussions and epistemic artefacts, at different points of development, 
recorded and synthesised the project as epistemic object. 
Blake replied to River’s first Facebook post with, “I found a good way to think of it—as though we 
are making an ad (for tv) explaining the idea.” River replied, “That sounds epic !!!! I like it.” River, on 
being asked in the interview to identify the ‘aha’ moment in the project, nominated this point. The 
idea for an advertisement may have been seeded by the tutor, who had suggested to the class that 
they think of themselves as a graphic design company that had “five minutes of airspace on 
television or at the movies or whatever” (week 9 tutorial). Blake later that day posted a short video 
((b) in Figure 20) to illustrate the idea. It was received well and incorporated into River’s later 
storyboard. Blake commented that “if I was doing it by myself, I know that I would have just 
submitted that video that I put up,” noting that the group project allowed for a more varied 
combination of ideas (interview). 
Concepts emerged and were taken up again throughout the project. Students shared documents 
and article summaries online and referred back to other concepts from earlier sessions. An example 
of an ongoing concept was “not death [of traditional education] but progression,” recorded the 
week 9 mind map. This was followed online with linked articles and continued in the tutorial 
conversation in week 10 in the idea of education adapting and constantly changing, Parker adding 
“And is it as bad as it seems?”  River subsequently uploaded notes to the Facebook group and 
suggested a ‘sub-heading’ to their driving question, “- And if so, is it such a bad thing?” This concept 
of inevitable change rather than death was scripted into the storyboard and appeared in the 
submitted artefact.  
There was ongoing interplay between the affordances of tools, the practicalities of making a video, 
what ideas to include and how to express those concepts. The group discussed how to introduce the 
driving question at the start of the video and wondered whether to film themselves as news anchors 
or use existing video clips. Some ideas remained a personal interest for the individual who proposed 
them. An example of this was Charlie’s analogical link between changes to medical practice over 
time (we no longer have to cut off infected limbs) and necessary changes to educational practice, a 
notion introduced in the week 11 tutorial, and included by Charlie when presenting in class, 
although not used in the video. 
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River’s week 11 storyboard and script ((c) in Figure 20) combined shared artefacts such as Blake’s 
video, images sourced by Parker, quotes posted on Facebook or emailed, and elements from 
discussion. Charlie’s news clips segment was foreshadowed from the discussion in the week 9 
tutorial, where River mentioned that, “I heard that someone had done like news reporters, at the 
front of the class they were presenting in news format if that makes sense.” In both the week 9 and 
10 tutorials, Charlie had suggested incorporating a “news bulletin,” eventually creating an edited 
segment of TV news taken from online videos, shared in week 11. Providing the actual edited 
segment ensured that it could be incorporated into the final artefact by Blake. The next section looks 
more closely at the role of individually-created objects in the development of the group’s video. 
Individual and group contribution 
Blake’s video incorporated concepts from group discussion and aimed to focus the project, to “keep 
bringing it back to the point of the artefact” rather than spending “a long time, just talking about all 
these ideas” (Blake, interview), a move to “transition the frame” (Bibi, 2015, p. 81). The video used 
on-screen text-based questions between illustrative excerpts from videos of a “traditional” 
classroom with a chalkboard, a slide-based recorded lecture and young children singing and dancing 
to videos projected in their classroom. This draft video influenced the format of the final artefact—
they added further on-screen text between images and videos—and the group continued to build 
upon it. To an extent, the move to a more practical focus was successful, however, the group did 
persist with conceptual discussion, “resisting” (Bibi, 2015, p. 81) a complete move to practical 
production mode. 
Both Blake and River had the end product in mind. The tension between ideas and practicalities was 
shown in that tutorial, when Charlie talked about traditional education as a way to “provide a 
standardised training so that they can go out in the workforce and they all worked generally in the 
same way,” and they agreed that technology can help personalise education. They seemed unsure of 
how to incorporate this concept into the video, so River brought the focus back to “the answer to 
the driving question”: 
River: I got a bit lost. 
Charlie: How do we do it? 
River: The main thing we’re saying, the first thing we need is the answer to the driving question. Is it 
the death of traditional education? As you show the classrooms, traditional education has seemingly 
been overtaken by technologically advanced education and go into, is it as clear cut as it seems 
Parker: And is it as bad as it seems ((this idea was later added to the driving question)) 
River: Yeah, and is it the death or is it rather [just an adaptation of traditional education 
Parker: [a new beginning ((smiles)) 
Charlie: Is it just a continuation of the change within education? 
River: Yeah, exactly. And then comment on the fact that traditional education doesn’t really exist. 
Charlie: Yep. 
Parker: And is constantly changing. 
Charlie: I like it. I like it. It’s a good start. 
River: And I think we need to put in some. That’s just like a lot of us talking. I think we need a lot of 
facts. 
Parker: Like what? 
River: Like relevant media (.) to solidify 
(week 10 tutorial) 
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River noted that Charlie had some good ideas but they tended to go off on tangents and “it did get 
hard when some of the perspectives weren't related ((chuckles)), because obviously we couldn't 
actually use them if they didn't answer the question” (interview). The demands of creating a visual 
digital artefact meant that they had to consider how to present ideas that were not “a lot of us 
talking.” The visual format acted to restrict what could be expressed: the group tended to focus on 
the physical aspects of technology change rather than changes to the way education works, 
although this area was covered to an extent by Parker and Charlie’s contributions to the 
presentation. The video script may have benefited from Parker and Charlie’s contributions if they 
had been shared in time, however, the two group members included some of the missed points in 
their live presentation, creating personal syntheses of the topic18. Each group member was accorded 
a measure of self-expression and freedom to follow ideas that appealed to them. 
In the week 10 tutorial, at River’s suggestion, the group had agreed that each would create a 
storyboard for the video. The exception would be Blake, who deferred to the draft video already 
shared on Facebook, “My storyboard is the video. Pretty much all I want to say is in the video.” River 
was the only person to bring a storyboard in week 11, providing printouts of both a visual plan and 
script (see Figures 24 and 25). River amalgamated elements of group discussion and also contributed 
individually through organisation and details. River and Blake showed and, in interviews, 
acknowledged their dispositions (inclination, sensitivity and abilities) to intervene with this type of 
synthesising object. 
The visual storyboard was a set of rectangles four across and three down (see Figure 24). Each 
rectangle was a representation of how the video might look in stages. River needed to clarify for 
Blake, for example, which of the images was a still image and which a video, so the storyboard in 
itself did not encompass all the information required by video editor Blake, but was otherwise a 
comprehensive guide. River used the storyboard as a visual reference when explaining the flow of 
narrative to the group in the tutorial, as Blake proceeded to edit according to it. 
 
                                                 
18 Importantly, the students had expressed concepts in their own words and engaged with the particular issues 
assigned to them. Whether they managed to fully integrate all concepts in the shared artefact is partly moot. 
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Figure 24: River’s storyboard. Numbering each line from left to right: position 1 is the 
driving question; 2 is the addendum to the question as discussed; 3, 4 and 5 are stills from 
Blake’s draft video; 6, 7 and 10 are images shared by Parker; 8, 11 and 12 incorporate 
quotes and ideas from Facebook and tutorials; 9 is a still from a video found by River. 
 
Figure 25: Part of River’s script, accompanying the storyboard, providing the narrative and 
timing for each sequence. 
 
The script storyboard listed 13 slides. The use of “slide” seems to indicate a PowerPoint paradigm 
even in the task of creating a video, prompted perhaps by the rectangular images arranged in rows. 
The second slide contained hand-written text, probably indicating Blake’s aborted animated 
sequence. There was a description of what is in each slide, text for narration and an estimated 
length for each. At the end was written “Around 4 minutes all up.” Slide 9 indicated the start and 
end points for the clip from YouTube that would be incorporated. 
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The script and storyboard provided a reference for the group discussion. River repeatedly assured 
the team that the elements of the storyboard represented just initial thoughts and that “things can 
be changed.” River’s script had been hurriedly put together at midnight the day before, “I probably 
would have liked to have refined it a bit, but I was going under the assumption that everyone would 
have their own proposed scripts that we could integrate” (River, interview). In practice, the group 
had little time to add anything further. Apart from adding Charlie’s news segment and some slight 
modifications during audio recording, the storyboard and script were not changed radically. By 
incorporating the group’s work, shared objects and conscientiously heeding ideas as they were 
developed by the group, River in effect had interpreted their overall epistemic object.  
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4.5 Discussion of education cases 
Here, I compare the education cases, synthesising findings related to research question 1, ‘How do 
students exercise shared epistemic agency?’ and its sub-questions. I also include responses to 
research question 2.1, ‘What is present or missing from the group projects that learning design could 
address?’ Research question 2, ‘What does students’ activity suggest for design for epistemic 
agency?’ is addressed in Chapter 6, together with my overall response to research question 1, in a 
synthesis of findings from all the cases, together with relevant design literature.  
I have summarised elements and chosen examples from group projects in the context of the more 
detailed case findings above, valuable in themselves for relating the nuances of each project. 
Projects were not guided by “individually held agency” (Haxell, 2012, p. 120) in which someone 
made specific decisions, but a shared agency—a combination of individuals’ framing of the task, 
dispositions, shared experiences and interactions and the affordances of the tools, resources and 
objects they used and created. I do not try to repeat all the elements here, but summarise and draw 
together similarities, commonalities and exceptions. 
4.5.1 Framing and setup 
This section relates to the research sub-question 1.1, ‘What influences how activity infrastructure is 
assembled and used?’ and references Section 2.4. Table 4 compares the education cases on the 
dimensions of framing of the task at hand and dispositions revealed in the activities of the students. 
The groups continued to make sense of the novel task throughout the project, however, framing 
generally remained consistent within groups. Note that all groups explicitly framed the task in terms 
of passing the assessment and pleasing the markers, employing, at least in part, a strategic approach 
(Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983), but otherwise framed the task differently. 
Each of the groups perceived that the novel digital format and the accompanying task description 
represented more freedom of expression and a less ‘academic’ approach. The desire to be creative 
was a driver for all the groups. This included consideration of audience, their peers, beyond the 
usual teacher/marker and of the digital format as group-derived expression. In other words, the 
groups were sensitive to a new situation (Perkins et al., 1993) that called for an approach that 
differed from essay norms. 
The Timeline group chose to divide work on their artefact, but other groups collaboratively built 
their artefacts, through a range of more and less productive approaches. The VideoGame group had 
trouble transforming their intention for collaborative research into action. The VideoMap group 
made connections in their research and discussion with the wider context of the course, program of 
study, and their development as teachers. This showed the most expansive framing (Engle et al., 
2012) of the education groups. 
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Table 4 
Summary of key findings for framing and disposition in education cases 
Timeline (KC1) VideoGame (KC2) VideoMap (KC2) VideoTech (KC3) 
Framing 
Division of work; solo 
responsibility, limited 
collaboration. 
Minimise effort and 
embarrassment. 
Be creative and original. 
Present existing 
information. Experience 
project-based learning. 
Develop the video 
together; some division 
of tasks. 
Be creative and original. 
Present existing 
information, personal 
ideas. 
Collaborative 
exploration of issues, 
some division of 
production tasks. 
Be creative and original. 
Connect to wider 
studies. Becoming a 
teacher. Expanding 
skills. 
Collaborative 
exploration of issues, 
division of production 
tasks. 
Be creative and original. 
Practical problem of 
artefact construction. 
Disposition 
Inclination 
Disparate; work early 
versus procrastination; do 
extra, do least possible. 
Abilities 
Low use of collective 
epistemic practices. Basic 
research; tool selection.  
Sensitivity to situation 
A task that can be divided, 
no need for close 
collaboration. Ellis saw 
possibilities for learning 
about PBL; Jamie, that 
individuals had sole 
responsibility for their 
allocated work. 
Inclination 
Manage the task; some 
exploratory 
inclinations. 
Abilities 
Low use of collective 
epistemic practices: 
understood need to 
research, but did not 
collaborate on this.  
Few skills in video 
production; Rory had 
editing knowledge. 
Sensitivity to situation 
Linked to personal 
experience; assessment 
project to be navigated. 
Inclination 
In agreement; work 
early; highly engaged 
and collaborative - 
share ideas; achieve 
high marks. 
Abilities 
Employed collective 
epistemic practices. 
Research; explore topic; 
collaboration.  
Sensitivity to situation 
Research and exchange 
of information and 
ideas; the task in a 
wider setting: personal 
experience, course and 
longer-term goals. 
Inclination 
Engaged and wanting to 
do well; expansion of 
ideas versus pragmatics 
of production. 
Abilities 
Moderate use of 
collective epistemic 
practices. Members 
with video production 
experience created 
individual artefacts to 
progress work on the 
shared video.  
Sensitivity to situation 
Chance to explore the 
issues;  short time to 
complete. 
Note. KC1, KC2 and KC3 denote knowledge creation types, outlined in Section 3.4. 
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Both Ellis (Timeline) and River (VideoTech) had expected group work at university to contrast 
favourably with high school. Ellis noted that “everyone cares in uni more” and that there is also the 
financial issue of having to repeat a course if you fail (interview). River reflected that “it was 
probably a lot easier because everyone, they chose the course” as compared to students in high 
school who are forced to do particular subjects, “It was nice to actually have people who wanted to 
get marked well for it” (interview). 
Having previously worked together successfully seems to have given the VideoTech and VideoMap 
groups confidence in creating shared knowledge. The VideoGames group members had difficulty 
establishing early research activity. While the Timeline students knew each other socially, they had 
not previously collaborated, dividing work into individual responsibilities to avoid meeting outside 
tutorials. They found a digital tool that suited that preference and also answered their need to find 
something creatively different. The findings suggest that learning designers should plan to help 
develop mutual confidence between group members.  
The framing and disposition of the VideoMap group provided useful preconditions for exercising 
epistemic agency, in engaging with concepts and projecting into a wider field. The group placed their 
conceptual discussion in the context of goals such as their future teaching careers and the wider 
course and program. They also framed the task as part of the process of learning how to act at 
university, noting that they needed to cultivate an “ambiguous” answer, since “they like things 
where you don’t have answers now” (Week 11, pre-tutorial meeting).  
Compared to the VideoMap group, others made fewer big-picture or connective references with the 
wider program of study or their personal development. Individually, students such as Ellis did see 
the assessment in terms of personal goals and development, but this was generally not discussed. 
When groups made personal connections with their topics of conversation, discussions became 
more animated. One example was Lennox’s observations of racism in games in the VideoGames 
group, which was quickly dropped as a potential topic in favour of a more manageable, or safer, one. 
In their last tutorial, the Timeline group enthusiastically shared online sites they had personally used 
for learning, drawing conclusions about the changing pattern (anywhere, anytime) of access to 
educational resources. Potentially, supporting a disposition to find and explore unfamiliar topics, 
would help groups better tap into the positive epistemic emotion of curiosity (Pekrun, Vogl, Muis, & 
Sinatra, 2017).  
Student dispositions—inclination, sensitivity and abilities (Perkins et al., 1993)—and group dynamics 
helped frame the task and set conditions for projects. The framing of the task set the tenor of 
collaboration, and the early stage of each project was key to what followed. Task design and the 
emphasis on what is important influenced students, but the interaction between individuals guided 
the course of each project. The variation between groups illustrated some serendipity in the mix of 
students and their dispositions. Design alone did not guarantee that students framed the task 
productively, although elements such as the novel format piqued students’ interest in being 
creative. 
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4.5.2 Secondary infrastructure 
 
The activity infrastructure was formed in the primary-level infrastructure of knowledge objects and 
secondary-level infrastructure of tools and processes, guided by students’ framing of the task. This 
section focuses on the use of tools, resources and technical objects and their role in knowledge 
creation, addressing research sub-questions 1.2, ‘What secondary infrastructure do students 
assemble for knowledge-based tasks?’ Every group used Facebook and all worked in person in 
tutorials, with three groups also utilising extra meeting times. The patterns of collaboration, how 
they produced their artefact and the use they made of tools, were configured differently in each 
group (see Table 5 for group comparison). Students decided on tools, but the use they made of 
them, and their collaboration, were tacitly shaped through activity and interaction, influenced by 
framing of the task. 
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Table 5 
Summary of key findings for secondary level infrastructure in education cases 
Timeline (KC1) VideoGames (KC2) VideoMap (KC2) VideoTech (KC3) 
Tools and resources 
Artefact: online timeline - tool 
facilitated discrete divided work; 
chosen for originality and ease of 
use, no cost, visual design and 
identified features. 
Artefact: scripted video - format 
required students to create it 
together - creative option. 
Artefact: visual map of video 
excerpts - selected after some 
conceptual discussion; chosen for 
ease of use and rapid production, 
no cost, originality and visual 
interest. 
Artefact: single video - format 
required shared creation via 
edited excerpts, images, text and 
voiceover; to serve discussed 
theme. 
Facebook Messenger - extension of 
social use; stream of conversation. 
Used more by Ellis and. 
Facebook Group - primarily to 
coordinate work. 
Facebook Group - shared resources 
and summaries, comments and 
reactions; detailed notes and 
concept maps. 
Facebook Group - share ideas and 
resources; coordinate work. 
In person - tutorials included 
individual work plus some shared 
screentime and discussion; learnt to 
use the timeline tool together in 
tutorial. No extra-tutorial meetings. 
In person - tutorial meetings 
largely focused on answering 
assessment requirements. 
Extra-tutorial video production in 
private home. 
In person - extra-tutorial meetings; 
discussed concepts, project 
management & presentation 
delivery.  
Library common spaces. 
In person - lively discussion, 
sometimes at tangents; used 
shared objects to centre 
discussion.  
On-campus student spaces. 
Laptops/devices - Shared screen to 
browse educational YouTube 
channels they had used; library 
search for journal articles. 
Laptops/devices - personal 
reference and writing, not much 
used in tutorials; smartphone to 
record video. 
Laptops/devices - find and share 
tools and videos; review Facebook 
posts for discussion. 
Laptops/devices - Word 
documents; GoPro camera; video 
editing software. 
Technical objects19 - journal articles; 
news articles; YouTube videos; 
Wikipedia and other factual pages; 
TV shows; timeline tool sites. 
Technical objects - few shared 
resources; tutor’s instructional 
slide; journal articles for 
individual reports; Word 
documents. 
Technical objects - journal articles; 
news articles; textbook; YouTube 
videos for content; tool aggregation 
site; tool sites; Word documents. 
Technical objects - YouTube 
videos, for content, hosting and 
video production how-tos; 
articles; online images. 
Group collaboration 
Work in parallel rather than 
collaboration, afforded by the digital 
artefact, framing and inclination. Ellis 
was the organiser. Each concentrated 
on their section with little discussion 
of overall approach.  
A stated intention to explore the 
problem and work 
collaboratively, but did not 
effectively develop shared 
concepts. 
Distinctly and consistently 
collaborative; shared goals and 
similar approaches; no clear leader. 
Used online extensively, but also 
scheduled extra time in person. 
Balanced exploration of ideas with 
their practical interpretation in 
the artefact. Blake and River were 
drivers for artefact delivery, 
integrating shared concepts into 
individually-created objects. 
Distributed cognition (DiCoT) 
Medium to low communication 
bandwidth; animated gestures and 
expression when sharing screens.h 
Situation awareness was not high. 
Ellis used the shared timeline 
regularly, so was aware of progress 
on the artefact. Finley later used the 
timeline, was active with Ellis on 
Messenger and participated in 
discussion. Division of labour 
inhibited Jamie, who obscured 
situation awareness by stating there 
was no problem with completing the 
'future' part of the timeline.  
Low communication bandwidth, 
accompanied by lack of skills in 
video production. Time in 
tutorials was not optimally used 
for conceptual or functional 
project work. Online 
communications were limited 
and focused on coordination of 
work. 
As work was done in person, 
situation awareness was good: 
they knew that they had not 
progressed as planned. 
High communication bandwidth, 
both volume and quality, face-to-
face and online. Written notes with 
some visual mapping (layout in 
contrasting lists, lines of connection 
between ideas, grouping of ideas) 
kept a record of conceptual 
discussion. Facebook Group 
functioned as an information hub, a 
record of shared concepts and 
resources.  
Good situation awareness through 
online and in-person 
communication. 
Medium communication 
bandwidth. Shared research 
materials, but fewer than 
VideoMap. Used the Facebook 
Group for conceptual discussion 
and managing work - River used it 
to assign tasks. Online 
communication was occasionally 
delayed. 
Objects created by individuals 
aided situation awareness and 
helped progress work. 
 
 
                                                 
19 Common technical objects for all groups included the task description and worksheets. 
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Tools and resources 
The format of their target artefact provided affordances to the groups but was only one aspect 
shaping collaboration. The groups can be divided by the type of artefacts they created: the 
VideoTech and VideoGames groups each made a single video; the Timeline and VideoMap groups 
assembled discrete items in their online tools. Producing a single video required the VideoTech and 
VideoGames groups to agree on what it would show and say. This led River and Blake to assemble 
ideas into instantiated artefacts to progress work for the VideoTech group. The discrete posts of 
their format allowed the Timeline group to work independently, as they had agreed. Collating a 
collection of existing videos, rather than producing their own, meant that the VideoMap group did 
not have to pay as much early attention to the practicalities of a single production pipeline and 
associated narrative. The VideoTech and VideoMap groups exercised more shared epistemic agency, 
although they created final artefacts different from each other. The format of the VideoMap final 
artefact was a closer match to the format of the Timeline group’s artefact, although the level of 
shared knowledge creation in the process was very different. 
By using roughly equivalent marks for each area, the task placed group processes and individual 
learning on the same level as the group product. This relatively low proportion for the output of 
artefact/presentation was somewhat mediated by student wishes to be original, creative and avoid 
embarrassment, and so groups put extra effort into the digital artefact, evidenced, for example, by 
Ellis’ extra work on the timeline (interview), and the hard work by Blake and River in producing the 
video.  
Worksheets, technical objects in tutorials for groups to complete together, brought a shared 
attention to elements that the designer wished them to consider, however this did not always align 
with the needs of the particular project. The VideoGames group focused on the worksheet in lieu of 
planning their video, for example. Guidance from tutors and lecturers was used by the groups, both 
consciously—in aligning project plans to statements from tutors and task instructions—and 
subconsciously—groups commonly picked up tutor expressions such as ‘chalk and talk’ and repeated 
a tutor suggestion of an advertisement format. 
Task instructions to use and reflect on online communications ensured groups paid early attention 
to setting this up. Facebook, in Groups or Messenger, combined familiarity, ubiquity and ease of use, 
making it a natural choice for online communication. With close-to-instant messages and activity 
visible to all, the tool kept a record of posts, comments and uploads, allowing comments and review. 
There was no cost in learning how its features, however, the groups used the familiar tools 
differently, shaping their collaboration through activity. VideoGames’ use was almost wholly 
functional coordination, although Frankie tried to allocate readings and tasks. Ellis and Finley 
(Timeline) chatted about ideas for their project, but conceptual discussion was limited overall. Every 
member of VideoTech and VideoMap posted some substantial knowledge-based work (though 
Parker and Charlie’s VideoTech posts were late). Online communication was seen by River and 
Charlie (VideoTech, interviews) as complementary to the “four strong voices” (River) in tutorials, by 
providing focus, time and the appropriate mode to clarify thoughts. VideoMap in particular 
maintained an extensive conceptual discussion. The groups who used Facebook for conceptual 
rather than solely functional use had one person who established a norm by contributing a 
substantial conceptual piece of work early in the project, showing the way for others. In addition, 
the groups that posted conceptual commentary online also used their in-person time for conceptual 
discussion. Their activity was consistent, regardless of the medium of communication, and the 
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quality and quantity of shared resources aligned with the knowledge creation practices of those 
groups. 
Students required effort to navigate unfamiliar processes and tools. Incomplete understanding of 
video production processes, for example lack of a script, stymied progress in the VideoGames 
project. While the VideoGames students cited and commented on articles for their individual 
reflective reports, they did not use them in the shared project, suggesting motivational issues or lack 
of time or know-how in shared knowledge creation. The VideoMap group found no practical use for 
the Google Doc, despite agreeing to use it. Blake spent considerable time trying to animate text, 
Parker took two attempts to send audio files, and Jamie had to be coached in using the timeline tool 
on the morning of submission. Even familiar tools could cause grief, as illustrated by Parker’s laptop 
crash. Each project offered collateral opportunities for increasing digital literacy and problem-solving 
skills. 
Group collaboration 
The task was variously framed by groups as division of labour through to consistently collaborative 
development of concepts, and collaboration took on distinctive aspects in each. Personal 
connections, common goals, and having worked together before factored into how the groups 
collaborated. The VideoMap students knew from experience that the other group members would 
do their job (interviews). The VideoTech group, with the exception of Parker, had worked together in 
tutorials leading up to the project; this familiarity helped them launch quickly into a discussion of the 
issues and how to present them in class (interviews).  
Enthusiasm was maintained in VideoMap and VideoTech groups but was uneven or waned in the 
others. The VideoTech and VideoMap teams regularly conducted engaged and dynamic discussions. 
The first tutorial with all group members of the VideoGame group was also relatively lively, featuring 
Lennox’s games experiences, but, by the final tutorial, Lennox showed a lack of interest. Ellis and 
Finley started with a conceptual discussion online initially, then, after working separately, shared 
video channels and discussed virtual education in week 11.  
The tension between the ideas focus of especially Charlie and the practical concerns and abilities of 
Blake and River helped the VideoTech group balance conceptual and practical aspects. Blake would 
likely have stopped with the initial video if doing it individually (interview), but the group developed 
it further, i.e. the task being a group project facilitated further refinement of the epistemic object of 
the video. Blake and River in turn drove practical progress with, respectively, draft video and 
storyboard. 
In the Timeline group, inclination, framing, group management, digital artefact format and tools 
combined towards an approach that was cooperative rather than collaborative. The Timeline group 
knew each other but had not worked together before; Ellis was hesitant to push the relationship by 
applying pressure. Ellis’ inclination towards working early and sensitivity to the chance to learn 
about project-based learning was countered by other group members’ preferences for minimising 
time on task and the need to meet together, supported by the timeline format of discrete posts. 
Members of the VideoGame group showed an inclination towards collaboration, but not a 
corresponding ability to put this into action. The logistics of organising time outside tutorials meant 
that Rory volunteered as video editor rather than participate in ex-tutorial meetings. Because details 
of the video were worked out as they recorded, Rory did not take part in devising the video content. 
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Rory, Jamie (Timeline), and Parker (VideoTech) to some extent, were less centrally involved in the 
development of epistemic objects than other group members.  
Task requirements for individual reflections on the project and regular group reports prompted 
students to pay attention to and discuss elements of their collaboration and artefact creation. The 
worksheets refocused the groups on marking criteria and aspects of the task such as the sources 
they used and collaboration methods. At the very least, students read the questions to each other, 
prompting them to consider how the group was managing the project. In the case of the Timeline 
group, the worksheet helped identify their lack of sources, and so they took some time to explore 
and discuss education YouTube channels, leading to productive discussion on virtual learning and 
the changing role of libraries. Less productively, in their last tutorial the VideoGames group worked 
through the reflective form covering the practicalities of their collaboration and did not write their 
video script. The straight-forward task of completing the form was perhaps more manageable than 
tackling unclear steps for planning the video. 
It took time to especially understand a novel assessment format and task, and groups worked at 
varying paces through their project. Procrastination in the face of uncertainty seemed evident at 
times in most of the projects. Students such in the VideoMap group continued knowledge-based 
work, even while unsure of their process. The timing of the group reporting forms aligned with the 
progress the tutors expected from the groups; by the last week, groups should have been clear on 
their conceptual responses and have moved onto the pragmatics of production. However, the group 
projects were less linear than this: all groups were still, to some extent, making sense of what the 
task was asking and of their response to it just before submission. This finding aligns with Bing’s 
(2008) observation that structuring support for groups in a linear way is neither reflective of expert 
practice, nor especially helpful for students. 
Distributed cognition 
Activity infrastructure is usefully compared using the models and principles of distributed cognition 
for teamwork (DiCoT) (Furniss & Blandford, 2006), including ‘situation awareness,’ an understanding 
of the current progress of the project, and ‘horizon of observation,’ that is, what group members can 
see of others’ activity as it happens. Elements such as these could be used to guide student groups in 
effective use of communications tools and processes. (See section 2.5.5 for details on DiCoT.) 
The findings on online communications align with the DiCoT-based analysis of Facebook group pages 
in group collaboration by Vasiliou et al. (2014). For the education groups, to varying degrees, 
Facebook helped them coordinate their work, record what concepts and issues had been covered, 
decisions that were made and to-do lists, and was an immediate means of communication for 
reminders. When it was consistently used for conceptual discussion and functional coordination, 
students could see progress on their project. The use of the familiar platform of Facebook showed 
development of ‘expert coupling,’ in which good performance using a habitual tool becomes second 
nature (Furniss & Blandford, 2006). Not only familiar mechanics, but also a commonly understood 
mode of online communication was afforded by using Facebook.  
Although the DiCoT model customarily privileges in-person contact as having a higher 
communication bandwidth, because in-person affords non-verbal cues as well as spoken tone, 
students were able to enrich meaning online using shared conventions. The familiarity with the 
idiom of online communication helped convey tone in posts. In choosing a known tool and 
communication paradigm, students were able to manage the level of new skills they were required 
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to master and were aware of some of its affordances that would translate into support for group 
work. The affordance of sharing ideas in writing, and taking time to think and formulate ideas, rather 
than having to perform or persuade in meetings, was appreciated by students. 
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4.5.3 Primary infrastructure: Epistemic objects 
In this section, I focus on research question 1.3, ‘In what ways do students employ epistemic objects 
for knowledge creation?’ Shared epistemic objects combine both an artefactual element, what is 
instantiated and worked upon materially, with the goal or intended purpose a group is working 
towards. Each group shared an overarching epistemic object, the ideation and realisation of an 
assessment task. They assembled and created objects both collaboratively and individually, drawing 
on shared conceptualisations and artefacts.  
Objects created by Blake and River (VideoTech) were substantial individual pieces of work that 
considerably progressed the group’s shared epistemic object. These individual epistemic objects, 
which I call ‘synthesising,’ were voluntarily created towards testing ideas in practice and bringing 
together a range of concepts and artefacts into a holistic plan. One person responded to a perceived 
need during collaborative conceptual development by expanding and organising shared ideas and 
objects, instantiating this in a shareable artefact. 
By comparing with other objects in these projects and the later engineering ones, I defined the 
common properties of a synthesising object as: 1) a shareable artefact; 2) created by an individual or 
small sub-group; 3) incorporating shared knowledge creation, i.e. ideas it expresses originated in 
shared work; 4) expanding upon, (re-)organising or adding new perspectives to collaboratively-
developed ideas; and 5) will usually translate the mode of ideas, e.g. express verbal concepts in text 
or diagram. Chapter 5 includes more examples of synthesising objects and Chapter 6 a full discussion 
of this object type. 
In Table 6 I describe shared epistemic objects for each education group. Under ‘synthesising objects’ 
I describe objects that showed some or all properties of that type. 
Table 6 
Summary of key findings for epistemic objects in education cases 
Timeline (KC1) VideoGames (KC2) VideoMap (KC2) VideoTech (KC3) 
Shared epistemic 
objects 
Timeline - divided 
into sections, so 
imperfectly shared. 
Balancing number of 
posts in each 
section. 
Shared epistemic 
objects 
Evolving idea of 
what to include in a 
video.  
Video, devised 
during recording. 
Shared epistemic objects 
Common space of 
conversation and 
commentary on popular 
culture in education.  
Shared development of 
issues while creating a 
digital artefact. 
Shared epistemic objects 
Video, conceptual content 
and how to use both in a 
presentation.  
Presentation text and 
delivery: modified based 
on mutual feedback in 
practice session. 
Synthesising objects 
Ellis' selection of and 
learning of the 
Timeline tool, based 
on discussed needs. 
Synthesising objects 
Notes and mind map 
from initial tutorials. 
Final edit of the 
video.  
Synthesising objects 
Selected articles and 
commentary. 
The final video map and 
presentation script 
Illustrative found videos. 
Notes from meetings. 
Synthesising objects 
Blake’s early video and 
final video edit. 
River’s storyboard/script. 
Presentation scripts. 
Charlie’s edited clip of 
newscasters. 
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As I mapped the epistemic objects at the centre of group projects in object diagrams (Figures 4, 12, 
15 and 20), I traced connections between early ideas, their repetition in later conversations and 
again final expression in the resulting artefact. The groups’ layering of concepts and sources over 
time resembled Perkins’ (1994) ‘heap’ of loosely connected items (Section 2.5.6), constructed 
towards a shared epistemic object.  
Student discussion ranged over a number of topics, including, for example, a current debate on new 
curriculum, anecdotes from high school and research ethics from psychology. Objects, conceptual 
and artefactual, were tossed onto the heap of shared knowledge during class and online as well. 
Loose categorisation (Perkins, 1994) was observable in the way that the VideoMap students in 
particular, but also the VideoTech students, added comments and notes to resources shared on 
Facebook. They pointed out ideas that struck them as important and prescribed the scope of their 
project by, for example, excluding information about pre-kindergarten education (VideoMap). As the 
object diagrams have illustrated, comments, articles, notes and conversations from meetings and 
online posts recurred within later discussion, and prompted action. Work expressed as artefacts 
became part of the common heap that supported the emerging epistemic object, with elements 
available to be plucked out, reconfigured and used in a final product for assessment. Of course, the 
semi-structured heap itself was an interim group product, edited and added to through collaborative 
activity. 
There was visible contrast between the groups in the number of shared objects and conceptual 
discussion. Comparing object diagrams, there is a difference in quality, number and density of 
connections. Similarly, the in-class mind maps produced by VideoTech (Figure 22), VideoGames 
(Figure 13) and VideoMap (Figure 17) correspondingly show different levels of engagement with 
concepts. On the side of those who produced a more fertile heap can be placed the VideoMap and 
VideoTech groups—both recording ideas in interim artefacts—while the Timeline and VideoGames 
groups did not share as much conceptual development. 
The ‘heaping’ groups showed a trialogical approach (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005), using objects 
centrally in their projects. The VideoMap group used mind-mapped notes, articles and other objects 
such as videos to centre their discussion, initially independently from a presentation format. The 
VideoTech group used fewer sources in inquiry, but individuals created artefacts—synthesising 
objects—to instantiate ideas and progress the development of their video. The object diagrams of 
group projects traced conceptual development and illustrate how recurring ideas and contributed 
artefacts were synthesised by individuals. For the VideoTech group, the objects created and shared 
along the way, primarily Blake’s draft video and River’s storyboard, contributed to and represented 
the progress of the group. 
This not to say the other groups did not work with objects, but that they shared and created fewer 
as products of their collaboration. The Timeline group shared examples of learning sites in tutorials 
and built their artefact over time, structured by the online timeline tool, but essentially worked 
separately. The VideoGames group was obliged to collaborate on the video, which, with little 
foundational work on concepts, was their direct object of activity. These two groups constructed 
relatively little in common to draw upon when putting together their digital objects. 
It may be a truism to point out that shared knowledge creation relies on the development of a 
foundational set of resources and shared understandings on which to base work. Groups’ 
development of shared concepts was not straight-forward: students from both the VideoMap and 
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VideoTech groups expressed discomfort with the uncertainty of exploring an unfamiliar problem, 
and procrastinated to some extent when the way forward was not clear. As the cases have shown, 
conceptual exploration required some persistence and faith in the process, assisted by individual 
contributions aimed at advancing the group’s epistemic object. 
 
4.5.4 Summary: Epistemic agency and activity infrastructure 
Groups exercised productive control over the range of elements of knowledge work, shared 
epistemic agency (Section 2.2), with varying success.  
The Timeline group divided work and shared conceptual discussion was limited. However, viewing 
the same screen they talked about their topic, speculating on the shape of future schooling. They 
came to an impasse on search strategies and how to approach a topic, the future, for which they 
could find no source material. Their overall epistemic object produced a collection of information 
rather than an integrated whole. 
The VideoGames group initially discussed concepts, but afterwards were more production-oriented, 
directed at finishing the video rather than developing its conceptual shape. The resulting produced 
object presented personal views of the issue, with little use of extrinsic sources, aided by the one-
sided nature of the target TV ad format. The students showed abilities in use of ideas from journal 
articles in their personal reflections but did not use these abilities collaboratively. 
The VideoMap group worked collaboratively on concept development for the length of the project, 
ranging through a variety of topics. They combined online sharing of articles and comments with 
face-to-face discussion of ideas, supplemented by extra-curricular meetings. A forward-thinking or 
projective aspect of agency was evident: they engaged with the wider educational debate and linked 
their ideas to what they might do in the future as teachers. In this group, delaying a decision on the 
format of the artefact allowed time for conceptual development. 
The activity infrastructure of the VideoTech group facilitated conceptual discussion, with both online 
and in-person sharing of ideas. The practicalities of producing a single video from shared ideas and 
collected sources, was a driving concern and the synthesising objects created by Blake and River in 
response were key events in shared knowledge work. All group members provided items, conceptual 
and artefactual, for use in the final video. 
The activity infrastructure is specifically assembled at the primary and secondary levels, in which 
groups produce or recognise affordances in interaction with technologies, objects and each other. 
The activity infrastructure of each group was an outcome of the type of activities the students 
believed necessary for the task and/or wanted to do. Infrastructure was more shaped by the 
students’ framing of the task than it was the case of infrastructure itself exerting a strong, direct 
influence on the type of knowledge work. That is, if students had a particular conception of how 
they wished to work, they acted accordingly. Simply establishing a Facebook Group, for example, did 
not guarantee deep engagement in the problem, but furnished students with usable tools for that 
purpose, if they were so inclined. The primary level of infrastructure included a mix of stated and 
tacit objectives and reflected both the inclinations and abilities of the groups in shared knowledge 
creation as well as artefact production. 
The framing of the task was visible in the way students assembled and used infrastructure 
(processes and objects). Those groups that worked together on concepts used online 
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communications tools as well as meeting times for this, and created objects to share and manage 
ideas, maintaining enthusiasm in conceptual discussion. Groups who created a shared conceptual 
heap held a view of the task that supported this approach and conceptual work was shared early. 
The Timeline and VideoGames groups tended to treat the task as straight-forward reporting rather 
than knowledge creation. Each group illustrated a particular shape of activity infrastructure related 
to their level of knowledge creation.  
Producing a digital object was perceived as creative and enjoyable and allowed more personal 
expression than the usual essay format; students felt less need to present perspectives from 
academic literature. Much of online digital media involves individual expression and creativity—
YouTube channels and their makers are part of popular culture—and students showed an affiliation 
for those affordances of the format. The task aroused positive emotions related to personal 
expression and creativity, which helped move framing away from the familiar. The task added 
complexity, with groups needing to write and answer a driving question, make a digital artefact and 
use it in a presentation. As an open-ended or ill-structured (though well-scaffolded) and non-routine 
format, it was not immediately clear how to complete the task. Students were unsure of what 
constituted good execution, as opposed to familiar criteria for written work, prompting “the 
dissociative dynamic that comes into play when practice ceases to be a procedural routine” (Knorr 
Cetina, 2001, p. 178). Students had to make more sense of how to proceed than if asked to produce 
an essay.  
Within the two groups that most engaged with the problem and associated concepts, students 
expressed some dissatisfaction with the slow process. The groups in this study were still forming 
their understanding of group work and how to conduct research at university, including how to take 
others’ ideas and perspectives into their own scholarly commentary. Sean’s (VideoMap) realisation 
that research and discussion around a subject helped the group’s perspective become more specific, 
is an example of this understanding in formation. 
Findings from the education groups provided the foundational ideas for defining synthesising 
objects, created by individual students in making sense of, extending and organising shared 
knowledge. Synthesising objects play a role in organising and categorising a group’s knowledge heap 
and are a practical, material means for connecting individual and collective meaning-making (Cress 
& Kimmerle, 2018). A synthesising object is a type of epistemic object, because it is emergent 
through knowledge work, but one with a distinctive role that I was then able to test and expand 
through studying the engineering projects. 
The task set for the education course groups was short and aimed at exposing students early in their 
degree to non-textual, digital means of expression, as well as to practice and reflect on project-
based learning. In its comprehensive scaffolding for students in that short time, it would be difficult 
to attribute any teamwork inefficiencies to its design, and that is not my aim. My findings in the 
education project have produced a range of insights to inform design for epistemic agency and are 
combined with engineering findings and relevant design literature in Chapter 6. The next chapter 
presents the three engineering cases.  
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Chapter 5. Engineering cases 
The three engineering cases are outlined in this chapter, preceded by a description of the task and 
its context. The project task was high stakes, theoretically spanning most of the semester and 
representing, in its constituent elements, 85% of the course final grade. Students were provided 
with very little scaffolding to guide their work.  
The task and its context 
The course in which the engineering groups were enrolled was a compulsory second-year-level 
course run in the first semester (March-June) of the academic year, in a four-year undergraduate 
engineering program. The course was in a progression of compulsory units in the Bachelor of 
Engineering dealing with engineering professional practice. The course guide included the aim of 
exposing students to the different specialisations available to them. It also covered “the process of 
engineering, solving problems, design and product development” as well as providing “an 
opportunity to develop and practise generic skills such as written and oral communication” (course 
guide). The face-to-face component included one weekly two-hour lecture and a weekly three-hour 
practical, starting from week 3. This was the first time the course had been run in this form, that is, 
using relatively long and open team projects.  
The intention of the course convenor was for students to use independent learning in tackling their 
projects: students were expected to use their experience and initiative to manage and complete the 
project, with minimal guidance or support resources (interview and course communications). This 
course asked for a different set of skills compared to other engineering units: as reported by the 
students, this and the preceding first year professional practice course were the only ones to feature 
group work, with other units focusing on individual technical knowledge and skills. The group project 
was central to the aims of the course in covering ‘soft’ professional or transferable skills (as opposed 
to ‘hard’ technical skills), such as ethics, critical thinking, research, teamwork and communication.   
The group task offered a selection of challenging project themes from which students were able to 
choose. The themes included: ‘Living on Mars,’ covering the issues and possible solutions for 20 
people to live on Mars for a year; ‘Modernising a remote village in a developing country’ in which 
infrastructure solutions for a village of 5000 had to be developed with a budget of $200 per person; 
‘Renewable energy solutions for Australia’ in which groups were asked to find what is needed to 
make Australia carbon neutral in its energy production; ‘Underwater life,’ studying solutions for 
living in an underwater biosphere; and a project working for a robotics camp overseas. Particular 
prac times - for classes of up to 25 - were associated with each theme and students were asked to 
form groups of four or five. Depending on student schedules, some themes may have been chosen 
related to timetabling rather than intrinsic interest. Each group was to cover “a specific engineering 
aspect of the project theme” (instructions) and expected to coordinate with the other groups on the 
larger project. This expectation of coordination was initially unclear to the case groups, and this 
aspect of coordinating approaches to an overarching solution was generally not present in their 
projects. The course convenor asked for the use of MATLAB, a commonly-used programming 
language in engineering and science, in the project, with coding to be submitted. The convenor 
expected more calculations in the report than were generally included by students (interview), 
although the task description was relatively vague on these requirements. 
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The main group assessment task was expected to show some grasp of the wider issues of 
engineering in both the written report and the oral presentation. The three components of the 
group project together added up to 85% of the mark for the course: 10% for the project outline; 45% 
for the project report, made up of 25% group mark and 20% individual contribution; and 30% for the 
presentation and a poster, again with an individual component. Students were asked to rate the 
level of contributions of each member of the group; this rating and tutor observations of 
participation in practical classes were used to moderate individual marks. The remaining 15% was 
allocated to an individual technical task using MATLAB.  
Of the three engineering case groups, one group chose the remote village project (‘Village’ group), 
focusing on housing, and the other two worked on renewable energy solutions, one group 
presenting an array of options, (‘Renewables’ group), and the other concentrating on a single option, 
initially nuclear energy generally, but eventually narrowing to nuclear fusion (‘Nuclear’ group). 
Lectures, Practicals (Pracs) and university infrastructure 
The lectures were general and wide-ranging, covering: philosophical and psychological issues; critical 
thinking; engineering disciplines; advice on teamwork and communications; and history of human 
development and engineering—one early lecture covered the history of engineering from human 
evolution through to modern science. Attendance rates, both in person and views of lecture 
recordings, were low and fell further after the first few weeks. 
Pracs took place in two types of labs, electronic and computer. The Nuclear and Village groups’ pracs 
were held in electronics labs (see Figure 39 for an example), which have a high dividing island with 
electronic equipment between two sets of long desks; students cannot see the whole room, just 
students seated nearby. The Renewables group prac was in a computer lab (see Figure 28 for an 
example): each student had a lab computer and there were no barriers between desks, i.e. everyone 
in the class was visible to each other and the tutors. Computers had standard (e.g. Microsoft Office 
software, browsers) and specialty software (e.g. MATLAB, CAD drawing) and an ethernet internet 
connection. Outside pracs, students used a variety of locations on campus and online, outlined in 
each case description. 
The first three-hour prac session, in week 3, started with discussion of scenarios asking groups to 
apply ethics as covered in that week’s lecture. The remainder of the weeks were mostly allocated to 
project work, however with a high proportion of several pracs dedicated to the individual MATLAB 
task. The pracs in the early part of the semester tended to have low attendance and those students 
who did come along generally left early. The tutors started taking more strict attendance after the 
mid-semester break (week 7) and were asked to monitor whether the students were applying 
themselves in the allocated prac time; attendance picked up after this measure.   
All students at the university were provided with access to the Google suite of cloud-based tools. 
This included a university email account, cloud-based file storage and use of tools such as a word 
processor, spreadsheet and presentation composer, all of which afforded collaborative composition, 
editing and commenting. The tools were not explicitly promoted to students for use in their projects. 
The course, in line with others at the university, had an online presence hosted in the University’s 
Moodle-based learning management system. The course home page provided access to recordings 
of lectures, files, including lecture notes and task instructions, group registration, online forums and 
assignment submission. 
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5.1 Renewables group  
(KC1 - Divided knowledge work) 
This group tackled the problem of renewable energy: 
“Renewable energy solutions for Australia”:- What does it take to be completely carbon neutral and 
still serve our current energy needs. Investigate the viability and efficiency of alternative green power 
in Australia. What is needed to provide the entire society with renewable energy supply? How should 
the power grid / distribution be organized to make most efficient use of the renewable energy 
sources?  
Consider the efficiency and life expectancy of the renewable energy sources. Consider all possible 
sources of renewable energy such as solar power, wind energy, biogas, geothermal, water waves, etc. 
Conclude with a projection to other parts of the world.  
(Renewable energy task description) 
The interdependence of this group of initially five students, and hence a reason to productively work 
together, was lessened by the division of topics between members and scarce secondary 
infrastructure. The group met only in prac sessions and, while starting relatively early and discussing 
means of online communication, limited digital communications to a few emails. A Google Doc was 
irregularly used by a couple of students until the final week, when it was used to assemble the 
elements of the report. The group divided the project into discrete topics of one energy source each 
and did not generally plan for and collaborate on the project’s core posed problems. There was 
some lack of time in pracs, due to students being directed to work on technical exercises. Students 
also used the pracs to work on other courses’ assessment, and talked about the general area of 
renewable energy, but not always in a way that directly contributed to the progress of their project. 
The absence in the second half of the project of a group member, who took on an early leadership 
role, contributed to uncertainty around the task. This group showed elements of academic 
procrastination (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016) until the final week, which seemed to be linked to lack of a 
clear plan and easy, common communications, visibility of (lack of) progress, and reticence in 
leading or directing each other. In the final week of the project, students shared information on their 
researched energy sources and discussed their viability in providing renewable energy. 
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5.1.1 Object diagram 
The diagram of objects (Figure 26) for the Renewables group is relatively low in density of objects and connections between 
concepts over the weeks, showing a long period in the middle of the project that was under-used for conceptual development. The 
group spent a short time discussing related topics in earlier weeks, but the majority of discussion and coordination of the report took 
place in week 10. The discussion in the week 8 prac between Kevin and Michael on batteries and energy conversion, (a) in the 
diagram, was not connected by students to the wider project. This diagram indicates periods of individual work on technical skills in 
LaTeX and MATLAB, (b) and (c) in the diagram, which were not direct project work. This was also a feature of the other groups’ prac 
work, although not represented in those diagrams. The shared Google Doc, proposed in week 4 was little used before Week 10, 
effectively keeping individual research siloed until then. 
 
 
Figure 26: Diagram of objects of the Renewables Group. 
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5.1.2 Framing and setup 
The group showed a shared framing of the project as a matter of assembling and coordinating 
information. It seemed to be treated as a straight-forward assignment in which the answer was 
obvious, simply to be brought together from existing knowledge sources. There was little 
consideration at this stage of how to answer the central project problem. Figure 27 maps framing for 
week 4, their first major meeting to discuss the project. Students mostly worked independently over 
the course of the project, sharing researched information in week 10. 
 
Figure 27: Renewables group framing of their work in Week 4, concentrating on aspects of 
assessment. Dots represent changes in framing or focus and horizontal lines sustained focus. 
In the week 4 prac session, the students focused on making sense of the project, meeting the 
assessment requirements, agreeing on an approach and dividing tasks. Kevin became the 
coordinator, summarising roles and tasks verbally. When the group followed the logic of how to 
answer the set question and stated problem, they found themselves at odds with tutor 
recommendations. Kevin said, “((looking at the task description)) Please translate this into English, 
please. This is bullshit.” Kevin saw a disconnect between in-class instructions from tutors for each 
group to pick just one energy source and what he understood as the problem space of the task as 
written: 
Kevin: That's a brand new thing. This is not that ((indicating the task description)) We're doing this, 
renewable energy, right? We have to investigate the viability and efficiency of alternative and green 
power. But it says here, 'Consider all possible sources of renewable energy'. All of a sudden, the 
tutor's coming along and says each do a particular energy. So that is different to this. 
Peter agreed with Kevin’s assessment, saying “They changed the project.” Michael tabled the idea of 
not following the tutor instructions, that perhaps they could see it more as a “suggestion.” Kevin 
countered that it was a risk, as the tutors “have to mark it.” Michael noted the risk involved in not 
expanding their scope: 
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Michael: Our report's going to be significantly limited if we do only focus on one ((hand gesture to 
signify 'limit')) 
Kevin: Yeah. Depending on which one. 
Michael: You're researching only 20% of what you could. 
Kevin: Good, we're in agreement. 
Later in the session, Kevin took their approach to a tutor to confirm that it would be acceptable to 
look at multiple energy sources. The group expressed project-focused agency, in identifying what 
they believed was the logical way to approach the problem. 
Peter steered the conversation several times to focus on how to manage the work and the fact that 
“Next week’s the first report.” On this reminder, the group focus shifted to the project outline, 
dividing the elements between them and sharing a Gantt chart of project tasks for inclusion in it. At 
about 20 minutes into the discussion, they divided tasks between themselves. They agreed that all 
members of the group had a responsibility to work on the report and research would be shared, 
however some specific tasks needed to be allocated to individuals. Peter and Edward volunteered to 
“do the overall design of the document. We're all contributing, but Michael is doing the outline, you 
((Kevin)) are doing the presentation” (Peter). Dave was allocated the Gantt chart, Kevin took note of 
allocated tasks, and Peter urged that they all “do some research.”  On the posited problem, Kevin 
judged the solution as “Pretty obvious that for Australia, it’s solar and wind. Vast lands for solar 
panels. Roaring forties for wind ((others nod, agree)).”  
The group analysed the wording and instructions for the task, for example, the purpose of the 
‘executive summary’ which was, in Kevin’s experience, “for non-Engineers for the people paying for 
the projects”; what Michael then described as “kind of like marketing,” confirmed by Kevin as “a 
sales pitch to the common person.” Later in the session, the tutor suggested that each group 
member take responsibility for a particular section of the report: 
Michael: So we have to decide on one source each or do the ethics of everything 
Kevin: Or do both? What do you think of a two-stage research approach? We'll all do all aspects of 
each one, then we get together and swap info. So if you are doing ethics, you put it together. 
Peter: So, we each do one source and one aspect 
Kevin: No, we do all aspects of one source 
Just before the end of the prac, they each volunteered for a particular energy source: Peter 
nominated solar, Michael geothermal, and Dave biogas, although he noted, “it doesn’t seem 
sustainable.” Michael suggested that was acceptable, as “we just need to research it and find out.” 
Kevin asked, “What’s left?” and, referencing the whiteboard on which the tutors had listed energy 
sources, they identified wind and hydroelectric. Edward nominated hydro and Kevin took wind, 
saying, “To be fair, wind is pretty easy, as is solar. So, we’ve ((Kevin and Peter)) got the sweet end of 
the deal. So you ((Peter)) and I should as well go out and look for all the others that aren’t listed.” 
Peter agreed, “The out of the box stuff. Work a bit harder.” The allocation of energy sources 
followed the list in the task description, substituting the more usual hydroelectric for ‘water waves.’ 
Each student was expected to cover the various aspects (ethics, geography, economics) of the 
energy source they had been allocated. Accordingly, the approach to a solution was siloed, based on 
separate research on each energy source, rather than collaborating on an overall solution. 
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5.1.3 Secondary infrastructure 
The shared secondary infrastructure of the Renewables group did not incorporate tools for online 
communication beyond a limited use of a Google Doc, up until the final week before the project 
report was due. Consequently, emerging ideas and progress on work were not particularly visible to 
group members. I include a description of the work that Dave and Michael did in week 7 on learning 
LaTeX, the formatting markup, as an illustration of effort required in instrumentalising a new 
tool/technology in a group project. This is followed by a section on group roles and collaboration 
and a section outlining the use of information sources. 
Physical space 
In the prac classes, the students took seats across the computer lab aisle, working at times 
individually on computers (Figure 28), one available for each student, and at other times wheeling 
their chairs to face each other (Figure 29) or look at another student’s screen. 
 
 
Figure 28: Sessions in pracs interspersed 
individual work on lab computers with 
discussions between 2-5 group members. 
 
Figure 29: Group members wheeled their 
chairs to face each other to talk, or to view 
another student’s screen. 
Online communication 
In their week 4 prac meeting, the group considered a number of options to organise their work 
together. Kevin pointed out the need to “document five meetings” to record their work for 
assessment purposes. They did not, however, create shared meeting notes, either for documenting 
the work for grading or for managing the project. Edward asked how they would “share with each 
other.” They ran through options such as email, a Google Doc, doing “a Google Hangout thing” and 
Facebook. One of the group was not on Facebook, so that option was rejected. The audio-visual 
communication tool of Google Hangout was only mentioned this one time. When Edward asked if 
anyone used their student email accounts, Michael said he was not going to look at his for “four 
months” and Jack noted the hundreds of unread messages in his; despite this, Michael still 
prompted, “Just go with [the student email” and Peter agreed, saying it was “more professional.” 
The ‘professional’ option trumped utility. 
A little later in the week 4 prac, Edward set up a Google Doc and shared it. Peter said, “Everyone’s 
got to contribute to the Google Doc and we’ll download it.” Again, after talking about how to divide 
the work, Michael noted another affordance of using a Google Doc: 
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Michael: And then we collate it. Can I throw in another aspect? To combine the two and shorten the 
process, can we have a table on Google Docs with all the aspects in it? 
Kevin: Yeah and so we are automatically sharing. Yep, yep, noted. Alright? 
Others: yep 
Despite talking about using the Google Doc for sharing and coordinating work, with an 
understanding of the prospective affordances, the group did not use it this way. They instead mostly 
confined their use of the Google Doc to the final weekend for compiling and writing the report. 
There was no follow-up coordination between group members, prompting them to add any ideas or 
developments to the shared document over the course of the project. As an illustration of student 
tool use, in which cloud-based services were mostly absent, Dave kept his research on a USB 
external drive, which became corrupted, requiring him to recreate his work.  
Tool for writing: the Google Doc 
When Edward set up a shared Google Doc, Michael pasted in the provided report outline, and Peter 
started on an introduction on Saturday in Week 8. The next major additions to the document were 
in the report submission week 10, when Edward and Peter worked on the Doc in the prac. For the 
time available in the week 10 prac, the document seemed to mark little progress, however the 
students conducted conceptual discussions in the prac. Many of the points covered in the prac were 
included in the project report, although by not immediately recording some in the shared document, 
the group may have missed some details. For example, the discussed Costa Rica case was not noted 
in the shared document or included in the report. The final report contained some contradictions, 
such as a table stating that renewables made up 5.7% of electricity generation in Australia, while a 
pie graph indicated a combined figure of 14%. There was a mistake in figures in the first sentence, 
where it stated that 14% of current energy came from renewable sources, with the “remaining” 76% 
coming from carbon-based fuels. 
Some further edits were made Friday evening and from around mid-day Saturday and Sunday. The 
majority of the report was written on Sunday. This included inserting section headings as required 
by the report template, with content initially left with placeholder text, ‘blah blah,’ and replaced as 
they added content to the sections. The content was generally typed directly into the document 
rather than pasted, showing that the report was being composed rather than assembled from 
existing individual work. Towards the time the document was due, several students worked on it 
simultaneously. At 8pm there were still no cost calculations: figures were being added at 10.30pm. 
They used in-line text to ask questions of each other occasionally. Peter and Michael, having 
volunteered for report coordination, made the majority of edits to the document. Work stopped at 
just fifteen minutes before the midnight deadline. 
The affordances of using a shared document for composition seem to have been appreciated: the 
group later used a common online document to put together their presentation slides. 
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Figure 30: Changes in Google document for the Renewables group. Note that most sections 
of the document were added the day before it was due, and were not generally revisited and 
edited. A preferable pattern would have been for initial work to occur much earlier, with a 
second or third set of revisions (see Figure 36 for an example). 
In the three-hour week 7 prac, Michael and Dave devoted almost two hours, individually and 
together, to learning formatting with LaTeX, a markup language used in scientific and engineering 
documents, ending the session without demonstrable confidence that they had mastered it 
sufficiently. See Appendix 4 for an account of this work on instrumentalising LaTeX. LaTeX, in its 
‘resistance’ to what the students wanted to do, showed an example of non-human or material 
agency (Pickering, 1993; Section 2.2). It occupied their time that might have been directed to other 
aspects of the project; they gained an idea of its complexity and strategies to accommodate or work 
around a technology that does not ‘cooperate’ with one’s goals, but without mastering some basic 
processes. 
Group interaction and roles 
The group divided tasks and topics between themselves. They did not substantially communicate 
with each other, beyond occasional emails, outside the scheduled prac sessions. Because they did 
not implement online communications, in effect they closed out any opportunity to meet outside 
pracs. At least two of the group lived long distances from campus, and so were little available to 
meet in person.  
The group had scant indication of individual or related combined progress on the project (see 
Section 2.5.5 on DiCoT), and eventually realised in week 10 that Kevin had left the course, after 
several attempts to contact him. The Renewables group, in common with other observed groups, 
did not make detailed plans or take notes on how to tackle the project and associated tasks. They 
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expressed something of what should be done (communications, shared document), but did not 
follow up with action to organise themselves and chart a structured or collaborative approach.  
In weeks 4 and 6, the group expanded upon the problem, but did not productively use the one hour 
in the week 8 prac allocated by tutors for the project. At the start of that prac, Peter pointed out the 
lack of remaining time, saying “I think we need to work on the project.” Michael was a little alarmed 
at the looming deadline, to which Kevin replied “It won’t take much to put this report together.” The 
group made little appreciable progress on the project, however, becoming side-tracked by tangential 
topics, notably a 40-minute conceptual debate on batteries. By contrast, as they worked on their 
individual MATLAB questions for the rest of the prac, they periodically explained their issues to each 
other and offered suggestions for solutions. Each of the students also received help from one of the 
tutors. The students shared ideas on MATLAB within the project group rather than interacting with 
other students close by, showing an inclination to work together and a growing familiarity. 
Compared with the ill-defined project, the group seemed more able, in this prac, to work together 
on the well-defined technical questions. 
The week 10 prac was wholly allocated to projects and was conducted in the context of the 
impending report submission date and an awareness of the amount of work left to be completed. A 
slight extension of the due date was welcomed: 
Peter: ((to Dave)) You’ve heard he’s extended the due date to Sunday? Which is good cause we’d be 
screwed. 
Michael: Just a little bit. 
Peter: We’re still screwed but not quite as much. 
Kevin did not attend this prac and had not been heard from for some time, adding further pressure; 
the group learned subsequently that he had left the course. The group consistently worked on the 
project for the full prac, both working individually and sharing information about their allocated 
energy solutions. The tutor offered to give feedback on their report, but they were unable to take up 
that offer, being unsure of group members’ progress in research, and ruefully admitting that they 
had three pages completed of “the actual report, we just have a title page and an intro” (Peter, 
replying to the tutor). As they discussed how to collaborate in the final week before report 
submission, they echoed the difficulties they had in previous weeks— their incompatible timetables, 
work commitments, long commute, other assignments and Peter’s avoidance of communication and 
social media apps: 
Peter: We’ll just use Google Docs ((hands palm upwards, smiling. Brings hands down on knees 
decisively)) 
Michael: ((joking)) Screw you, [Peter], get something that I ((all laugh)) 
Reflecting on the project, Edward would have liked to work together more professionally, to sit at a 
table together for some time and work through the project (interview). He also expressed a wish for 
someone external to the group to “be the chair of the group and he does things like get the group 
together” and when asked if he meant they needed a mentor, replied “Yeah. And then do little 
activities so we'll get comfortable with each other and we know each other. And then our mentor 
leaves and then he gives us a problem, then we can work better as a team” (interview). When asked 
what he would do in his next group project, Edward said, chuckling, “I don't know. Try to be friendly 
the first two weeks,” and “… just see where people are at. And again, defined roles, that was the 
problem. Make sure people know what they're doing.”  
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By contrast to Edward, Michael felt that the project was fairly straightforward to complete, once 
they grasped what was required, after receiving back their initial outline: “That was our, either the 
first lesson, or second lesson, or something. We physically sat down and went, ‘Okay, so this is the 
next point, what do we have to do?’ And we listed what we had to find out and what the next 
process was. So it was very structured that way and we made it so that it was easy for us to progress 
through the task” (interview). Members had diverse needs and perspectives on work coordination 
and relationship development.  
Technical objects: information sources 
The students mostly searched online articles and sites for their research, and the next section on 
primary infrastructure includes some of these when describing student interactions. Although they 
shared some information earlier in the project, the week 10 prac was when they brought most 
information sources into discussion. For example, Michael showed Dave a page outlining the relative 
costs of energy sources calculated in the United States to incorporate “direct and indirect costs and 
costs avoided” (Michael). The concept of indirect costs was included in the final report. Edward 
shared a news article, which reported that Costa Rica used 100% renewable energy for 75 days that 
year, and they found that the population of Costa Rica is approximately the same as Sydney. The 
Costa Rica case did not appear in the final report, although it could conceivably have been used for 
the “projection to other parts of the world” element of the task instructions. Dave, after looking at a 
page that Michael had referenced, found that the percentage of the current biogas contribution to 
Australian renewable energy was higher than he had estimated. He also shared that “Per year 
apparently we throw away twelve hundred and sixty kilograms of organic waste. ((Michael looks 
sceptical)) Doesn’t seem right ((shrugs)) but it’s statistics I found on the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics so I’ll take it ((laughs)).” The Bureau was accepted as an authoritative source of 
information. 
Notable for their absence were information sources on the issues involved in providing renewable 
energy for any country, including specifically Australia. 
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5.1.4 Primary infrastructure 
Group discussions ranged over topics related to the area of renewable energy in a casually 
serendipitous way. Relevant online sources of information were identified and shared, although 
some of these did not appear in the final report. There was little direct engagement with the core 
problem of providing renewable energy for the country. Neither the group collectively nor 
individuals produced and shared interim artefacts towards the final report. This section covers 
student interactions in weeks 6, 8 and 10, and is organised chronologically in those weeks, focusing 
on knowledge creation and conceptual discussions. The week 7 work by Michael and Dave in 
learning LaTeX is described in the previous section. 
The general conceptual areas touched upon by the group included: 
• Economic, political, ethical and environmental aspects of renewable energy 
• Scientific and engineering foundations of renewable energy technologies 
• Professional skills 
• University assessment - making sense of the task and managing work and group 
communication 
See Appendix 2 for details of identified concepts and areas of knowledge. 
Broadening issues - week 6 
Most of the thirty minutes available for the project at the end of the week 6 prac were spent 
expanding upon how group members should address their energy source, and so some exploration 
of the problem. The group outlined “current needs,” growth in demand, “peaks, pattern and where 
it’s needed,” towards a concept of the overall solution for providing energy across the country. They 
then spent some more time clarifying the aspects that each student should cover, such as 
“embodied energy” in which “dirty energy” from fossil fuels could be used for production of the 
equipment used for renewable energy production, as well as  “state of the art, cost/benefit and 
ROI… how and where it will work in Australia” (Kevin). This conversation broadened the topics 
students could associate with the source of energy allocated to them.  
On making sense of the task and the required topic of ethics, Edward felt he would “get stuck on 
that one. Ethics and hydro-electric power.” The discussion revealed some confusion about what 
ethics should encompass, as Kevin posed the example, “Are you going to make an endangered 
species extinct? Ethically () that’s a good question.” Edward proposed separating ethics from 
‘environmental’ issues, leaving Kevin uncertain: 
Edward: Is that environmental though (rather than ethics?) 
Kevin: Fair enough. It’s a bit of both.  Ethically, um (.) OK. That’s a good question. 
Edward: If it is trading a species for the energy for a population, that’s ethics. 
Kevin proposed a logic for thinking about species extinction: 
Kevin: ((hand outreached in persuasive mode. Three others face Kevin, Michael is working on a 
computer. Peter has arms folded. There are occasional small nods from the listening students.)) 
Environmentally speaking, I don’t think that if a species is endangered, from what I gather, that 
means there’s too few of them in the world to matter from an environmental point of view. Right? So 
sending them extinct, they are already virtually extinct anyway. (And the impact on the food chain will 
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be low) . So it’s not an ethical thing, it’s not even an environmental thing. And that doesn’t mean that 
I think it’s automatically (OK for humans to send a species extinct.) 
… 
Kevin: … There are other parts of ethics. I think they should be a bit more human-centric. 
((Pause. No response from others)) 
In the first prac session for the course, students had been asked to discuss ethical dilemmas based 
around the classic ‘trolley’ problems and judge the ethics of sacrificing human lives for a greater 
good. This exercise was echoed in Edward’s defining ‘trading’ a species for energy as ethics. It may 
be that this had helped to frame ethics as primarily related to human outcomes. Apart from this 
frame, the assertion that sending a species extinct may not be a major issue would seem to diverge 
from the intended learning outcomes of the course, in which professional ethics and sustainability 
figured. The exchange does show that they felt unsure about the definition and that perhaps they 
did not understand the full picture. However, although Kevin felt “further investigation” was 
required, discussion of ethics was left at that. 
Towards the end of the session, as they were wrapping up, Michael, referencing notes he had been 
taking, verbally summed up the aspects that each energy source should cover, to which Edward 
added, “So you add like the future prospects of the (energy source) and how that would affect 
Australia. So I know they are looking at smaller turbines that can go into rivers. ((Michael types on 
computer, seemingly taking notes of Edward’s idea)).” At this point they finished the discussion of 
the aspects and soon wound up the session. 
Some elements of this discussion continued through to the final report, but there was little further 
group discussion of the general aspects involved in providing renewable energy for the country. 
River turbines were mentioned in the final report. ‘Embodied energy’ as a term did not appear, 
although the report referred to the net energy gain and payback time of energy sources. The group 
did not share notes of discussions, so individuals either used their own notes or relied on memory 
for what aspects to cover. The group showed that they could identify the issues to be explored but 
did not use project management processes to put that into operation. 
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Figure 31: Framing of work for week 6, which roughly corresponds to the Village group 
discussion in week 8 (see Figure 40). The Renewables group spent comparatively little time 
on defining the problem or designing solutions. 
Distracted 
The week 8 prac was divided by tutors into one hour for the project and two hours for MATLAB 
work. In the time that the group was supposedly coordinating their work on the project, the 
discussion became diverted. The group started by discussing terms and concepts related to energy 
consumption, but around 40 minutes was then taken up by a circular debate between two students, 
essentially on the definition of a battery. 
At the start of the session, Kevin described a post-apocalyptic scenario in which the supply of crude 
oil was cut (introducing the concept of replacing finite fossil fuels rather than environmental reasons 
for using renewables) and jokingly suggesting that they had not considered humans and animals as 
sources of power. He continued the theme of energy needed for production, using as an example 
the energy expended to bring food to the plate. The students were not clear on the definition and 
use of terms—'zero carbon’ versus ‘carbon neutral’: 
Kevin: There’s other stuff, for example solar can scale up really well but it relies on massive crude oil 
inputs for manufacture and all the associated infrastructure to make them work, transport to support 
it. 
Michael: Until we find a carbon neutral way. 
Kevin: It’s not about carbon neutral 
Michael: ((correcting self)) [carbon neutral fuel. 
Kevin: [It’s not about offsetting carbon. That’s an environment thing, ((pushing hand palm downwards 
in emphasis)) we’re talking zero carbon input. Zero carbon [energy source. 
Michael: [Yeah, that’s what I meant. I read something on Mythbusters ((TV program)) on a carbon 
neutral fuel. I wanted to read up on it and didn’t have a chance ((starts typing on computer)) 
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Edward: Did you hear how Audi has made a fuel out of carbon and water? 
Michael: yeah that’s what I was thinking about ((keeps typing to find the Audi information page)) 
The discussion did not resolve the concepts clearly, although highlighting a difference between zero 
and neutral carbon. While they showed interest in the production of hydrocarbon fuel and looked at 
the information online, it did not feature in their final project report. 
Kevin and Michael then entered a conversation on energy conversion and what constitutes a 
battery, in which Kevin’s position equated any stored energy with a battery. Kevin had touched on 
this topic in the week 6 prac, when he stated “Hydro is not just generation, but works as a battery - 
by pumping water.” The two students argued using incomplete and even incorrect statements such 
as “combustion is essentially a battery” and “electricity is the fuel.” It was clear that Michael knew 
Kevin’s argument was flawed but was unable to counter it effectively. Interestingly, the other group 
members silently listened without an attempt to intervene or steer the conversation into more 
productive channels, although it lasted about 40 minutes. At no point did the debaters or other 
members of the team, for example, look up the definition of a battery on the available lab 
computers, to resolve the issue. At around 25 minutes into the debate, Michael pointed out the lack 
of progress: 
Michael: What are we actually? ((twirls finger in air to indicate ‘this’)) What is this going to achieve? 
((they laugh)) 
Kevin: I just like arguing! ((they all laugh)) It’s practice for when we’re grumpy old men. 
Despite this acknowledgement that it had no real purpose, they continued the debate for another 
15 minutes, and it ended unsatisfactorily, with the issue unresolved and little progress on the 
project. 
Michael: Let’s just move on. What was I doing initially? 
Edward: () ((inaudible)) 
Michael: ((turns back to own computer)) That’s what I was doing 40 minutes ago. 
Peter: Are we working on the project? 
Michael: I haven’t even looked at these ((looking at paper with MATLAB problems in front of 
keyboard, rubbing neck)) 
((Others also move to own computers and work individually on MATLAB problems)) 
By the end of the allocated ‘project’ time, the group had done little to move the project forward. 
The discussion from this session also highlighted that students were not confident on foundational 
knowledge of concepts associated with the task problem, or in the means to clarify concepts 
between themselves. 
Sharing research and viability of energy sources 
The week 10 prac was punctuated by group discussions in the midst of individual work on energy 
sources and paired work between Edward and Peter on the Google Doc. Edward, while participating 
occasionally, often continued working alone when others talked. Physically, they were aware of each 
other’s movements: one student would turn towards the centre of the aisle and at least one other 
would turn to listen, with more students then joining in, turning their chairs and orienting towards 
the centre of the aisle between desks. Dave and Michael especially used the time in class to give an 
overview of what they found about their designated energy sources; a chance to put their case in 
their own words and gain other students’ acceptance of the information and point of view. 
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The knowledge work centred on the individual energy sources, with some discussion of the 
combined solution. For a minute or two, up to around 10 minutes at a time, students worked silently 
at their own computers, but then would consult with one or more group members. Notable 
exchanges are outlined below. 
Dave launched the first discussion of their approach to the problem, with a negative assessment of 
his allocated energy source of biogas. The focus at this point was efficiency of the different energy 
sources. They arrived again at the same mix of energy sources they had anticipated at the beginning 
of the project (wind, solar and hydro-electric). Dave, who used yield information from a source he 
found online, explained his reasoning on biogas: 
Dave: I did calculations on a population of 100,000. A city. If everyone’s waste went to the same 
place, I think it generated 120,000 megawatts per year ((Peter grimaces, others chuckle)) which is 
what a coal power plant produces in a day, so ((laughing)) not very helpful. 
Peter: ((starts counting on hand again)) I think we should do wind, hydro, () 
Dave: I think if you have an unlimited budget, why not do it, because it’s (new). It’s good for the 
environment and stuff but you don’t have the budget, so what’s the point? 
Later in the session, with Michael, Dave calculated further numbers on gas production from human 
waste (accompanied by scatological comments), clarifying the relative sizes of measurements in 
megawatts and kilowatts in the process. Michael extrapolated those numbers for the entire 
population of the earth and summed up: 
OK, so you ready? There are 7 billion people in the world. ((puts in numbers in calculator)) 7 billion 
people in the world. Get it into the quantities (you have for 100,000 people) ((points to screen and 
inputs to calculator)) and divide that by the amount of power produced by those 100,000 people, 
which is 0.43% and then work it out for the entire population. 301% of one power station from the 
entire population. So three power stations could equal the energy of the entire population of the 
world. 
Taking the calculations to an extreme confirmed to Michael that “It just doesn’t seem viable.” They 
related their calculations to the output of coal power stations, the implicit measure of the energy 
generation mode to be replaced. 
Michael pointed out the lack of hot water springs for geothermal and Dave noted the lack of places 
to “do” hydro-electric. This exchange hinted at underlying issues of the economical and geographical 
constraints of acting for environmental good. Similar issues were touched upon during the project 
but not necessarily covered more deeply or situated in a wider context. 
All four students joined in a discussion about the mix of different sources for electrical generation, 
and alternative sources for electrical energy. Dave’s first statement indicated an initial misreading of 
the energy output for biogas—he had thought it ten times more than the actual output: 
Dave: … It’s not the greatest, I’m not gonna lie. 
Michael: No, that would be enough to power a couple of light bulbs ((Peter laughs)) 
Dave: A year, you’re going to need ((stops)) 
Michael: We’re going to need a lot of cows! 
Dave: Basically, you’re better off not wasting biogas on electricity generation. It can be used instead 
of natural gas. You’re better off using it for cooking, 
Peter: or heating 
Dave: Yeah, something like that. It’s just wasted, it doesn’t (have the conversion rating). 
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Michael: Maybe we can do that, only use it for heating. Though I’d prefer to use geothermal. 
Peter: Though we don’t have much of that 
Dave: Though it would be good in New Zealand ((they laugh)) 
Michael: Maybe a combination of the two for heating and a combination of you guys for the rest? 
The other group members supported Dave’s conclusion that biogas was better used for heating, 
after his outline of its lack of efficiency as a fuel source for generation of electricity. He further 
validated the use of biogas soon after by noting that burning it “does release CO2 but it is far less 
volatile I guess a greenhouse gas” than “methane ((dramatic hand gesture upwards)) which is 
destroying the environment apparently in landfill.” 
They were still making sense of the task instructions at this late stage: 
Dave: ((leaning forward, elbows on knees)) Is the project asking for electrical or (all energy) 
Michael: Or just electrical energy? 
Peter: ((turning back after looking at computer screen for the task description)) Well, it’s a bit vague. 
Michael: We’ve gotta become geothermal, ((corrects mis-speak)) we’ve gotta become carbon neutral. 
Peter: Hmm. 
Michael: That means all energy so, everything really. 
As they noted, the task did ask for a solution to total energy needs, but was vaguely worded, with 
specific mention of the “power grid / distribution.” In the context of ambiguous instructions, a 
statement of the problem beyond the assessment wording, that is, “we’ve gotta become carbon 
neutral,” brought a holistic perspective. This led to Peter reiterating Michael’s earlier suggestion of 
dividing between heating and “the rest”: 
Peter: So how about you guys focus on using that, like any (heating) and we’ll ((indicating self and 
Edward)) focus on power generation. 
Michael: Yep, and when I’ve done that I’ll work on stuff for Kevin. He’s doing wind again isn’t he? 
Dave’s information on biogas and the resulting discussion had helped the students engage with the 
problem, organise themselves and agree on some direction for the report. 
Michael pointed Peter, who had rolled his chair over beside Michael, to his screen displaying a page 
from the Australian Geothermal Energy Association site20.  
Peter: ((after looking at the page)) EGS 
Michael: EGS. Which is they basically create a reservoir of hot rocks, hot rocks underneath the earth 
and they pump water through them () ((Edward briefly looks over at Michael and Peter)) 
Peter: So they’re doing that in Australia? 
Michael: They’re looking for, they are looking to, but there is like only one place they can do it  ((reads 
while pointing to screen)) ‘Most companies mmmm ((mumbling)) proof of concept mmm before full 
scale development forthcoming provide power in 2010.’ But it’s updated 2015. 
Peter: OK 
Michael: ((humorously)) I’d say they failed! 
Peter: It’s interesting though (.) cause Australia doesn’t have much volcanic activity. It could be 
uranium and radioactive decay. 
Michael: Yeah. That’s from the centre of the earth, that’s how geothermal is done. 
Peter: That and volcanic activity. I mean, volcanic activity is the cause of it. 
                                                 
20 http://www.agea.org.au/geothermal-energy/ 
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Michael: But, yeah. I dunno how much to believe that. ((indicating the web page)) 
Peter: See if you can find another source, so you can cross-check 
This conversation showed again a personal understanding of what geothermal energy requires—
Peter’s explanation of volcanic activity or radioactive decay as the cause of geothermal heat, and 
Michael’s heat source as the “centre of the earth.” The suggestion to find another information 
source to “cross-check” showed concern with verifying information and its sources: the dates on the 
site had shown it was probably poorly maintained. The content on the page did not strictly support 
Michael’s statement that “there is likely only one place” for this type of energy generation. Michael 
also later stated, “I’m starting to think geothermal will produce more waste than nuclear” and read a 
list of chemical emissions from a page on his screen, ‘Environmental Impacts of Geothermal21’. 
Despite the article stating that the emissions from geothermal energy were much lower than some 
other energy sources, Michael concentrated on the list of toxic byproducts, concluding “We’re all 
screwed if we use geothermal.” Michael later shared further information from a government 
website22 with Peter and Dave, reading out loud that “geothermal energy shallower than five 
kilometres and hotter than 1500C could supply Australia’s total energy requirements for 26,000 
years,” saying “That seems to contradict everything that I’ve read.” They speculated that perhaps it 
was unfeasible to dig that deep, but Peter cited a borehole in Russia that was drilled to fifteen 
kilometres.  
In another example of personal understanding, Edward and Peter, when talking about biofuels, 
agreed that carbon neutrality as Peter expressed it, “means that the amount of carbon that it 
produces ((gestures with left hand)) is the same amount as it takes in ((gestures with right hand)),” 
echoed by Edward, as “It’s only producing the amount that it is going to take away.” Later in the 
session, Dave explained how methane gas, for volume of emissions, had a very high proportional 
effect on global warming. This led to exposition on the carbon cycle and carbon neutrality: 
Dave: So that’s the thing. You’re better off honestly the amount of carbon dioxide you produce is kind 
of, it’s not like you are getting it out of the ground. Cause originally it was that carbon dioxide was 
photosynthesised or something like that, or breathed in or whatever by plants which would convert 
to oxygen so it’s kind of like still part of the cycle ((circular hand gesture. Voice - upward inflection)) I 
guess 
Michael: Yeah, kind of 
Dave: I guess. So it’s kind of carbon neutral (if you put it that way). If you pull it out of the ground 
((plucking gesture)) and burn it it’s carbon that shouldn’t be put into the air, ((Michael: yeah)) 
whereas biogas is kind of a that’s why they call it carbon neutral. 
Michael: ((turning back to own computer)) Yeah, rather than carbon non-existent. Carbon extinct. 
The various concepts of carbon neutrality were not checked against an authoritative definition. 
However, in combining personal understandings with selective sources of information, and despite 
some mis-readings, the students were working towards an understanding of energy sources and 
related issues. 
 
  
                                                 
21 http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/our-energy-choices/renewable-energy/environmental-impacts-
geothermal-energy.html 
22 http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/energy/resources/geothermal-energy-resources 
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5.2 Nuclear group  
(KC2 - Whole group shared knowledge creation) 
This group of three—Quinn, Sam and Jessie—chose the same assessment task as the Renewables 
group, “Renewable energy solutions for Australia,” however, investigated only nuclear generation. 
The Nuclear group was notable for being made up of members of a larger engineering study group 
that had been meeting since the previous year, and for the collaborative way in which they worked 
and wrote their report. This pattern of work seemed to be one they had developed in the study 
group. They did not tend to work individually during pracs, but discussed content and structure, 
often sharing a screen or working on the same document simultaneously. They used a shared 
Google Doc from initial dot-pointed notes through to the final report, adding notes from discussions 
and sources as they went. 
The information and sources for the project were found as they worked together as a trio or duo. 
Nuclear energy was addressed as a technical issue, with little regard for the surrounding political and 
environmental issues, although the group built some awareness of these. In dealing with an 
experimental technology, the group found it difficult to answer the task’s question of practical 
application of the energy source. 
 
 
5.2.1 Object diagram 
The diagram of objects of the Nuclear group (Figure 32) shows a steady shared development of 
knowledge of the physics and practicalities of nuclear energy production. Much of the knowledge 
work was completed as a group, added to a shared Google Doc, and the crowded detail in the 
diagram represents the very collaborative nature of the project. The diagram shows an ease with 
online contributions, but an emphasis on in-person collaboration for most of the project. The work 
on the report on the Saturday and Sunday of week 10, conducted wholly online using Google Doc 
and Skype, continued conceptual development, combined with peer review of sections. On that last 
weekend, students sometimes worked individually, sometimes with one or two other students 
simultaneously editing. Jessie’s recurring interest in questions such as whether they should cost the 
construction of mines and reactors, and the big picture of providing energy are connected by lines 
marked with (a). The group took some time to amass research and concentrate on just fusion. This 
process is highlighted by lines marked with (b) and was led by Quinn, who initially directed the 
project towards both fusion and fission, then changed to fusion alone. 
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Figure 32: Diagram of objects of the Nuclear Group. 
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5.2.2 Framing and setup 
The group chose the topic because “it was the best project based on what classes we could actually 
get to” and noted that renewable energy appealed as being more “factual” and based in reality than 
the other options (Quinn, interview). The group was late in forming and were left with only less 
familiar energy sources after other groups in their prac had chosen; Quinn expressed interest in 
nuclear energy. Initially, Quinn’s understanding of the task had been that they “could talk about a 
range of options and then give our opinion on the best one,” but on the tutor instructing them to 
pick one energy source, “found out that we should be giving more of a talk about why the energy we 
chose is the best…even if we thought it wasn't the best option, we had to try and say that it was 
which made it a bit more difficult” (interview). The frame of advocacy for the chosen source carried 
through the project. 
The first recorded session, covering a little over half an hour, was in the week 4 prac, after work on 
MATLAB exercises in which the students shared the one available lab computer. The group explored 
basic ideas and concepts around nuclear energy, finding some knowledge gaps and agreeing on the 
need for research. They started on the project outline that was due the next week, paying close 
attention to the task description and required sections for the outline (see Figure 33). 
 
Figure 33: Nuclear group framing of their work in Week 4, concentrating on aspects of 
assessment. The pattern is very similar to the Renewables group framing in the same week 
(Figure 27). 
They discussed sustainability. Quinn’s remark that “you’ll never run out of atoms” indicated some 
misconception about fuel requirements for nuclear power. This was corrected by Jessie noting, “but 
you can run out of uranium” and that nuclear power is not a renewable energy source—however, 
their later submitted outline described nuclear energy as renewable. Starting from a narrow base of 
understanding, the group moved to minimise the range of topics to cover. Jessie suggested adding 
uranium mining to the plan, but Quinn felt that they did not have to include that information. Jessie 
also suggested including safety or risk assessment but noted that the task description did not include 
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this as a criterion. They acknowledged the “mega-uncertainties” (Quinn) of nuclear fusion and that it 
is not at a point where it can be commercially used, leaving them unsure of how to use this in their 
assignment. The issue of different forms of energy for rural vs urban areas arose with the suggestion 
that nuclear energy was not the best option for remote areas. 
The group focused closely in the week 4 prac on the task description and the required sections for 
their project outline. They eventually wrote the outline’s executive summary as if part of the final 
report, asserting the viability of nuclear energy for Australia, “The findings of this report outlines the 
benefits of both “fission” and “fusion” as nuclear energy options.” In feedback on the outline, they 
drew criticism for this overly positive assertion, which included a disregard for environmental risks. 
The group continued in with their single energy source for the final project, but in a more measured 
way that acknowledged more of the negative issues. 
The majority of their outline covered how they planned to execute the project, allocating roles in 
writing the report and for sections of the presentation. A timeline for production was provided as 
required, but ultimately not used for guiding their work. The ‘Approach’ section noted their need to 
“ensure that all tasks are completed according to schedule while keeping all members up to date on 
their specific roles within the group” and that they should be “keeping organised” and maintain 
“good communication with the other group members.” The outline noted that research was 
required to build up their knowledge of the energy source and so “increasing our understanding in 
the process by using reliable resources,” a frame evident in their subsequent implementation of the 
project. The boundaries were blurred between ‘university assessment’ and ‘professional engineering 
report’ in how they approached the project outline. 
The group had difficulty in reconciling their chosen energy source with the stated assessment task. 
Although learning about the expectation that they collaborate with other groups, they kept on their 
individual path.  In choosing an energy source that is not renewable, but can contribute to lowering 
emissions, and a version of that energy source that is not yet commercially feasible, it was naturally 
difficult for them to answer the question of how to provide the country with renewable energy. 
Jessie remained concerned about this and regularly posed related questions, such as whether they 
needed to estimate the cost of building reactors. Those concerns would not, or perhaps could not, 
with the lack of information on this experimental energy, be taken up by the other students, 
especially as Quinn had framed it as an exercise in advocacy. The ultimate frame for the research 
and writing in the project was more towards understanding the fundamentals of nuclear fusion—a 
chance to learn—than attempting to put it into a practical plan for Australia’s energy needs, or put 
their project in a wider professional engineering context, although elements of the latter concerns 
were evident. 
The experience of having worked together was a strong impetus for framing this task also as a 
collaboration. They brought shared abilities to the task as well, for example, having performed well 
together in a presentation task in a previous course (Sam, interview). 
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5.2.3 Secondary infrastructure 
Online communication 
The group had effective existing informal communications, being in each other’s company outside 
scheduled classes and members of the same study group’s Facebook Group: “we see each other 
every day or most days at uni and there's always a message going on asking people where they are 
and what they're doing and stuff. It was really easy to communicate” (Quinn, interview). The group 
used Skype with a shared Google Doc in addition to in-person collaboration. The study group’s 
private Facebook Group23 was available to manage communications and they also conversed about 
the project at lunch, but students reported that they did not use these for substantial project work. 
The group’s Google Doc also acted as a communication channel, especially when group members 
worked on it simultaneously. They would observe and edit each other’s work, leave messages within 
the document text and also occasionally use the available chat tool.  
Tools for writing and producing 
The Nuclear group took a highly collaborative approach to writing, reviewing and editing, starting 
early and working consistently over the course of the project in a shared Google Doc. However, they 
still completed much of the work in the last few days before the assignment was due. The decision 
to use Google Docs came relatively naturally. In a pause in research in the week 8 prac session, 
Jessie suggested, “Should we be taking notes?” They had started with the lab computer as the focus 
of their interaction, clicking through some web pages with information on fusion, but then opened 
their own devices and note-pads. Sam asked “Can I write in Notes?” (an iPad application), but Jessie 
suggested “Shall we do it in Sheets or Docs? So that we can share it. I’ll make a Doc,” and did so. 
They helped each other in using the unfamiliar Google Doc software, sharing a screen. Quinn initially 
edited the doc, but Sam had a better grasp on the tool and formatting, and so took over the 
keyboard and mouse. Jessie had not used Google Docs before the project, but was aware of the tool, 
and had a parent who used it at work. Jessie explained its use, “Because we can all work on it at the 
same time. I don't know of any other programs that can do the same things as Google Docs does. 
We don't have to keep sending multiple copies of edits and stuff around through emails and getting 
mixed up on which edit we're up to and stuff. It's just a real central place to do it” adding, “It's just a 
tool that—like you know what Microsoft Word does, so you use it” (interview).  
When Quinn was away ill, the group used Skype online audio communication to include Quinn in 
their study session as they worked on the Google Doc. Sam and Jessie lost the Skype audio 
connection, and it took some time before they resorted to phoning Quinn to rectify this, but not 
before Quinn had talked for several minutes to empty air. Over the weekend the report was due, 
they worked intensively and remotely, implementing Skype audio as they worked on the shared Doc. 
In interviews, the group members reported using Skype in tandem with the Google Doc to briefly 
discuss what they were doing and to direct other group members to a particular section for their 
opinion or editing help. The interface for working on a Google doc allowed the students to see 
where other students were working and the words as they were typed into the document; it was 
possible in real time to know how the document was being changed. Jessie reported usually finding 
it hard to work at home with noisy siblings, however found working with the others using Skype 
aided concentration (interview). 
                                                 
23  I did not have access to this group as it involved students outside the case group. 
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The group were comfortable with editing each other’s sections and took a collaborative approach to 
writing. They did not tend to use comments on the Google Doc, because “I think if we needed to edit 
anything we would have just done it” rather than leave a suggestion in a comment (Jessie, 
interview). Quinn also noted, “We really didn't care if people edited it, but we could all see what was 
happening so if someone started editing my stuff, I could see what they were writing and see if I 
thought it was okay” (interview). The location and means of collaboration were fluid. Sam also 
worked on the phone, “Yeah, like I'd be in the car and I'd be on the way to dinner or something and 
I'd be on my phone and then my family's like, ‘What are you doing?’ and I'd be like, ‘I’m doing my 
assignment’ ((chuckles)) … It was just helpful to be on there when everyone else was on there. Even 
if I'm just looking at what [Quinn] or someone was typing, it helped me a lot as well” (interview). 
Being able to see what the others were adding was useful, “Because [Quinn] would be starting 
something and … be like, ‘I don't know what to write here,’ and then we'd come and look at it, and 
maybe we'd type something in, that would give [Quinn] an idea” (interview). See the primary 
infrastructure section below for more on how the group used the Google Doc. 
In the week 7 prac, the group tried working with LaTeX as instructed, using the provided worksheet, 
with Sam working on the lab computer, with the others watching and making suggestions, with 
limited success, not helped when the computer crashed. Jessie asked, “Why are we doing this on 
LaTeX?” Sam answered, “Because that’s what we were asked to do.” They were happy with the 
formatting from the Google Doc, so ignored the task instructions to format using LaTeX. 
Quinn and Sam suggested the online tool Prezi for their presentation visuals. Quinn had a current 
account, so logged in and showed its features quickly on the shared lab computer screen in week 4, 
stating that it was collaborative and easy to get previous presentations “chucked up” the night 
before they were due. They liked the idea that it would have “impact.” Sam considered designing 
with a nuclear theme, and Jamie described it as “so much better” than PowerPoint. Prezi was later 
off-handedly dismissed by Quinn. When asked what tool they had used for the visuals of the 
presentation, Sam named “PowerPoint,” but, after being asked how they worked on the file, 
clarified this as “Google Powerpoint, Google Slides.” The term PowerPoint (like ‘Kleenex’ or ‘Hoover’ 
before it) was not meant as a particular brand of software but to designate the general type of 
product. 
Physical environment 
Because Sam, Jessie and Quinn were members of a larger study group started the previous year, the 
Nuclear group had elements of collaborative infrastructure already in place. They were accustomed 
to meeting regularly and used the existing study group sessions to collaborate outside pracs. Jessie 
noted that the study group tended to work on individual assignments together and that in these 
sessions “we tend to switch between whatever is most urgent” (interview). In week 9, for most of 
the session Jamie worked elsewhere in the room on another task that was due for a Maths course 
that afternoon, only later briefly joining Sam and Quinn, who had been working on the project.  To 
accommodate recording, I found meeting rooms for the group and their wider study group to use for 
their regular sessions, atypical locations for them. Sam noted the difference from their usual busy 
collaborative environment—having fewer distractions was appreciated; not so much lack of noise as 
being away from other students who might interrupt their work (interview). Jessie agreed that the 
supplied rooms helped focus, but found it was not difficult to get work done in the busy shared 
common area they usually used for study sessions, “it's actually pretty all right, because everyone is 
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there doing work. No one's really there to just socialize” and the group tended to distance 
themselves from interruptive people (interview). 
Weekly pracs were in an electronics lab, with just one lab computer between the three, which they 
supplemented from week 8 with their own devices. Up to the Easter break before week 7, the group 
tended to leave the prac session well in advance of the scheduled end time, although usually among 
the last to leave. On one occasion, they considered working longer, but were hungry. The group 
stayed for longer at prac sessions after the Easter break. This coincided both with looming deadlines 
for the project and an effort by the tutors to take rollcall and observe engagement, which kept all 
groups staying longer.  
Group interaction and roles 
They had intended to form a group of five with members from their study group but were obliged to 
split that group when another joined, taking them above the maximum size. Having only three 
members was seen as a disadvantage for workload, but they preferred not to add an outsider 
(Jessie, interview). Jessie, who had been home-schooled, noted that “once I got to uni I really loved 
it because I had a lot of peer support that I could bounce off” (interview). Group members were 
relaxed and familiar in each other’s company. There was regular good-natured banter and chat, 
which Quinn tended to lead. This served to relieve, or interrupt, periods of concentration and 
discussion in a pattern of regular, short ‘time-outs’ to discuss off-topic matters.  
From their conversations and interactions, it seemed they had made some judgements of each 
other’s strengths and weaknesses and on their own in comparison and knew how each other 
worked. There was confidence that each member would pull their weight, although their familiarity 
may sometimes have surfaced some prejudgement around leadership and capabilities, of both self 
and others. This may at times have discouraged group members from taking on a particular role or 
challenging a course of action. Jessie said that Quinn “has a lot of views about a lot of things. I 
actually agree with a lot of [Quinn’s] views. But … if I ever wanted to debate … I would just lose 
straight up ((laughter))” (interview).  “We kind of knew what our strengths and weaknesses were 
because we were such a tight group of friends, and we know who's good at what thing … And that's 
why [Quinn] did most of the answering of the questions [in the presentation], because that's 
[Quinn’s] strength” (Sam, interview). 
The way of working together, using the Google Doc as a central repository, that the group developed 
in this project has transferred to other collaborative work; Quinn noted that “it works quite well. I 
mean we still use it” (interview). 
Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
Task instructions were basic, unclear on expectations for groups to collaborate with each other, and 
left groups to work out the projects for themselves. At the start of the week 8 prac, a tutor 
explained, “It is not our job to teach you, but you can ask about things in general. Any problem with 
the syntax or other things, we can give you a hint. That’s all. Unlike some other units, where we are 
able to, it’s a self-learning based unit.” The message was that students could only expect minimal 
help in their projects, and the Nuclear group did not generally ask tutors for help. While the group 
expressed discontent, to the point of one member considering lodging a formal complaint, they did 
not noticeably let this interfere with their work on the project: they concentrated on practicalities 
and completing the project in line with assessment guidelines. 
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The group reacted strongly to the feedback on their project outline, feeling that it was unfair in the 
context of not receiving adequate guidance or time to do well.  As they discussed the feedback in 
their week 7 prac, Quinn was in low spirits (partly due to unrelated lack of sleep) and Sam snapped a 
photograph of the marked assignment, posting it online for “the [study] group” with the caption, 
“When your lecturer hates you.” Despite their frustration, Sam later reflected that they had spent 
little effort on the original outline and noted help received on learning how to write a report, “I think 
he mentioned it in the lectures as well, and our tutor told us when we asked him. Especially the 
feedback we got on the outline, there was a lot of feedback on that, so that helped us a lot. And just 
looking through the lecture slides and stuff” (interview). 
Quinn noted some confusion on including the group timeline in the report, as its purpose was to 
indicate what tasks the students were allocated and their planned timing, and would not actually be 
an element in a professional engineering report (interview). Quinn was happy with their final effort, 
noting “it would've been nice to add a bit more here or add a bit more there, but we sort of hit our 
page limit” (interview), taking a fairly literal interpretation of assessment parameters on length of 
the report and its constituent sections. 
As Sam acknowledged, some lectures did provide information to support the project, but they felt a 
disconnect between lectures and the group project, the main source of marks. The group noted that 
after a “history of engineering” lecture very few students were likely to attend—to paraphrase, they 
didn’t want to hear about the Egyptians. Sam noted, “we're doing one thing in lectures but we're 
doing another thing in our pracs.” 
The main sources of information were web pages. Selection of sources was opportunistic, relying on 
Google Search and quick heuristics on whether the site seemed to be created by an authority.  
Quinn said that they “tried to make sure that they were sort of official websites… There wasn't too 
many places that we would look at and say I don't think I could use it here. A lot of the information 
that we found was on official websites, or government websites, or Australian Bureau of Statistics or 
something similar” (interview). They also used less well-credentialed sites to supplement their 
understanding, although these were generally not cited in the final report. There was little 
discussion about the choice of sources, with one exception being an agreement to avoid citing 
Wikipedia; instead, they followed and used the citation links used by Wikipedia articles. Two 
renewable energy retail company sites were used and cited. The week 8 prac marked the start of 
work in earnest, as the students launched into an exploration of nuclear energy, using Georgia State 
University’s Hyperphysics site24 for foundational scientific understanding and the uncited Lockheed 
Martin site25 on the engineering quest for practical nuclear fusion.  
The Hyperphysics site was the first result to appear in the results page, when Quinn typed ‘nuclear 
fusion’ into Google search. The web page was plain, with diagrams (see Figure 34 for a screenshot). 
It described the types of nuclear fusion, and the group used it quite intensively to understand 
concepts, although it was not directly used or cited in the final project report. Another site, which 
represented both fission and fusion as low-carbon emission energy sources and good for the 
environment, seemed to be the work of an individual without evident credentials, and was also not 
                                                 
24 “Nuclear Fusion” http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/nucene/fusion.html 
25 “Compact Fusion” https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/compact-fusion.html 
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cited in the final project. Another site, The Climate Portal26 for which there was little clear authority 
for its information, was cited. The group’s practices show that students will use a wide array of 
sources not necessarily visible to their tutors or lecturers. 
Some information was misinterpreted or missed. The final report stated that closing coal mines “will 
contribute to the growing number of unemployed people in Australia,” taking the opposite meaning 
of the statistics presented in the cited document (Mining Economics Workshop—Coal Fact Sheet, 
2014). This seemed an honest error in the pressured final days of writing. The group did not mention 
Australian nuclear science and engineering, despite accessing the ITER Australian Forum site27 that 
was created for Australian scientists and engineers who support controlled fusion research and ITER, 
and which outlined Australia’s involvement.  
 
  
                                                 
26 “Nuclear Fission Energy” http://climate.uu-uno.org/topics/view/47256/ 
27 “What is Fusion Energy?” http://fusion.ainse.edu.au/iter/what_is_fusion_energy 
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5.2.4 Primary infrastructure 
This section focuses on how the report was developed using a collaborative Google Doc and in the 
context of the group’s discussion-led collaboration. They allocated sections of the final report 
variously to one, two or three group members, dividing labour, but each group member gave 
feedback or made edits on other sections, and the group developed ideas in concert. 
In the early stages, as they “didn’t know much about [the topic],” “we just researched a lot of it… 
and then just expanded from there” (Sam, interview). This was also in the context of having been 
given “just basic subheadings,” for the report; they “didn't know what to put in it, and are we 
answering the question correctly, are we going off topic, what else do we need to put in there…So I 
think that's why we started so late because we were trying to figure out what to do” (Sam, 
interview). There was some confusion as to the focus of their inquiry, as they filled gaps in their 
knowledge. In the week 8 prac, Quinn insisted that the group would cover both fission and fusion. In 
the week 10 prac, in Quinn’s absence, Jessie and Sam worked on both fission and fusion, until Quinn 
directed them solely onto fusion, having judged that the group by this time had gathered enough 
information on fusion to sustain this focus. 
The shared Google Doc was the receptacle of notes, pasted sections from Internet pages, and the 
place where the report was given shape, incorporating information, questions, suggestions and the 
group’s growing understanding of nuclear energy. On the use of the Google Doc as ongoing catch-all, 
Sam noted, “we put it into one document so that later on we can just refer back to that because 
everything's on there already” (interview) and Jessie said, “I think our approach was to write a sort 
of skeleton with just the notes and then expand on each point as much as possible” (interview). Sam 
said, “we kind of broke each section into little subsections so it's easier to answer it, instead of 
having one bulk paragraph we split it up, so we're not repeating ourselves and we're not going off 
topic,” and felt that this process of subdivision was a lesson in how to approach future problems 
(interview). Quinn’s description of the process agreed with the other two, “we'd go to different 
websites and we'd post the websites so each of us could look at it and then sort of put in all the 
information … under the headings… So whenever someone was stuck there was information for 
them to go to, to look and links and whatever so it worked out well” (interview). The Google Doc 
was the artefact that represented the shared epistemic object of the group. 
At the start of their week 8 prac session, the group alternated social conversation with searching 
information on nuclear energy and discussing how fusion works (Figure 35. They were moving 
through unfamiliar territory as they first distinguished between fission and fusion and then used a 
reference website to understand the basics. The frequent change of focus and off-topic 
conversations in the session may have partly been a reaction to the difficulty of gaining 
understanding of the mechanisms of energy generation and accompanying uncertainty, but also 
possibly from Quinn’s tiredness. 
Quinn led the exploration and was in control of the lab computer, clicking through explanatory 
pages.  Jessie set up headings for ‘Fusion’ and ‘Fission,’ in the shared Google Doc and the notes from 
this session reflected trying to reach an understanding of each of these, starting with required fuel 
and moving onto confinement options for fusion. Sam had been typing on an iPad as they worked, 
and pasted in definitions and lists of pros and cons for fusion and fission from those notes into the 
Google Doc. Sam and Jessie continued to add to the shared document, though in separate 
sections—they had created two sections in the document, each with its own fusion and fission 
headings, which they later combined. Quinn typed “PENIS”; Quinn added such occasional levity to 
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the process of writing—scatological references, mild swearing and “i think [the course] is stupid” 
(Week 9 study session)—which were quickly deleted by the others as they saw them. The final 
document mercifully did not retain such ephemera. 
 
 
Figure 34: Screenshot from section on page Fission and Fusion Yields28 
Each of the students had the document open on personal devices; the verbal discussion was 
interwoven with information being recorded in the shared document and browsing sites on the lab 
computer screen. The following excerpt of group interaction came in the week 8 prac shortly after 
Quinn exasperatedly exclaimed that they were doing both fusion and fission, before walking off for a 
short time, then returning to continue work. Jessie navigated the lab computer to the web page, 
‘Fission and Fusion Yields’ (see Figure 34), which contained a fairly dense array of information and 
unfamiliar concepts. 
Sam:  ((looking at iPad)) So, is (fission?fusion?) better? [Because you get more energy, is it? 
                                                 
28 http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/nucene/nucbin.html#c5 
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Quinn: [No. Fission? 
Sam: Oh, yeah, fission. Oh, you get radioactive waste that lasts for a long time. But you get large 
amounts of energy. ((Jessie says something inaudible)) So, a pro is you get large amounts of energy. 
Quinn: Yeah, and it’s easier to harness. 
Sam: OK, pros ((tapping on iPad)) 
Quinn: Obviously from the fact that no-one’s harnessed fusion yet. ((Sam chuckles)) 
Jessie: What’s the yield? What’s this yield mean? Is that the amount of energy stuff used? 
Sam: ((concentrating on iPad, adding content, reading while typing)) ‘pros, large amount of energy’, 
[and you said ‘easier to harness’ ((to Quinn)) Did you say ‘harness’? 
Jessie: [((reading softly from shared screen)) ‘Calculation of the number of reference units of energy 
produced from one kilo of fuel by fusion and fission’ 
Quinn: [Yeah, or easier to I guess you could say easier to ((burps loudly)) produce. But ‘harness’ is a 
good word. 
Sam: I don’t want emoticons 
Quinn: ((playfully)) Emojis! Smiley face. Easy to harness, yeah! 
This is an example of how the group combined Internet search and sense-making of information 
with note-taking, adding some levity, possibly with the aim of improving the tone after the mild 
tension. Sam remained interested in using appropriate language, taking pains to ensure text 
sounded “pretty” in the week 9 study session. Jessie was working through the meaning of the terms, 
starting with the supposition that yield might be related to fuel, “the amount of energy stuff.” A few 
conversational turns later Jessie partially explained the yield based on one kilogram of fuel and they 
then questioned the meaning of “fractional yield”:  
Jessie:  Is that like the (thing) used, the amount of energy given? By ((stops)) 
Quinn:  I don’t know. Just go and read about something else, please? ((jiggles up and down 
impatiently)) 
Jessie: OK ((navigates to previous page, which shows diagrams of fusion reactions)) 
The move onto another page highlighted a drawback of shared inquiry: all needed to agree on a 
common focus and interest, disallowing divergence along individual lines of inquiry.
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Figure 35: Nuclear group framing of their work in week 8. Despite a slow start and Quinn’s lack of sleep, the group managed to 
work on concepts together over an extended period, albeit with frequent switches in focus. The regularity of off-topic talk 
necessitated an extra category.
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Tutors did not allow time for project work in the week 9 prac and the group attended their regular 
three-hour study group session later that day. Jessie mostly worked with another study group 
member on another assignment, while Quinn and Sam worked on the project and Google Doc on 
personal devices, discussing the structure and wording of the report, as well as fusion technology. 
They wrote in the introduction together, adding to each other’s paragraphs and left notes within the 
document on points and information that they wish to cover, pasting in the suggested report 
structure from the task instructions. Verbally, Sam asked, “Can we start a new section now? Can we 
delete these dot points?” and Quinn replied, “I wouldn’t delete them. Just leave them there. We can 
delete them when we clean it all up later.” The document thus kept a relatively complete shared 
record of work on the report. Despite the length of the study session, they produced only a small 
addition to the shared document. They maintained focus, but Sam’s carefulness in using more 
formal written expression slowed output. 
Between meetings, Jessie made several individual additions to the shared document, including some 
related to the question of providing renewable energy for the whole country. Under the heading, 
‘Define the approach and the reason why it was chosen’ Jessie typed, “Our approach to completely 
fitting out australia with the infrastructure needed to replace all energy generated with clean 
nuclear power is to ???” (week 9, day after study session). Jessie also added a table that showed 
2012 electricity consumption for Australian states, and a couple of days later added information on 
the cost of electricity. Another time, Jessie asked whether they needed to cost the building of 
reactor plants. Jessie’s moves towards a focus on the big picture were only partially successful, and 
the other students generally did not engage with Jessie’s ideas.  
In the week 10 prac, the last before the due date, Quinn was away ill and Sam and Jessie worked on 
the project for two hours. They moved the report outline from the bottom to the top of the shared 
document and used the outline to consider how they were answering its questions. After the prac, 
that afternoon Sam and Jessie chatted by online audio (Skype) with Quinn to work for a further 
hour, at the same time collaborating in the Google Doc: it was during this session that Quinn decided 
to focus solely on nuclear fusion. The group had been dealing an uncertain and an unfamiliar topic. 
Quinn noted that it took some time for them to do enough research to be comfortable in writing the 
final report, explaining the change in focus to fusion: 
“when we had researched and we put it in a document of all the research we had, we could then 
figure out how the report would be structured and it made it easier to start writing it, because before 
then we really didn't know where to put in cost estimations and stuff because there wasn't any. We 
had to research enough to figure out how we would do that and make sure that we could actually do 
fusion energy as a report without having to look ridiculous” (interview). 
In this session, as in the prac that day, they did not add much to the shared document. They 
discussed units of measurement and conversion between different data sources. Quinn placed some 
information under the international fusion reactor project (ITER) site link, describing the ITER project 
and timeline and how fusion works, adding an illustrative image after the collaborative session had 
ended.  
The report, due at midnight on the Sunday of week 10, was barely touched on Friday. The group had 
divided responsibility for the report sections between them, but as they worked over the weekend 
they also reviewed and suggested changes across the document. The group members had various 
commitments, so were online occasionally by themselves but usually in combination with at least 
one other student. They used the side chat tool for the Google Doc and placed notes to each other 
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within the body of the text as they were writing, for example, this exchange between Jessie and 
Quinn, a dialogue around concepts and their use in the report, with words appearing for each as the 
other typed, at times overlapping: 
Jessie:  
 hello 
 have a read and let me know what you think from the effect on the environment bit 
Quinn:  
 hes back, hello, okay i will read now. from where? okay :) 
 remember that CO2 wont be completely gone, cos of cars and shit, but for energy production, sure  
Jessie:  
 oh yeah tru but there will be more elec cars on the road 
Quinn: 
 thats not part of the report so we dont assume that 
 also, i wouldnt assume that the coal industry would die. not all countries will be able to afford fusion 
energy initially 
(Google Doc history, weekend of week 10) 
Quinn was watching the scope of the final work, excluding assumptions “not part of the final 
report.” This conversation also reflects the framing of the problem as advocating for one energy 
source: the coal industry as replaceable only by fusion technology rather than other, more 
affordable, forms of renewable energy. 
Jessie, on noting that most of the writing was accomplished in the final weekend, said that this was 
“more procrastination rather than getting stuck on things,” but that “there are just times where you 
have a mind blank and you're just not feeling it, you're not writing anything down, not researching 
anything. It's just … you need to take a break and then get back into it and then you find that you 
start writing again” (interview). In the lead-up to the final weekend, “a lot of the time we were 
researching more than just writing” (Quinn, interview). 
All group members were online on Sunday night as the deadline neared and used this opportunity to 
review the report. On working almost until the midnight deadline, Sam said, “because we were on 
Skype together as well and we were just proofreading everything, and we were like, ‘We forgot one 
thing and we forgot another thing,’ and because we were doing sections each, we didn't want to 
double up on anything, so we had to read the whole thing to make sure we didn't repeat ourselves” 
(interview). The final concentration of activity also echoes the study group tendency to deal with the 
most urgent assignments first. 
In the graph (see Figure 36) produced by the Chrome browser plugin for Google Docs, Draftback29, 
the group produced a double line that indicated that most sections were revised in the final few 
days. This contrasted with the Renewables group (Figure 30), who had one distinct line as they 
assembled the various sections on the same weekend. The top graph in Figure 36 shows a steady 
increase in content, punctuated by weekly increases on prac dates. The length almost doubled over 
the final weekend, with a couple of radical dips in length as they removed extraneous content from 
the report, before their final writing efforts brought the length bouncing back. 
                                                 
29 https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/draftback/nnajoiemfpldioamchanognpjmocgkbg 
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Figure 36: Draftback graph of work on the Nuclear group’s Google Doc. The figure shows 
the final flurry of activity at the end of the project, and also highlights how work 
concentrated weekly around scheduled pracs. (April 30=week 8; May 6=week 9; May 
12=week 10). 
Even taking Quinn’s frame of advocacy into account, the group were positive in their presentation of 
nuclear fusion as a feasible “easy to harness” energy source in their final report. In the ‘Approach’ 
section of the report, they presented only the negatives of fission energy and positives of fusion 
energy. In the ‘clean energy’ section, they inconsistently referred to ‘nuclear energy’ as a catch-all 
rather than distinguishing between fission or fusion. It was evident that the group were not 
particularly aware of the physics, technologies, issues and risks around nuclear energy, although 
their research improved this. Unlike the other two, Sam had not heard of Chernobyl, but even the 
more recent Fukushima nuclear accident, while mentioned in the final report, did not figure 
prominently in their rejection of nuclear fission. They discussed some practicalities, such as people 
not wanting a nuclear reactor in their backyard, but these were also not necessarily included in the 
report. 
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The group received a mark for their final report, but no feedback, so missed any chance of a marker 
querying unsupported assertions and providing an opportunity to reflect on skills for epistemic 
literacy and fluency. It is also not guaranteed that a marker would, in any case, have time, marking 
guidance or the necessary information to give such feedback—as an illustration, a tutor early in the 
project incorrectly said that uranium was used for nuclear fusion, a misconception the group 
corrected for themselves.  
The Nuclear group, as a team, was the most closely collaborative of all. The final Village group 
featured close collaboration between two of its members and significant use of created objects. 
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5.3 Village group  
(KC3 - Shared knowledge creation plus individual artefacts) 
The ‘Village’ Group of four took on the housing aspect of the assessment task to modernise a remote 
village: 
“‘Modernising a remote village in a developing country’: A village in a dry and warm country doesn’t 
have clean water, adequate health care facilities and a school. Construct the infrastructure for this 
remote village (5000 inhabitants) in an environmentally sustainable way with sensitivity to cultural 
differences. Problems such as clean water and food, education, telecommunication, energy 
production, waste management, computer infrastructure and housing will be addressed. Ideal 
solutions would simultaneously solve more general infrastructure problems of developing countries. 
The financial budget constraint for the entire project is $1000k ($200/[in]habitant).” (Assessment task 
description, illustrated by a photograph of a large group of smiling children in front of a school that 
seemed to be located in Africa.) 
The Village group framed their project by taking the perspective of an engineering firm working on 
an aid project for a village, but kept in mind the constraints of the assessment task budget and 
associated requirements for a passing grade. The group identified a need to produce specific design 
artefacts to enable them to answer the identified problem.  
Group management centred on two team members, Cameron and Adam, who worked together 
consistently and directed the other two group members, Thomas and Luke. Collaborative work was 
almost wholly in person, using paper and pen as well as in-situ computers, with online tools used for 
incidental communication and file sharing. 
In knowledge creation, the group was notable for their use of shared artefactual objects, particularly 
the diagrams produced by Adam and used to centre his discussions with Cameron (described in 
detail in section 5.3.4b), as well as notes and cost calculations and tables. 
The Village project afforded an opportunity to observe how two engaged students worked through 
uncertainties and assembled a solution that held coherence for them, as well as how they interacted 
with other group members less involved in conceptual development. They adapted some tools 
cleverly and touched on wider issues of human needs in engineering projects. They came to a 
problematic, if creative, solution that cut out major elements, but that made sense within budgetary 
and task constraints as they interpreted them. 
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5.3.1 Object diagram 
The diagram of the Village objects (Figure 37) shows that work on the project was delayed until late in the semester, but, once started, there 
was steady conceptual development over several weeks. Themes were revisited week to week and progressed towards specific designs to 
answer the problem. Adam and Cameron were at the centre of knowledge creation, especially in the long session on Friday of week 10, 
when they completed most  productive activity, with work on the house design (introduced by Adam in that week’s prac) and village layout, 
started by Adam in the long session and finished by him at home afterwards. Both Thomas and Luke found online sites to inform the labour, 
equipment and materials cost calculations. The tutor, while only briefly consulted a few times, in their early task interpretation assisted in 
keeping scope in check. 
An interesting aspect was the development of two diagrams for the project, one a design of the house that would be built, and another of 
the layout of the resulting new village, at turns individually-created synthesising objects and shared epistemic objects. Adam brought a 
freehand sketch of the house, (a) in Figure 37, to the week 9 prac, based on previous discussions of the villagers’ needs, materials and house 
features. He used the sketch to explain and discuss ideas with Cameron. From that, they started sketching in pencil how the houses might be 
built in relation to each other (b). As they worked together, the diagrams were part of their shared epistemic object. Adam again synthesised 
the ideas and brought a PowerPoint version of the house design, (c), to their next session for further discussion. He worked further on a 
whole village layout design in PowerPoint, (d), talking with Cameron about design options. He finished the design work individually as a 
synthesising object, (e). 
 
 
Figure 37: Diagram of objects of the Village Group. 
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5.3.2 Framing and setup 
Through a series of personal mishaps and resulting absences, this group did not start on the project 
proper until their week 8 prac session. By the end of that session, outlined below, the project was 
shaping up as: a collaboration centred on Adam and Cameron; as an opportunity to act like an 
engineer, grappling with the needs of the village inhabitants; but within assessment requirements. 
The week 8 discussion of the problem ranged freely over questions of modernisation versus 
westernisation through to housing materials to suit the conditions, and how to deliver this within 
the strictures of the assessment task. Figure 40 maps framing in the week 8 discussion: while they 
spent time on how to answer the assessment task, the group were broadly framing their work in 
terms of solving the problem. 
The group had submitted a brief project outline early in the semester, as required in the assessment 
guide. Cameron and Luke attended the week 7 prac (see Figure 37), when they searched some 
preliminary information online, but the first detailed project discussion occurred in the week 8 prac 
between Luke, Adam and Cameron. The report was due in two weeks. As the others looked on, 
Adam took notes (Figure 38), structured around the provided outline of sections and their page 
count for the project report. 
They explicitly decided to collaborate rather than work individually on allocated sections. When 
Adam suggested dividing parts of the report between group members, as they had done for the 
project outline, Cameron argued for a more collaborative approach, “because it is a lot of work 
((Adam: Oh, yeah.)) That’s a lot of research ((Adam: That’s true.))” In his notes typed as they talked 
(Figure 38), Adam prominently noted a statement about the approach to collaboration, highlighted 
by asterisks, “*** We will need to do one by one together,” acceding to this collaborative approach.  
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Figure 38: Adam’s notes from the Week 8 prac, ‘discussion-2015.04.29,’ shared on 
Facebook Messenger. Both the collaborative aspect as well as sustainability are highlighted 
by three asterisks. Ideas are organised relative to the report instructions, pasted at the top. 
They received feedback on their initial project outline, scoring three out of a possible ten. Cameron 
was upset by receiving a score of zero for content and read out feedback on the outline, 
“paternalistic” and “not genuinely sympathetic.” In week 9, he again referred in similar terms to this 
feedback. He may have been motivated to avoid a repeat of the low marks, but the feedback 
seemed to genuinely touch a sensitivity and increase Cameron’s attention to the issues of 
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inhabitants’ welfare, evidenced by the inclusive and consultative themes in his contributions in the 
project report and group discussion. 
The students tended to quantify effort for completion of the task by length of required text and 
judging the relative ease of producing particular elements. In the week 8 prac, Cameron agreed with 
Adam that the presentation (to be given after the report was due) would be “easy” and could be 
ignored until after the report was done. At the end of the week 8 prac, Adam quantitatively summed 
up the workload ahead, “We need to divide up. We’ve got two weeks and 14 pages, so one page 
each. A page a day.” This was reinforced by the inclusion of allocated page lengths for report 
sections, taken from task instructions, in Adam’s notes. 
 
 
Figure 39: Three members of the Village group in their prac lab, week 8. 
As the students talked through the task, the task description and report guide open on Adam’s 
screen next to his notes, they tossed around ideas, starting to develop a shared understanding of 
village needs and possible solutions. Referring to his online research in week 7, Cameron suggested 
they might use the same latrines or cesspits that Engineers Without Borders used in Vietnam; and 
could partner with a company who offered a “volunteer housebuilding holiday” to provide labour for 
“the relatively simple construction”—he later explained that he had this idea because his sister had 
volunteered overseas. He also suggested that they “call… [Engineers Without Borders’] research 
department and … have a five minute conversation about how they would do it.” He mentioned 
long-lasting and low-power LED-based globes that had been implemented in Nepal; and that they 
could cite the online report that he had found. Cameron then started to talk about plumbing and 
insulation, but Adam wanted to clarify what was actually their responsibility as the housing group, 
thereby guiding focus back to assessment parameters. They consulted a tutor, and Luke went to ask 
other groups in the prac about their plans. 
Luke reported that other groups had not discussed their areas in much detail; one group was 
providing solar-generated power. The tutor suggested that in their report they note where another 
group would be supplying particular services, “just add a line. It will save your life.” For example, 
they would cost the light bulbs but “say the power source is provided by other people” (Adam). Luke 
also took a pragmatic approach to budgeting, “The cost calculation doesn’t matter, you can just 
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make it up.” Ultimately, the other groups provided little information and the Village group only 
referred briefly to other aspects of the wider project in their report. When reviewing the task 
description and required sections, estimating effort and time to complete, Cameron noted, 
“calculations are going to be hard because we don’t have real figures. So, we have to assume figures 
to show the cost.”  
The students spoke about themselves as engineers working in a company, and, consistently through 
the project, talked about what “we” would do for “them,” the villagers. For example, Adam and 
Cameron discussed how to house volunteers and volunteers’ need for safety assurance—“some sort 
of documentation. I guess a company that we work with would do that” (Cameron). They recognised 
the need for employed supervisors, that Adam noted would be provided by them, “because we are 
an engineering company.”  
The group started to put together some definitions and concepts for the project, in the context of 
imagining—and delineating and restricting—the needs of the hypothetical villagers. Cameron said, 
“we are defining that modernising a home is different to westernising a home. Westernising a home 
is putting in things like a fridge, TV, not needs, they’re wants. Modernising a home makes modern 
living possible.” Cameron thought that a modern house should have “a separate room for a toilet”: 
Adam: How about public toilets? 
Cameron: To me, that is not modern. 
Adam: There are levels of modern. 
They discussed building materials, the need for good insulation for hot days and cold nights, “brick 
work because we don’t have plants” (Cameron), better bathrooms, and waste disposal, Adam noting 
that another group was covering that aspect, again drawing attention to the assessment 
parameters. On the use of energy, Adam asked “is there anything other than lights?” to which 
Cameron replied, with reference to the budget, “I don’t think we’ll be able to give them appliances.” 
They continued listing what they would provide in the houses, then moved onto the resources they 
would need for building, with Adam making notes. Adam suggested that because glass might be 
expensive and breakable, he was “thinking of transparent plastic that won’t break.” The notes listed 
“Windows maybe.” They revisited the topic of acceptable levels of housing in later meetings.  
Summing up, Adam checked if they had listed everything, referencing his notes (Figure 38), “So we 
have labour, improvements and resources. Is there anything more that we need with the project?” 
They could not think of much more to add and at Cameron’s mention of “modernise a house” in his 
reply, Adam moved to search this phrase online for further ideas, and the meeting essentially ended. 
The students saw the project as requiring many assumptions to assemble a solution. Scarcity of 
resources was already starting to restrict what might be provided. In response to the open problem, 
the students at this stage creatively and with little background information or research, imagined 
the situation and approaches, listing details. 
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Figure 40: Map of framing by the Village group in their week 8 discussion. The dots represent a change in framing and the horizontal 
lines a sustained focus.
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5.3.3 Secondary infrastructure 
The secondary activity infrastructure—the tools, objects and processes supporting their work—that 
the students created was a combination of online instant messaging, in-person shared knowledge 
work and both shared and individual work on sections of the report. Online messaging was used for 
managing work, checking on individuals’ whereabouts and progress, and for sharing files. Smart 
phones allowed instant message updates, as they were checked regularly. Phones were also used for 
communications and calculations. Shared knowledge work was done in scheduled pracs in the 
engineering lab (Figure 39) and a long session in week 10 using a computer lab (Figure 43). They 
employed pen and paper, individual and collaborative web searches for images and information, 
Powerpoint as a sketch aid, LaTeX for layout, and Word for individual report writing. Cameron and 
Adam worked consultatively, always seated side by side. The group did not establish a means of 
collaborating together online beyond simple communications, with Adam assembling, and applying 
LaTeX formatting to, the sections emailed to him by the other members of the group on the 
assignment submission day. 
Online communication 
The group set up communications on a Facebook Messenger thread between all group members 
that was actively used for the full length of the project. Messenger afforded informality, playfulness, 
immediate communication and resource sharing (see Figure 41).  
A post by Adam on the first day the thread was set up recorded the division of labour to complete 
the project outline, due in week 5. Group members who had not appeared in pracs sent reasons via 
Messenger for non-attendance, which included water leakage, a doctor’s appointment and a minor 
car accident, accompanied by a picture of damage to the car. It was also used to share notes, either 
files or images, from meetings, remind members of the details of tasks, and generally keep in 
contact. Images for the presentation, final versions of diagrams and documents for the report were 
also uploaded on Messenger. Responses were usually prompt. 
Because Messenger sent immediate notifications to all group members, it was used for what 
amounted to group texting. On the day of the long working session in week 10, both Adam and 
Cameron posted that they were arriving a little late. Part way into the session, Thomas had to leave 
for another class; when again free he asked on Messenger “Still in the lab?”, to which Cameron was 
able to quickly reply, “Yeah buddy come help us” (Messenger post, Week 10 long session). 
Messenger became the primary coordination tool as the group worked separately on the report on 
the final weekend. There was a flurry of directions, descriptions of tasks done and of plans, as well as 
shared final references for the report. As time ran out, a delayed response on Messenger led to a 
post, for example, asking “Are you there” (Cameron),  and the eventual reply, “I just had shower > 
starting again now” (Adam, Saturday of week 10, the day before submission). Messages became 
more urgent in the countdown to the final submission, “[Aaaaaaaaddddddaaaaammmm] dont want 
to disturb you but getting tad stressed” (Cameron, Sunday week 10, just before submission time) 
and, a little later, with the clock ticking down, he simply typed “submit submit submit.”  
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Figure 41: Messages of appreciation on Messenger following Adam’s upload of the final 
village layout diagram. See later section for a description of the process of creating the 
diagram. 
Tools for writing and producing 
Shared online documents and cloud storage were not considered by the group, who worked on their 
report sections individually. In one prac, Cameron was not able to share the specific text for his 
introduction because the file had been left on his computer at home. Members emailed their 
sections of the outline and report to the individual compiler, Adam, rather than post them on 
Messenger. This meant that no members of the group other than Adam saw the document in full 
until just before it was submitted, only just in time to note that some sections were missing. Because 
they took a collaborative approach in person, they did, however, see and give feedback on elements 
of each other’s work as it progressed. Adam’s notes from week 8 (Figure 38) were the only notes 
taken of discussion. 
The initial sketch for the houses was drawn on paper freehand by Adam and brought to the week 10 
prac, where both he and Cameron discussed it, pointing to elements and drawing further on the 
paper as they considered in what configuration they would build the houses. 
Later, Adam used PowerPoint for his sketches for the report (see section below for a description). 
PowerPoint is better known as a presentation slide tool and Adam had adapted its features to act as 
a digital sketch aid, a novel idea for Cameron, who “would not have thought to use PowerPoint.” For 
Adam, it was the “easiest” option. He and Cameron came across 3D designs as they searched online 
images, and in the afternoon of the long week 10 Friday session Cameron tried using a professional 
CAD (computer aided design) program to create their own 3D diagram, although Adam felt they had 
no time to waste. Cameron came to the conclusion within a half hour that he did not indeed have 
enough time, or a copy of the software at home, to master the drawing tools. The PowerPoint file 
was adequate to their needs. In the process of trying to replicate the design, Cameron clarified 
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relative sizes of the elements such as the top roof vent. This showed an affordance of engagement 
with design details, by drawing for oneself compared to simply viewing another’s design. 
The technical tools used for the course and task, LaTeX and MATLAB, posed some problems. Adam 
volunteered to learn LaTeX formatting and converted the other group members’ report 
contributions from Word. He had some trouble formatting, and the report was submitted four 
minutes after the midnight deadline. The students bonded somewhat in learning MATLAB but 
avoided using this scripting tool in their report. When Adam was ready to design the plan of the 
village, Cameron suggested “Graph it in MATLAB.” After a reaction beat, they both laughed. Adam 
responded, “Can I hit you in the face? ((they both chuckle)) You gonna draw like one thousand two 
hundred and fifty houses in MATLAB? That was funny. Where is PowerPoint? ((smiles))” (week 10, 
long Friday session). Luke was also happy to avoid using MATLAB for graphing. The impetus to use 
professional tools was defeated by the time and effort required to master even basic operations. 
Physical environment 
The regular prac sessions took place in an electronics lab (see Figure 39). While the prac sessions 
were three hours long, time was regularly allocated by tutors to technical work on MatLab or LaTeX, 
with the result that only one or two hours were available for project work.  
One of the unique activities for this group was the almost seven hours they spent working on the 
project together in an on-campus computer lab. The room they used for this (Figure 43) had other 
students working in groups who were audible but not distracting. A printed timetable posted on the 
door usefully indicated times that the lab was vacant and available for student use; Adam found 
online that it was open until 10pm. Adam and Cameron stayed for the duration, with short lunch 
breaks. It was not clear whether they had scheduled classes on this day: they may have missed 
classes to work on the project. Thomas and Luke spent time working in this session but attended 
classes as well. The pattern of work between Cameron and Adam oscillated between individual and 
shared work, facilitated by each being able to see the other’s screen and easily initiate conversation 
or gain attention. The other two group members were seated close by along the same row of 
computers. The availability of one space for such a length of time provided conditions for sustained 
shared knowledge creation between Adam and Cameron. 
Group interaction and roles 
Although Adam missed a couple of early pracs, he was active in organising work from the start. 
Adam and Cameron seemed more at home than the others with both the organisation of group 
work and how to approach the knowledge work required by the task. They talked to each other 
candidly, for example, as Cameron tried out the CAD program, Adam offered good-natured sarcastic 
comments, such as, “Yay! You made a box.” They did not seem to know each other before the 
project, but established a rapport, shared information on hobbies and activities, such as online 
gaming and sports.  
In week 9 they allocated responsibility for writing each section of the report; Adam suggested they 
modify how they write the sections, “we won’t have them separate, the outline and discussion.” 
Cameron volunteered to do section D, ethics and sustainability, saying, “I can do that easy. Two 
pages … I’ll probably do A and D tomorrow at least. I’ll do some for B. Conclusion we do last.” Adam 
asked Cameron, “Could you research volunteer labour with Thomas?” and, after Adam confirmed 
that he would do the other costings with Luke, Cameron spoke with Thomas about holiday 
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volunteers, costing them, and the number and type of roles for the engineering staff. He suggested 
that Thomas find an existing company’s website and find out what the usual numbers might be.  
Luke and Thomas were given discrete tasks to complete and when they spoke it was at a lower 
volume than Cameron and Adam. They gave the impression from tone of voice and body language 
as well as their habit of checking calculations and other details with the others, of perhaps having 
less confidence and initiative in this setting than Adam and Cameron, or, at least, they were not 
sufficiently briefed on the planned solution to make those judgements themselves. Thomas did not 
attend the week 10 prac. This prac was key to deciding aspects of the solution and represented a 
major loss to Thomas’ understanding of the project and group participation, compounding previous 
absences. The group acknowledged the division of effort in the final report appendix, allocating 5/5 
to Adam and Cameron for their contribution, 4/5 to Luke and 3/5 to Thomas, with a brief outline of 
the reasons, including attendance at pracs and meetings, and general contributions. 
The group scheduled the long Friday session in week 10 to gain some traction, having identified a 
lack of progress. In that session, Cameron said that the “good thing about this last part [of the 
report] is, is it’s all typing…Eight pages out of the fourteen is just typing it’s literally just typing.” 
Adam sighed. Cameron later, again optimistically, estimated that they would have everything 
finished by midday on Sunday, leaving only proof reading and formatting. They were working on the 
report up to Sunday midnight. 
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Technical objects: task instructions and information sources 
The group interpreted the task description in the context of their project. This included making 
sense of the report structure: they were confused in week 8 that the ‘outline’ section would be 
shorter than the discussion and clarified this with a tutor in week 9. Again, as Cameron wrote his 
sections in the week 10 long session, he became stuck on a task instruction to “define the approach” 
and brought it to Adam’s attention: 
Adam: What’s the difference between outline and define? ((arms crossed)) 
Cameron: Define so for us define the approach would be we are going to build them a village at the 
same location with sustainable houses and sustainable room to develop in future. That’s define and 
then outline would be actually how we are going to do it. 
Adam: Actual details. 
Adam’s prompt for a definition helped Cameron verbalise what to do, linking it to their project. The 
interpretation of assessment requirements was evident throughout the project. 
At times, they struggled to see the sense in some of the elements. In the week 10 long Friday 
session, after the comment about ‘all typing,’ Cameron continued, “And we also need to do this like 
random stuff down the bottom like timeline and shit.” The timeline or workflow was seemingly 
unconnected or irrelevant. Adam had previously said that he would “just spread out on the 
flowchart (to week 2, week 3)” so that it looked like they had done work earlier (week 9 prac). This 
was impression management; rather than a functional project management tool, the timeline was 
seen as an inert assessment hurdle. 
With one exception, the sources of information that the students cited or mentioned were online, 
mostly Australian, resources. They cited one book, ‘Climate responsive building.’ The referenced 
sites included Australian aid and volunteer sites, information on mud brick construction from an 
Australian government site, passive housing site ‘Passipedia,’ bamboo construction in Bangladesh 
and energy efficient lighting. Google search and Google images were key for locating information 
sources and illustrating shared ideas. In the week 10 long Friday session, Adam asked Luke to “find 
me any sort of graph about mud bricks.” The graph Luke subsequently found, showing the excellent 
relative performance of mud bricks against concrete, was used in the final report. The group used 
general heuristics supported by online sources, such as sites showing professional engineering 
salaries and demountables hire, to bring together their solution, including an estimate of costs. 
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5.3.4a Primary infrastructure: epistemic objects 
This section on the primary infrastructure first describes the shared epistemic objects of the Village 
group, then describes in detail the creation of specific artefacts towards the final product. It focuses 
on conceptual development and knowledge creation (primary infrastructure) but references the 
physical setting and the tools and formats (secondary infrastructure) of the shared artefacts. See 
Appendix 2 for more detail on identified concepts and areas of knowledge. 
The overall epistemic object of the project encompassed concepts and artefacts adding up to a plan 
and budget for housing 5000 people, in the context of passing a university course. Under that 
umbrella were constituent shared epistemic objects30, including:  
• Modernising a village sustainably, considering the needs of the villagers;  
• House design and materials, how to build;  
• Planning, administering and estimating costs of an engineering aid project;  
• Making sense of, and achieving, the assessment task within given parameters.  
These objects of course overlapped, and the parameters for assessment overlaid most decisions. 
Artefacts the Village group produced included calculation tables of costs for materials and labour, a 
house plan and village layout diagram (the latter two described in detail below).  
Modernising a village sustainably, considering the needs of the villagers 
The group addressed what constituted ‘modernising sustainably.’ In the week 10 prac, Cameron 
outlined an introduction to the report, starting with the significance of the problem (a required 
report element) in terms of remote areas of the Australian Northern Territory being “left 
undeveloped” as well as poverty in “big cities like Sydney and Melbourne.” Taking a wider frame for 
the problem, he referenced Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, that the “stuff down the bottom” of that 
pyramid, such as shelter, “needs to be fixed for these people.” He also talked about how the design 
had to create “a sense of community” and was concerned for sustainably healthy materials, that 
would “not become toxic over time.” As they together clarified what was meant by ‘sustainable,’ 
they did not articulate general environmental aspects, rather, concentrated on its local expression, 
such as ensuring the village was self-sufficient, “we are giving them a long-lasting housing solution” 
(Cameron), “the bricks are made of mud so they can easily fix them” (Adam) and “the lifestyle is 
sustainable it provides everything they need all year round” (Cameron). They also talked and 
subsequently wrote in the report about training the local workers to make any necessary repairs to 
houses as part of the sustainability of the project. 
House design and materials, how to build 
The needs of the villagers were conspicuously constrained by cost considerations; over time, the 
group ruled out several major features for their planned houses. An example was the decision taken 
to not include cooking facilities in houses. Cameron noted that their team “can’t connect their 
houses to gas” and wondered how and where the villagers would cook. Adam sighed, “They need 
some sort of kitchen right?” The conversation moved to what “they usually just have,” which the 
students speculated was a “pot and fire” on “gravel or some sort of heat proof thing.” Cameron 
                                                 
30 As part of the overall object of the project, the students worked on specific concepts and artefacts that 
contributed to the solution. For more on objects, see Section 2.3. 
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found an example in Google images and they agreed to put cooking areas outside the houses. On 
the question of sanitation and bathroom for the house, Adam stated “We just say that bathrooms 
and toilets have to be public in order to reduce the cost ((arms out in emphasis)).” The tutor sensibly 
pointed out that, without a bathroom “you don’t want to live in that place,” and advised them that 
they should not use Australian prices to guide their planning, however the group did not feel they 
should or could provide one. They briefly debated whether they should point out that nobody in the 
wider project was planning any showers or washing facilities, but let that go. In an assessment task 
for modernising a village, they designed houses without power outlets, bathrooms or kitchens. The 
students recognised this issue: as Cameron opened up an image of a traditional house on his screen, 
he exclaimed, “Wow, that’s better than ours!” He and Adam joked that they would be telling the 
villagers they have to leave a better house for their inferior one.  
The practicalities of building housing for 5000 people of course occupied much of their time, and this 
overlapped with considerations of the needs of the villagers and ease of estimation. In the week 9 
prac, Adam pointed out that they needed to specify materials before they could estimate costs, a 
framing of the problem that led to his house design. For two weeks, Cameron thought they were 
renovating existing buildings, while Adam assumed they were building new houses31. This different 
understanding was exposed in the week 10 prac: Adam had brought along a sketch of the 
prospective new houses. Cameron felt they would not be able to afford a new build and the idea 
that moving the villagers into new houses “probably isn’t culturally sensitive – some of them may 
have been living in their house for three or four generations.” They proceeded to agree to build a 
wholly new village close to the existing one, after Adam argued that there would be “tons of 
assumptions” needed to be able to make cost calculations for remedial work on existing housing. 
They then discussed materials, for example the basics of mud bricks, “they have wooden crates to 
make mud bricks” (Adam), “and then they heat it up” (Cameron). Adam planned to use “burnt clay 
tiles on the edges.” Because of the climate, “we don’t have to build a roof that is super resistant to 
rain… We don’t have to build walls that are superheated. You just have to ensure they have a, a fan” 
(Cameron). 
Planning, administering and estimating costs of an engineering aid project 
The group considered the operation, responsibilities and finances of an aid project run by an 
engineering company. They established that they would be building 1200 (later corrected to 1250) 
houses at an average of four people per house for the population of 5000 and that they would also 
need to pay for food and housing for volunteers and professional engineering staff, after some 
confusion as to whether those salaries were a project cost or somehow already covered by general 
company running costs. Cameron roughly estimated that they would be able to build ten houses per 
day. He expanded upon an idea from the previous week, that they provide “a local place” or 
business with “resources to make bricks. They can sell half and we get half for free.” They produced 
detailed calculations for materials, for example, volume of required bamboo and counting the 
number of light bulbs plus spares and how long they expected each globe to last. They designated 
the number and roles of professional engineers, and volunteers, as well as the means and costs of 
housing, training and feeding them, incorporating regular turnover of personnel, rest and training 
                                                 
31 A missed clue was his heading in week 8 notes (Figure 38), ‘Foundation’ while the heading ‘Improvements’ 
ambiguously could be either a new build or renovations. 
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periods. Their projected 4-metre high walls prompted Cameron to suggest they add an “OH&S 
human resources person.”  
The students made judgements on acceptable conditions, costs and living standards relative to their 
experiences. Cameron had difficulty reconciling a small meal budget with his concept of Australian 
prices, while Adam and Thomas more easily reconciled this with their experiences of cheaper food: 
Thomas: If it’s in Asia, it shouldn’t be more than like two four dollars 
Adam: yeah if it’s in Asia it’s really cheap 
Thomas: Yep 
Cameron: For one meal? 
Adam: Even in Korea, one [or two dollars for dinner 
Thomas: [yep 
Adam: So it’s a totally different thing. In Africa it will be much cheaper 
Thomas: yep () cents fifty cents 
When they resumed the conversation later in the session, Cameron still required some convincing 
that one or two dollars per meal would be enough, finally settling on six dollars per day per person 
for food. On the topic of costs, at the end of the long week 10 Friday session, Cameron noted that 
they could have calculated on many more local workers, “There’s five thousand villagers right and 
we only have fifty volunteers that’s only one percent.” However, the calculations had been 
completed by this late stage, so they did not increase the number of local workers. One could also 
speculate that with more time and research, the group would have learnt that volunteers in aid 
projects tend to cover their own accommodation and food costs, further freeing up budget for the 
houses. The short time the students had left themselves for creative design and working through the 
aspects of the project did not offer the freedom to review or reassess many of their initial responses, 
and so missing important details (for example, nails and other hardware, machinery, tools) from 
their plans. 
Making sense of, and achieving, the assessment task within given parameters 
The tutor operated as a type of circuit-breaker, in persuading the group to simplify their 
assumptions and make it easier on themselves. The group checked the decision to build new houses 
with the tutor, who reassured them that most people would be happy with a new house. The tutor 
provided general declarative engineering knowledge, “If something is not built properly, you can’t 
renovate. You need to build it new.” Adam noted with a laugh, “It’s all about happiness!” The key 
decision to build new structures clarified their project, allowing them to simplify estimates of cost, 
and paved the way for original designs for the houses and the village layout. They took advice from 
the tutor that contradicted the written outline of the task in which the budget for the “whole 
project” was $1000K. The tutor assured them that, because they do not know the budget of the 
other groups, it was fine for them to assume they could spend the full budget. Adam and Cameron 
both laughed out loud in that cathartic moment, Cameron mock-quitting by throwing down a piece 
of paper and marching off before returning and exclaiming, “I’ll take a million dollars!” The tutor 
advised them to remove details that added complexity to their situation and to simply “Put an 
amount.” With this advice, the tutor helped free up assumptions and estimates, although in the end 
their budget added up to only $576K. 
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5.3.4b Primary infrastructure: individual and shared contribution 
In this section, I describe in detail the development of objects within the context of collaboration 
and discussion between Adam and Cameron. This is a key illustration of how they applied individual 
and shared perspectives. Adam iteratively changed the house plan and village layout, bringing 
together ideas from several collaborative sessions and centring work towards a solution. These two 
objects were ultimately seen by Adam and Cameron as necessary to their solution, although they 
questioned the effort and time required to create them. These objects were both the product of 
individual effort and of shared knowledge creation, illustrating synthesising objects (see Chapter 6). 
This section outlines discussion and activities centred on these two objects and their constituent 
artefacts. 
The tools used (computers on a lab bench, PowerPoint software, online image search, pen and 
paper) and format of the objects (editable on-screen artefact, drawable paper artefact) facilitated 
shared work. Adam and Cameron sat alongside each other, on separate computers but able to see 
each other’s screen, hear exclamations and observe non-verbal cues (see Figure 43); they frequently 
interrupted individual work to collaborate on ideas and sketches. 
House sketch 
At the time Adam made the house sketch, the group had not specifically talked about design, but 
had started to consider local conditions and building materials. The initial sketch was Adam’s 
individual work based partly on that earlier discussion and introducing original design elements such 
as large flaps to open and close the front wall of the houses and a vent in the top floor. 
In the week 10 prac, Adam brought along his freehand sketch on paper (Figure 42) and used it to 
discuss the house design. As the group talked about each feature, they pointed to and drew on the 
sketch. They talked about the environment and the utility that the inhabitants would have from 
design elements. Allocated responsibility for resources costings, Adam attended to materials, 
favouring thatch roofing and bamboo for internal structure and flooring. 
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Figure 42: Hand-drawn paper sketch of the house for the Village project on Friday of week 
10. The boxes at the bottom show houses terraced together in threes with a toilet between 
them and associated calculations, drawn in the prac two days before. 
Cameron talked about a “village plan,” connecting with their personal surroundings, “we have to 
think about how to set up a community. Like in a suburb. You know how in your suburb, there is a 
park? Like, in the middle. Or shops.” He started sketching a layout on a piece of paper. They used the 
paper sketch as a deictic aid to their discussion, pointing to relevant areas and drawing further. 
Luke: ((takes pen and draws on sketch)) () ((indicating a few different places on the drawing)) 
[Another group] are going to put the public toilets in the middle. Then everyone has to go to the 
middle.  
Adam: It would be six houses 
Cameron: Six houses per toilet? 
Adam: Yeah. 
Luke: So it’s going to be ((waves hand over sketch in short parallels)) sch, sch, sch 
((Adam leans back with hands behind neck.)) 
Cameron: Still, you don’t want to be, like, hey man here’s your new house, it’s right next to the 
toilets. It’s got good and bad. You don’t have to walk so far. 
… 
Cameron: ((takes pen and paper)) OK, so there’s toilets down, say three rows down here. 
Adam: Once again, that’s village planning ((places hand downwards on sketch)), we are only 
considering housing. 
Cameron: Yeah, but we are building the houses, we need to know where we are building them. 
Although Adam had raised the issue of their responsibility in the assessment task—“we are only 
considering housing”—their reasoning, that they “need to know where we are building them,” 
answered the logic of the engineering problem.  
They further considered the layout. Cameron suggested “instead of rows, how about having them in 
streets that lead them to the centre?” Then, drawing on the piece of paper, continued, “So, this way, 
if you had a sort of a street, and they face each other. Like on a normal street. So if you have them 
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like this. So then every street would go to the centre.” Luke agreed with this idea. After some levity 
about naming the streets after themselves, they continued. Adam said that he wanted to “stick six 
houses directly together… like a townhouse.” The side walls, as shown on the sketch, did not have 
windows and so allowed terracing of the buildings. Cameron had concerns about privacy. They 
compromised on sets of three houses. Adam checked that they were agreed, “So I’m going to write 
the report according to this design. OK? All good.” Cameron then finished by recapping their plans 
for the layout.  
In their long Friday session two days later, Adam brought the same paper sketch and the start of a 
new version in PowerPoint. Adam and Cameron’s solution mixed project design and assessment 
expediency. For example, Adam noted a design flaw in the lack of waterproofing for their shutter: 
Adam: Ohh (.) ((turns to Cameron)) Should we change (the) shutter to be thatched as well? Because in 
the rain it’s gonna ((stops)) 
Cameron: Doesn’t it have the roof over the top? 
((Adam, using house sketch, shows the design elements and that the roof does not cover the flap 
when it’s open)) 
Adam: Because rain’s going to go through maybe we say it doesn’t go through 
Cameron: Maybe we make it thatch. Was thatch cheaper than bamboo? 
((Adam looks at piece of paper with calculations, placing finger on it to find his place)) 
Adam: Oh so thatch is cheaper ((taps on paper)) that’s bamboo mat and that’s thatch 
Cameron: Ding! Alright. Lowers our cost. 
The sketch showed up an issue for Adam and the piece of paper with resource costs helped with 
deciding the solution. His initial option of simply saying the bamboo shutter was waterproof, “maybe 
we say it doesn’t go through,” would possibly be sufficient in the context of the assessment task. It 
would, of course, not suffice in the context of an actual project where an item cannot be made 
waterproof just by describing it as such. Finding out that thatch is cheaper as well as waterproof 
sealed the deal and they were not required to gloss over this detail.  
 
Figure 43: Cameron points out an online image to show Adam what he means 
 
Cameron also used the sketch to consider design details, “((turning to face Adam, referencing the 
printed sketch)) Also I had an idea just to remember ((points to a place on the sketch in front of 
Adam, bringing it closer to himself)) this bit up here the top floor needs like a curtain for privacy like 
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something you can wind up ((mimes winding)) for the top floor and the bottom both should have 
some privacy here behind the ladder.” They used Google image search (Figure 43) to illustrate ideas, 
find relevant texture fills and for visual references. 
 
Figure 44: The final sketch of the house constructed in PowerPoint. Although not labelled as 
such, part of the mud brick wall has been removed to show the inside of the house. 
 
Although the dimensions of the house were included in the original sketch and discussed in 
collaborative sessions, the final sketch only included the floor elevation. It never indicated the 
location of lights, although their number and position were discussed. The ceilings were not visible 
from the elevation created by Adam in PowerPoint (Figure 44), which, being a 2D object, could not 
be turned to give different views of the house. For the same reason, it is not clear from the sketch 
whether the back wall is, like the side walls, devoid of windows. The sketch, by not presenting those 
views, did not ‘require’ that information be included; the materiality of the artefact highlighted 
particular features and hid others. 
The plans encouraged some preoccupation with detail in Cameron. For example, for the houses 
predicated on families of four, Cameron asked, “What if one guy has a family of two?” and also 
suggested that for a large family, they could remove walls between terraced houses for a bigger 
family home. He also raised the issue of elders not being able to manage stairs or the initial step into 
the house. Adam had an answer for each, including using the “sand nearby” to create a ramp, after 
advising Cameron to stop such ideas, “You’ll confuse yourself.” It was five hours into the session by 
then; Cameron expressed his frustration, “Oh man, it’s so ambiguous. This whole assignment is 
doing my head in. ((lays head down)) ((quietly)) Go-d…”  
Adam, after further work, leaned back and said “I hope that looks better.” Cameron felt that it did, 
offering some final ideas. 
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Village layout diagram 
As outlined above, Cameron, Adam and Luke had drawn and discussed a freehand sketch of how to 
build houses in blocks of three and rows around a central area in the week 10 prac. This provided 
impetus to design a layout that supported family and community life, as well as accommodated the 
house design and communal toilets. Based on the ideas from that session and with the freehand 
house sketch in front of him on the desk, Adam started a village layout diagram in PowerPoint about 
four hours into the long session on Friday. 
Adam’s initial arrangement of houses (Figure 45) led him to exclaim, ‘Oh this looks like a cage fuck.’ 
He then leaned back, opening up an opportunity for Cameron to look over.  
 
 
Figure 45: Initial layout for village 
 
Figure 46: Village rearranged to have 
roads and a larger central area. The top 
left of the large sketch has started to be 
teased out into smaller blocks, with space 
between them. 
 
Adam searched Google images for ‘city plan,’ which Cameron suggested he change to ‘suburb plan’ 
to better match the size of the village, continuing the link with their experience of Sydney living. 
Cameron directed Adam’s attention to an image that reinforced Cameron’s idea, expressed in the 
previous prac, of a curved or circular layout, “See this one ((points on screen to direct Adam to the 
image)) up up up - all these roads lead to the middle, sense of community.” Over the layout on 
Adam’s lab computer screen, they discussed the location of roads and how much space to allow 
between houses and for amenities such as kitchens, pointing with hand gestures or mouse at the 
image on the screen. As they discussed rearranging the houses, Adam modified the PowerPoint 
sketch into smaller blocks (Figure 46). Cameron commented, “Yeah this is looking better” and Adam, 
not yet fully satisfied, agreed, “It’s getting better.” 
Based on the new layout, they considered where the recreational and cooking areas would be. 
Adam calculated that 842 people would live in one of the larger sections. They then started factoring 
in the ratio of toilets and their locations, putting the density into the context of their local suburbs, 
as they note there is one toilet for every six houses.  
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Cameron: Why are there so many people in this village? It’s actually way too many people. 
Adam: ((waving hands expansively at screen)) So we need to think of it as Lidcombe I mean Castle Hill 
there just there ((Cameron laughs)) ((Adam waves)) Packed packed Castle Hill right there ((folds 
arms)) 
Cameron: I don’t know ((smiling)) Can we increase the space? 
Adam: Yeah 
Cameron explained that with the extra space, they could add toilets between the houses. 
Adam thought it still looked “like a prison you know what I mean?” Cameron responded, “Chicken 
Run?” referencing an animated film where chickens live like prisoners of war. They discussed the 
option of creating separate centres around the village, referring to the on-screen image to consider 
how it would work and how inhabitants would be connected to each other. Adam brought up a new 
blank PowerPoint slide and said “let’s play around with this.” Cameron asked Adam to keep working 
on it and returned to his own screen to continue writing for the report. Adam’s screen was visible to 
Cameron; after a couple of minutes, Cameron restarted the conversation with a comment on the 
new design (Figure 47), “The problem is you don’t want to centre them round the toilet you know. 
You don’t want the toilet to be the centre of their life you want them to be on the outside.” Adam 
explained that there was further empty space in the centre for activities such as cooking or a 
“cultural meeting area.” 
 
 
Figure 47: New layout diagram with 
multiple central areas. 
 
Figure 48: Layout at end of session. 
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The discussion was then framed in terms of the assessment task as Cameron commented, “I think by 
taking on a city plan it’s a bit much.” Adam agreed. After a few minutes of individual work, Adam 
justified the city plan in terms of showing that they “have considered their bathroom toilet and 
cultural aspects.” They then worked out where the city plan would sit in the final report and what 
needed to be written about the diagram, moving onto considering how to structure the report. They 
returned to the city plan, but Adam smilingly murmured, “This is hopeless.” The lab computer was 
running very slowly, so Adam decided to finish the plan (Figure 48) at home. Cameron suggested 
Adam not “overthink” and drew a quick sketch on paper to illustrate his ideas: 
Like here’s our total thing ((draws square)) like even if you just drew a block here ((draws smaller 
square)) and then all it said was houses plus you know bathroom facilities and then in the middle had 
just like communal and then just had probably school just here in the communal area. ((Adam finds a 
Google image of a circular layout. Cameron points to it)) exactly like that. 
Adam did revise the layout (Figure 49). He shared it on Messenger, noting that it took him three 
hours to complete, to the appreciation of his collaborators (see Figure 41). 
 
Figure 49: The final village layout 
The final design Adam produced showed elements of his and Cameron’s collaborative ideation: 
avoidance of a straight, prison-like grid towards a more organic circular shape, roads leading to a 
communal centre, open spaces and ensuring short walks between neighbourhoods. The text of the 
final report also noted that the orientation of the houses in the layout took into account the position 
of the sun at different times of the year, a concept introduced by Adam in earlier sessions and added 
by him to the layout. What Adam produced individually at home interpreted and extended a 
collaboratively developed epistemic object. 
The collaborative work in their long Friday session and the follow-up work done by Adam illustrate 
the agency (cf. Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009) of the sketch in the group’s collaborative work. It drew 
the students into an in-depth conversation about the various merits of how to plan a village that 
conceivably would not have occurred if they had settled for a text description. The visual 
representation initially did not align with what they were trying to achieve, so they persisted 
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towards a closer representation of what they wanted for the village plan. The PowerPoint tool’s 
affordances of easily duplicating and moving the shapes of the diagram allowed the students to 
quickly try out different configurations, albeit hindered by the lab computer’s slowness.  
The artefacts of the house design and village layout plans helped anchor the discussion to the 
practicalities of the project. When using the diagrams, Adam and Cameron maintained a sustained 
focus on the engineering project. They did regularly monitor their decisions and ideas in the context 
of the assessment but solving the practicalities of how to build 1250 houses was the dominant 
frame. The students had established an understanding of the assessment task by the session 
mapped for framing in Figure 50. The project dimensions of ‘validating knowledge’ and ‘identifying 
information and relevant knowledge’ were also not touched upon in this part of the collaboration. 
The students were applying what they had researched or discussed to a solution and did not seek 
further information. The house and layout diagrams were used both in the development of the 
solution, as the students drew and discussed features, and as an illustration of those design choices 
in the report. The students told themselves the story of the villagers and the construction of their 
village, explaining design choices, materials, construction, and how the design would impact the 
villagers’ imagined lives. Much, though not all of this, was expressed in their final project report. 
The use of the plans, and how they acted as objects, was fluid. When used by the two students to 
centre discussion of the solution, the plans acted as shared epistemic objects. Because of the 
considerable individual input by Adam, they were also synthesising objects; he brought together the 
elements in ways that made sense to him, founded on the set of ideas and resources constructed 
collaboratively, as well as individual research. Once finished, they became technical objects to be 
incorporated into the final project report. Adam persisted with bringing the diagrams to a level he 
was satisfied successfully incorporated his and Cameron’s ideas. There was no task instruction to do 
this work, it arose from the logic of their solution to the posed problem. 
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Figure 50: Analysis of a 90-minute segment of in-person collaboration, week 10 Friday session. Each dot marks a change in 
framing - horizontal lines indicate a sustained focus. 
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5.4 Discussion of engineering cases 
In this discussion of the engineering cases, I address research question 1, ‘How do students exercise 
shared epistemic agency?’ and its sub-questions. I also touch upon research question 2.1, ‘What is 
present or missing from the group projects that learning design could address?’ but design 
implications are dealt with more comprehensively in Chapter 6. 
Minimal scaffolding of this assessment task provided a view of students’ baseline abilities in complex 
problem-solving at that point in their studies. The engineering groups evidenced patterns 
comparable to those of the education groups: the Renewables group generally divided their 
knowledge work (KC1), the Nuclear group consistently created knowledge collaboratively, online and 
offline (KC2), and the Village group showed elements of both division of work, in the delineation of 
tasks between pairs of students, and collaboration accompanied by the production of individual 
artefacts (KC1/KC3). 
5.4.1 Framing and setup 
In response to sub-question 1.1 ‘What influences how infrastructure is assembled and used?’, Table 
7 compares the engineering cases based on evidence in student activity of framing and disposition. 
As with the education groups, the initial framing was largely unchanged throughout the projects. 
Renewables and Nuclear groups showed mostly straight-forward framing of the problem as a factual 
report, taking relatively bounded (Engle et al., 2012) approaches. The Village group’s main dyad 
framed their problem as a complex one, without obvious solutions and involving many issues, taking 
a more expansive (Engle et al., 2012) approach. 
Analysis of episodes of group framing in their projects showed similarities especially between the 
Renewables and Nuclear groups in their early planning sessions (Figures 27 and 33), with marked 
focus on understanding and meeting assessment criteria, only briefly touching on the problem and 
its issues. When the Village group eventually started planning the project in week 8, while still 
referring to the task description consistently, they concentrated on defining the problem and its 
issues (Figure 40). Along the dimensions of project-focused problem-solving versus attention to 
assessment criteria, Cameron and Adam in the Village group consistently framed activity as problem-
solving focused on shared objects, although still paying close attention to assessment criteria (e.g. 
Figure 50). The Nuclear group pursued an understanding of their chosen energy source and the 
Renewables group discussed their sources somewhat in their last prac, but these groups focused 
relatively more closely on meeting assessment criteria and assembling information than on problem-
related knowledge creation. 
Despite groups’ frustration with lack of detail, the task was capable of inspiring positively-valenced 
epistemic emotions (Pekrun et al., 2017), such as curiosity or anticipation of self-improvement. For 
Quinn (Nuclear), the topic was stimulating, “I think it was good to go a bit off the track of everyone 
else and actually research something that not everyone talks about. It was an interesting project” 
(interview). The Renewables and Nuclear groups showed curiosity and a disposition towards learning 
about, for example, relative yield rates of energy sources and their environmental impacts, 
hydrocarbon fuel production, and the physics of nuclear fusion. Edward (Renewables) credited the 
project for his change of career focus towards sustainability engineering, and Cameron and Adam 
(Village) took a creative approach to planning for their villagers’ needs. Each group showed interest 
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in acting and writing professionally and using professional tools, within limits. For example, Village 
group students talked about themselves as part of an engineering company, Cameron (Village) tried 
to use, but discarded, a professional CAD tool, Sam (Nuclear) wanted to write more formally, and 
Michael and Dave (Renewables) devoted two hours to learning the standard formatting language, 
LaTeX, to drop its use later.  
 
Table 7 
Summary of key findings for framing and disposition in engineering cases 
Renewables (KC1) Nuclear (KC2) Village (KC3/KC1) 
Framing 
Set of facts to be assembled, 
not requiring much synthesis 
and so work can be divided 
between individuals. Gather 
enough information in 
appropriate format to cover 
the topic. 
Learn about the energy source 
and how it works; advocate for its 
adoption. An extension of existing 
study group work patterns: a 
highly collaborative task. 
A problem to be solved: practical 
solutions for hypothetical 
villagers. An assessment task with 
unclear boundaries: what is 'our' 
problem to solve and what is not. 
Disposition 
Inclination 
Edward (and possibly others) 
wanted closer collaboration, 
but the dominant inclination 
was to divide responsibilities.  
Abilities 
Low use of collective epistemic 
practices; some 
misinterpretation of source 
information. Did not establish 
effective communication and 
collaboration processes, online 
or offline.  
Sensitivity to situation 
Flexibly interpreted task: 
questioned directions; made 
own judgement on initial 
approach. Seen as fairly 
straight-forward assignment. 
Interest in professional 
development. 
Inclination 
Highly collaborative: some 
responsibilities divided, but 
report content assembled and 
reviewed together. 
Abilities 
Medium use of collective 
epistemic practices: highly 
collaborative writing process; 
basic evaluation of sources; some 
misinterpretation of information. 
Familiarity allowed them to use 
established collaborative 
patterns, but also try out new 
tools (Google Doc with Skype).  
Sensitivity to situation 
A chance to learn about a new 
technology. Ongoing use of 
collaboration tools. Jessie 
remained focused on the overall 
problem. Interest in professional 
development. 
Inclination 
Two collaborative and willing to 
engage with the problem. Two 
others, by inclination or 
circumstances, were followers. In-
person collaboration dominated. 
Abilities 
Varied use of collective epistemic 
practices: high level of in-person 
collaboration between Adam and 
Cameron; difficulties in involving 
and informing Luke and Thomas. 
Little online collaboration. Adam: 
adaptive production of artefacts. 
Limited use of authoritative 
information sources. 
Sensitivity to situation 
Adam and Cameron imagined the 
needs of villagers; Adam created 
contextual artefacts; Recognised 
the need to collaborate. Interest in 
professional development. 
Note. KC1, KC2 and KC3 are outlined in section 3.4. 
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Marks were heavily weighted towards the group products rather than individual learning or group 
processes32. There was no direct effect on marks if the Renewables did not set up an effective 
communication channel, or if Thomas and Luke were not included in the central knowledge work of 
the Village group. All groups focused repeatedly on instructions, which named sections of the report 
and their page length; the Nuclear group pasted that structure into their working document. All 
groups used the inexact proxy of suggested number of pages per section to estimate effort for the 
report. 
Students worked to reconcile assessment criteria with an authentic response to the problem. The 
commonly low marks and critical feedback on early project outlines indicates that students did not 
align with educator intentions. All three case groups spent time considering markers’ and lecturer 
feedback on their project outlines; for example, Cameron’s (Village) heightened sensitivity to 
paternalist or colonial bias. Each group’s project outline showed a split between a project outline as 
a professional engineer and required elements outlining how they as students would complete the 
assignment. This duality was evident throughout the Village project as Cameron and Adam weighed 
up detailed design work for answering the problem against limiting the scope of their solution based 
on assessment instructions. 
The Nuclear group treated the task as more advocacy than evaluation, putting the case for use of 
nuclear fusion by underplaying or removing counter arguments, while acknowledging to themselves 
that they were unable to answer the main question of providing universal renewable energy. The 
Renewables group rejected instructions to concentrate on one energy source, based on what they 
understood the task required. However, they framed the task less as an exploration of an integrated 
problem than as reporting the pros and cons of energy sources; research was siloed with individuals 
until the final prac session. The group was not sensitive to the complexity of the problem and did not 
recognise a need for interdependency in their work; they also did not allocate substantial time to it, 
often working on MATLAB and other courses’ assessments. In addition, although they recognised 
that they should organise online communications, the group were either not sensitive to their 
importance, or lacked collective follow-through or feasible alternatives outside their initial impulse 
for Facebook. 
The familiar concept of housing and community, although in an unfamiliar setting, gave Village 
students some anchor in their own experience of built environments to respond to the posed 
problem. Adam and Cameron, at least, were sensitive to the problem as a complex one that included 
describing both material and cultural needs of the fictional villagers in concrete, sympathetic ways 
and placing their designs within competing demands. Luke and Thomas, the other group members, 
seemed to employ a more bounded framing, responding to requests to complete tasks. Adam and 
Cameron showed an inclination to engage at length with the problem, using expansive framing 
(Engle et al., 2012) to find links to overarching concepts, for example, Cameron introduced Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs, he and Adam discussed modernisation versus westernisation, and they applied 
elements of sustainability to their solution, this last an assessment criterion. It was framed as a 
project with practical implications, especially by Adam as involving practical artefact design.  
 
 
                                                 
32 Tutors were asked to observe groups to measure level of contributions, and groups to self-report these, but 
the marking process was unclear. 
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5.4.2 Secondary infrastructure 
In the secondary level of infrastructure—technical objects and group processes—the patterns of tool 
use and collaboration differed considerably between groups, summarised in Table 8. Only the 
Nuclear group consistently used an online tool for knowledge creation. The Renewables group did 
not have an ongoing online presence, even for basic communications. Of the three engineering 
groups, two were newly formed for the project; the Nuclear group was accustomed to working 
together. This familiarity was observable in the rapidity and relative ease, acknowledged by group 
members in interviews, with which the Nuclear group established their project and chose tools to 
manage it. All groups had issues locating and integrating appropriate information resources. 
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Table 8 
Summary of key findings for secondary level infrastructure in engineering cases 
Renewables (KC1) Nuclear (KC2) Village (KC3/KC1) 
Tools 
No in-person meetings outside pracs  
Limited email 
No social media or shared online space for most of project 
MATLAB – graphing 
Word – individual writing 
Google Doc – assembly of final report and wrote remaining 
sections in the weekend it was due. 
Online search – individually; occasionally shared interesting 
pages 
Google Drive Slides – online creation & discussion of 
presentation 
LaTeX – two students worked on learning it; later abandoned 
Existing study group sessions + used online collaboration – worked 
on this and other courses' assessments. 
Limited email 
Social media group (Facebook) – continued established use. 
MATLAB – graphing (?) 
Google Doc –for notes through to final version of the report 
Online search – often conducted in tandem, shared sense-making 
Skype – audio communications while remotely working on Google 
Doc 
LaTeX – rejected as complicated and unnecessary. 
Long in-person collaborative session outside scheduled pracs 
Email – sent individual sections for assembly 
Facebook Messenger – kept in contact, checked location and 
encouraged participation, shared documents, images, links 
MATLAB – graphing 
PowerPoint – visual planning and diagramming, shared screen 
Word – individual writing 
Paper and pen – explanation and expansion of ideas on house 
design, village layout; cost calculations 
Online search – visual prop to discussion between two members; 
source of technical and materials information 
Phone app – cost calculations 
LaTeX – Adam translated Word format into LaTeX 
Group collaboration 
Little discussion or coordination beyond initial allocation of 
tasks. Apart from tangential conversations, students worked 
independently. Some used pracs to complete other exercises 
and assignments. In the prac before the report was due, 
students worked individually, punctuated by short discussions. 
The initial key driver (Kevin) left the course without notification, 
leaving no contribution. Students worked together on planning 
and slides for their presentation. 
Used regular study group times. Sessions in pracs focused on the 
project; study group sessions mixed work on different courses. 
Shared development of epistemic object; shared research, making 
sense of information collaboratively. 
Quinn, tacit leader, resisted Jessie’s moves to widen approach. 
Simultaneous online collaboration, using Skype and Google Doc. 
Transfer of methods of collaboration to subsequent work as a group. 
Core sub-group of two (Adam and Cameron) were strongly 
collaborative, with task-based help from Luke and Thomas. The 
main two conceptualised the problem, and their work was often 
centred on Adam’s diagrams and examples Cameron pulled from 
the Internet. 
Shared and reviewed some elements of the report over the 
project. Only shared full final report shortly before submitting. 
Distributed cognition 
Difficulty in project coordination without an information hub 
and little situation/progress awareness for most of the project. 
Some short ad hoc discussions; most interaction in the last prac, 
when individuals shared information on their energy source. 
Later use of Google Doc for assembly of report improved 
situation awareness. They subsequently used Google Slides to 
coordinate their presentation. 
Met outside pracs socially and as part of a study group. Maintained a 
shared document for notes and the report. High levels of 
communication bandwidth, situation awareness and horizon of 
observation.  
The Google Doc acted as an information hub, recording report 
structure, notes, links and references, and showing progress. They 
used the in-built chat of the platform, supplemented by Skype for 
voice communications, to direct attention and maintain effective 
communication. 
Adam and Cameron shared high communication bandwidth, high 
situation awareness and good horizon of observation, although 
initially miscommunicated on building new versus renovating. 
Thomas and Luke were low in each of these measures. As they 
worked in person, did not take shared notes beyond the first 
planning meeting and did not share report sections, it was 
difficult for absent group members to be informed. 
All used Messenger, so it performed some of the work of an 
information hub, mostly to organise work and meetings.  
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Tools and resources 
Students stayed with easy-to-use, familiar tools such as Messenger, pen and paper, Google search, 
Word and PowerPoint, the latter put to the relatively novel purpose of diagramming. The 
combination of Google Doc and Skype worked well for the Nuclear group with minimal effort; the 
Google Doc afforded features similar to Word, with which they were already familiar. 
Tools—MATLAB, LaTeX and the professional CAD program—were not quickly or easily mastered. 
Without real reasons to persist with them, although aware of their use in professional spheres, 
students avoided or abandoned some technologies. The two Renewables students who attempted 
formatting with LaTeX made some progress, mostly through work-arounds, but were left without 
confidence in their LaTeX skill, with accompanying negative achievement emotions (Pekrun et al., 
2017), one saying, “I hate code.” (see Appendix 4 for an account of this session). Course technical 
exercises were treated by students as relatively unconnected to their project work, and MATLAB was 
most frequently used in reports simply to (re)produce graphs. A group agreeing to work in a 
particular way with a tool did not necessarily result in action: the Renewables group did not use 
Google Docs early in the project or establish adequate communications as planned. Timelines of 
student milestones were required for assessment but were not used functionally by any groups to 
manage their work. 
When the Nuclear group were editing the Google Doc at the same time, including remotely, they 
were able to see what each was doing in real time. Checking updates on a phone on the way to a 
family dinner is an example of location-independent nomadic work (Rossitto et al., 2013). Because 
they recorded ideas and made sense of the structure and content of the report as they proceeded, it 
was an enduring extension of discussion. As they worked, they zoned parts of the document for 
particular uses, for example, placing copied material from websites at the end, and reviewed and 
edited across sections, instrumentalising a common way of working. Epistemic and collaborative 
imperatives guided tool use: by comparison, the Renewables group did put some text in a Google 
Doc early in their project but did not find a compelling use for it until the final weekend, when 
circumstances required. 
For a complex project, a shared record such as that afforded by a Google Doc might be either 
required or strongly advocated to groups. The Draftback graphs of the work by the Nuclear and 
Renewables groups in Google Docs (Figure 51) give a useful comparative visualisation of patterns of 
work. While use of document history is not a reliable tool for formal assessment (it will not capture 
all contributions), such representations may help stimulate reflection on the optimal patterns of 
collaboration before groups start, and as they work, on a project. Groups can be asked to aim more 
for the consistency of work, re-writing and editing represented by the activity graphs of the Nuclear 
group, as compared with the Renewables group with its single line of contributions in the final 
weekend, and steep curve of added content before the final submission. Students—and tutors—
might then use reporting tools such as Draftback or the Google Docs history feature to check on 
progress and relative contribution as they work.  
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Figure 51: A comparison of activity patterns for the Nuclear and Renewables group Google 
Docs using the Draftback plugin (for larger images, see Figures 30 and 36) 
 
It was notable that the majority of lecture materials were not used in the projects. The exception 
was the tutor-recommended week 4 lecture slides that outlined how to write a report. The 
expressed opinion of students was that lectures were unrelated to the project work. The Google 
online search engine, as opposed to textbooks, academic journals or topic databases, was the 
primary tool for finding information and resources for the project. Cameron (Village) early identified 
the Engineers without Borders site as a source of relevant information, however the group did not, 
for example, reference an existing aid development project to guide their work.  
The fairly narrow set of information sources found and utilised by the students suggests that, in 
similar tasks, guidance and practice in inquiry methods linked to more diverse professional 
engineering resources would be useful.  
Group collaboration 
The ways in which groups organised work and related to each other were entangled with how they 
created knowledge together, but there was little explicit attention given to how to manage group 
collaboration. Processes and roles were tacitly enacted, although report-writing responsibilities 
were explicitly allocated. That the Village students did not consider a shared online document and 
drive for files indicates low awareness of project communications and collaboration; in all groups the 
students tended to fall into roles, of leaders and followers, designers and single-purpose 
researchers.  
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Without a plan or shared conceptual development to suggest next steps, students were likely to 
work on other tasks with more pressing deadlines and clearer steps to completion. Academic 
procrastination was evident: individuals at times downplayed effort required, reassuring the group 
that “it won’t take much to put this report together” (Kevin, Renewables), and “eight pages out of 
the fourteen is just typing” (Cameron, Village). Downplaying required effort could be read as a desire 
to lessen the perceived negative consequences of delayed action (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016). 
Certainly, every engineering group ran out of time. Students could have trouble managing 
impulsivity (doing other more attractive or immediately productive tasks, such as the Renewables 
students working on MATLAB assignments rather than discussing the project). This could have been 
related to a lack of clear, explicit goals or deadlines, even when they understood the need for action 
(Steel & Klingsieck, 2016). 
Collaboration also involved socioemotional aspects. These included the existing familiarity, 
playfulness and trust (enabling expression of both positive and negative emotions) between the 
members of the Nuclear group; they had established roles and methods of working that they 
expanded upon with this project. The development of a collaborative partnership between Adam 
and Cameron built confidence to work through and debate ideas consistently over time. The polite 
willingness and general good nature of the Renewables group remained pleasantly friendly with low 
levels of collaboration, with group members seemingly reticent, reluctant to be seen as demanding. 
Students had not just an intellectual but also an affective response to tasks and collaboration with 
others, and developed a social tone for projects based on personal interactions and conversation. It 
was perhaps in acknowledgement of this reality that Edward (Renewables) mused on the need for a 
coach to introduce the members and help start a productive dynamic (interview). Taking Edward’s 
perspective on group management, they were not equipped to independently perform initial 
‘forming’ behaviour (Tuckman & Jensen, 1977), which could be also classified as a stage of 
addressing individual and group concerns (Cassidy, 2007). Group management was partly a matter 
of social comfort, which improved with time in the newly-formed Renewables and Village groups.  
Design for learning has a role in helping students better identify and confidently play relevant 
epistemic games, including project management. Externally designated interim deadlines (Gafni & 
Geri, 2010) and models for interim artefacts can help structure this process, without overly 
specifying project processes—preserving epistemic freedom, but helping students identify and enact 
productive patterns of collaboration. 
 
Distributed cognition 
In DiCoT (Furniss & Blandford, 2006) terms, the Nuclear group maintained an effective information 
hub, with good situation awareness and horizon of observation, so that students knew in the 
moment what was occurring, and more generally what progress was being made on the project.  
The Google Doc was a “mediating artefact” that could also be seen as an “information hub,” “where 
different information channels meet and different information sources are processed together” 
(Furniss & Blandford, 2006, p. 1178). They maintained high communication bandwidth by meeting in 
person, and also online by combining the Google Doc with Skype.  
While the Village group maintained a communication channel in Messenger and spent time 
collaborating in person, situation awareness was often low, and there was not a good horizon of 
observation or information hub for all group members, including no consistent shared record of 
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decisions and progress. One consequence of this was a lack of clarity on their approach even 
between the central dyad, i.e. the new build versus renovation misunderstanding. By leaving 
sections to individuals to write, they could not easily review the report in progress, nor proofread 
effectively. Between the two central students, during their in-person collaborations, communication 
bandwidth, situation awareness and horizon of observation were better, due to their regular 
discussions, generally focused on Adam’s artefacts. 
The Renewables project lacked an information hub: there was no central place in which to develop 
the project together, before the final weekend, when exigencies demanded it. By working separately 
for the most part, the Renewables students had little on which to base conceptual discussion or, 
lacking clear situation awareness and an immediate horizon of observation into each other’s work, 
project management. Consequently, in-person meetings suffered from lack of clear goals and 
context.   
 
 
Figure 52: Sample patterns of collaboration of engineering groups. 
Note, diagram interprets the general shape of face-to-face collaboration and is not a literal, 
scaled rendition discussions. 
 
Figure 52 compares patterns of collaboration between engineering groups in person. In the 
Renewables’ last prac, students came together regularly to share pieces of information; in parallel, 
Michael and Peter worked together in the online Google Doc. The Nuclear group’s pattern was an 
ongoing discussion between all members, accompanied by note-taking, punctuated by short off-
topic conversations. The Nuclear group maintained high levels of situation awareness, horizon of 
information and information flow, as well as high levels of in-person collaboration, so established 
elements of productive distributed cognition. This pattern of ongoing shared collaborative effort, 
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however, left little chance for individuals to follow topics of interest in depth, and kept progress on 
one track, rather than bringing together diverse threads of simultaneous research or conceptual 
development. The Village group, in their long session, showed a good situation awareness, horizon 
of observation and information flow between the two central group members as they collaborated 
on conceptual development, but had only sporadic interaction with the two other group members. 
The patterns were neither necessarily ideal nor unproductive and could change for different stages 
in the projects. 
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5.4.3 Primary infrastructure: epistemic objects 
This section addresses research question 1.3, ‘In what ways do students employ epistemic objects 
for knowledge creation?’ 
The overall problem and solution were incompletely addressed in all engineering projects. Table 9 
summarises shared epistemic and individually-created synthesising objects across groups. All 
students contributed to group products, but the Nuclear group and the Village pair of Cameron and 
Adam developed strong shared epistemic objects, if incomplete solutions. In these two groups, use 
of authoritative information sources was not ideal, but they established a shared knowledge heap 
(Perkins, 1994). The Renewables students contributed separate objects toward their report, with 
limited discussion of concepts, and did not therefore create a robust knowledge heap and produced 
a limited shared epistemic object. This was shown in the relative sparsity of concepts and fewer 
connections in the Renewables object diagram (Figure 26), compared to those of the Nuclear (Figure 
32) and Village (Figure 37) groups. 
 
Table 9 
Summary of key findings for epistemic objects in engineering cases 
Renewables (KC1) Nuclear (KC2) Village (KC3/KC1) 
Shared epistemic object 
Framed as collecting information. 
Little shared conceptual 
development, energy sources 
treated separately. Discussed 
some ideas, e.g. hydrocarbon fuel 
and its value. Towards the end, 
compared pros and cons of some 
energy sources. The integration of 
sections within the report was at 
the end rather than ongoing. 
The presentation was developed 
as an ongoing shared object. 
Synthesising objects 
Each student produced an object, 
information on an energy source 
researched in accordance to a set 
of criteria agreed by the group. 
Final report assembly. 
Shared epistemic object 
The overall epistemic object was 
framed as an ongoing group 
effort. The general goal was to 
explain how the technology 
works. Its feasibility as a source 
was not treated with high 
criticality. The developing 
report, integrating several online 
sources and reports, was visible 
in the shared document.  
Synthesising objects 
No substantial individual 
synthesising objects, although 
report sections were individually 
allocated. Jessie’s focus on 
national energy needs and how 
to answer the main question of 
national renewable energy had 
potential to become a 
synthesising object. 
Shared epistemic object  
Produced by Adam and 
Cameron, the overall epistemic 
object was a solution to the 
fictional villagers’ housing 
needs, within budget 
constraints. Artefacts were seen 
as necessary to illustrate the full 
solution. Supplementary 
artefacts by Luke and Thomas. 
Synthesising objects  
Report introduction; house plan; 
village layout; report on costs; 
information on mud brick 
thermal efficiency; final report 
assembly. 
 
The Village group used existing and created objects in their project. Adam was creatively drawn into 
designing artefacts; he persisted in bringing the design to a standard he accepted and that embodied 
his shared knowledge work with Cameron. The students accumulated shared ideas on housing 
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design and associated issues and materials over several discussions, during which they used sketches 
and found images. This shared heap of knowledge and established collaborative pattern allowed 
Adam and Cameron to make productive use of almost seven hours in their long week 10 session and 
support further work on synthesising objects. The framing and focus of the Village dyad were 
consistently on the problem and how to solve it, as they used Adam’s synthesising diagrams of the 
house and village layout (Figure 50). This illustrates the potential of synthesising objects to draw and 
hold sustained attention on the problem at hand. The way that Adam and Cameron used 
synthesising objects contrasted with the examples from education in that Adam changed the objects 
over time in response to interactions with Cameron as well as further personal research. The 
synthesising object was at these times a shared epistemic object, open for collaborative 
development, although Adam retained strong authorship of the artefact. I discuss synthesising 
objects in detail in Chapter 6. 
The Nuclear group collaboratively inquired into and built further understanding of the mechanisms 
of nuclear fusion and fission, with limited attention to the posed problem of providing renewable 
energy. Because the Nuclear group strongly framed their shared epistemic object as a collective 
product, there was perhaps less chance of an individual creating an independent synthesising object. 
Everything was shared as it occurred, in the common document. An idea could, however, be 
rejected before being explored, if the idea was not supported by more than one student; Jessie’s 
interest in the big picture of providing carbon-neutral energy might, with encouragement, have been 
explored through individual work. 
Support in problem exploration, processes of shared inquiry and professional practices, and 
specifically the collaborative production and development of epistemic and synthesising objects, are 
elements for learning design expanded upon in the next chapter. 
 
5.4.4 Summary: Epistemic agency and activity infrastructure 
Students had interest in and motivation to explore the task topics and act as professionals, and were 
willing to engage with the work and exercised epistemic agency, though at differing intensity for 
both groups and individuals. Students were not disposed or skilled enough to address the problems 
in the very open and ill-structured tasks, or to approach professional standards. The missing 
components or affordances in infrastructure are areas ripe for designed scaffolding for similar 
projects and students, and are addressed further in Chapter 6.  
The degree of epistemic agency comes down to whether groups simply reproduced (Emirbayer & 
Mische, 1998) ways of working with knowledge or adapted and created new ways, with an eye to 
future use. In common with education groups, students who put in effort to construct knowledge 
together found the pace of progress slow and chafed at “trying to figure out what to do” (Sam, 
Nuclear, interview). In the Village group, Cameron’s occupation with details and Adam’s creation of 
synthesising objects certainly showed agency. Although not strictly answering the stated problem, 
the knowledge work of the Nuclear group took them towards a better understanding of nuclear 
energy production, aided by their intently collaborative approach that yielded a new set of tools. 
The loosely cooperative Renewables group found and assembled information about renewable 
energy sources, without challenging themselves overly in the process, although they recognised the 
usefulness of a collaborative conceptual development in a shared document by the end of the 
project. 
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All groups moved quickly to working on solutions, although the Village group developed a more 
elaborate view of their problem over time, and other groups also explored their chosen topics. 
Without a solid basis from a definition or exploration of the wider problem, or a chance for extended 
discussion early in the project, it was difficult for Renewables students to move beyond isolated 
research of the facts of each energy source, or for the Nuclear students to go much further than 
reporting on nuclear fusion. Students often used personal understanding of topics to judge 
serendipitous online information, with little testing or expanding on initial ideas. 
Students had difficulty in supplementing and extending personal knowledge. The cases 
demonstrated that a small group of students working on a time-sensitive project cannot necessarily 
establish adequate foundational knowledge for a problem space. Students’ existing declarative 
knowledge was low in the topics they were expected to research and use for their projects. 
Actionable knowledge (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017) of engineering and project processes was 
also low. Working off a partial understanding of the basic concepts and issues involved, the groups 
had only a narrow base for their projects. Assumptions about possible solutions were founded in 
personal viewpoints, initial perceptions and incomplete information. The Village group’s was the 
most problem-oriented project; students connected their lived experiences to the problem. A 
certain amount of foundational knowledge as house dwellers, consumers and community members 
helped ground knowledge creation in this case.  
The lists of knowledge for each engineering group (see Appendix 2) are based on concepts, 
declarative and procedural knowledge, required skills and issues that were mentioned or implied by 
students. I consolidated these into the main topics or areas of knowledge used by each group, 
covering both the problem space and wider related conceptual space (Hmelo-Silver, 2015). Samples 
of the many topics include: what it means to be professional; developing countries and the 
manifestations of poverty; geographic suitability for energy generation; and supplying peak and off-
peak energy. The lists show the variety of thought by students that can be leveraged in a knowledge 
integration perspective (Linn, 2006) for learning design. The identified knowledge is a basis for 
considering what personal resources are required by students and can function as entry points for 
facilitated discussion and application, founded on professional principles and skills. 
Conclusions were anchored in the discussions between students in which they combined 
information from articles with general knowledge at varying levels of accuracy (e.g. Australia’s 
geography limits options for hydro and geothermal energy sources; glazed tiles to seal mud bricks; 
what is a battery; how much to spend on meals for volunteers). Incomplete understanding could 
also be of concepts presented formally in a course. An in-class exercise using the well-known trolley 
problem presented a range of scenarios questioning the ethics of sacrificing human lives (for 
example, is it ethical to push a large man in front of a run-away trolley to stop it killing a group of 
people on the track). Students in the Renewables group later framed ethics as related almost wholly 
to human impacts, to the point of excluding environmental degradation from the concept of ethics, 
and justifying species extinction. Productive personal resources in knowledge work were of course 
present: Cameron’s tendency to throw in repeated questions and speculative detail, while 
complicating the project for the purpose of a class assessment, was not necessarily a negative trait 
for completing an authentic task, where a concern for clarity and understanding would be desirable. 
The activity infrastructure developed by Adam and Cameron (Village)—shared problem exploration 
and conceptual development centred on Adam’s authored objects, offers insights into knowledge 
creation and the sociomaterial mechanisms that can support it. Although not a perfectly executed 
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project, the students took a problem and persistently worked through to a solution that satisfied 
them.  
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Chapter 6. Discussion, implications for design and conclusion 
This final chapter is in five sections. In Section 6.1 I draw general conclusions for the first research 
question, ‘How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?’ Discussion sections in Chapters 4 
and 5 contain detailed responses to this question: here I provide a summary and model of epistemic 
agency. Section 6.2 defines synthesising objects, one of the notable outcomes of this study. I next 
focus on the second research question, ‘What does students’ activity suggest for design for 
epistemic agency?’ Section 6.3 includes an analysis of types and examples of epistemic games 
deriving from the projects. Section 6.4 presents eight design principles for epistemic agency in 
tertiary education, based on my findings and associated literature. In Section 6.5 I summarise the 
contribution of this study, review its limitations and make recommendations for future research. I 
conclude with a short personal reflection. 
6.1 How do students exercise shared epistemic agency? 
I studied what students do, what they use and create and how they communicate and collaborate, in 
their work with knowledge, with the aim of informing design for epistemic agency. The cases 
indicated that groups initiate and then maintain a particular approach from the start of projects. 
Groups uniquely defined the nature of the task and what was an appropriate response.  
Table 10 compares the cases on their activity infrastructure and pattern of knowledge creation and 
groups them loosely into three categories: 
KC1  Divided knowledge work 
Group members worked separately and so had limited opportunity for shared knowledge 
creation. Framed as assembling a solution from existing information. 
KC2 Shared knowledge creation 
These groups recognised a need for shared conceptual development. When productively 
enacted, these projects produced a common repository of artefacts. 
KC3 Shared knowledge creation plus individual artefacts 
In addition to patterns of work similar to KC2, these projects featured substantial 
synthesising objects that individuals contributed to the collaborative effort. 
Both sets of cases had groups aligning with each category. Fundamentally, the elements of activity 
infrastructure—shared conceptual development, objects, ongoing repository and visible progress, 
constructed as groups worked—aligned with the frame the groups placed on their project at the 
start. An exception was the VideoGames group, in which initial inclination for collaboration was not 
followed through in conceptual development. The Village group showed elements of KC3 and KC1: 
one pair deeply collaborative and the other two students completing directed tasks. The lack of an 
ongoing repository and online conceptual development in this group resembles the KC1 groups, 
which divided their work. All education groups set up similar online communications at the 
secondary level of infrastructure, but only two used these substantially for primary-level conceptual 
development. Task directions helped groups commit to using tools but the students decided on their 
actual use. Instrumental genesis varied between groups using the same tools; students built ways of 
working together, recognising and activating different affordances. 
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Table 10 
Comparison of cases on dimensions of shared knowledge creation and infrastructure 
Group 
(task, object 
diagram) 
Shared conceptual 
development Synthesising 
objects 
Shared 
artefact 
repository 
Visible progress 
Pattern of knowledge 
creation 
Offline Online 
Renewables 
(engineering, 
Figure 26) 
very 
limited 
no no, but topics 
based on agreed 
criteria 
no no, until final 
weekend when 
shared Google 
Doc 
[KC1] Division of tasks, 
no extra meetings 
Timeline 
(education, 
Figure 4) 
limited limited no, but added 
separate posts 
to the timeline 
yes, the 
timeline 
artefact 
itself 
timeline posts, 
one member 
obscured their 
lack of progress 
[KC1] Division of tasks, 
no extra meetings 
VideoGames 
(education, 
Figure 12) 
very 
limited 
no no, script 
created as they 
recorded 
no lack of progress 
was visible 
[KC2] Surface approach 
despite intention to 
work together 
Nuclear  
(engineering, 
Figure 32) 
yes yes no yes: used 
shared 
document 
for writing 
yes [KC2] Deeply 
collaborative, ongoing 
shared work 
VideoMap 
(education, 
Figure 15) 
yes, 
high 
levels 
yes, high 
levels 
no, but 
annotated 
resources 
yes, 
extensive 
notes and 
posts 
yes [KC2] Deeply 
collaborative, connect 
to future careers 
Village  
(engineering, 
Figure 37) 
 
yes, for 
dyad 
no yes limited 
online; main 
dyad shared 
objects in 
person 
mostly yes for 
main dyad, no 
for other two 
students 
[KC3/1] Two students 
shared epistemic work 
and allocated tasks to 
others.  
VideoTech 
(education, 
Figure 20) 
yes yes yes yes, posts 
and interim 
objects 
yes [KC3] Group 
conceptual 
development, specific 
production roles  
 
Research question 1, ‘How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?’, could easily append the 
phrase, ‘in the context of a group’s framing of the assessment task.’ Put the narrative of each case 
under that analytical focus and the pattern of activity becomes more easily explained and 
classifiable. If framed as a relatively straightforward task not requiring a collaborative solution, 
groups did not construct an activity infrastructure that focused on knowledge creation.  
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Framing could change over the course of a project. Analysis of early sessions of the Renewables 
(Figure 27) and Village (Figure 33) groups showed framing that focused primarily on assessment. 
Once the Nuclear group had completed some research together, their week 8 framing became more 
project- and problem-focused (Figure 35). The Renewables group, lacking the shared inquiry of the 
Nuclear group, did not show a similar level of shift in framing towards the problem. However, the 
Renewables group still had opportunity to talk about the viability of researched energy sources in 
the last prac before submitting the report. The Village group dyad’s discussions centred on Adam’s 
diagrams showed more sustained focus on the problem compared to assessment requirements (for 
framing analysis, see Figure 50). The overall framing of a task, e.g. shared knowledge creation versus 
divided work, may not change essentially, but the framing of local activity can change within and 
between sessions and artefacts provide a central focal point for knowledge work.  
In comparing framing and groups’ levels of knowledge creation, a multidimensional view of 
disposition that combines sensitivity to a situation with an inclination and abilities to act (Perkins et 
al., 1993) is a good explanatory fit. If students recognised the task as requiring shared knowledge 
creation, the inclination to act was not an issue in the groups studied. The activation of abilities in 
response was, however, a barrier for several of the groups, for example, VideoGames as outlined 
above. The Renewables group agreed to work on the project together in week 8, but became 
hijacked by a long tangential discussion, which they did not divert back to the task at hand. While 
sensitivity to situation has been recognised as a difficult key factor in productive dispositions 
(Perkins et al., 2000), the groups could otherwise be stymied by shortfalls in ability to productively 
apply appropriate knowledge and skills, including group and project management, to the problem. 
Shared epistemic agency is predicated upon abilities in collaborative knowledge work, but also upon 
connecting to past experiences and future need and placing present actions within a bigger picture. 
The VideoMap group especially showed these trichordic elements (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998) by 1) 
connecting to past school experiences and concepts from their studies in 2) evaluating current 
actions, and 3) putting their task in a projective frame, considering how the concepts were relevant 
to their future careers as teachers.  
In terms of individual epistemic agency, the synthesising objects created by individuals engaged 
them intellectually and emotionally, answering needs recognised by their authors. Individuals put in 
considerable effort into synthesising objects—Adam (Village), for example, working through multiple 
iterations until satisfied. Their synthesising objects helped Blake and River (VideoTech) better assure 
practical progress, delivering peace of mind. (See section 6.2 for more on synthesising objects.) 
The creation of synthesising objects and shared epistemic objects relied on the development of a 
common ‘heap’ of knowledge (Perkins, 1994), a critical mass of base material from which to draw. 
The density of the various types of objects and connections between them in object diagrams for the 
final four groups in Table 10 illustrate their substantial shared knowledge heaps. In comparison, the 
object diagrams for the first three groups illustrate less shared knowledge between group members. 
In showing a change from, for example, technical object to epistemic object or epistemic object to 
synthesising object, the object diagrams show active conceptual development. In interrogating 
technical objects such as task instructions, taking an individual view of shared concepts (synthesising 
objects) and bringing ideas into discussion (epistemic objects), groups showed enaction of 
knowledge creation. 
Projects did not pass through distinct phases. Students in all groups made gradual progress and 
changed focus over time, but throughout projects continued to gather information, identify new 
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concepts, design interim or constituent artefacts and construct final artefacts. Students had decided 
some elements of a solution in their first meeting and were still making sense of task instructions at 
the close of their project. 
To what extent did students base their work on a strong foundation of knowledge and well-chosen 
sources and employ evaluative judgement (Boud et al., 2018, see design principle 5 below) of their 
own ideas? Groups often relied heavily on personal experience—the “prior knowledge” of the 
VideoGames worksheet (Figure 14)—and supposition in their work. Sources could be scarce, 
skimmed, and serendipitous, if used, rather than systematically sourced, evaluated and integrated 
into the project. The concepts touched upon by the engineering groups (Appendix 2), for example, 
can be anticipated and supported by teaching foundational knowledge in these areas. However, not 
all can or should necessarily be anticipated: helping students develop skills in inquiry, evaluative 
judgement and critical knowledge creation that questions received practice (Bearman, 2018) 
supports development of epistemic resourcefulness. 
Model of shared epistemic agency 
I studied the interaction of students with the task, each other and objects. Figure 53 shows a model 
of shared epistemic agency in an assessed knowledge creation task as supported by my findings. 
Students are co-designers of their assessment task, and the diagram emphasises student personal 
resources—dispositions, including abilities, knowledge and ways of knowing—in the interpretation 
of the task to produce a frame for action. From framing and definition of the problem flow the 
approach to knowledge creation and infrastructure. 
The main identified elements in the model are 1) framing and definition of the problem, 2) the 
(semi-structured) heap of shared knowledge, 3) tools and processes supporting distributed 
cognition, 4) synthesising objects and 5) work on the task artefact itself. The task space consisting of 
these elements is the activity infrastructure, emergent support for shared epistemic agency. 
The initial framing and definition of the problem were established before students had completed 
much, if any, work, and so relied heavily on students’ dispositions and initial framing. Cameron 
(Village) insisted on working together and Kevin (Renewables) favoured dividing tasks. The 
VideoMap and VideoTech groups launched quickly into research-based conceptual development. In 
exercising epistemic agency, connection to previous experience—for example, having worked 
together as a group already—and projection towards a future relevance—professional practice—
importantly help trigger particular sensitivities and inclinations for action. How students frame the 
task influences how they work with knowledge together, the shape of their communications and 
tool use, and how they put together an artefact for submission. 
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Figure 53: Model of shared epistemic agency–knowledge creation task, activity 
infrastructure and related design. 
Note, parentheses indicate relevant design principles (DP) or discussion section. 
 
The object diagrams that traced development of ideas over time—how some were included in the 
final product and others eventually ignored—showed development of a semi-structured heap as 
described by Perkins (1994, see Section 2.5.6). The knowledge heaps created by the groups could 
include personal experiences, news items, web sites, verbal explanations, conjecture, summaries of 
journal articles, ideas from textbooks and university courses, and collected or created artefacts—
anything loosely related to the task at hand. All four of the consistently collaborative groups 
produced a complex shared knowledge heap and developed concepts both in person and online, 
with some important exceptions to this for the Village group. These groups noted discomfort with 
uncertainty but persisted with shared conceptual development. The heap is the raw material of the 
group’s shared epistemic object in formation, made up of technical, epistemic and synthesising 
objects, in artefact and conceptual forms. Shared objects serve different purposes at times, changing 
types as students work on them. For example, technical objects such as task instructions can be 
epistemic objects when the focus of students’ meaning making. 
Elements of distributed cognition for teamwork (DiCoT) (Furniss & Blandford, 2006) proved 
important in focusing on groups’ construction of an information hub, how they made progress 
visible and how they maintained a horizon of observation, in other words, how they were able to see 
what was going on at any time and subsequently act. DiCoT privileges in-person communications, 
but online communications provided an effective medium for sharing ideas for some of the groups, 
and, by using emojis and familiar social networking idioms, online communications relayed affective 
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information and tone. An online medium allowed students time to post considered ideas. Putting 
plans and ideas into writing or diagrams allowed students to clarify these between themselves, and 
reference them afterwards; an ongoing shared artefactual repository helped students see progress. 
The VideoMap group took detailed notes of meetings and posted knowledge sources and comments 
online. The common Google Doc of the Nuclear group ensured both visibility of progress and a 
horizon of observation, and allowed each individual to add directly to emerging ideas. 
Synthesising objects, objects created by individuals based on shared conceptual development, were 
most evident in the Village and VideoTech groups. In addition, other individual contributions, such as 
the VideoTech group’s annotated posts, showed elements of synthesising objects. See Section 6.3 
below. Synthesising objects offer a way for individuals in group tasks to clarify and test ideas, record 
decisions, make priorities and progress projects. 
The processes for working on the final task artefact varied. The Timeline and Renewables groups 
combined individual work on separate sections with some limited shared conceptual development. 
The VideoGames group collaborated on video creation but less on concepts, which were covered 
more comprehensively in their individual reports. While the four more collaborative groups, in 
common with all, left much of their work until the week it was due, they worked more consistently 
together over time than the other three. The VideoMap, VideoTech and Nuclear groups developed 
concepts online as well as in person. The Nuclear group’s work was characterised by their ongoing 
group-based development of ideas and cooperative writing and editing. The Village group did not 
work together on the report itself, instead focused their shared work on particular elements such as 
costing required labour and designing the houses and village they would build. 
The interdependence in activity infrastructure of the primary level (knowledge work) and secondary 
level (tools and processes) was clear in the projects. The way that a Google Doc, PowerPoint sketch 
or Facebook Group was used intrinsically aligned to the level of knowledge creation. Knowledge 
creation relied on artefacts and the tools and methods of creating, editing and sharing them. 
Infrastructuring was done in the moment, guided by framing but not necessarily based on explicit or 
rational decisions. 
A deficit in any of the elements of shared epistemic agency as outlined in the model had an effect on 
other areas of collaboration for the groups. Limited conceptual development meant VideoGames, 
Renewables and Timeline groups under-utilised knowledge creation, shared few objects, and 
consequently had little in common on which to base shared knowledge creation. The Timeline group 
assembled a number of factual posts but did not generally use them in conceptual discussion. 
Renewables had no regular online communication tools or a common repository, and researched 
separately. They also framed the task as an assembly of information, setting the conditions for a 
division of work, with limited time for revision or shared conceptual work. Cameron and Adam 
(Village) constructed a strong shared knowledge heap, much of it verbal, and Adam created 
synthesising objects, but they did not establish an information hub that kept all informed of 
progress, although each group member executed particular tasks such as labour cost calculations. 
They therefore maintained some communication in person, but their method of report writing also 
left little opportunity for revision. Each area of the model should be considered when designing for 
and supporting shared epistemic agency. 
The model includes a range of design measures to support epistemic agency, detailed in Section 6.4. 
Importantly, it shows metacognition and reflection as a medium for transforming and incorporating 
situated experience into epistemic resources. The aim is to help students create and strengthen 
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resources for epistemic agency through reflection on “deliberate, conscious action” (Bereiter & 
Scardamalia, 2014, p. 35). As they become familiar with particular examples and situations, students 
can associate or bundle resources into sets to respond to similar situations (Hammer et al., 2005). 
Note that reflection is in tandem with doing; reflecting helps articulate and evaluate action 
(Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017). Early in a program of study, the designed elements may be 
teacher-facilitated and take time and effort but faded out as students independently create 
infrastructure for shared knowledge creation. In effect, students take on hitherto externally 
provided elements as intrinsic to their approach to shared knowledge creation, moving those 
activities from the sphere of designed support to the sphere of authentic practice. 
The dotted margins in the model between Group Project and Design for Epistemic Agency, and on 
the outer boundary are intended to indicate the permeability of each. The project is influenced by 
educational design and in turn students enacting the task are participating in the design of the task, 
by their epistemic moves, and by the tacit and explicit feedback they give the educator. The design 
of a particular task is also influenced by the wider environment, including the institution, provided 
infrastructure, previous courses and program goals and outcomes. 
 
Based on this model and case findings, I outline recommendations in Section 6.4, ‘Design principles 
for epistemic agency.’ These address the challenges observed in the case groups, covering 
disposition, framing, knowledge creation, objects and activity infrastructure. Before design 
principles, however, I will discuss synthesising objects and epistemic games. Both concepts figure 
heavily in the principles. 
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6.2 Synthesising objects 
This section presents synthesising objects as both a design concept—an object for inviting and 
validating individual contributions to group work—and a research concept for investigating shared 
knowledge creation and epistemic agency. The idea of synthesising objects was prompted by 
examples of individuals in the study voluntarily producing sometimes elaborate artefacts, substantial 
contributions towards the group epistemic object. The artefacts were based on group discussions 
and extended or added to ideas initiated by the group, building upon and progressing work. Note 
that in this discussion, I use both ‘object’ and ‘artefact.’ I use artefact when I am talking specifically 
about an instantiated form of an object. 
Definition 
A synthesising object is a sub-type of epistemic object and has five main characteristics. It is: 
6) In artefact form. It differs in this from other epistemic objects in that it is never just 
conceptual. It is always shareable, instantiated and, importantly, able to be taken up and 
modified or used by others.  
7) Created by an individual, possibly a small sub-group, of a collaborating team. Creating the 
object is an act of epistemic agency, the student recognises a need and acts volitionally. 
8) Founded in the conceptual work that the group has done together. The origins of the 
synthesising object are in shared knowledge work. 
9) An expansion, addition to, (re)organisation or adjustment of perspective for collective ideas. 
10) Usually a transformation of mode or format. For example, it may put verbal discussion into 
text, or bring a range of modes together as one, for example, bringing together images, 
edited video, text and elements of discussion into a storyboard. 
The synthesising object is created for a purpose and may be used to: 
• Clarify ideas by putting them in explicit and shareable form, and can be a base for, or 
prompt, further shared knowledge creation 
• Record decisions and prioritise actions 
• Test ideas by practical application 
• Move ideation from divergence to convergence 
• Move a project from one stage to another, for example, from exploration of the problem 
to planning the solution 
• Support the construction of the final group product. 
Synthesising objects can then be used either as shared epistemic objects to be further debated and 
improved, or as functional, technical objects that, for example, provide a blueprint for creating a 
planned digital artefact or are incorporated without change into the larger final product. While the 
group does not make a synthesising object, the group may offer feedback on it and the group’s work 
is present in collaboratively developed concepts incorporated into the synthesising object. 
While the observed synthesising objects were used more for convergence on a solution, for example 
the Village house design, it is possible to imagine a more divergent or exploratory role for them at 
relevant stages of a group project, for example, in the way the VideoMap group found and 
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commented on a range of topical articles on Facebook. Synthesising objects can be used to structure 
concepts and artefacts that make up a group’s shared knowledge heap: conversations, posts, 
fragments and summaries, tutor comments, articles, images and mind maps. Synthesising objects 
can also be products of epistemic games. 
Key examples 
The strongest examples of synthesising objects were created in the VideoTech (draft video and 
storyboard/script) and Village (house design and village layout) groups. See sections 4.5.3 and 5.4.3b 
for detailed accounts of the development and role of these objects in knowledge creation. There 
was a difference between groups in how the synthesising objects were produced. All the 
synthesising objects originated in group conceptual development and shared objects, but the Village 
group’s objects were discussed and altered collaboratively after initial creation, while the ones in the 
VideoTech group were treated more as discrete contributions. Blake’s initial edited video formed 
part of the final video but was not altered by other group members. River’s storyboard and script 
was modified only marginally and Charlie’s edited news stories were included as originally created. 
Whether simply accepted or as a further object of inquiry, the examples usefully indicated different 
roles for synthesising objects. 
 
 
Figure 54: Two examples of synthesising objects from the cases. Top: Village house plan 
from hand-drawn sketch to PowerPoint model to final diagram. Bottom: River’s VideoTech 
storyboard showing elements from group discussion and member-collected materials; 
Blake’s edited video is indicated in the third to fifth panels. 
 
Creation of a synthesising object was more likely when students recognised a problem to explore 
and solve, rather than a routine assembly of content. Group exploration of ideas through discussion 
and other collaborative activities gave fuel to students’ synthesising objects, which were used to 
select, order, and make sense of elements from the heap. Some level of uncertainty or discomfort 
with a current framing of the problem may provide the stimulus to produce a synthesising object. In 
the VideoTech group, this was felt by students who had some experience in creating digital media. 
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Their abilities allowed them to recognise issues and opportunities and act upon them. Adam’s 
objects came from his shared conceptualisation with Cameron of the problem, his adaptation of 
PowerPoint as a sketch tool, and his inclination to persist until the artefacts reflected what he 
envisaged, with input from Cameron. Students cared about the objects they created and used what 
tools and talents they had to make them. 
Individual disposition was a strong contributing factor in the creation of synthesising objects. Each 
synthesising object was aimed at achieving an epistemic goal: to frame, to progress, to solve, to 
show, to instantiate.  
Objects close to synthesising 
There is a continuum in classification of objects (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009). A number of objects 
might possess some but not all defining characteristics of synthesising objects and perform similar 
tasks. These include: 
• Meeting minutes and notes, which record shared discussion in the light of the note-taker’s 
view of what was important. In the projects, they did not necessarily build upon concepts but 
recorded them in a shareable and revisit-able format and represented a common 
understanding of what was going on. 
• Contextual summaries of source materials. After discussing their project and assigning 
themselves research, members of the VideoMap group posted links to and summaries of 
journal and news articles, relating the content to their discussion and project topic. Dave and 
Michael (Renewables) presented an evaluation of their individual research on allocated 
energy sources, using parameters agreed by the group. 
• Selection and modelled use of tool and format, based on group identification of needs. An 
example was Ellis’ (Timeline) work on choosing and introducing the timeline tool to the group 
after this format was tabled in an early tutorial discussion. Ellis found a timeline that suited 
their requirements; Ellis’ first posts also served as an example or template for the other 
students. Similarly, the initial Facebook Group posts by River (VideoTech) modelled use of that 
tool. 
• Part of the final artefact. Charlie’s (VideoTech) video of edited news segments instantiated an 
idea they had discussed, and Blake added the segment to the final video. Each student in the 
Renewables group provided a written section on their allocated energy source, based on 
guiding principles developed in concert. At Adam’s behest, Luke (Village) found a persuasive 
graph on the thermal performance of mud bricks, which was incorporated into the report. 
• Separate tasks based on shared epistemic object. The VideoMap group divided work in the 
final stages of their project. Two group members assembled the final artefact based on 
extensive group discussion and assembled videos. The other two group members worked on 
the presentation script. All group members had been active in conceptual development and so 
had a clear picture of their shared epistemic object. 
• Shared epistemic artefact. The Nuclear group’s process of writing all notes and content in one 
common document for the length of the project was unique amongst the case groups. 
The examples above of the range of synthesis-like objects show that there are many ways in which 
individual and shared conceptual development can intersect and mutually improve; the common 
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foundation of stronger synthesising objects being a robust shared knowledge heap composed of 
many and different types of objects. 
Why synthesising objects? 
Group work at university can be difficult, even loathed, with the unfairness of unequal contributions 
one of the main concerns of students (Burdett, 2003; Isaac, 2012). The cases showed that 
synthesising objects were useful in the knowledge work of groups that had them. As opposed to a 
division of labour, in which students are expected in effect to work separately, synthesising objects 
rely on group conceptual development. Supporting synthesising objects for students in group work 
can help facilitate different ways of thinking about, structuring and participating in shared 
knowledge creation. This may encourage group interdependence, allow individuals to use their 
specific capabilities and avoid leaving group members to sink or swim by themselves. 
Synthesising objects belong in the primary level of infrastructure, that of knowledge creation. 
Acknowledging the taxonomy’s critiques (e.g. Seaman, 2011), the term ‘synthesising’ was suggested 
by Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives. The term is analogous to the revised 
category of ‘create,’ described as “[p]ut elements together to form a coherent or functional whole; 
reorganize elements into a new pattern or structure” (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). These 
elements of cognition apply nicely to the sociomaterial perspective of knowledge creation: 
collaboratively collected and created objects are further synthesised into something more.    
Describing a separate sub-category of synthesising objects within the category of epistemic objects 
allocates a specific role for them in group knowledge work. They provide a way to think about 
knowledge creation, related roles and framing of a project. The concept of a synthesising object, 
based on shared inquiry, can be used to guide team members to produce interim artefacts, to 
personally contribute and take a deeper approach to a problem. Students are encouraged to be 
producers rather than passive consumers, first building common ideas together, then bringing 
personal perspectives to the shared epistemic object. 
Synthesising objects can variously shape, stir, organise, direct and grow the shared heap (Perkins, 
1994) of knowledge assembled in group work. Creating a synthesising object is “an intentional 
stance toward epistemological framing” (Hammer et al., 2005, pp. 102–103); the artefact is 
produced for a specific goal or epistemic move. Synthesising objects fit within the model of fluidity 
between types of objects (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009; Nicolini et al., 2011), their purpose in activity 
changes with context. Starting with a shared epistemic object, an individual builds a synthesising 
object from common concepts. Brought back to the group, it then becomes a shared epistemic 
object, to be reviewed and modified. Once the group is satisfied, it then becomes a technical object, 
to be included in a final product in its current state. The object diagrams of group projects trace this 
transition between types (e.g. EO -> SO -> EO -> TO). 
Synthesising objects, instantiated as artefacts, help with establishing productive DiCoT conditions 
(Furniss & Blandford, 2006), such as information flow, naturalness of representation (direct 
connection between situation and artefact), information transformation, an information hub, and 
for task scaffolding—providing a reminder of progress and outstanding tasks. The purposefully-
created artefacts “carry with them” the history of how and why they were produced (Renfrew, 2004, 
p. 29) and their contributions to shared knowledge creation.  
That synthesising objects are epistemic objects instantiated as artefacts is important in facilitating 
use by the individual and group. An artefact is a thing that can be manipulated, altered and created. 
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In the act of changing the form and format, knowledge can also be transformed or created by 
achieving, for example, re-representation, finer granulation, complexity, abstraction, or a change in 
point of view (Chi & Ohlsson, 2005). These elements of knowledge transformation can be achieved 
materially in synthesising objects. The materiality of a synthesising object also influences knowledge 
creation, by showing details or suggesting elements that are incomplete, resistant or improvable. 
The synthesising objects of the Village group were active agents (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009) in 
creating a solution to the problem at hand. Adam’s straight rows of houses resisted ideas of 
community-building and improved lifestyle, giving way to organically circular paths and sun-oriented 
aspects as Adam and Cameron negotiated the contradictions between concept and artefact. 
Individuals can contribute to group knowledge creation through synthesising objects, but they are 
also a means for individuals to co-opt and integrate group knowledge for themselves. They mediate 
between the individual and the community, the “collective activity system” (Engeström & 
Toiviainen, 2011, p. 34). The synthesising object is a material example of how the ‘interactional 
resources’ emergent from group work can be ‘personalised’ by an individual (Stahl, 2013a). As such, 
in addition to a useful construct for learning design in bridging group and individual knowledge 
creation, the identification and analysis of synthesising objects is a promising conceptual tool for 
educational research.  
In a context where some students may be less involved in person, students have little experience in 
shared inquiry and where time to reflect and think are needed, the idea of a synthesising object that 
is anchored both in shared work and the work of the individual has value.   
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6.3 Epistemic games 
Tasks, by their nature, suggest certain epistemic games, that is, common practices or regular 
patterns for inquiry and knowledge creation. Epistemic games were observable in the activity of the 
groups at varying levels of productiveness. For background on epistemic games, see Section 2.5.6. In 
this section I discuss the findings in terms of epistemic games and provide a treatment of two 
epistemic games, as examples of design for epistemic agency. This section is aimed at bridging 
between student problem-solving ‘in the wild’ and helping them learn expert ways of accomplishing 
epistemic work. 
The groups in the study were in transition, starting to consider how professionals would perform 
their work. They did not yet have strong discipline knowledge or an experience base from which to 
draw and their tasks were not fully professional ones. The task products were not what professionals 
would be required to produce and assessment was judged in educational (rubrics and prescribed 
criteria) rather than professional (client satisfaction, feasibility of solution) terms. 
Because they were presented with a scenario for their report mimicking some professional formats, 
engineering students in particular had to both interpret the task in terms of assessment criteria and 
judge how far to aim for professional standards or imagine themselves in a professional role. The 
students themselves expected to act professionally, for example, in taking pains to express 
information formally (Sam, Nuclear group) and trying a professional-standard design tool (Cameron, 
Village group). There was some confusion in the Nuclear group in producing a ‘professional’ report 
that included required assessment elements such as their project completion timeline. Because the 
assessment task mixed professional and educational goals, relevant epistemic games might be 
described as proto-professional: not purely general or professional, but games that lead towards 
more professional ways of thinking and acting. 
When faced with a complex task, some groups kept to familiar patterns of work and others formed 
new patterns. How can we help students without experience to recognise the need for new ways of 
working? For example, how do we assist students to appropriately recognise a situation as requiring 
collaborative generation of solutions? One aspect is to help students to establish an appropriate 
knowledge base, another to consider how they are expected to create knowledge, the common 
practices of the profession or discipline, which can be described in epistemic games. 
The engineering cases confirmed that “one cannot solve a problem with just a game, without a 
knowledge base” (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017, p. 425). Design needs to take into account 
students’ existing knowledge as well as how much knowledge can reasonably be constructed during 
the task. There was a range of concepts that students themselves associated with the tasks 
(Appendix 2) and which could form the basis for covering knowledge in lectures and classes, and in 
activities aimed at establishing or improving conceptual development. For example, foundational 
knowledge in the practicalities and physics of electricity generation and transmission, a topic only 
briefly touched upon by the Renewables group, could be activated (Hammer et al., 2005) in 
preparation for the problem of supplying energy to the nation. If relevant knowledge has been 
covered in other courses, an explicit re-connection to previous studies may be needed through 
framing the situation appropriately (Hammer et al., 2005). Of course, students can also make 
connections for themselves; the VideoTech group applied personal experience, other courses and 
articles to conceptual development and placed ideas in the context of future professional practice. 
The engineering projects touched on an array of topics, some not specifically part of the engineering 
discipline. Some of these might be taught directly, but educators can also prompt discovery, by 
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making elements that might otherwise be overlooked–e.g. political, ecological or scientific issues–
the subject of inquiry and sense-making in class. This can show the facets of a problem, taking it 
from something straightforward to a complexity to be deconstructed when thinking through options 
for a solution. By doing this in deliberate and co-constructive steps with students, a model is built on 
which they can base further work and inquiry. 
Epistemic games in the projects tended to be foundational research and conceptual games as well as 
“situated problem-solving” games that involve analysing and assembling, producing, organising and 
making (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017, p. 403). Research and conceptual games are those related 
to working directly with knowledge generation, evaluation and integration of concepts; situated 
problem-solving games are aimed at solving particular professional problems (Markauskaite & 
Goodyear, 2017). To illustrate, consider the task problems in engineering: one that asked what is 
required for the whole of Australia to be powered through renewable energy sources and another 
that asked for a housing solution for an aid project. These situated problems implied certain 
epistemic games as well as foundational knowledge to be learnt or generated. Below I list some 
relevant epistemic games, noting the context for each problem. These are games an educator might 
consider in designing scaffolding even across different problems, albeit knowledge generated will be 
in diverse topic areas. 
Sample epistemic games in the context of the engineering task include to, collaboratively: 
(research and conceptual) 
• Research a problem situated in a new area of knowledge (renewable energy / aid and 
housing projects) 
• Find and evaluate information sources 
• Interrogate and synthesise cross-disciplinary information (energy generation / aid projects 
and construction in hot, dry, low-resourced areas) 
 (situated problem-solving) 
• Manage an engineering research project 
• Choose and operationalise tools for small group collaboration 
• Research (energy generation / housing construction) engineering options, related costs and 
pros and cons 
• Estimate production project cost (of construction / of energy generation facilities) 
• Estimate large-scale infrastructure project cost (of national energy generation and supply) 
• Choose from options (of energy generation technologies / housing features and materials) 
to meet requirements for a complex need (varied geography and population over a large 
area / human and community needs within sustainable buildings). 
• Write an engineering report as a team 
Some of these listed epistemic games were similar for the education task, with differences highest in 
situated problem-solving. For example, education groups played epistemic games in planning and 
production of digital media artefacts.  
Epistemic games and the tools to guide their implementation, such as templates and interim tasks, 
are generative, they help produce situated knowledge (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017). In their 
explicit tracing of rules and steps, they can provide novices with structure, although, rather than 
directions to be followed to the letter, they are decision support tools (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 
2017). Proto-professional epistemic games, through practice activities, templates and guided 
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reflection, can assist students in developing framing and patterns of activity that presage 
professional practice. This is not to prescribe action but suggest moves and patterns informed by the 
practice of experts, rather than asking students to intuit or actively recreate every aspect. 
To lessen the demands on a task, topics and skills introduced in previous courses might form a 
starting point for designing an open task, by limiting the amount of new knowledge required. Is it 
important to cover the overall structure of an activity? Is it important to master basic skills? What is 
the minimum to do an adequate job? These are questions to be answered in designing for epistemic 
agency. The answers will be conditional, situated in the context of students and task. 
Example epistemic games 
I use examples of epistemic games from the cases as models for implementing design for epistemic 
agency; the format presented below is specifically to aid design. The rules, moves and forms of 
epistemic games make often-tacit expert knowledge, choices and thinking explicit. Used with 
metacognition and reflection, epistemic games in design can support students in recognising and 
developing epistemic resources. I do not propose that epistemic games necessarily be formally 
written for tasks. However, identifying the epistemic games students will need to play, as well as 
what activities and objects those games imply, can structure thinking about and designing for 
productive knowledge creation. At the level of a program, graduate capabilities, degree learning 
outcomes or professional organisations’ syllabi or accreditation criteria can act as a framework for 
identifying epistemic games. For example, the CDIO33 syllabus has been developed to support active, 
project-based learning in engineering education. It offers a comprehensive taxonomy of 
professional, personal and inter-personal skills, knowledge and attributes that provide targets and 
context for epistemic games. 
Epistemic games outlined here include elements proposed by Collins & Ferguson (1993) and 
Markauskaite & Goodyear (2017):  
• agenda (or aim of the game);  
• epistemic object of the game;  
• focus (type of knowledge);  
• rules/moves (basic steps in playing the game); 
• entry conditions (when to play the game);  
• transfer or exit conditions (when the game is completed); 
• forms used and artefacts produced by the game; and 
• capabilities (expertise) to play the game.  
I also include: example contexts or situations for the games; how designers might scaffold the 
games; examples from cases; and selected literature. Professional literature and textbooks provide 
foundations in expert processes for translation into the appropriate level of epistemic scaffolding for 
students. The epistemic games sketched here combine tool use and process with knowledge work 
on objects: the material, functional and social aspects are not divided from the epistemic aspects of 
the games. Resources listed under ‘design for learning’ may be provided to, co-created with or 
wholly created by students. The capabilities listed for an epistemic game could in turn be described 
in terms of their own epistemic games. 
                                                 
33 Conceive design implement operate, http://www.cdio.org 
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The step of exploring the problem was missed or truncated in some projects. Epistemic games can 
be used to devise preparatory or interim tasks to make this stage more explicit, offering resources 
and templates for managing collaborative research and sense-making. It may be necessary to help 
students explicitly recognise the connection, to enable transfer (Hammer et al., 2005), between 
epistemic games. For example, the students in the VideoGames group researched and articulated 
issues around violence in games individually but not as a group, so design for a similar task might 
articulate an epistemic game in collaborative inquiry. Table 11 outlines an epistemic game in 
collaborative research. 
 
Table 11 
Example research epistemic game 
Game Collaboratively research a problem situated in a new area of knowledge 
Type Research games 
Focus Declarative knowledge 
Typical context Understanding a new problem domain. A collaborative ill-structured task for which 
required knowledge is missing. Students are not provided with all that is needed to 
complete a task and are expected to investigate and elaborate a topic or process. 
Entry conditions A question or problem that requires new knowledge. 
Exit conditions A complete brief on a problem: no relevant new information or major gaps are being 
found. 
Agenda Create a base of knowledge towards understanding a topic 
Epistemic object Shared ‘heap’ of topic-related information, progressively organised around 
question(s) or problem(s) 
Forms/Artefacts Loosely structured shared notes, including links to sources + summaries, records of 
discussion. An outline of the topic – text, images, graphs, relational concept-map etc. 
Capabilities Basic research, e.g. how to find acceptable sources, reading strategies, note-taking; 
collaborative review and discussion; evaluative judgement; use of shared repository. 
Rules/moves Use question or problem to identify issues, knowledge sources and knowledge gaps; 
identify materials that provide an overview of the topic;  
expand base of knowledge: find, summarise and share further perspectives and 
information in a common repository;  
write or map concepts in an explanatory outline of the topic; 
interrogate gathered information and explanation, review for gaps in relation to the 
identified problem and obtain expert/tutor opinions and feedback;  
fill gaps by further research.  
Repeat process until satisfied that assembled material is sufficient to the task and no 
relevant aspects have been missed. 
Sample design: 
• Schedule time in class for exploration of the topic;  
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Design for 
learning 
• Practice game rules in activities for low-stakes, less complex topics, e.g. 
structured research exercise with prompts;  
• Introduce foundational concepts through e.g. required reading, class discussion; 
• Consultation with tutor – students present issues and summary of problem for 
feedback; 
• Reflective exercise to articulate actions, review results in the context of future 
use. 
• Sample resources:  
• Prompts (questions, e.g. ‘what political, economic or environmental issues are 
related to this problem?’, and target formats, e.g. annotated bibliography) for 
group and individual actions in shared knowledge creation;  
• Foundational reading list on topic;  
• Specialist databases and semantic topic association tools; 
• Library guides to search strategies; 
• Templates for note-taking and summaries; 
• Tools for shared notes, e.g. Google Docs, Mind maps, Facebook Group; 
• Reflective questions. 
Literature See Section 2.5.6 on primary infrastructure. Problem-based and project-based 
learning texts, e.g. Hmelo-Silver, Chinn, Chan, & O'Donnell (2013) and Hung (2013), 
are resources for supporting collaborative research and problem exploration. 
Case examples • The VideoMap and VideoTech groups found relevant sources and shared them 
online, together with annotations, summaries and comments. 
• The Nuclear group used their shared Google Doc as a repository for notes and 
excerpts from web sites. 
• The Timeline, VideoGames and Renewables students mostly conducted research 
individually rather than collaboratively. 
 
The rules and moves taken in professional epistemic games can be similar even for simple through 
to complex scenarios (Markauskaite & Goodyear, 2017). So, epistemic games in the early part of 
professional studies can be modelled for basic scenarios, building familiarity with the overall steps in 
professional practice, from a pre- or proto-professional level to more authentic problems later in a 
degree program. These help students learn how to ‘weave’ constituent epistemic games as they 
work on progressively more complex scenarios, learning patterns and applying them in varying 
situations, building experience and personal resources. Table 12 outlines a situated problem-solving 
game in estimation, that might be played at different levels of complexity over time. 
  
Table 11 continued 
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Table 12 
Example situated problem-solving epistemic game 
Game Estimate production project cost 
Type Situated problem-solving – Producing game 
Focus Professionally actionable knowledge 
Typical context A project for which cost is unclear or an estimate of required resources is needed. 
Entry conditions A design prepared for construction/fabrication requires an estimation of costs.  
A proposed solution needs to be evaluated for feasibility. 
Exit conditions A costing developed to required standards 
Agenda To realistically estimate costs of construction or production. 
Epistemic object Cost and its constituent elements, derived through professionally-informed processes 
Forms/Artefacts Spreadsheet, summary tables, gantt charts for estimation of time, cost estimation 
section of report. 
Capabilities Materials research; interpret design plans; financial literacy; engage with detail; deal 
with and communicate uncertainty; problem solving. 
Rules/moves Apply relevant industry-standard estimation processes—for example: 
Interpret design; identify and list required materials, equipment, machinery, 
processing, manufacture etc; quantify items (volume, number, hours); identify direct 
and indirect costs of procurement and production; estimate time for construction and 
labour costs; incorporate contingencies; invite external review/audit; revise. 
Design for 
learning 
Sample design: 
• Topics for class activities could include a foundation in production/construction 
and an introduction to theories and practices of estimations. These topics can be 
supported by guided tasks, moving from simple (how many marbles in the jar?) 
through more complex (what do you need to build a house?) estimations.  
• A simplified and structured cost estimation task. 
• Exercise on finding relevant general and situation-specific information. 
• Reflective exercise to articulate actions, review results in the context of future use 
• Sample resources:  
• Templates for cost estimations, with pre-filled structure, example items, guiding 
questions; 
• Reference texts on cost estimation; 
• Case studies of similar real-world project cost estimates. 
Literature Engineering, manufacturing and construction texts as required. 
Case examples • The Village group made an incomplete estimate of the material needs and costs of 
building their proposed houses. 
• The Nuclear group felt unable to make a realistic estimation of the cost of building 
a reactor for a technology that had not progressed beyond the experimental. 
• The Renewables group did not make detailed costings of energy sources. 
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The next section outlines principles for designing for epistemic agency based on findings from this 
study situated within related literature. Epistemic games are useful structuring and thinking tools for 
practical implementation of the principles. 
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6.4 Design principles for epistemic agency 
Design for learning is an uncertain business, with reliance on what a student does (Biggs & Tang, 
2011). This is good reason for paying attention to what students do in specific tasks. In what 
constitutes appropriate scaffolding versus freedom to explore and make mistakes, “there is an 
inherent tension: too much rigidity may downplay creative agency, but too much flexibility may not 
result in a productive learning trajectory” (Overdijk et al., 2014, p. 298). Unproductive learning may 
come from groups settling for “‘good enough’ practices that can render their interaction less 
effective or more cumbersome”  (Dwyer & Suthers, 2006, p. 508). Without guidance or models, 
students may fail to push towards better practice or recognise it when achieved, but an over-
reliance on instructions hinders independent thinking. What is it that best encourages students’ 
disposition for and agency in creating knowledge together? The answer will involve an awareness of 
students’ current abilities and aiming for the sweet spot of the “zone of proximal development” 
(Vygotsky, 1978), where challenge and mastery are in the right balance in an appropriately gauged 
task. There are no guarantees: 
“Designs in education can be more or less specific, but can never be completely specified. Evaluation 
of designs can only be made in terms of particular implementations, and these can vary widely 
depending on the participants’ needs, interests, abilities, interpretations, interactions, and goals.” 
(Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004, p. 17) 
Acknowledging limitations, how should design foster epistemic agency and knowledge creation? I 
propose a set of design principles for epistemic agency (summarised in Table 13). The principles 
introduce literature that has not been covered in the theoretical foundations chapter. The new 
literature is specifically introduced to address the needs of students identified in findings and in 
direct support of the principles. I grounded my conceptualisation of the principles in the cases and 
reviewed literature for studies of similar phenomena and recommendations for design. I refined the 
number and definitions of the principles to bring focus and reduce overlap, although individual 
principles are strongly linked. The principles are aimed at designing for novices in shared knowledge 
creation; as students build sets of personal resources, less scaffolding will be required. 
Scaffolding includes tasks and resources to encourage students in deeper shared problem 
exploration, interim milestones and target interim artefacts, and ways to manage both project and 
knowledge work (highlighted generally in studies of problem-based learning and in comparisons of 
expert and novice approaches to projects, for example, Bereiter, 1993; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2013; 
Hung, 2013). While guides and models may assist in time and task management for groups, 
productive framing of the shared project, coupled with personal abilities to act appropriately (or the 
means to learn how) help enable groups to exercise and improve epistemic agency. 
The design principles here are aimed at knowledge creation and developing epistemic agency in a 
tertiary program of study, including recommendations for cross-course integrated planning. The 
design principles here have foci in common with those for knowledge building (Scardamalia, 2002) 
and trialogical learning (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2014), but written in the context of undergraduate 
university tasks and program-level design for learning.  
Each design principle starts with a general overview, followed by a summary of relevant findings. 
Constituent elements of each principle are then explained with reference to relevant literature. 
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Table 13 
Design principles for epistemic agency 
Elements Connection to findings 
Principle 1: Encourage dispositions for shared epistemic agency 
⁃ Practice activities and designed 
cues 
⁃ Short and long-term goals 
⁃ Epistemological beliefs 
Initial framing was key. Timeline and Renewables groups viewed the task as 
assembly of information rather than shared problem solving. The 
VideoGames group did not apply shared research to their task. More 
practice in using constituent skills for epistemic agency would have assisted 
all engineering groups. Most groups made some reference to a wider 
picture: engineering students wanted to write and present professionally 
and use professional tools. VideoMap students connected topics to future 
careers and current courses.  
Principle 2: Design a task requiring shared knowledge creation 
⁃ Open and challenging, relative 
to abilities of students within 
program of study 
⁃ Scaffolding 
⁃ Grading aligned with 
knowledge creation 
Groups showed both division of labour as well as shared knowledge 
creation. The engineering task, as designed, proved to be beyond students’ 
abilities. Groups would have benefited from scaffolding for shared research 
and practical artefact production processes. Marks in the engineering task 
were allocated only to the final product rather than also including process 
and individual contributions, as did the education task. 
Principle 3: Focus on problem exploration 
⁃ Time and resources for 
problem exploration 
Many groups quickly anticipated a solution and spent little time on problem 
exploration. This important step is a key area for support. 
Principle 4: Promote use of and creation of objects 
⁃ Activities to produce shared 
objects and artefacts 
⁃ Synthesising objects 
The education groups were given paper and pens to mind-map their ideas 
and some groups maintained extensive records (e.g. VideoMap and 
Nuclear), however several groups had few shared objects. The groups who 
assembled and connected objects were better positioned to work on 
overarching epistemic objects and individual synthesising objects. 
Principle 5: Provide opportunities to build relevant knowledge and ways of knowing 
⁃ Identify required knowledge 
⁃ Epistemic games and ways of 
knowing 
⁃ Evaluative judgement 
The engineering problem areas were made up of identifiable disciplinary 
and professional patterns of work and foundational knowledge that 
students were not necessarily equipped to identify and build for themselves. 
Some education students also showed a need to improve research and 
knowledge integration skills. This indicates preparatory activities in areas 
such as knowledge-building and evaluation of sources. 
Principle 6: Promote skills in assembly of tools and processes for collaboration 
⁃ Shared artefact repository and 
visible progress 
⁃ Explicit guides and frameworks 
⁃ Team relationships 
Groups lacking a shared repository of notes and other objects could not see 
progress easily and were less able to build on each other’s work. The 
education groups established online communications, according to 
instructions. The Renewables group, lacking this task criterion, did not. The 
engineering groups especially spent relatively little time on project 
management. Groups who had worked together before seemed to have 
fewer issues in managing their work. 
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Elements Connection to findings 
Principle 7: Maintain dialogue with students and provide prompts 
⁃ Activities in class 
⁃ Prompts and feedback 
The engineering groups were not offered much guidance from tutors. The 
Renewables group were especially disadvantaged in managing and 
coordinating work on their project, with Edward reflecting that he would 
have liked an external coach at the start of the project. But all groups would 
likely have benefited from periodic check-ins from tutors and scaffolded 
peer review of progress. Self-reports in the education course prompted 
discussion between group members. 
Principle 8: Focus beyond the single course 
⁃ Transfer and reflection 
⁃ Program-level design 
The Nuclear group re-used their socio-technical object of using a Google 
Doc, at times with Skype, to maintain sustained shared work, after their 
project. Education students were encouraged to use existing digital media 
skills, not necessarily reprised in later study, although professionally useful. 
A programmatic approach to design supports the development over time of 
sets of skills for epistemic agency. 
 
1. Encourage dispositions for epistemic agency  
The three elements of disposition—inclination to act, sensitivity in recognising situations and 
abilities to work productively (Perkins et al., 1993)—offer insight into how to encourage students 
into a productive framing of activities. Inclination relates to motivation and connecting to short and 
long-term goals, sensitivity to situation is related to experience, cues and epistemological beliefs, 
and abilities—and confidence in applying them—tend to improve with practice. 
This is a longitudinal process that includes providing practice opportunities and formative feedback, 
helping students accumulate and reflect on experience, towards tackling problems and group work 
productively. Disposition can be influenced in many ways—arousing epistemic emotions (Pekrun et 
al., 2017) such as curiosity or creativity, perceptions of intrinsic interest, relevance, level of 
challenge, difficulty, clarity of purpose, or potential for mastery (see Section 2.4)—elements to keep 
in mind when designing activities.  
From findings 
Groups tended to quickly frame the assessment task—its purpose, relevance and requirements—
and planned their work accordingly. Although they revisited task instructions regularly, their initial 
framing was key to how they exercised epistemic agency. Groups may keep within comfortably 
familiar boundaries: the Renewables and Nuclear groups tended towards an uncomplicated 
assembly of information rather than a problem to be solved. Doubt in ability to find appropriate 
information influenced VideoGames to stay with a more familiar topic. The novel digital format 
helped education students to frame the task more as a personal expression, with attendant positive 
epistemic emotions, than a written assessment. Members of the VideoTech, VideoMap, Village and 
Nuclear groups felt that they were slow to start or were frustrated by tangential discussions and 
uncertainties, but persisted and productively created knowledge.  
Groups drew connections between their projects and the wider context of their studies. The 
VideoMap group tied much of their discussion to their future profession; other education groups did 
Table 13 continued 
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this less often. The engineering groups were inclined to find and practice professional ways of 
working, although lacking models. 
I move now, as I will for each principle, from findings to discussing this principle in terms of its 
constituent elements, connecting to relevant literature. 
Designed cues and practice activities 
Will groups settle for reproduction of unproductive habits, or find new ways of working with 
knowledge (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998)? Students, as co-creators of their learning, must be willing to 
deal with the ‘disturbances’ (Knorr Cetina, 2001) inherent in an open, ill-structured task, stretching 
themselves beyond the norm (Bereiter, 2002). Students are likely to frame a task in terms with 
which they are familiar (Hammer et al., 2005): providing structured opportunities to research and 
scope problems in new ways can help change expectations and sensitivity to the situation. For an 
open or ill-structured task, activities such as in-class discussions and formative feedback on group 
plans may assist students to re-frame what is being asked of them. Explicit models of problem 
solving can help direct sensitivities and inclinations productively (Perkins et al., 1993). 
‘Carnivalization’ (Engeström et al., 2015, borrowed from Bakhtin) of a task can provoke new 
perspectives by introducing the unexpected or provocative, for example, the production of a digital 
artefact rather than a written essay. Design for learning should arouse curiosity and foster an 
enjoyment of the problem and the creativity of the collaborative inquiry process (Al-Mahmood, 
2011; Pekrun et al., 2017; Rowe, 2019). The goal is to foster anticipation and confidence in the 
process rather than dread. 
Design should “provide learners with frequent opportunities to set goals and make plans for 
themselves in meaningful contexts” and “sensitize learners” to systems, processes and productive 
thinking (Perkins et al., 1993, p. 17). Practice activities may cover areas of collaborative research, 
problem exploration, case studies, goal setting, project management, use of new tools or 
communications. Modelling of problem-solving and processes should be explicit: “approaches that 
address sensitivities and inclinations point-blank may afford greater leverage” (Perkins et al., 1993, 
p. 18) and challenge students’ habitual framing of assessment. Designed cues can help students 
detect (Perkins & Salomon, 2012) opportunities for epistemic agency, but without abilities in 
knowledge creation, students may simply adhere strictly to instructions, or keep familiar framing, 
without stretching boundaries.  
Short and long-term goals 
Exercises in skills development should clearly link to following tasks and assessments, rather than 
exist as stand-alone workshops (Zhou, 2012). If the aim is to enrol the novice into a discipline’s or 
profession’s knowledge culture (Nerland, 2018), then students should be supported to make 
connections between what they are doing and where they are going, their professional and personal 
goals. 
A study that interviewed later-year students about their experiences of group work found that 
friction over project goals and approaches emerged when some students focused on the project 
problem, while others were concerned with attaining marks (Colbeck, Campbell, & Bjorklund, 2000). 
Taking a grades-led approach to learning is not conducive to epistemic agency, and students should 
be supported in and rewarded for efforts towards deep learning (Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; 
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Marton & Säljö, 1976). Rather than taking only a short-term view34, students should be encouraged 
to place current activities in the context of personal and degree goals, to develop an expansive 
framing (Engle et al., 2012). This may include direct reference to subsequent dependent activities in 
the program, industry examples of how skills and knowledge are used in work contexts, and student 
reflective portfolios. 
Epistemological beliefs 
Disposition involves the epistemological beliefs of students. A belief that innate cognitive ability, 
rather than effort, is the foundation of learning acts against students’ effective integration of 
knowledge (Schommer, 1990). Raising students’ awareness of such epistemological beliefs is 
foundational in learning to learn (Dweck, 1999; McGuire, 2015) and a pre-condition for taking a 
productive approach to an open, complex task. The way students see themselves, for example, as 
nascent professionals or students performing for marks, confident and capable or risk-averse and ill-
prepared, will influence their framing of a task and related knowledge creation.  
With dispositions for knowledge creation, students are able to recognise a situation, feel inclined to 
respond appropriately, and bring to bear their individual and collective abilities to solve a presented 
problem. 
2. Design a task requiring shared knowledge creation 
This principle deals directly with the parameters of the assessment. The assessment task is an object 
that students make sense of, a boundary object (Section 2.3) between educator and student, that 
each may interpret differently. 
From findings 
The two case assessment tasks both inspired, at times, deep approaches to shared knowledge 
creation, as well as creativity and enjoyment. Students identified with the novelty of creating digital 
media and the opportunity to work on an authentic, professional problem. 
Each took unique approaches to the presented problem and collaboration, with some showing 
commitment to the process of exploring and solving problems, but others tending to skip problem 
exploration. The engineering groups had little experience in the professional skills they were 
expected to bring to their projects. The task was pitched above the existing abilities of students, 
without providing support for developing those skills. Many groups procrastinated, which can be 
related to uncertainty in how to proceed (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016). 
I formed a strong impression from the three engineering cases that the end product for each group 
would have been better as a mid-project artefact to be used for reflection and peer and tutor 
feedback, employing otherwise underused time at the start of session. One could imagine week 10 
information-sharing by the Renewables group ideally happening much earlier. A mid-project artefact 
would prospectively have allowed students to refine ideas and explore the problem in more depth, 
especially if aided by formative feedback. The early project outline for which they did receive 
feedback did not allow for much, if any, research on or discussion of the problem.  
The education task apportioned marks to both process and product, directing students to establish 
online communications and prompting reflection on how the group was collaborating. The 
engineering task placed most marks on the product of collaboration. Although engineering groups 
                                                 
34 Of course, short-term goals such as good grades can relate to longer-term career goals, for example. 
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did establish a collaborative process as time ran out, some direction on how to manage the project 
could possibly have assisted especially the Renewables and Village groups to create a shared 
repository.   
Open and challenging, relative to abilities of students within program of study 
A knowledge creation task should not be straight-forward to complete, i.e. it should be non-routine, 
relatively complex and challenging, and require students build new knowledge together. This is 
reiterated through literature on knowledge creation and epistemic agency. Working through 
confusion or ‘disturbances’ beyond the routine (Knorr Cetina, 2001), solving an ill-structured 
problem, is a condition for knowledge creation. A question for design is how much and what type of 
disturbance is optimal for fostering epistemic agency. In open tasks without straight-forward 
solutions, “[l]earners… need to grope for potentially relevant prior knowledge…and use judgment to 
decide on its relevance and how to proceed” (Perkins & Salomon, 2012, p. 257), in effect, exercise 
epistemic agency. Shared epistemic agency is intrinsic to collaborative problem solving, which 
features “a novel problem to be solved …, objective accountability (i.e., the quality of the solution is 
visible to team members), differentiation of roles …, and interdependency” (Graesser et al., 2018, p. 
60).  
The lack of defined paths to resolve in an ill-structured task can theoretically help promote 
interdependence between students, as diverse skills will be important in dealing with uncertainty 
(Cohen, 1994). Several factors can increase interdependence in student groups: experience working 
in teams, whether at university or externally; ‘real world’ problems; scarcity of resources, especially 
time; working with industry representatives; and a group size of no more than four or five (Colbeck 
et al., 2000). 
As shown in the findings, novices might misjudge the complexity of a task, and divide work to 
assemble information, for example. A designer should carefully consider how the task itself cues 
student perceptions. The task will ideally involve creative design and construction of novel artefacts. 
Task design might invoke the self-expression of personal video or the rivalry of game play to shake 
up preconceptions. Fun and playfulness is important (Zhou, 2012)! Task design involves meaningful 
alignment of learning outcomes with learning exercises and assessment tasks (Biggs & Tang, 2011). 
Depending on the learning outcomes, criteria for performance (provided or else co-created with 
students) will vary and may include professionally-relevant outcomes informed by epistemic games. 
An intriguing problem—imaginative and challenging, but not beyond students’ capabilities—and 
new context is conducive to learning, by exposing hitherto habitual processes through the lens of 
the unfamiliar situation. This type of task introduces ‘resistance’ necessary for reflection “on their 
enactment or on the procedures that informed it” (Overdijk et al., 2014, p. 298).  
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Scaffolding 
Observing that students tended to procrastinate more in group than individual work, Gafni and Geri 
(2010) suggest incorporating “a few interim tasks with several interim deadlines” (p. 123) to provide 
structure. Academic procrastination is when, in learning and study, students take a delaying action 
even when they know that there will be negative consequences (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016). Students 
may tend to procrastinate on tasks they dislike, as well as on complex or difficult tasks; and may link 
their procrastination to a lack of competence in study skills and low self-regulation (Grunschel, 
Patrzek, & Fries, 2013). So, an attractive task which students feel they will be able to manage may 
lessen procrastination. This would include encouraging or mandating the production of shared 
epistemic objects in various forms. Milestones and interim artefacts might be externally set as 
required elements of an assessment task early in a program. 
Epistemic games can guide the design of exercises and resources to be available for students to 
access as needed, or emphasised by the teacher at relevant points during the task. Individuals and 
the teams they form will be at different levels of receptivity for epistemic games, and it would be 
unreasonable to ask all groups to master all games in the one task. Each will take away a different 
experience: with flexible rules, a game is played uniquely each time. Especially if a task is of limited 
duration, epistemic games can be introduced in lead-up activities to prepare for the assessment 
task, and further opportunities for practice made available subsequently. 
Grading aligned with knowledge creation 
Rowe (2019) argues against the prevailing “conceptualizations of collaboration as a tool for private 
advantage,” that is, against a focus on it as a learning strategy alone, and recommends that 
assessment evaluate ‘collaborative dexterity,’ while teaching collaboration rather than treating it as 
an “inherent quality” of students (p. 10). The allocation of marks between end product, group 
process and individual learning can influence how a group works on a project (Webb, 1995), and 
spread of marks between these aspects and interim submissions, can help guide student attention. If 
the assessment focus is on the product alone, students may not want to spend time exploring 
options and some group members may dominate to achieve a quality final product (Webb, 1995). 
Students are less likely to engage in social loafing (i.e. disengage from collaborative efforts) when 
they are being evaluated on their individual contribution, they perceive that the project is 
meaningful, have high group cohesiveness, and each group member’s contribution is unique, i.e. 
effort is not redundant (Karau & Williams, 1993). Different criteria for assessment could be 
coordinated and variously emphasised across several courses. 
3. Focus on problem exploration  
This principle could possibly have been included in principle 5, but the level of engagement in the 
stage of problem exploration and definition, or its relative lack, was conspicuous in groups’ 
knowledge creation.  
From findings 
That students in the groups were impatient with problem exploration, or skipped most of this step, 
suggests that they did not readily connect shared conceptual development and research with 
problem-solving. Groups could tend to jump straight to a solution (e.g. Renewables’ initial assertion 
of what energy sources will be most important and dividing them accordingly). The engineering 
groups expressed effort in terms of numbers of pages to produce for a report, reflecting a 
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quantification of work as linear and predictable. Students could perceive conceptual work as slow 
(VideoMap, VideoTech, Nuclear, Village) and not always directly relevant, but these groups that did 
persist in the face of uncertainty constructed relatively dense shared conceptual heaps. The Village 
pair in particular continued to expand their conceptualisation of the problem even as they worked 
on the design of a solution. This echoes the practice of expert designers, who have been observed to 
develop both problem and solution in tandem, going back and forth in a “co-evolution” of the two 
spaces (Cross, 2004, p. 434).  
Several groups would have benefited from support in establishing collaborative research and in 
sharing and developing ideas, especially on an unfamiliar topic, with an explicit invitation and means 
for all students to contribute. In the engineering course, exploration of the problem could usefully 
have been structured into exercises, hearing from other groups and conversing with tutors, in early 
pracs.  
Time and resources for problem exploration 
There is a need to allow students to “crisscross” the area of learning, to “learn the environment” 
rather than use a narrow, prescribed path (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2016, p. 4), which implies 
fostering both some tolerance of confusion and the means to resolve it. One of the main issues in 
problem-based learning is lack of exploration of the guiding problem before groups move towards a 
solution (Hung, 2013). This is identified as the first step of “Exploring and understanding” for 
collaborative problem solving (Graesser et al., 2018, p. 69). If students are expected to find their 
own path, educators should provide something in the way of a compass, survival rations and basic 
maps. Agency is permitted and encouraged—designed for—as well as taken, owned, and 
constructed. Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017) note that “students may focus on the design of the 
final artefact (such as a presentation to peers or layout of the guidelines) and give insufficient 
attention to the knowledge or skill that they learn and represent” (p. 205). It can often seem that the 
balance is tipped more towards the shallow approach of conforming to form than exploring ideas: 
novices have not learned as experts have to “recognise underlying principles, rather than focussing 
on the surface features of problems” (Cross, 2004, p. 432). 
Problem exploration and scoping, especially for novice groups, requires scaffolding and allocated 
time, i.e. students are given explicit permission to expend effort on this stage of a project and 
helped with processes such as producing concept maps (Hung, 2013). Rubrics and grading focused 
on process rather than final product can assist in directing attention to epistemic work like this 
(Webb, 1995). An approach to thinking about how students bring disparate ideas into a coherent 
understanding of phenomena is the knowledge integration perspective (Linn, 2006). It works with 
existing student ideas and learning trajectories, and supports students to work with knowledge 
through design patterns, such as “predict, observe, explain,” “construct an argument,” “create an 
artifact” and “reflect” (Linn, 2006, pp. 251–252). A range of patterns and epistemic games can be 
used to support student knowledge work. This may, for example, include directing students to start 
with individual research which is then combined in a collaborative session in class, initiating the 
construction of a shared knowledge heap.  
Because novice groups tend to skip or truncate problem exploration, this is a key area for design. 
Starting the task with deliberate shared inquiry, revealing the scope of what is involved, sets up a 
stronger focus on knowledge creation. 
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4. Promote use of and creation of objects 
The objects that students created and shared were central to student engagement in knowledge 
creation. Without objects in the form of artefacts, collaborative knowledge work will necessarily be 
limited. 
From findings 
There were numerous examples of both collaborative and individual object creation in the groups. 
Whether it be mind maps, a shared document, house diagram, script and storyboard, or shared 
videos, artefacts recorded and contributed to discussion, offering an instantiation of otherwise 
ephemeral ideas. Adam’s (Village) diagrams were material actors in his and Cameron’s development 
of a solution: instantiating discussed ideas; adding new ideas; filling a perceived gap in the problem 
solution; centring discussion; and testing spatial layout and practicalities of plans. The annotated 
information sources and online comments of the VideoTech and VideoMap groups formed a strong 
basis for their projects and offered the opportunity to think through ideas away from robust and 
lively class discussion. By contrast, some groups had few, if any, notes or to-do lists and did not 
substantially share individual work. 
All the groups with higher levels of shared conceptual development created and shared artefacts 
early and maintained this practice; comparison of diagrams of objects showed variations in number, 
density and connections between them. The differences in conceptual detail in mind maps and 
similar notes created by students in the VideoGames, VideoTech and VideoMap groups aligned with 
their levels of shared knowledge creation. My findings agree with other researchers (Damşa et al., 
2010; Muukkonen et al., 2010) that the number of epistemic objects produced by groups was 
proportionally aligned with the level of epistemic agency.  
The activity around students’ shared heaps showed dimensions of change in declarative knowledge 
outlined by Chi and Ohlsson (2005), such as increased number, density, complexity, and consistency 
of concepts, as students revisited and incorporated ideas in ongoing conceptual development. The 
heap centred on objects provides a material dimension to cognitive concepts such as these.  
There were gaps where object production could potentially have improved projects. The 
VideoGames project may have benefited from a shared storyboard, like that produced in the 
VideoTech group, for their video production. However, the VideoGames group had not put the same 
level of work into a shared knowledge heap as had the VideoTech group, so the basis for a 
storyboard would have been thin. The synthesising objects of the Village and VideoTech groups were 
based on preceding shared knowledge creation. 
Activities to produce shared objects and artefacts 
A knowledge creation task will involve sharing multiple found and created objects on which students 
act. The production of interim artefacts such as mind maps or annotated readings is key to creating 
shared knowledge, making information and ideas tangible and available for interrogation, in line 
with trialogical learning principles (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005). While simply asking students to 
create an artefact does not guarantee a depth of engagement (for example, groups created but did 
not use prescribed project timelines), an expectation for shared objects can create an environment 
for their meaningful collection. Artefacts provide a record of work and visibility for group members, 
an essential element of collaborative problem solving (Graesser et al., 2018) and of distributed 
cognition for teamwork (Furniss & Blandford, 2006). Some instantiation of common ideas is needed 
to progress knowledge creation. Forms might be recommended or introduced, based on the task 
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requirements and identified epistemic games. Some forms, such as video storyboards, will be task-
specific; some, such as construction plans, specific to a profession; and others more generically 
associated with knowledge work, for example, concept maps. 
If knowledge creation is a task goal, then requiring specific objects from groups can give tutors a 
view of conceptual progress and an opportunity to give feedback on conceptual engagement in the 
problem. Objects also help students understand their own progress and provide a basis for self-
evaluation of work—and if the object does not fully express students’ ideas, it may motivate them in 
further improving it to an acceptable standard. 
Tools to support shared knowledge creation should map and give feedback on how a team’s 
knowledge heap is developing, for example, recording contributions and their connections and 
depth, both for individuals and groups. This might be just within the project itself or else compared 
against other groups or standard expectations. Features could include such elements as: the Google 
Docs step-by-step history and related plug-ins; similarity comparison tools that link quoted content 
to its origins from across the web; and semantic textual analysis tools which combine and reveal 
connected ideas. 
If learning design encourages individuals in taking shared concepts/material and synthesising or 
developing them further towards common goals, it could help groups better organise epistemic 
work. Groups like the Nuclear group would otherwise tend to manage their inquiry solely within 
shared activity rather than mixing in elements of individual work. On the other hand, stressing the 
need for shared knowledge creation would help avoid siloed work observed in the Renewables and 
Timeline groups. 
Synthesising objects 
A synthesising object (see Section 6.2) offers the individual a chance for private work on an idea 
germinated in group discussion, with attendant opportunity for internalisation and personalisation 
of ideas. The midst of group conversation is not necessarily the most productive environment, 
especially for students who do not thrive when required to speak up (e.g. Cain, 2013). If a student 
individually researches and thinks through a concept or an approach sketched out in group 
discussion, then the project can more quickly and productively advance when that student brings 
their synthesising object back to the group. Synthesising objects support the development of, and 
are evidence of, individual epistemic agency. In marking group tasks, they can form part of the 
evidence for individual contribution. They can assist in making individuals’ contributions and ideas 
visible to their team members, as well as act as a reminder to individuals when reflecting upon their 
contribution to a task. 
The use of objects does not guarantee that students will move beyond personal knowledge in the 
solution of a problem, however putting ideas into a tangible form increases the scrutiny of those 
ideas. The logic and integrity of the object—diagram, report structure, storyboard, introductory 
chapter—is in front of individuals and their team to explicate common ideas and potentially expose 
gaps in: the solution; mutual understanding of that solution; evidence or foundational knowledge. 
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5. Provide opportunities to build relevant knowledge and ways of knowing 
Dealing with contradictory and uncertain knowledge is foundational to epistemic agency. To 
productively create knowledge, students need both a relevant knowledge base and skills in finding, 
integrating and evaluating new knowledge. 
From findings 
Groups who explored topics and assembled a shared knowledge heap of technical, epistemic and 
synthesising objects had more to draw upon in discussion and when constructing solutions. Not all 
discussed concepts, in full depth and breadth, were included in final artefacts; students articulated 
concepts beyond what was shown in assessment submissions.  
A number of students did not identify or fill knowledge gaps, both generally and in the professional 
sphere. Engineering groups did not systematically search for authoritative engineering information, 
which suggests, beyond a need for improving research skills, lack of awareness of discipline-related 
knowledge. The engineering groups got by on “‘good enough’ practices” (Dwyer & Suthers, 2006, p. 
508) based on their judgement of how to meet assessment requirements, without incorporating 
professional ways of knowing. Students were inclined to engage with the tasks and related issues 
but needed models and guidance. There were many points at which some discipline-specific 
declarative or procedural knowledge, that is, what to know and how to proceed, would have been 
useful. For example, the Village group worked on materials estimations, technical drawings and 
related issues—skills and concepts that could productively have been modelled for them. 
The engineering cases especially highlighted the effect of lack of foundational knowledge of 
particular topics and processes related to their tasks. Appendix 2 outlines the range of concepts that 
the groups touched upon in their projects, including both “the problem space and related 
conceptual space,” (Hmelo-Silver, 2015, p. 44). Not only topics directly related to the immediate 
problem, but also wider topics are relevant. For example, the ethics of environmental sustainability 
arose in the Renewables group. If exposed to tutor and wider peer review, Kevin’s expressed view 
on the acceptability of extinction would be unlikely to pass unchallenged as it was within the group. 
However, it is not possible for any teacher to be aware of each instance of student 
conceptualisation. Students must learn to judge and challenge for themselves. 
Students were at differing levels of sophistication in knowledge creation. In engineering groups, they 
drew unwarranted conclusions, such as: glazed tiles were needed to waterproof a mud-brick wall 
(Village); or geothermal energy was environmentally worse than nuclear fission (Renewables). The 
VideoGames education group assumed that there would be no readily available information about 
racism in games, basing judgement on personal understanding of mainstream media. 
Identify required knowledge 
Literature shows that establishing a knowledge base for epistemic work can be a complex 
undertaking. A small study found that students skilled in problem-based learning and with an expert 
facilitator could traverse a broad area of learning, but raised the question of whether the same 
results could be achieved by less expert facilitators (Hmelo-Silver, 2015). This suggests that 
deliberate design of scaffolding exercises would be a safer route to ensuring foundational 
understanding. Peer learning, helping others to understand and explaining one’s perspective, is also 
beneficial (e.g. McGuire, 2015) and another string in the design bow. Necessary foundational 
declarative and procedural knowledge can be covered before, during or even after a project: some 
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tasks may be used as a provocation for future learning. The need to build a knowledge base 
privileges program-level design: the current course will rely on knowledge from prior courses.  
In outlining relevant knowledge for a project, there can be a danger in students inferring that the 
instructor has covered everything required, stymieing student exploration and creative solutions 
(Kapur, 2016). To counter this, educators can bring the focus onto student resources and existing 
knowledge and how they can be ‘activated’ and organised (Hammer et al., 2005). Along with 
acquiring foundational knowledge, students need to be able to identify what is relevant from their 
existing personal resources in solving the problem. The aim is to create a challenge without leaving 
students feeling that they do not have the means to meet it. 
Epistemic games and ways of knowing 
Practice in the forms and patterns that support knowledge work is important. Foundational 
exercises should be directed at enrolling students in their discipline’s or profession’s knowledge 
culture (Nerland, 2012b), how knowledge is created and validated. For example, in tasks like the 
engineering one, introducing case studies, as well as exercises from epistemic games, could assist in 
moving students’ general heuristics towards more professional ways of knowing. Taking a 
professional or disciplinary lens to an assessment task will help identify epistemic games and 
therefore what practice opportunities, resources, artefact formats, activities and models to 
incorporate into design for epistemic agency. 
Less advanced or sophisticated understanding can mean that students are less likely to seek out 
conflicting information, looking instead for information that confirms their existing views (Kienhues 
& Bromme, 2011). Knowing how knowledge is created, verified and, importantly, contested is 
foundational to establishing epistemic agency. One approach to improving students’ epistemological 
sophistication might be through reflection on a task that requires reading, evaluation and synthesis 
of contradictory documents on a topic (Bråten & Strømsø, 2010) to foreground beliefs on knowledge 
certainty and ways of knowing. A further approach involves starting with a less complex open 
problem to introduce students to the process of research and deep exploration of issues (Genareo, 
2018). Using higher-order thinking strategies, for example, in authentic problems, open class 
discussion and inquiry-based activities in class tend to enhance students’ critical thinking (Miri, 
David, & Uri, 2007).  
Evaluative judgement 
Much, but not all, required knowledge can be anticipated for a task. Students need help to “draw on 
their epistemic resources more productively” (Hammer & Elby, 2002) and take critical stances in 
defining problems and exploring solutions, learning how to play appropriate epistemic games in, for 
example, evaluative judgement (Boud et al., 2018) and reflection in and on action (Schön, 1991).  
Students need to know if their understanding and solutions, and the sources they use, are 
reasonable and adequate to the task. Evaluative judgement is the capability to recognise quality in 
one’s work and in the work of others (Ajjawi, Tai, Dawson, & Boud, 2018). It relies on an 
understanding of the discipline or profession; assessments and the criteria by which they are judged 
have the tacit goal of bringing students into the way of thinking in the discipline or profession 
(Bearman, 2018). Quality work in education will differ from quality work in engineering, for example. 
Although one could argue that there are some generic indicators common across disciplines, such as 
writing grammatically, the requirements for good writing will differ considerably between an 
engineering report and a teaching plan. “[I]dentifying the merits of a piece of work is far more than a 
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cognitive notion of quality”; it shows that the evaluator is taking on the norms of the discipline or 
profession (Bearman, 2018, p. 150). However, an aim is also to foster student agency in questioning 
received practice and as a future professional, to “raise the bar on what constitutes practice in a 
changing world” (Bearman, 2018, p. 151). A professional has to know and apply existing standards, 
but critically, so that they adapt to new challenges and co-construct those standards. 
It is more common and may be more straight-forward to support student groups with the practical 
tools or organisation of their collaboration rather than how they conduct and evaluate epistemic 
work (cf. Muukkonen et al., 2010). There is as yet little evidence for how to design for evaluative 
judgement, but advice for fostering it includes: practice in evaluating own and others’ work; 
exemplars for establishing standards and recognising quality; and dialogical feedback for 
improvement, in which students actively calibrate the quality of their work (Ajjawi et al., 2018). 
Similarly, an ‘enculturation’ approach to teaching for thinking dispositions (Tishman, Jay, & Perkins, 
1993) combines exemplars, peer interaction and direct instruction.  The gist of the approach is that 
ways of thinking, including at a meta level, are not treated as separate processes but are integrated 
into disciplinary practice and modelled by teachers.  
The skills and capabilities required in knowledge creation are built up over time with practice. The 
level of scaffolding for declarative and procedural knowledge needed for a project will require 
calibration with the wider program of study and students’ abilities. Regardless, students should be 
encouraged to make connections with their existing epistemic resources and reach beyond those 
provided. 
6. Promote skills in assembly of tools and processes for collaboration  
This design principle relates to the secondary level of activity infrastructure: the supporting 
assemblage of tools, technical objects, communications and project management, the choosing and 
setting up of which involves epistemic agency, as well as providing support for epistemic work. 
Design should involve the “deliberate scaffolding of student’s appreciation of each other, their 
understanding of collaboration, and their inclination to engage in collective, creative actions” (Rowe, 
2019, p. 5). 
From findings 
Case studies and summaries in chapters 4 and 5 detail how groups set up and managed the 
secondary level of activity infrastructure, ranging from highly engaged collaboration both online and 
offline to division of work. Framing of the task of course played its part in setting the context, but 
the engineering projects especially may have benefited from scaffolding in areas of project 
management and self-regulation, and related instrumentation, adaptation to purpose, of tools.   
Students often struggled to find time together and manage work. Carried USB drives and file sharing 
by email were still prevalent, and synchronous audio-visual communications were generally not 
used, or used only late in a project. The Nuclear group use of a shared Google document together 
with Skype was a rare example of location-independent work or ‘nomadicity’ (Rossitto et al., 2013). 
They were able to work on their project at any time, using mobile devices. Location-independence 
also came from social media use, providing both in-the-moment messages and a repository. 
Scaffolds can prompt students to rethink common tools or introduce new ones for functional usage 
in group projects. Assessment requirements ensured education groups consciously set up online 
presences, whether for functional organisation or conceptual discussion. 
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Early substantial posts set the context for online conceptual development in the VideoMap and 
VideoTech groups. This challenges DiCoT preferences for direct, in-person communication. The time 
and freedom to articulate individual ideas was better afforded by asynchronous online writing than 
group discussion, an affordance noted also by van Aalst (2009). Patterns of online conceptual 
development in these groups were initiated early by substantial individual posts.  
The choice of tools and their usage had practical consequences. Electing to learn or try new 
processes, technologies or tools, for example LaTeX and CAD software in the engineering task, 
required a trade-off in time and effort. The Timeline group’s choice of tool for their artefact 
reinforced a lower level of collaboration, while creating a single video required other groups to pool 
ideas, though lack of production know-how was a problem for VideoGames. 
Collaborating teams tended to be tentative or careful in establishing social and working 
relationships. Groups made an effort to be pleasant to each other and sometimes avoided pressing 
each other on tasks; they did not tend to allocate formal roles. Most of the groups had individuals 
who were less involved or quiet in discussion. Edward (Renewables) wanted coach-like help in 
getting group members better acquainted and oriented to their task. Group self-regulation could be 
an issue, for example, when group discussion became tangential or off-topic, or a group 
concentrated on a worksheet rather than the project. A lack of clarity in next steps led to some 
procrastination. 
Students were still developing their understanding and use of tools and processes for project 
management and collaboration. An introduction to models, such as how to create a shared project 
space, manage a project timeline, take notes and allocate tasks, could have benefited many groups. 
Shared artefact repository and visible progress 
Students do not automatically know how to best use digital tools in the service of study and group 
work (Kennedy, Judd, Churchward, Gray, & Krause, 2008; Skene, Cluett, & Hogan, 2007). Students 
are not complete digital nomads (Rossitto et al., 2013) able to work anytime, anywhere. DiCoT 
(Furniss & Blandford, 2006) analysis of group work is a useful guide for constructing the necessary 
affordances for effective knowledge work, such as situation awareness (where are we up to?), 
horizon of observation (how can I contribute?) and maintaining an information hub (everything is 
easily available to all). Models and practical activities can assist students in recognising useful 
affordances of communication, collaboration and production tools, and prompt productive action. A 
study of students’ online activity, for example, found that if a number of students posted comments 
early, others followed suit:  “It seems that the behavior of the first students of each group when 
posting their assignments defined norms for the whole class” (Gafni & Geri, 2010, p. 123). Observing 
others’ activity will tend to encourage one’s own active participation, and the early stages of a 
project are important in establishing patterns of interaction. Simply requiring students to maintain 
an online repository and shared documents can improve these dimensions of visibility, progress and 
shared ideas in collaborative projects. 
Explicit guides and frameworks 
Through exercises, students are able to experience and model the features of successful secondary-
level activity infrastructure, and task design can also suggest or mandate certain elements. New 
techniques or tools could be covered in lead-up activities, and then applied within a project, or else 
the project itself can be the vehicle for learning new skills, allocated marks and time. Designers 
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should carefully consider what new tools or skills are truly justified, incorporating a calculation of 
effort required. 
There is a role for design for learning to provide functional advice on group work (e.g. Dick, 2011, 
one of many resources available) to assist students in conscious review of patterns of collaboration, 
as well as promoting collective search and inquiry strategies. Design can call upon DiCoT (Furniss & 
Blandford, 2006) principles for teamwork. In addition, there is a need for groups to consider 
specifically how to best work on ideas together, an aspect often only given passing attention. 
Patterns of “reciprocal questioning,” explanation prompts and other forms socialise students into 
those ways of interacting; one can “structure the task to require controversy instead of concurrence-
seeking” (Webb, 1995, p. 255), supporting productive approaches to knowledge creation. 
Simply providing students with repeated group work may mean they cumulatively develop skills, if 
arbitrarily; educators may not make a distinction between participation in group work and learning 
to collaborate (Rowe, 2019). In advice that can be extended to other disciplines, it is recommended 
that early years of an engineering degree, for example, explicitly include curriculum on group 
dynamics and collaborating effectively (Colbeck et al., 2000). Academic procrastination or social 
loafing in group projects is not necessarily a result of laziness, and can be related to lack of self-
efficacy in the face of uncertainty (Grunschel et al., 2013). Group contracts, functional advice on 
group work, including formally allocated roles, which in effect give students ‘permission’ to take 
action, can help students coordinate their work and structure the project more effectively.  
Team relationships 
Research into first-year undergraduate clinical PBL groups found that social relationships—whether 
people connected and liked each other—were bound up in how members felt part of and engaged 
with the work of their team: if a team member felt excluded socially, this reflected in a feeling of 
being excluded from work, an attitude less prevalent in older students (Skinner et al., 2012). Some 
students in that study felt that good teams were ones without conflict, which runs counter to 
fostering critical debate. This means that involving younger undergraduates in a work team relies to 
an extent on their social ease with each other, but also on fostering awareness that an effective 
working relationship involves disagreement and debate. 
Exercises for students to become more familiar with each other, as well as their respective goals, can 
help set the groundwork for a productive activity infrastructure. ‘Ideal’ conditions for group 
dynamics include a safe environment in which students are supportive and inclusive of each other, in 
which each member feels an equal part of the team (Skinner et al., 2012). 
By latter-year courses, the aim is for students to specify their own milestones, implement self-
monitoring, and use appropriate communications and professional or discipline processes, without 
prompts. 
7. Maintain dialogue between teacher and students and provide prompts  
When tutors were consulted or feedback was received, that input was influential in group projects. 
In the longer engineering projects, especially, more structure and check-in points could have helped 
guide framing and provided professional perspectives. 
From findings 
Groups did not progress in an orderly manner in stages through their projects: sense-making of the 
task, research and problem exploration, and arriving at solutions occurred throughout projects. In-
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class designed tasks such as the periodic worksheets for education groups did not necessarily line up 
with phases of projects, although they triggered discussion between students. In completing the 
worksheets, students put their project in the best light for the tutor, but self-marking did tend to 
reflect how they truly thought they were doing. In their report, the Village group ranked their 
members’ contribution accurately. 
Feedback on the only required engineering interim artefact, the project outline, was used by 
students, but there were few opportunities after that for engineering groups to engage with tutors 
or calibrate their responses to the task. Interactions with tutors were short and limited for all 
engineering groups, particularly considering the length and importance of the projects, but provided 
contextual support when sought. The Village group tested their understanding of the ‘rules’ of the 
assessment with the tutor, who helped free up their interpretation of the task and its budget. Tutors 
introduced a professional and practical perspective and assisted in progressing work.  
Activities in class 
In-class exercises during projects can lend structure and provocations to students’ knowledge work 
and provide formative feedback. These perform the task of “anchoring experiences” that bring 
students to an appreciation of the driving question in project-based learning (Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 
2006, p. 322). An example might be a practitioner talking about the issues involved in similar 
projects in the field, leading onto further discussion. Training or workshops isolated from application 
can be limited in impact, indicating a need for ongoing scaffolding across a program (Zhou, 2012). 
Students will be at different levels of receptivity and multiple opportunities for learning are needed. 
Prompts and feedback 
Tutor interactions and skills in monitoring and assisting are important in collaborative learning (Azer, 
2009). Interaction in class, whether in person or online, between students and teachers, both formal 
(assessed interim artefacts and tasks) and informal (conversational check-ins and prompting 
questions), will assist students in making appropriate meaning of their tasks, and help calibrate their 
progress and thought processes. Feedback should be dialogic, inviting student involvement; tutors 
have an important role in influencing student objectivity as they reflect on experiences, and in 
bringing an expert perspective to student self-evaluation (Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985a). 
Dialogue can assist in directing local framing (see DP1). Teachers try to ‘tip’ students into the right 
frame through the “wording and representation of questions, the social setting and structure of 
lectures” etc.—but habits will not be changed without “encouraging students to monitor actively 
their approach to learning” (Hammer et al., 2005, pp. 102–103). To model better approaches to 
knowledge, a teacher should “exaggerate her framing cues” for students and be aware of how 
students understand a problem through open-ended questions (Bing & Redish, 2009). This can be 
done in whole-of-class interactions or through periodic talks with each group. The onus is on 
students to consciously work on the problem, but teachers can assist novice students in recognising 
options and opportunities. 
8. Focus beyond the single course 
These design principles are predicated on long-term planning and scaffolding. Individual tasks are 
vignettes of student experience within a wider context. Students come to them with experiences 
and personal resources and move onto further courses, guided by personal goals. How activity aligns 
with future contexts and recalls and modifies past experience helps guide framing and depth of 
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knowledge creation. This requires longitudinal, coordinated design in tertiary programs, across 
courses. 
From findings 
The influence of early framing in projects links student choices to what they have done and 
experienced in the lead-up to the task. The VideoMap group’s explicit connection of their project to 
other courses and issues in their future careers added depth to their conceptual discussion. The 
engineering groups were eager to become more professional. 
The education groups were specifically required to reflect on their project and processes as groups 
and individuals, but the engineering groups were not. This of course did not mean that the 
engineering students did not personally reflect on their learning. 
Transfer and reflection 
The hope is that, through collaborative projects, students build personal resources that can be 
transferred to (or activated in) other situations. Design has a role in assisting students to do this 
deliberately (Hammer et al., 2005), through metacognitive activities including reflection. This relates 
to agency: does one selectively repeat habits or adapt them towards a future goal (Emirbayer & 
Mische, 1998)? 
An important part of learning is becoming aware of one’s own resources and how to activate them 
(Hammer et al., 2005). “[S]tudents’ awareness, conscious understanding and independent mastery” 
of practices can be supported by technologies, “timely guidance” and promotion of “metalevel 
reflection of the inquiry process and object-oriented practices” (Muukkonen et al., 2011, p. 175). 
Students need to consciously reflect on sets of resources and skills activated in tasks to be able to 
use them across contexts, which can be expressed as a re-activation (Hammer et al., 2005). Kolb’s 
(2014) experiential learning cycle that combines reflection on concrete experience, abstract 
conceptualisation and experimentation is one  popular model, albeit with flaws (e.g. see Bergsteiner, 
Avery, & Neumann, 2010), that fits a review of situated action towards future improvement. The 
ability to move “between the general and the specific—between the tasks at hand and the collective 
ways of ‘doing knowledge’ in the profession—is the key to connecting practices across sites” 
(Nerland, 2018, p. 251). 
Allocating time for reflection, a skill that enables “active and aware decisions about our learning,” 
during longer tasks helps connect with experience as it occurs (Boud et al., 1985a, p. 19). Exercises 
should include reflecting on the material and social ways students work with knowledge. In 
encouraging students to simply learn by doing, an assessment task can over-emphasise ‘knowing 
how,’ functional steps, above ‘knowing about’ being creative or developing conceptual 
understanding (Zhou, 2012).  
Reflection can be difficult and confronting to do well; it is a skill to be built over time and students 
need to be persuaded of its value (Riedinger, 2006) and have it modelled by teachers in daily 
practice (Bearman, 2018). Students can be introduced to higher order reflection and its use in 
learning and professional practice, but started on low-pressure, simple descriptions of experience in 
which they talk about hobbies, for example, and use graphics and other media (Riedinger, 2006). 
Reflection can be very usefully facilitated by the creation of an artefact, which might be a narrative 
description of an experience or activity. Artefacts produced in course tasks can also serve as the 
focus of reflection. This could be an artefact for professional use, such as a worksheet for a language 
class or a pharmacy medication management plan, in which students are expected to enact, 
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evaluate and reflect upon relevant knowledge and accepted professional practice (Markauskaite & 
Goodyear, 2017). Creating and reflecting on such artefacts may help students connect work in class 
with becoming a professional and member of a discipline.  
Program-level design 
Designing for epistemic agency should cross over courses in a degree, connecting with individuals’ 
and program goals. This aims to counter the “learning culture of demand,” which instructs students 
in prescribed knowledge and sets them bounded tasks such as examinations, with a “learning 
culture of opportunity” that employs open problems and connects to life and community beyond 
the formal course (Perkins & Salomon, 2012, pp. 256–257). Long-term design can take many forms. 
A learning management system should, for example, link feedback to and communicate program-
level goals rather than emphasise course-level grades (Thompson & Lawson, 2018). 
To offer appropriate balance between bounded and open tasks and a gradual ‘fading’ (Perkins & 
Salomon, 2012) of scaffolding, a program-level approach is needed. Evaluative judgement of own 
and other’s work, for example, cannot be mastered in one course or assessment task. The range and 
complexity of skills required in shared knowledge creation cannot rely simply on isolated open tasks 
by enterprising educators. This requires deliberate coordination of increasingly complex and 
authentic tasks supported by opportunities for developing, (re)combining and reflecting on 
constituent knowledge and skills. 
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6.5 Conclusions and limitations 
In this final section, I provide a summary of contribution to knowledge, discuss limitations of the 
study, and recommend directions for further research.  
I finish with a short personal reflection. 
Summary of contributions to knowledge 
The two main questions I asked are ‘How do students exercise shared epistemic agency?’ and ‘What 
does students’ activity suggest for design for epistemic agency?’ Here I discuss conclusions and 
reflect briefly on research methods. 
To answer the first question, I traced activity infrastructure, actions and objects in projects for 
assessment tasks which allowed students some freedom in means of collaboration and production. 
The three sub-questions asked about influences on activity infrastructure, the shape of secondary-
level infrastructure and how epistemic objects were used for knowledge creation. I addressed the 
sub-questions separately in findings, but as elements in the activity infrastructure they were 
mutually influential. In the actions of students, framing influenced tool usage and methods of work, 
as well as the creation of epistemic objects. Knowledge work was not easily divided from group 
coordination and usage of tools. Often, for example, ‘the Google Doc’ would be my mental 
shorthand for the epistemic object of the Nuclear group, so intrinsic was that tool’s affordances, 
such as showing current activity and allowing real-time, simultaneous edits, to the way that group 
constructed knowledge. 
Findings focused on: 
• Framing of the task, associated with dispositional elements of inclination to engage, 
sensitivity to situation and abilities. 
Groups quickly decided a trajectory for their projects, so relied on existing dispositions in 
recognising the type of problem and how to deal with it. Activating specific abilities in 
knowledge creation was problematic for some students. Although overall framing was 
generally consistent, localised framing changed over time and could become more deeply 
focused on the problem, especially when discussion centred on shared objects. 
• The knowledge heap’s accumulation of loosely related ideas and artefacts held in common 
between collaborators—objects ready to be expanded, refined, remembered and 
connected.  
Objects (artefacts and concepts) built and collected by groups provided a common record 
and visible progress, and fuelled group and individual actions, illustrated in the object 
diagrams analysing each project. Objects prompted clues, ideas for solutions or new gaps to 
fill, to aid progress in collaborative work. 
• The limited ability of groups to independently cover a wide range of foundational knowledge 
within the boundary of a project.  
As groups researched topics, they had more to talk about and work with, and personal 
experiences, as a house occupant or high school student, informed their work, but this could 
be limited in scope and showed gaps in ways they created knowledge. 
• Synthesising objects that draw upon the shared knowledge heap to bring order to it, 
progress shared work, provide focus and integrate individual thought and expression.  
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The motivated and detailed work on individual objects, and their origin in and contribution 
to shared conceptual development, prompted ideas for a new sub-type of epistemic object. 
• The distributed cognition for teams (DiCoT) framework as a basis for analysis of secondary-
level infrastructure as well as a normative guide to the practicalities of close collaboration.  
The groups who were most collaborative exhibited elements supportive of distributed 
cognition in teams. Their use of both online tools and discussion kept each other informed 
and involved at each stage of the project. Sitting nearby and seeing each other’s screen is 
one simple example. Several groups missed foundational elements that would have 
materially enhanced teamwork. 
• Activity infrastructure as the situated, emergent space of a knowledge creation task. 
No groups in the study were well-practiced in university project work and all were making 
progressive sense of the many moving parts of project collaboration. Infrastructuring of 
projects was not necessarily explicitly decided but tacitly done in the moment. Students had 
ideas about what was needed but were not necessarily able to recognise productive 
infrastructure or build it effectively. 
The model for epistemic agency (Figure 53) relates these concepts to each other and places them in 
the context of design principles. 
I took a sociomaterial approach in which activity infrastructure and objects were my focus. The point 
at which epistemic agency was most evident in the case groups was when students decided to make 
objects. These are not objects designated by task instructions, but ones for which students 
recognised a need within their project. This was predicated on the framing of a problem as requiring 
a collaborative solution and subsequent shared conceptual development. Groups who constructed a 
rich knowledge heap had ideas and goals in common on which to base their artefacts. All groups 
produced something, but some groups worked very closely together on more complex epistemic 
objects. These groups showed the rich interplay between a shared epistemic object—the group’s 
conceptual development—and individual contributions to it, through synthesising objects. The 
objects into which students invested time and effort acted as focal points for discussion and 
contributions to shared epistemic agency. 
 
For the second question on implications for design, findings indicate introducing well-structured 
support for working on ill-structured problems. This does not mean removing such problems, but 
that they are supported by designed and scaffolded smaller tasks, set at appropriate levels within 
program-level integrated design, helping student mastery of specific knowledge creation skills. This 
indicates a need for deliberate consideration of patterns of knowledge creation and a metacognitive 
focus for both students and teachers. Epistemic games can be used to describe the elements of 
epistemic practice and design active support for knowledge creation and shared epistemic agency. 
The eight design principles for epistemic agency outlined in Section 6.4, based on findings, the 
model of shared epistemic agency and relevant research and design literature, variously target 
specific areas and offer more general guidance. They are points of reflection for designers of 
knowledge creation tasks rather than precise or prescriptive instructions. 
Principle 1 on dispositions and Principle 8 on longer-term planning acknowledge the wider context in 
which a task is placed: past experience and a future focus are important in framing current action. 
Low-stakes tasks can help build confidence on which to expand framing and build a deeper approach 
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to problem-solving. It falls to designers of tasks, courses and programs of study to thoroughly plan 
support, including practice opportunities, of general and professional- and discipline-based 
epistemic agency. Students should be helped to build confidence in and inclusion of each other in 
dealing with uncertainty and new challenges. This involves progressive opportunities to solve ill-
structured problems, taking into account the strong agency of students themselves in learning what 
they will, rather than what is planned for them, from each experience. 
Principle 2 on design of the task outlines elements that can help students recognise a need for 
shared knowledge creation by setting a challenging task but also through providing scaffolding and 
marks allocated to appropriate targets.  
Principles 3, 5 and 6 correspond to particular gaps in group projects identified from findings: 
problem exploration, developing knowledge and ways of knowing, and assembly of effective 
secondary-level infrastructure. By supporting groups in problem exploration and conceptual 
development, learning design should aim to help them construct a useful common knowledge heap 
on which to base deeper approaches to knowledge creation. The large range of foundational 
knowledge touched upon or implied by groups, without activating ideas further, indicates a need to 
build preparatory knowledge. Importantly, students also need support in ways of creating 
knowledge. It can otherwise be beyond the limits of small, novice student teams to create a relevant 
knowledge base. What needs scaffolding and what is left open for students to puzzle through is 
reliant on the judgement of the designer, educator consultation with students during project work 
and long-term planning for epistemic agency. 
The goal for educator and student is an effective environment for thinking (Hutchins, 2012), the 
practical and the epistemic combined in an activity infrastructure constructed for each task 
specifically. As technology for automated feedback and real-time analytics improves, opportunities 
will grow to trace the growth of group epistemic objects and their constituent elements, including 
individual contributions, over time. Frameworks and guidance on developing activity infrastructure 
can assist students in ensuring all elements work towards rather than against shared epistemic 
agency. 
Principle 7 on maintaining dialogue and prompts for students acknowledges that each group is 
unique in its approach to a project, will progress at its own rate and is still making sense of the task 
up until the submission date. Tutors can bring additional professional and practical perspectives to 
projects.  
All principles involve objects in some way, but Principle 4 outlines their specific role in detail. 
Created and shared objects are an inevitable part of productive epistemic work, forming the core of 
infrastructure created for each task, and are a strong indication of the type of knowledge being 
created. Combining group knowledge creation with individual interest and know-how, synthesising 
objects are a productive focus for further research and evaluation. 
Epistemic agency is needed to effectively navigate tertiary education and beyond. Using 
metacognition and reflection, facilitating deliberation on processes, activities and outcomes, 
connects current action with previous experience and projects action into the future. Assisting 
students in taking an expansive framing of an assessment task, beyond to-the-letter performance for 
marks, can help them with that task practically and motivationally and connect the current ‘what’ 
with a future ‘why’—personal goals and later learning. 
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This study has, collaterally, required an exploration of research methods for sociomaterial 
interactions. An ethnographic study of student groups is time consuming and generates copious data 
that require painstaking interpretation. The rewards from closely following projects, however, are 
commensurate with effort, in affording a sociomaterial view of interactions and objects of student 
projects. Rather than taking a snapshot at intervals, this approach allowed me to follow changes to 
objects and how concepts were repeated and taken up or discarded. My methods have both 
mapped overarching project progress and described relevant move-by-move interactions, such as 
the way that synthesising objects in the Village group were used in knowledge creation. 
Trying to encapsulate and understand a project as it evolves, with a view to conceptual 
development, objects, actors, tools and the interactions between them, is a complex undertaking. 
Shareable epistemic objects in the form of object diagrams and framing diagrams enabled me to 
combine these aspects over time, into an overall view of activity. Producing representations of 
projects and excerpts of interactions facilitated more systematic comparison between groups—and 
the patterns and connections helped confirm the roles of knowledge heaps and shared objects, 
including synthesising objects created by individuals. The approach and formats are offered for 
further development to others interested in mapping interactions and connections between people, 
objects and ideas. 
Limitations of the study 
The main limitations of this study are: 1) I investigated single tasks and a limited number of projects; 
2) I had access only to the direct context of the projects; 3) participants were self-nominated and 
had to speak English when collaborating; 4) not all students were represented equally; 5) interviews 
were restricted in scope; 6) the process of recording and analysis necessarily condensed, selected 
and interpreted data; and 7) the critique of knowledge creation in practice could be interpreted, 
although not intended, as judgements on groups. Specifically: 
1) I focused in detail on single assessment tasks that formed only an early part of the activities 
asked of students during a full program of three to four years of study. I captured what 
happened over the weeks of the target projects and not the preceding and following activities 
in a progression of skills development. Findings are therefore likely to be most applicable to 
students at similar critically formative stages. The seven cases provided variety that facilitated 
rich, situated descriptions of projects and inter-case comparison. 
2) It was possible to observe students’ dispositions in activities and discussion and hear about 
previous experience, to put the tasks in some ongoing context. Because data collection was 
focused on the task itself, while the wider environment was evident, I was more able to 
describe the immediate rather than to place decisions or references within the context of the 
course, program or students’ other experiences. In focusing on the specifics of the task 
enactment and the students’ creation of an activity infrastructure, the research gives a rich 
snapshot of students’ approach to and work with knowledge. This assists design for a 
progression of skills by identifying epistemic games.  
3) The tasks and cases were serendipitously found through volunteers from staff and students. 
Groups self-selected for the research, so may have been groups who were more self-confident 
and members who were more likely to be cooperative with each other in addition to the 
researcher. The groups also needed to speak English when collaborating.  
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4) The study did not specifically focus on the roles taken on by the group members, and so 
cannot comment except in general terms on roles and inter-personal influences within groups. 
In most groups there were examples of absent, peripheral or quiet members, and groups were 
not well able to counteract this by being actively inclusive, which was a key learning point for 
me as a designer. Those who were quiet, least active or absent in groups tended not to 
participate in an interview. The reflections from some students in interviews about the use of 
online posts to add considered ideas to the group project, combined with observation of 
variation in individual contributions, helped lead to the idea of synthesising objects, as well as 
the need for structured activities to promote inclusive practices. 
5) Judging from observation and their responses in interviews, students are not, as they work on 
their projects, generally thinking in a critical or metacognitive way of their decisions, use of 
objects and management of their work. The interviews were also some weeks’ remove from 
some of the incidents we discussed, so memories could be unclear. Interviews were, then, 
limited in the insight they were able to provide into students’ thought processes, although 
direct observation of social and material aspects of projects was always primary. Interviews 
were valuable in gaining an insight into student perceptions and attitudes to the tasks, their 
satisfaction with the project outcome and, for example, eliciting comparison between the 
digital artefact assessment and an essay assessment. 
6) As not quite a real-time observer, I relied on recordings to reconstruct the projects and their 
timelines. Due to the exigencies of group-based recruitment, i.e. the groups needed to form 
before they could sign up as research participants, I was usually unable to directly record the 
very first formative discussions, although student notes and communications filled in much 
missing information. As for any ethnography, the method of transcription records but 
condenses time and selects particular elements of interaction, affect, gesture and tools to 
describe. After I carefully transcribed them, recordings were not generally reviewed again. I 
descriptively coded the transcriptions to produce a case narrative and diagram, aided by 
illustrative interactions and excerpts from discussions. When writing up each case study, I 
repeatedly returned to the full transcription to check details. Each step of analysis was 
necessarily interpretive but was carefully done to preserve the essence of each case project in 
answer to the research questions. 
7) In focusing in this study on the shared creation of knowledge, by default the groups that 
worked more closely together show ‘better’ knowledge creation habits. Just because 
individuals worked separately, it does not follow that a project was a failure or lacked impact. 
As an example, in the Renewables group that worked mostly independently, a student 
acknowledged that the project sparked an interest in renewable energy for his future studies. 
Judgement can come easily when comparing ‘real-life’ actions to an ideal, especially when it 
involves students who are still in the early stages of an undergraduate degree: mistakes 
become magnified when put to retrospective scrutiny. While the descriptions of cases point 
out where performance might be improved, or where individual or group actions showed or 
diverged from ‘good’ practice, the cases are presented simply as examples of what can 
happen in group projects. They are neither models nor cautionary tales. They are vignettes 
that capture some, though certainly not all, variations that can occur, and are valuable as 
documented examples illuminating what happens within student group projects. The cases 
helped identify some patterns in how groups infrastructure their activity and provided 
empirical foundations for design principles. 
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In the study I observed group knowledge creation and activities and conditions related to epistemic 
agency. With detailed data from groups, I was able to trace activities and objects over time. The case 
groups provided variations that enriched comparative analysis in the context of literature on 
knowledge creation and design for epistemic agency. 
Recommendations for further research 
I conclude with some recommendations on how researchers might use the findings and 
methodology of this study. 
The findings suggest a range of questions. How do the listed principles and the concepts of epistemic 
games and synthesising objects work in design practice? This suggests design-based research that 
trials and evaluates practical activities to support shared epistemic agency. Mapping and identifying 
professional and discipline epistemic games across programs of study and designing across time for 
their development would be a useful design and research project. 
The students in the study were mostly enrolled in professional degrees, in which tasks build towards 
authentic professional practice. Research might ask, what scaffolding for epistemic agency would be 
appropriate in more generalist degrees, such as Science or Arts, and how should it reference 
authentic practice? The students in this study were also early in undergraduate studies, so further 
research might investigate knowledge creation tasks in later undergraduate years and in 
postgraduate coursework or research. 
In universities with large numbers of international students, how groups manage collaborative 
projects in the context of both first and second languages and cultures, and especially what that 
means for becoming a (cross-cultural) professional, would be a valuable area for future research. 
Lower representation of quiet, less active or present students from the narrative of the group 
projects is also a gap that further research might attempt to fill. 
The concept of synthesising objects offers further avenues for research. The definition I have 
outlined would benefit from testing its applicability to a wider variety of learning and professional 
contexts. How often are synthesising objects a feature of collaborative work? What are the ways in 
which they are best scaffolded for students? 
Shared epistemic agency, how students participate in creating a shared knowledge heap and 
solutions to problems, can be understood through the iterative traces students leave in digital tools 
and artefacts over time and through their conversation as they work. Tracing of students’ epistemic 
work can potentially be (semi-)automated, and technologies to give real-time actionable information 
to students, as well as to their teachers, is an area for future research and development. The 
diagrams used in this study for analysis might contribute ideas on presenting this information to 
students and teachers. 
Digital analysis of contributions to shared repositories and documents are reaching a tipping point in 
providing students with real-time semantic feedback on group and individual epistemic work. If 
students use Google Docs, for example, they can look back over, even replay, their contributions. 
Plugins and tools like Draftback, used in this study, graphically show how artefacts are built and re-
written. Tools such as Grammarly provide real-time feedback on writing quality and structure. It is 
possible right now, with an analogue or hybrid approach, to investigate the way knowledge is 
evidenced in the interim and final artefacts that students produce: to inform formative feedback and 
gain a picture of students’ epistemic resources and knowledge creation processes. 
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Final reflection 
Learning designers and educational developers employed in professional roles at university are not 
always afforded opportunities to fully utilise their experience and expertise. Very often, design for 
learning stops prematurely, at the point where it conforms to minimal requirements. Design for 
learning is rarely allocated sufficient time or resources before a new course or program of study is 
launched and delivered for students. Similarly, meaningful evaluation during and after delivery can 
also be limited: the learning designer can see little of student activity in the course. Against this 
background, this study was an act of personal epistemic agency, in attaching time and scholarly 
attention to a fundamental aspect of tertiary education, the epistemic agency of students. The 
generous access provided by students to their activities produced rich data that have affirmed my 
focus on the sociomaterial aspects of knowledge creation. In modelling student knowledge creation 
in assessment tasks, identifying the novel type of synthesising objects, and focusing on associated 
design principles, this study has provided ways of knowing about situated student work. Personally, 
it has been a privilege to see the work of students up close and to profoundly expand my own, and 
hopefully others’, understanding of it.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Glossary of terms 
This is a glossary of terms as used in this research, for quick reference. Section references for 
detailed information follow relevant terms.  
Academic staff – staff employed by the university in a teaching and research role. Also, ‘academics,’ 
‘educators’ or ’faculty members.’ 
Activity infrastructure – the unique set of tools, processes and objects selected, customised or built 
by a group through activity on a specific knowledge creation task. Section 2.5 
Artefact – the particular shareable (visible, readable, audible etc) instantiation of an object made 
with purpose within the constraints and affordances of a tool and mode. Examples from this 
research include the two artefacts of a paper-drawn sketch of a house and the screen version of 
the same house sketch. Section 2.3 
Assessment task – a graded or ungraded activity that is part of formal requirements to pass a 
course. 
Boundary object – used for communication across disciplines towards a mutual goal. It is a way of 
making another domain’s information actionable in one’s own. Section 2.3.2 
Course – a semester-long block of study that contributes toward a program. Each course expects 
around 10 hours of student time per week, including timetabled classes (usually 3-5 hours) and 
individual study, assignments and group work. In Australia, this may also be referred to as a 
‘unit’ or a ’subject.’ 
Design for Learning – the deliberate, considered alignment of activities, assessments and resources 
in education, to assist students in achieving stated outcomes within a course and program. This 
includes planning before delivery of a course, modification during delivery, and reflection and 
evaluation towards improvement. In using the phrase ‘learning design’, designing for learning 
opportunities rather than instrumentally prescribing learning is implied. 
Disposition – In this study, disposition is used as outlined by Perkins et al. (1993), and combines 
three elements: inclination to act, sensitivity to a specific situation, and abilities in responding 
effectively to a perceived problem or goal. Section 2.4.1 
Distributed Cognition – All elements, human and non-human, are intrinsically linked and each holds 
particular ‘knowledge’ for enactment of the shared work. Section 2.5.5 
Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT) – A framework that describes the elements of 
distributed cognition in teams, covering the areas such as physical layout, information flow, 
artefacts and goals and expertise in using a collaborative system. 
Section 2.5.5 
Emoji – A simple pictograph used to convey meaning, expression or emotion. 
Epistemic fluency – the ability to work with knowledge effectively to achieve goals. Expressed as a 
potential. 
Epistemic agency – working with knowledge effectively in a specific context, independently and with 
volition: the application of epistemic fluency. Agency includes selectively connecting with 
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previous activity, judging how to act within the present and changing accepted patterns for 
future use (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998). Section 2.2 
Epistemic game – a socially-constructed pattern of activity for creating knowledge, which can 
transfer across a range of situations. Games can be described by a set of forms, moves, goals 
and rules. Each time the game is played, it is played slightly differently and produces a new 
impression in the actor. An epistemic object (see below) is the concept/artefact/representation 
in formation - the thing that the game (or set of games) produces. Sections 2.5.6, 6.3 
Epistemic Move – An action (including gesture, tone, utterance) to direct, expand, challenge or re-
direct knowledge work. 
Epistemic (knowledge) object – a concept usually instantiated by artefact(s) in formation towards a 
goal. It can incorporate other epistemic objects that contribute towards the final whole. The 
epistemic object may be in conceptual or material form and emerges in activity. Section 2.3.1 
Frame/Framing – what an individual or group understands is happening; how the individual or group 
contextualises their activity, answering the question, ‘What is going on here?’. A frame may be 
overarching, as in, ‘an assessment to pass.’ Further frames may be evidenced in the moment, 
for example, a focus on dividing tasks quickly indicates a frame of cooperation in group work 
rather than collaboration. Section 2.4.2 
Horizon of observation – the extent to which team members can see the current activity and work 
of other team members (from DiCoT) 
Information hub – the space holding a common set of objects, tools and communications that 
facilitates the sharing of epistemic work (from DiCoT) 
Ill-structured problem – a question or issue for solving which does not have a clear definition or 
method of resolution, offered as part of an assessment task.  
Infrastructure – What is used to ‘outsource’ work from the human brain. Cognition is distributed to 
tools and objects within the infrastructure. Section 2.5 
Instrumental genesis – the process of adapting tools, technologies and practices for situated use. 
Section 2.5 
Knowledge creation – the deliberate social construction of knowledge centred on objects. This may 
be the construction of new knowledge or application of knowledge in a unique situation. 
Section 2.1 
Knowledge object – see Epistemic object 
Learning management system (LMS) – a platform set up by the university to give students access to 
course materials and activities online, communicate with teachers, and submit assignments. In 
the cases, the LMS used the Moodle platform. 
Object – combines the meaning of some thing – a conceptual entity or artefact—but also of a goal, 
the purpose it fulfils, as in ‘the object of the activity.’ The type of object is fluid, depending on 
its use in context. Section 2.3 
(Sets of) Personal Resources – what the individual brings to a task, such as capabilities, experience, 
personality, epistemic tools, knowledge, goals, drive. The result of past situated action and 
aiming towards future goals. Sets of resources first need to be consciously constructed for 
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unfamiliar problems, but, once established, may be used less consciously as the individual 
becomes adept at dealing with analogous situations. Section 2.2 
Prac/Practical – a three-hour class with a couple of tutors and around 25 students; used in the 
engineering cases for class exercises, working on set problems to become familiar with software 
packages, group work and final presentations. 
Primary level infrastructure - epistemic objects and the processes, patterns or schema around them, 
used in knowledge creation. Section 2.5.6 
Program – a structured set of courses leading to the awarding of a degree; in the cases, this was 
generally a Bachelor of Engineering or a Bachelor of Education. This can also be referred to 
elsewhere as a ‘program of study’ or ‘course of study.’ 
Resources – anything that students draw upon to assist in their activities, including: designed 
learning resources provided as scaffolding by teachers; objects that students locate to assist in 
solving a problem; interactional resources produced by the group; personal resources of the 
individual (see personal resources in this glossary). ‘Resources’ as a term is also used in 
engineering case studies in the sense of labour, materials, processes, equipment etc. used for 
an engineering project. 
Rubric – a matrix of criteria against measures of achievement to guide students in producing, and 
teachers in marking and giving feedback on, assessments. 
Secondary level infrastructure - deliberately constructed or chosen technical objects, processes and 
tools, including those used for constructing epistemic objects, aimed at achieving project goals. 
Section 2.5.5 
Semester – division of the university teaching year, consisting of 13 weeks, followed by an 
examinations period. Two main semesters per year. Can also be called a ‘session’ or ‘term.’ 
Shared epistemic agency – epistemic agency enacted in collaboration by a pair or group. Section 2.2 
Situation awareness – Knowing the current progress and activities of a collaborating team, able to 
answer the question, ‘where are we up to?’ (from DiCoT)  
Synthesising object – a new sub-type of epistemic object. The synthesising object is created in 
response to, and as a contribution to, a shared epistemic object. An individual or sub-group, 
rather than the whole team, constructs the synthesising object as an artefact based on 
collaboratively developed concepts, ideas and other artefacts contributed by group members. It 
instantiates, queries or extends the shared epistemic object. Sections 4.5.3, 5.4.3, 6.2 
Technical object – used as reference or to inform; it is complete, i.e. not changed by the user, and 
not contentious or particularly open to interpretation. Section 2.3.2 
Tertiary level infrastructure – the environment that is ubiquitous, for example email, classroom or 
Office software, or set up for students, eg the course schedule and university LMS. Section 2.5.4 
Tool – a technology used for communication and management of projects (e.g. calendar, gantt 
chart, group meeting processes) or to transmit (e.g. SMS, Facebook, email, external hard drive) 
or create (e.g. Word software, MovieMaker, MATLAB computing environment, pen and paper) 
an artefact. A tool can be used across many problems or projects - it is often generic or 
background, in that users are familiar enough with the tool that it is used almost unconsciously. 
A tool also may be chosen and learnt or adapted for a specific task. Section 2.3.2 
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Tute/Tutorial – a 50-minute class with one tutor and 20-25 students; used in the education cases for 
clarifying tasks and concepts, discussion, group work and final presentations. 
Visibility of progress – the ability for a collaborating team to know the current state of a project, 
facilitated by social, physical and digital tools and processes (from DiCoT)  
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Appendix 2: Engineering conceptual, declarative and procedural knowledge 
Village Group 
Although the group members were project-minded, in that they talked about the needs of the 
fictional villagers and extended their house plans to include a village layout, there were many gaps in 
the way the group conceived of the project to build houses—I would not wish anyone to live in the 
house they designed. The issues covered, however, were wide ranging and ripe for more systematic 
exploration. 
Aid 
• A ‘developing’ country and the lives of its people. Poverty - what it is, how it manifests. 
• Aid projects. The economic, political, social and environmental aspects of providing aid. Types 
of aid projects, how they are managed. - How an engineering company runs an aid project - 
including role of ongoing personnel working on it and implications for budget; how to 
organise, cost and delegate work with volunteers; facilities needed to house them; WHS and 
legal issues. (With some directed research, the group could have found out about the 
economics of volunteer labour that cover own accommodation and other costs.) 
Engineering Professional Practice  
• What is professional and being professional for an engineer - Language - using new 
professional terms. - Professional-standard technologies. The group talked about asking a 
professional organisation about how they approach similar projects, however did not follow 
through: asking practicing engineers, either in person or via video-link or other means, about 
their projects could be facilitated within a course. 
• The structure of a report and the purpose of each section. What a professional report could or 
should have rather than prescribed assessment-task sections and page counts - how these fit 
in with identified issues and solutions. 
• How to create and annotate technical drawings 
Project management 
• Coordinating with multiple teams on a common project. 
• Finance decisions: hiring vs buying, local vs imports; relative costs in other countries. 
• Organisation of time and tasks, both for the team and for managing construction in the 
project. 
• How to collaborate and communicate effectively. 
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Housing design and materials estimation 
• ‘Modern’ home vs ‘Western’ home vs what is practicable or necessary for a poor village. 
Relativism. What are minimum human requirements to live well, Maslow’s Hierarchy of 
Needs. 
• Civic planning: what creates a sense of community and a liveable town; how to draw a town 
plan. 
• Sustainable building, e.g. use nearby materials; insulation and other technologies needed in 
the particular climate; appropriateness/affordability of materials; need to be able to replace 
items - long-life globes etc; long-life materials; passive housing, ventilation and temperature 
control; ability of inhabitants to repair houses. 
• What is required to build a house; deciding between improving existing houses or building 
new; how to consult and involve clients; how to make comprehensive calculations. 
University assessment 
• The group, in addition to professional skills and knowledge, were also required to make sense 
of the assessment task: in a semi-authentic project-based task, the students consistently had 
to find the boundary between their particular responsibilities to solve the problem and the 
requirements of assessment.  
• Interpreting the scope of detail and work that needs to be done to meet the assessment 
requirements; how to make assumptions for a set problem with little concrete information; 
how far to go into detailed costings based on assumptions (transportation of materials, 
availability of materials, condition of current housing etc.) 
 
Renewables group 
In their discussion of conceptual issues, the Renewables group exposed a number of beliefs, such as 
placing a low priority on avoiding the extinction of endangered species and what constitutes a 
battery, that were not challenged or elaborated in discussion. The following summarises the topics 
that students drew upon or mentioned in their project, with examples of student concepts and 
beliefs in parentheses. 
Economic, political, ethical and environmental aspects of renewable energy 
• Criteria for evaluating energy sources (Students: Cost/benefit, Return on investment (ROI), 
direct and indirect costs and costs saved; fuel to energy conversion rates; Embodied energy of 
materials and equipment; Clean energy sources require carbon emissions in the manufacture 
of equipment, transport, construction - need to offset ‘clean’ energy production by the 
amount of emissions in production) 
• What is ethics? What are the issues around conservation of the environment and mitigating 
global warming? (Students: Is environmental protection separate to ethics? An endangered 
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species is so rare that it does not matter if you cause them to become extinct. Extinction as 
“natural part of evolution.” Ethics should be more “human-centric.”) 
• Projections of world supply of crude oil (Students: Speculation on consequences of a major oil 
shock; oil needed even to produce alternative energies) 
• International renewable energy policies and projects (Students: Example of Costa Rica 
approaching 100% renewables and investing in geothermal; relative size of Costa Rica (approx. 
Sydney population) + mention of 20mill population Mexico City.) 
Scientific and engineering foundations of renewable energy technologies 
• Geographic suitability for different types of energy (Students: lack of geothermal energy 
potential in Australia; causes of geothermal heat - volcanic activity as the cause of heat.) 
• The geography, geology and environment of Australia and its regions; population distribution 
and attendant energy needs (This did not figure prominently in student discourse.) 
• Batteries and need for backup supply of electricity/energy (Students: What is a battery? 
Equating potential energy of pumping water high or diesel fuel as a type of battery i.e. an 
alternative way of storing energy.) 
• Conversion ratios between different forms of energy. Comparative measurement - how to 
compare different energy source yields and put the numbers into relevant perspectives. 
Measures of energy, kilo vs mega and comparing different figures. (Students: Lack of 
standards for biogas conversion - hard to quantify when landfill is heterogeneous; biogas 
better for direct heating rather than electricity generation.) 
• ‘Carbon neutral’ (offsetting carbon) and ‘carbon neutral fuel’ (Students: Experimental use of 
renewable electricity to produce synthetic diesel. Not digging up carbon, but reusing naturally 
absorbed carbon - carbon cycle.) 
• Relative environmental impact of different energy sources (Students: Geothermal as 
producing as much toxic waste as nuclear.) 
Professional skills 
• How to format in LaTeX 
• How to use MATLAB 
• Format of a report 
• Presentations (Students: They briefly read through the notes related to presenting and are 
quite concerned about gaining and keeping an audience’s attention, and initially decided to 
include a quiz as part of their presentation. They reversed this decision on attending the first 
set of presentations, where professionalism was praised by markers.) 
University Assessment 
• Making sense of the task description (Students: some problems with understanding terms - 
‘framing’ ‘converge to a solution’ ‘how is the project embedded in the overall theme?’ 
‘optimisation needed’; Concentrate on one energy source or all options - conflict between 
stated aim of project and the instruction to only look at one source.) 
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• Managing work and communication, choosing appropriate technologies (Students: one team 
member quit the course without telling team members until very late in the project; university 
email disuse; Google Doc vs emailing ideas - despite explicitly identifying the affordance of 
Google Doc, the group did not use that tool as they initially planned. Allocation of roles, how 
to combine information, allocation of time to tasks) 
Other topics outside the project that the students talked about included: Ice-Age glaciers in 
Australia, better mountain ranges overseas; Mars mountain, planetary magnetism and atmosphere; 
rail upgrades; sport; movies and their physics; experimental physics - measuring gravitational waves; 
teleportation; maths assignment; quantum physics - physics electives in high school; black holes; 
examinations bad assessment as not reflecting employment skills; temperature of space and cosmic 
background radiation; the US stubbornly clinging to a non-metric system; colliding galaxies; the low 
odds on any one of us being here.  
The topics of choice, when not talking about the project, revealed the student interest in general 
science and engineering topics. There was an inclination to consider the physical world and our place 
in it, as well as new horizons of science. 
 
 
Nuclear Group 
The knowledges listed below were at least touched upon by the group either implicitly or explicitly, 
and answered to varying degrees in their interactions and final products. The group tended to make 
sense of information collaboratively, clarifying with each other to make sense of new knowledge. 
The Nuclear group understandably overlapped the knowledge set of the Renewables group, 
including economic, political and environmental aspects as well as scientific and engineering 
foundations of renewable energy.  
Economic, political and environmental aspects of renewable energy 
• The economics of major infrastructure development and project management. How an 
experimental and unproven technology should be presented as an option for energy 
production; how to project the potential final cost of an experimental technology.  
• The consequences to a national economy of wholesale changes to energy technology 
(Students: loss of coal-based jobs, rise of other forms of employment). 
• The historical, political, ethical and cultural environment in which nuclear energy is situated 
(Students: unconcerned about nuclear waste; downplay nuclear accidents and people’s 
willingness to live near a reactor) 
Scientific and engineering foundations of energy technologies 
• The science of fusion and fission energy production 
• Difference between renewable and low emissions energy sources (Students: originally 
classified nuclear energy as ‘renewable’) 
• The discipline of energy engineering and the move to renewables. 
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• What are reasonable data on which to base calculations. Units of measurement and cost 
calculations (Students: difficulties finding recent, reliable and specific data about energy 
consumption in Australia and its cities; how to reconcile differing figures (Students: dividing 
national total evenly between 8 Australian states and territories). 
• Variability in energy supply needs (Students: peak/off-peak energy; contrast the reliability of 
nuclear energy against solar; distance - the needs of rural communities, relative size of cities) 
Professional skills 
• How to find appropriate sources of information; how to critically read sources (Students: 
information sources were located by Google search and subjected to only cursory review of 
credentials;  
• Appropriate use of language; moderating claims (Students: concerned with writing with 
appropriately professional language) 
University Assessment 
• Reconciling their one, experimental, low emissions energy source in a task ostensibly about 
providing the whole of the country with renewable energy. The task was conceived to be 
fitted within a cross-group project, but in practice was divided between groups without 
collaboration between them. 
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Appendix 3: Further examples of epistemic games 
See Section 2.5.6 for an introduction to epistemic games and Section 6.3 for a discussion of the 
epistemic games from group projects. Game types reference Markauskaite and Goodyear (2017). 
Table 14 
Game: Create a synthesising object 
Game Create a synthesising object 
Type Situated problem-solving – Producing game 
Focus Organising, connective knowledge 
Typical 
context 
A complex collaborative project or task with detailed components to be created. Time 
pressure, uncertain  
Entry 
conditions 
An individual recognises the need to act, or a task is allocated by the group, based on 
conditions such as: 
• a shared knowledge heap, created collaboratively, needs structure or focus;  
• activity is stalled;  
• time pressure on a project; 
• individual interest in an area related to a group project;  
Exit 
conditions 
The produced artefact is integrated within the group project, either without change or used as 
the base for further epistemic collaboration.  
Agenda To progress or further develop collaboratively produced knowledge. 
Epistemic 
object 
A shareable artefact, contributing to a larger epistemic object. 
Forms/ 
Artefacts 
Various, relevant to task, e.g. diagram, concept map, list, storyboard, script, text, spreadsheet, 
image, table, video. 
Capabilities Integrate and synthesise knowledge towards goals; overview and management of a group 
project; independent thinking and motivation; artefact production skills; give and take 
feedback productively. 
Rules/ 
moves 
Individual or group identify required work in a project; one or more team members volunteer; 
make an artefact, founded on and extending group work; share artefact with group for 
feedback and further ideas; iteratively improve artefact; collaboratively incorporate artefact 
or its ideas into group final product. 
Design for 
learning 
Sample activities: 
• ask group to collaboratively complete or improve a given artefact expressing a topic under 
study  
• re-representation activity, students repurpose others’ work in a different format, e.g. take 
sample text and show it as a concept map, and reflect on the process;  
• peer review of work supported by criteria, students review work by other students and 
incorporate feedback from others to improve an assessment submission;  
• rehearse novel or creative aspects of a project, for example, draw a house plan, 
storyboard a video;  
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• identify and allocate both epistemic and functional roles in collaborative work. 
 
 • Sample resources:  
• examples and guides to creating artefacts relevant to task at hand, e.g. storyboard, 
diagram;  
• guides on giving and receiving feedback 
Case 
examples 
• As outlined in ‘synthesising objects’ Section 6.2. 
 
Table 15 
Game: Establish team communications and work space 
 
Game Establish team communications and work space 
Type Situated problem-solving – Organising game 
Focus Procedural knowledge 
Typical 
context 
Students who have not worked together on a substantial project are expected to collaborate 
over a period of at least several weeks on a complex task that requires a team-developed 
solution. They may have difficulty in finding common times to meet in person. 
Entry 
conditions 
A team has formed and needs to work together over time and modes. 
Exit 
conditions 
The team project ends.  
(Infrastructuring a project is continuous, as the project transitions through phases and team 
members need to monitor their processes and tools, although there will tend to be more 
explicit emphasis on this at the beginning of projects.) 
Agenda Effective tools and practices for team communication and collaboration 
Epistemic 
object 
How the group will work together and communicate.  
Forms/ 
Artefacts 
Verbal or written outline of communications practice – followed by relevant action; Initial 
posts and shared spaces with outline of use; enactment of communications and collaboration.  
Capabilities Experience in communications tools; experience of teamwork; compare affordances of tools; 
evaluate and integrate tools with principles of teamwork. 
Rules/ 
moves 
Identify communications profile of project, e.g. how often and what type of communication; 
share team members’ personal constraints and skills; identify possible tools, considering DiCoT 
and other principles of teamwork; establish set of tools and processes; implement use – this 
may include specific tasks for team members to manage particular aspects; periodically check 
on efficacy and modify if necessary. 
 
Sample design: 
Table 14 continued 
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Design for 
learning 
• Team interim task to reflect on experiences in previous team work to identify how it has 
and has not worked.  
• Suggest/require teams nominate a team member to manage communications and shared 
documents.  
• For inexperienced teams, mandate particular aspects of communication, for example use 
an online communications tool and a shared drive and documents. 
• Sample resources:  
• Checklist of recommended features of team work space, e.g. immediacy, ease of use, 
visibility of progress, information flow, shared documents;  
• Team ‘contract’ template for recording and committing to team methods of collaboration; 
technology tool for formative feedback between group members. 
Case 
examples 
• Because the Education groups were required to set up online communications, they all 
established either groups in Facebook (VideoTech, VideoGame, VideoMap), or extended 
use of a common tool already used socially, Facebook Messenger (Timeline). 
• Of the Engineering groups, who were not specifically instructed to set up communications, 
the Renewables group did not set up a reliable method of communication between pracs, 
and, although recognising the collaborative and versioning features of Google Docs, did 
not use that tool collaboratively for most of the project. The Village group set up a 
common Messenger thread, but did not write together in shared documents. The Nuclear 
group continued their existing means of communication established as members of an 
existing study group, and used Google Docs collaboratively, a first for them as a team. 
See the case studies and findings on secondary level infrastructure for more details. 
Literature Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (Furniss & Blandford, 2006); Problem-based and project-
based learning texts, e.g. Hmelo-Silver et al. (2013) and Hung (2013). 
  
Table 15 continued 
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Appendix 4:  
Instrumentalising a tool: complexity in learning LaTeX 
LaTeX is a typesetting mark-up language used in scientific and engineering documents. It manages 
the layout of a document and renders mathematical and other equations. For the engineering 
assessment task, students were instructed to use LaTeX to format the document. The time and 
effort required to learn LaTeX was an issue for each Engineering group. A description of a session in 
which two Renewables group members worked on LaTeX follows, as an illustration of how the 
students tried to master a technical tool. 
By the week 6 prac, the group had received feedback on their initial project outline. Like most 
groups in the course, they received a very low mark and the tutor took some time to point out the 
structural and formatting issues in the document, emphasising that the report itself would need to 
improve substantially on their initial efforts. The tutor also sent them a report template that was 
found online, saying that it would be easy to render using LaTeX. In the three-hour week 7 prac, 
Michael and Dave devoted almost two hours to learning formatting with LaTeX, ending the session 
without demonstrable confidence that they had mastered the mark-up language sufficiently. In 
effect, learning LaTeX occupied most of the available shared time in the prac, taking Michael and 
Dave’s attention, while other group members worked individually.  
LaTeX requires the writer to first write the mark-up and then compile it to check whether it displays 
as expected. The slight delay between hitting the compile command and seeing the results after 
scrolling down the page, helped, by its suspense, to increase frustration when the results were 
negative, which happened consistently. Michael brought his frustration explicitly to the attention of 
his fellow group members, especially Dave, by gesture and comment as he endeavoured to format 
the document. Here is a selection of moments over the LaTeX session: 
(28 minutes) Michael: My head hurts 
(43 minutes) Michael: ((leans back with arms crossed, looking at the screen and chuckles again)) Hell. 
(48 minutes) Michael: ((Compiles the LaTeX he has worked on. He clicks and leans back watching, 
signalling to Dave that there will be a result to see, so Dave looks over. Michael scrolls the page then 
reacts dramatically, sitting back with face to the ceiling and both hands to face)) No! ((Dave laughs)) 
(50 minutes) 
Michael: yeah, that didn’t work. ((Works on computer)) If I do that, does that work? ((laughs)) ((to 
Dave, softly)) We came close. ((Dave looks over)) We came close. 
By verbalising and gesturing, Michael invited Dave’s notice and interaction and made plain to the 
group the problems he was having with LaTeX. The two students shared an horizon of observation 
(see Section 2.5.5 on distributed cognition for teamwork) by looking at each other’s screens and 
showing interest in each other’s progress. Michael and Dave shared humour and camaraderie. Over 
the next 40 or so minutes, they repeated the routine of making code changes, reviewing and sharing 
each other’s attempts, compiling and waiting for a result, only to repeatedly fail to achieve the 
desired formatting.  
(1 hour 38 minutes) Michael: You know what I hate? Coding. ((Smiles. Leans forward again to look at 
shared screen)) Scale table! Scale table! ((Dave moves back, compiles code and scrolls down. They 
burst out laughing at the lack of results and Michael twirls off on his wheeled chair again. Peter looks 
over, then Edward.)) 
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At times, the students described the mark-up as working illogically or arbitrarily. Dave explained, 
“Sometimes it thinks it’s a good idea, sometimes it’ll load the lines behind the colour… Cause every 
time I start the PDF, different lines do it. ((Dave and Michael laugh out loud)).” Shortly after, Michael 
copied Dave’s code to work on it, a common object to combine effort, but did not achieve the same 
result. He enlisted the other students’ help to identify the issue, but they were collectively unable to 
resolve it, leaving Michael to exclaim, “It doesn’t make sense.” 
The students and tutor worked around technically difficult problems using short cuts and helper 
sites and services. The tutor reminded the students that they can find code online to modify for their 
own needs. Part-way through the session, Dave found a site that generates code for tables, which 
Michael praised as “brilliant,” and, when showing the results to the tutor, commented that they 
would never have been able to type up that much code by themselves. In response to their ongoing 
difficulties in formatting a table to fit within the page and at the rotation they wanted, the tutor 
pointed them to a site that showed how to insert a high-quality image of the table, sidestepping the 
direct use of LaTeX for table formatting. When in a later prac the tutor asked about their use of 
LaTeX, Dave explained “we ran out of time.” Instead, they composed the report in a Google Doc and 
exported it for submission as a PDF. 
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Appendix 5: Transcription protocols 
Transcription elements used in this research are: 
[  overlapping talk 
=  latching (speech directly following previous utterance) 
(.)  short pause 
.  stopping fall in tone 
,  continuing intonation 
?  rising inflection 
mine emphasis 
((sniff)) described phenomena 
[Sam] pseudonym inserted for actual name 
( )  string of talk for which no clear audio could be achieved 
(words within parentheses) string of talk for which audio is incomplete or obscured 
…  indicates some conversation has been omitted. 
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Appendix 6: Sample Analysis of Discussion 
Table 16 
Analysis of an excerpt of VideoMap discussion from week 10 tutorial 
 
Frame Object / 
Concept 
Tools/ 
infrastructure/ 
Mode 
Epistemic moves Group / 
project 
management 
in the next two days, if we all pull out points Organising 
work 
  
Suggesting schedule Time 
management 
from where     
we have half an hour let's do it now.  (Length of 
tutorial) 
Suggestion action 
now 
Best use of 
current time 
I'm just a bit, I don't really know points from what. Do we need a 
mindmap 
  Seeking clarification. 
Suggestion for action. 
 
we could put our points in a mindmap ((start on paper))  Paper-based 
'mindmap' 
Suggestion for action  
my article looked at importance of popular culture from young 
age, Is that important? 
agreeing 
on 
argument 
Pop culture 
from young age 
(article) - shared 
previously on 
Facebook 
Seeking validation  
important to include that and the benefits they say it has, but 
not linger as we are not focusing on early childhood 
Not focusing on 
early childhood 
 Giving partial 
validation 
 
yeah, definitely important   Giving validation  
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Table 16 continued 
 Frame Object / 
Concept 
Tools/ 
infrastructure/ 
Mode 
Epistemic moves Group / 
project 
management 
I found two points - end point of why are we changing we 
already have a good mixture 
agreeing 
on 
argument - 
continued 
reiteration of 
'we are already 
there' 
   
It's not all just shakespeare   Agreement  
but that varies from school to school. riverside might even have 
been reading twilight. 
 (example from 
hearsay) 
Offered example to 
expand 
 
they chose stuff that was popular     
which wouldn't work elsewhere     
Lot of articles in SMH, Australian ((newspapers)) - is canon 
actually good 
trad vs pop 
culture  - which 
is 'good' or valid 
(newspaper 
articles) 
Expanding Sharing 
research ideas 
I think that is important, hate shakespeare, but they should do it   Expanding  
is the fact we are changing going too far?   Expanding – offering 
idea for argument 
 
they are saying we should come back to tried and true   Agreement, 
expanding. 
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Appendix 7: Student interview schedule 
 
Establishing a timeline and significant episodes or events 
Using observations and my constructed understanding of the events for verification. 
When you first read about the task, what did you think?  
How has your attitude to the task changed as you started doing it? What effected that 
change in attitude? 
What did you get ‘stuck’ on? How did you get ‘unstuck’? (Thomas et al., 2010) 
Describe an ‘aha’ moment in getting to grips with a concept or task. 
Tracing the development of shared objects 
Using visual representations of shared objects at different stages and at critical points of 
discussion or debate. 
What were the issues in your project and how were they were resolved? 
What did you think of the ideas that other students shared? Did you think your own ideas 
were incorporated and did you understand why when they were not? 
Are you satisfied with the final object produced by the group? Why or why not? 
How did the format of the artefact you created compare with other more usual forms, such 
as an individual essay? 
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Appendix 8: Ethics approval and documents used for recruitment 
 
Approval was granted by the relevant university Research Ethics Committees for this research. 
 
Emails and documents used for recruitment are provided below. They are:  
• Email of invitation – convenor/lecturer;  
• Email of invitation – students;  
• Participant information statement – convenor/lecturer; 
• Participant information statement – students;  
• Participant consent form – convenor/lecturer;  
• Participant consent form – students. 
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Email of invitation - convenor/lecturer 
 
Subject: Invitation to participate in research into group work 
 
Dear xxxx, 
 
(As I explained in our initial talk, ) I'm a PhD student looking at how groups of students work 
on collaborative tasks.  
To do this, I need your help. 
 
What I'm asking... 
From you: 
First, I would like your consent to approach students in your unit to participate in my 
research, if possible allowing participating students to be grouped together for the task. I 
would also gather any instructions and resources provided to students that are used to support 
the task. I would like to talk with you about your reflections on learning design, however, 
your level of participation is up to you. 
 
From your students: 
I would like to observe student groups as they work on the [xxxx] project in your unit, 
[yyyyy]. The attached information statements have more details, but the idea is that they 
would treat me as a 'silent' group member, who could access their communications, project 
documents and online workspaces. I would attend or record face-to-face and online meetings 
as an observer. After the project is completed, I will invite some students for an interview: 
their perspectives are central to the research. The level of participation is up to them. 
 
Why should you participate? 
The research aims to improve students’ experience generally through better support for group 
tasks. Specifically, it can provide data to help you improve the learning design of the group 
task under study. The aim is to revisit the same task at least once, so the research can offer 
iterative design support.  
 
I am excited to be doing this research and hope that you can come on the journey with me. If 
you are interested, please read the attached information statements and consent form and 
contact me with any questions. 
 
The signed consent form can be dropped off at [building, room number] or scanned and 
emailed to me ([researcher email]). 
 
Best regards, 
[researcher name and contact details] 
 
[attachments: Participant information statement – Convenor/lecturer, Participant information 
statement – Student, Consent form - Convenor/lecturer] 
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Email of invitation - students 
 
Subject: Invitation to participate in research into group work 
 
Hi, 
 
Do you like group projects? Hate them? Like them in principle, but wonder how they could 
work better? 
 
I'm a PhD student looking at how students work on group projects. My research aims to 
improve the student experience generally through better support for group tasks.  
 
To do this, I need your help. 
 
What I'm asking: 
I would like to follow your group as you work on [xxxx] project in this unit. The attached 
information statement has more details, but the idea is that you would treat me as a 'silent' 
group member, who could access your communications, project documents and online 
workspaces. I would attend or record face-to-face and online meetings as an observer. In 
addition, after the project is done, I would like to invite you for interview: your perspective is 
central to the research. The level of participation is up to you. 
 
Why should you participate? 
There will be few direct benefits from the study, apart from a movie or book voucher as a 
token of thanks, I can book meeting rooms for you if this assists your group. You might also 
gain a better understanding of how you work collaboratively, which is an essential skill in 
study and work. Additional time needed for participation should be negligible. 
 
I am excited to be doing this research and hope that you can come on the journey with me. If 
you are interested, please read the attached information statement and consent form and 
contact me with any questions. 
 
The signed consent form can be dropped off at [building, room number] or scanned and 
emailed to me ([researcher email]) or you can bring it to the first group meeting, which I will 
attend. 
 
Best regards, 
 
[Researcher name and contact details] 
 
 
[attachments: Participant information statement – Student, Consent form – Student] 
[Note: the in-lecture presentation would cover the same points as the introductory email.] 
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Participant information statement – convenor/lecturer 
 
[University letterhead] 
[Chief investigator name and contact details] 
 
Designing for Epistemic Agency:  
How student groups construct knowledge and what helps them do it 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT – Convenor/Lecturer 
(1) What is the study about? 
You are invited to participate in a study of how groups of tertiary students 
collaborate in complex, open-ended tasks. The research will investigate not 
only how students work with knowledge—e.g. aggregate, analyse, 
synthesise and create—but also how students manage and self-organise 
their collaborative work. The research aims to improve learning design for 
complex tasks. 
(2) Who is carrying out the study? 
The study is being conducted by [Researcher name and role], and will form 
the basis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at [university 1] under the 
supervision of [supervisor (chief investigator) and associate supervisor 
names and contact details]. 
(3) What does the study involve? 
Data collection from the unit and its convenor aims to get a detailed picture 
of learning design and student support for group tasks: how tasks develop 
in practice and how they could be modified for the next time. 
Data collection from you as a unit convenor/lecturer would be: 
• Instructions and resources provided to students as part of their task 
orientation. 
• Two interviews covering your initial intentions before the task and 
experience of delivering the task and how it might be modified in the 
future (30-45 minutes each).  
• Short optional ongoing discussions with me about groups’ progress 
on the task and the practical support they require. 
Specifically, your students will be asked to: 
1. Allow me to attend and record their group meetings, face-to-face or 
online. I will ask a group member to turn on a recording if I cannot 
attend. 
2. Give me access to group work, including 
o group collaboration spaces online (e.g., forums, social 
network group or wiki) 
o group communications (e.g., emails, SMSs, social network 
posts, blog/wiki/forum posts) 
o all items or documents they create in working on the task 
o their marked projects with your comments for the task.  
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Optionally, they can choose to: 
3. Contribute short reflections on the group task, which can be emailed, 
SMSed or recorded.  
4. Participate in an individual interview or joint focus group. 
 
(4) How much time will the study take? 
The time taken will depend on what level of participation you wish to have 
in the research.  
• Optional ongoing discussions with me are expected to be about 15 
minutes a week over the duration of the task.  
• The interviews will take approximately 30-45 minutes each.  
• There will be a small amount of time needed to ensure (via e.g. 
email) that I am informed of class times to observe any task 
explanations.  
• If you wish to collaborate and get my advice or other assistance on 
modifications to learning design, this could take up to several hours 
in separate sessions.  
(5) Can I withdraw from the study? 
Being in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation 
to consent and - if you do consent - you can withdraw at any time without 
affecting your relationship with [university 1] or [university 2]. If you wish to 
withdraw individually, you may continue your permission to follow student 
groups, however you also may withdraw your unit as a whole, including 
student groups.  
Interviews 
If you participate in an interview, you may stop the interview at any time if 
you do not wish to continue, the audio or video recording will be erased and 
the information provided will not be included in the study. Alternatively, 
parts of the recording can be excluded from data collection if you require. 
If you decide to withdraw from the study, please inform [chief investigator 
name, contact details] or [researcher name, contact details]. 
(6) Will anyone else know the results? 
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and 
only the researchers will have access to information on participants. A 
report of the study may be submitted for publication, but individual 
participants will not be identifiable in such a report. 
As one of the goals of the project is to improve learning design, results will 
be shared with you as the unit convenor/lecturer, but only after final marks 
have been confirmed. 
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(7) Will the study benefit me? 
As the study will be following student groups as they collaborate on a task 
designed by you, the results will be directly relevant to your unit. There is 
the opportunity to discuss and plan learning design with the researcher; the 
aim is to follow up on repeats of the unit to allow iterative improvement of 
learning design.  
(8) Can I tell other people about the study? 
Yes. 
(9) What if I require further information about the study or my involvement in 
it? 
When you have read this information, [researcher name and contact 
details] will discuss it with you further and answer any questions you may 
have.  If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to 
contact [researcher], [chief investigator name and contact details or 
[associate supervisor name and contact details]. 
(10) What if I have a complaint or any concerns? 
The ethical aspects of this study have been approved by the [university 1] 
Human Research Ethics Committee. Any person with concerns or 
complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact [Human 
Ethics Administration contact details]. The ethical aspects of this study have 
also been approved by the [university 2] Human Research Ethics 
Committee.  If you have any complaints or reservations about any ethical 
aspect of your participation in this research, you may contact the 
Committee through [contact details].  Any complaint you make will be 
treated in confidence and investigated, and you will be informed of the 
outcome. 
This information sheet is for you to keep 
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Participation information statement – Student 
 
 
[university 1 letterhead] 
[chief investigator name and contact details] 
 
Designing for Epistemic Agency:  
How student groups construct knowledge and what helps them do it 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT - Student 
 
(1) What is the study about? 
The study is about what happens in student groups when they work together. As a 
learning designer, I help design assignments - and I want to design better ones. 
Most learning happens in the interactions between people and the things they 
create: text, designs, lists, diagrams, maps. By understanding how you collaborate 
and what you do, I hope to design for better learning. 
 
(2) Who is carrying out the study? 
The study is being conducted by [researcher name and position], and will form the 
basis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at [university 1] under the supervision 
of [chief investigator and associate supervisor names and contact details]. 
 
(3) What does the study involve? 
The study will investigate how a group task is carried out by the group you are in. 
It will look at how your group works together, what tools you use and what items 
or documents you create. In order to gain a detailed understanding of the group 
work, I ([researcher first name]) will in effect ask you to allow me to become a 
‘silent’ group member, who receives all communications, invitations and shared 
items without contributing.  
Specifically, you will be asked to: 
5. Allow me to attend and record your group meetings, face-to-face or online. 
I will ask a group member to turn on a recording if I cannot attend. 
6. Give me access to group work, including 
o group collaboration spaces online (e.g., forums, social network 
group or wiki) 
o group communications (e.g., emails, SMSs, social network posts, 
blog/wiki/forum posts) 
o all items or documents you create in working on the task 
o your final marked project with comments.  
Optionally, you can choose to: 
7. Contribute short reflections on the group task, which can be emailed, 
SMSed or recorded.  
8. Participate in an interview or focus group.   
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The collected data will not be seen in its raw form by anyone except the researcher 
and her supervisors. The research study and researcher are unconnected with 
grading of the project and no data collected for research will contribute to marks. 
Any de-identified research results or recommendations will not be shared with the 
unit convenor/lecturer until after final results are published for your unit. 
 
(4) How much time will the study take? 
The idea is to generally not ask for extra time from you. Cooperation is the main 
request. 
• An initial orientation and Q&A on how I will collect data of approximately 
15 minutes.  
• If you volunteer to provide reflections, this should take about 15 minutes 
per week. 
• An interview or focus group would take around 1 hour – scheduled at a time 
to suit you. 
 
(5) Can I withdraw from the study? 
Being in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation to 
consent and - if you do consent - you can withdraw at any time without affecting 
your relationship with [university 1] or [university 2]. 
Group projects 
If you agree to participate in the study and wish to withdraw, as this is a group 
project it may not be possible to exclude all your individual data once the project 
has commenced. However, where it can be individualised, your data, including 
recordings, will be excluded.  
Interviews 
If you participate in an interview, you may stop the interview at any time if you do 
not wish to continue, the audio or video recording will be erased and the 
information provided will not be included in the study. 
Focus Groups 
If you take part in a focus group and wish to withdraw, as this is a group discussion 
it may not be possible to exclude all your individual data once the session has 
commenced. However, where it can be individualised, your data, including 
recordings, will be excluded.  
If there will be specific recordings or parts of recordings that you would like to 
exclude from data collection, please contact [researcher name]. Where it can be 
done, these parts of recordings will be excluded. 
If you decide to withdraw from the study, please inform [chief investigator name 
and contact details] or [researcher name and contact details]. 
 
(6) Will anyone else know the results? 
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the 
researchers will have access to information on participants. It is understood that 
sometimes group work is conducted within scheduled classes in the presence of 
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others. How to allow researcher access and preserve anonymity in these cases can 
be discussed with you. 
A report of the study will be prepared in the form of a doctoral thesis and may be 
submitted for conference or journal publication, but individual participants will not 
be identifiable in such reports. As one of the goals of the project is to improve 
learning design, results will be shared with the unit convenor/lecturer, but only 
after final marks have been confirmed. 
 
(7) Will the study benefit me? 
There are not direct benefits from the study. However, you may benefit from the 
reflective nature of the study, in that thinking about how you collaborate and work 
with knowledge may assist you in future study and work. There will be a movie or 
book voucher provided in appreciation for participation. The researcher can assist 
the group by booking on-campus rooms for meetings. 
 
(8) Can I tell other people about the study? 
Yes.  
 
(9) What if I require further information about the study or my involvement in it? 
When you have read this information, [researcher name and contact details] will 
discuss it with you further and answer any questions you may have.  If you would 
like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact [researcher first name] 
or [chief investigator name and contact details].  
 
(10) What if I have a complaint or any concerns? 
The ethical aspects of this study have been approved by the [university 1] Human 
Research Ethics Committee. Any person with concerns or complaints about the 
conduct of a research study can contact [committee contact details]. The ethical 
aspects of this study have also been approved by the [university 2] Human 
Research Ethics Committee.  If you have any complaints or reservations about any 
ethical aspect of your participation in this research, you may contact the Committee 
through [committee contact details].  Any complaint you make will be treated in 
confidence and investigated, and you will be informed of the outcome. 
 
This information sheet is for you to keep 
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Participant consent form - Convenor/Lecturer 
 
[university 1 letterhead] 
[chief investigator name and contact details] 
 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM: Convenor/Lecturer 
 
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give 
consent to my participation in the research project 
 
TITLE: Designing for Epistemic Agency: How student groups construct knowledge and 
what helps them do it 
In giving my consent I acknowledge that: 
1. The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained 
to me and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my 
satisfaction. 
 
2. I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the 
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the 
researcher/s. 
 
3. I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any 
obligation to consent. 
 
4. I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that research 
results of the study may be published, however no information about me will be used 
in any way that is identifiable. 
 
5. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my 
relationship with the researchers, [university 1] or [university 2] now or in the future. 
 
6. I understand that I can stop an interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, the 
audio or video recording will be erased and the information provided will not be 
included in the study. 
 
7. I consent to:  
 
• Recruitment of student participants in my unit (insert name of unit)                   
                                    YES  NO  
• Collection of instructions and resources related to the group task  
                                                                                   YES  NO  
• Audio-recording (interview)                             YES  NO  
• Providing weekly reflections                   YES  NO  
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• Use of learning design discussions and plans     
                   YES  NO  
• Use of final marks and marker’s comments for the task    
                    YES  NO  
• Receiving Feedback                  YES  NO  
 
If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your details 
i.e. mailing address, email address. 
 
Feedback Option 
 
Address: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Email: _______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 ....................... ................................................... 
Signature  
 
 ........................................................................... 
Please PRINT name 
 
.................................................................................. 
Date 
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Participant consent form - Student 
 
 
[university 1 letterhead] 
[chief investigator name and contact details] 
 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM: Student 
 
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to 
my participation in the research project 
 
TITLE: Designing for Epistemic Agency: How student groups construct knowledge and what 
helps them do it 
 
In giving my consent I acknowledge that: 
 
1. The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to 
me and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my satisfaction. 
 
2. I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the opportunity 
to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the researcher/s. 
 
3. I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any 
obligation to consent. 
 
4. I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that research 
results may be published, however no information about me will be used in any way 
that is identifiable. 
 
5. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my 
relationship with the researcher(s), [university 1] or [university 2] now or in the future. 
 
6. I understand that I can stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, the 
audio or video recording will be erased and the information provided will not be 
included in the study. 
 
 I understand that I can stop my participation in a focus group at any time if I do not 
wish to continue; however as it is a group discussion it will not be possible to exclude 
individual data to that point. 
 I understand that if I wish to stop my participation in a project that is under study, it 
will not be possible to exclude my individual data from group products. If I appear in 
recordings, that data will be excluded if possible, though this cannot be guaranteed.  
 
7. I consent to:  
• Researcher observation of group work                 YES    NO  
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• Collection of artefacts and communications  
related to group work                       YES    NO  
• Audio-recording (interview & group work)           YES         NO  
• Video-recording of group work                            YES         NO  
• Publication of anonymised and  
de-identified audio and video excerpts                 YES         NO  
• Photographs of group work                                   YES         NO  
• Provide weekly reflections on group work            YES         NO   
• Use of final marks and marker’s  
comments for the task                YES         NO  
• Receiving Feedback                 YES         NO  
If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your 
details i.e. mailing address, email address. 
 
Feedback Option 
Address:  _______________________________________________________ 
   _______________________________________________________ 
Email: _______________________________________________________ 
 
 ............ ................................................... 
Signature  
 
 ................................................................ 
Please PRINT name 
 
.................................................................................. 
Date 
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Appendix 9: File management, data collection hardware and software 
File management 
With the many heterogeneous sources for multiple cases, effective file management was required to 
keep data in order. All files were downloaded from recording devices as soon as possible into a 
central location and labelled appropriately. There were education and engineering folders 
containing a folder for each case group, which in turn held a folder per session. All files were labelled 
with the group name and date of recording. This allowed for easy identification especially for the 
output of processed video files, which used the original labelling. 
The files were manually backed up to an external hard drive and saved to another computer at the 
researcher’s home. They were then regularly backed up automatically on that computer’s external 
drive. All files were physically locked away or password protected. 
This workflow ensured files were appropriately managed and backed up. The process also included 
deleting all backed-up files from recording devices before reuse. On one occasion this step was 
omitted, the video recorder became full and missed recording some of the session. The audio 
recorder provided back up data. 
Formats and software 
I benefited from having a background in media production, and so was familiar with software for 
video editing and illustration. The audio and video recordings were matched in Adobe Premiere via 
an automated tool—‘Merge Clips…’—and sometimes manually. The resulting video was compressed 
and output as smaller integrated files. The audio recorder’s output was almost always much clearer 
than the video camera, improving transcription, and was therefore used to replace video camera 
audio. 
Some transcoding of formats was required. One audio recording device output .wav files. The free 
program ‘Adapter’ was used to transcode them into .mp3 files that can be used in Premiere. The 
Sony video cameras output their files within a ‘CHMOD’ format. This opens up in Quicktime, from 
which each clip was saved as a .mov file before being imported into Premiere. 
Adobe Illustrator was used for drawing diagrams and Adobe Photoshop for cropping and treating 
photographs. 
Scrivener was used for research notes, data notes and composition of the dissertation. Microsoft 
Word was used for layout of the dissertation. 
Zotero was used to manage references and citations, incorporated into Scrivener using the 
‘Scannable cite’ format. LibreOffice was used to process Zotero citations in the compiled .odt 
document, which were then processed into Word-readable citations. The Zotero plugin for Word 
was problematic. 
Dropbox was used to support work in several locations and for communication with supervisors. 
Chrome plugin Draftback allowed a timelapse playback of revisions, as well as provided a graph of 
edits over time. 
Collaborative tools used by students include: Google Drive, Tiki-Toki timeline, Facebook Groups, 
email, Facebook Messenger, MovieMaker, [audio recording software], [photo mapping link 
software], PowerPoint, Word, MATLAB, Google Drive, Google search, smart phones, GoPro camera, 
lab computers, laptops, tablets, university learning management system. 
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Hardware for research 
2 x Sony Handycams, 2 x digital voice recorders, iPods with desktop tripods, wearable video 
cameras, iMac, Macbook, iPad, external hard drives. 
Lessons learned for researchers using a similar approach 
Do not place a recording device on a hard surface: with people typing etc it reverberates, adding 
noise to the recording. Either cushion it or use a small stand. Otherwise, participants will likely knock 
or rock it - or even repeatedly pick up and drop it (this happened), damaging the clarity of the 
recording. 
Take control of turning devices on and off, if possible, even if you then need to edit down the length 
of the recording. Leaving it to participants can mean you miss a recording altogether—although 
student agency in controlling what is recorded may be something you wish to maintain. 
A very few times, the video or audio recorder failed to record, mostly because batteries ran down, 
and the other device was able to be used as the sole source, and so I would recommend at least two 
recording devices be used where possible. 
The education groups were invited as participants at least a week later than they should have been 
approached. This was partly due to the lecturer underestimating the date on which groups would 
start work on their projects. The late start meant that initial discussions were not recorded and the 
research relied on student notes and reports to reconstruct their discourse. In a similar situation, it 
would be advisable to share recruitment information early, possibly even before groups have 
formed. 
